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PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION

As a third edition of this work has been called for, and as it

has been translated into German ^ and into French,* it must

have served some useful purpose, in spite of its imperfec-

tions, of which I am naturally more conscious than any one.

The present edition was prepared under the stress of war

conditions, which much abridged the leisure of university

teachers, and its publication has been delayed longer than

I could have wished for the same reason.

My aim has been to show that a new thing came into the

world with the early Ionian teachers—^the thing we call

science—and that they first poiated the way which Europe

has followed ev^r since, so that, as I have said elsewhere,

it is an adequate description of science to say that it is

"thmking about the world in the Greek way.” That is

why science has never existed except among peoples who

have coine under the influence of Greece.

When the first edition of Early Greek Philosophy was

published, twenty-eight years ago, the subject was still

generally treated in this country from a Hegelian point of

view, and many of my conclusions were regarded as para-

doxes. Some of these are now accepted by most people,

but there are two which still provoke opposition. In the

first place, I ventured to call Parmenides “ the father of

Materialism,” and it is stiU maintained in some quarters

that he was an Idealist (a modem term, which is most

^ Die Anfdnge der griechischen Philosophies aus dem Engliscken iibersetzt von

Else Schenkl (Berlin, Teubner, 1913).

* VAurora de la Philosophie grecque^ Edition fran^aise^ par Aug. Reymond

(Paris, Payot, 1919).
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misleading when applied to Greek philosophy) on the ground

that “ the very essence of materialism is that this material

world, this world of sense, is the real world,” ^ and that

Parmenides certainly denied all reality to the world of sense.

Undoubtedly he did, and, if I had used the term Materialism

in the sense alleged, I should have been talking nonsense.

As I understand it, however, the " matter ” of the Materialist

is not a possible object of sense at all ; it is as much, or

more, an ens rationis as Spirit, and the ” being ” of Par-

menides is the first clear attempt to apprehend this non-

sensuous reality. That is, in fact, the main thesis of my
book, and the vital point of the argument is my insistence

on the derivation of Atomism (which is admittedly material-

istic) from Eleatidsm, in accordance with the express state-

ments of Aristotle and Theophrastos (pp. 333 sqq.). If that

is wrong, my whole treatment of the subject is wrong.

The other paradox which has still to win acceptance is

my contention that the opposite view which finds reality

not in matter, but in form, the Platonist view in short, goes

back to the PyUiagoreans, and was already familiar to

Sokrates, though it was not formulated in a perfectly clear

way till the days of the Platonic Academy. I am convinced

that this can only be made good by a fresh interpretation

in detail of the Platonic dialogues, and I am now engaged

on that task. It is necessary to make it quite dear that

the interpretation current in the nineteenth century was
based on certain assumptions, for which no evidence has

ever been offered, and which are most improbable in them-

selves. I cannot discuss this farther here, but I hope to

have an early opportunity of doing so.

J. B.

St. Andrews, July 1920.

^ W. T. Stace, A Critical History of Greek Philosophy (London, 1920),
^^.efisqq.
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EARLY GREEK PHILOSOPHY

INTRODUaiON

I. It was not till the traditional view of the world and the The cos-

customary rules of life had broken down, that the Greeks

began to feel the needs which philosophies of nature and

of conduct seek to satisfy. Nor were those needs felt

all at once. The ancestral maxims of conduct were not
*°**'^^’

seriously questioned till the old view of nature had passed

away
; and, for this reason, the earhest philosophers busied

themselves mainly with speculations about the world

around them. In due season, Logic was called into being

to meet a fresh want. The pursuit of cosmological inquiry

had brought to light a wide divergence between science and

common sense, which was itself a problem that demanded

solution, and moreover constrained philosophers to study

the means of defending their paradoxes against the pre-

judices of the unscientific. Later still, the prevailing

interest in logical matters raised the question of the origin

and validity of knowledge ;
while, about the same time,

the break-down of traditional morality gave rise to Ethics.

The period which precedes the rise of Logic and Ethics has

thus a distinctive character of its own, and may fitly be

treated apart.^

^ It will be observed that Demokritos falls outside the period thus

dedued. The common practice of treating this younger contemporary of

Sokrates along with the
"
Pre-Socratics ” obscures the historical develop-

ment altogether. Demokritos comes after Protagoras, and he has to face

the problems of knowledge and conduct far more seriously than his pre-

decessors had done (see Brochard, “ Protagoras et Dfemocrite,” Arch. ii.

p. 368).
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The
traditional

view of

the world.

II. It must, however, be remembered that the world

was already very old when science and philosophy began.

In particular, the Aegean Sea had been the seat of a high

civilisation from the Neolithic age onwards, a civilisation

as ancient as that of Egypt or of Babylon, and superior to

either in most things that matter. It is becoming clearer

every day that the Greek civilisation of later days was

mainly the revival and continuation of this, though it no

doubt received certain new and important elements from

the less civilised northern peoples who for a time arrested

its development. The original Mediterranean population

must have far outnumbered the intruders, and must have

assimilated and absorbed them in a few generations, except

in a state like Sparta, which deliberately set itself to resist

the process. At any rate, it is to the older race we owe
Greek Art and Greek Science.^ It is a remarkable fact

^ See Sir Artimr Evans, "The Minoan and Mycenean Element in

Hellenic Life " xxxii. 277 sqqJ), where it is contended (p. 278)

that " The people whom we discern in the new dawn are not the pale-

skinned northerners—^the ‘ yellow-haired Achaeans ’ and the rest—but
essentially the dark-haired, brown-complexioned race ... of whom we
find the earlier portraiture in the Minoan and Mycenean wall-paintings."

But, if the Greeks of historical times were the same people as the
" Minoans," why should Sir Arthur Evans hesitate to call the " Minoans "

Greeks ? The Achaians and Dorians have no special claim to the name

;

for the Graes of Boiotia, who brought it to Cumae, were of the older race.

I can attach no intelligible meaning ei^er to the term " pre-Hellenic."

If it means that the Aegean race was there before the somewhat un-
important Achalan tribe which accidentally gave its name later to the
whole nation, that is true, but irrelevant. If, on the other hand, it implies

that there was a real change in the population of the Aegean at any time
since the end of the Neolithic age, that is untrue, as Sir Arthur Evans
himself maintains. If it means (as it probably does) that the Greek
language was introduced into the Aegean by the northerners, there is no
evidence of that, and it is contrary to analogy. The Greek language,

as we know it, is in its vocabulary a mixed speech, like our own, "but its

essential structure is far liker that of the Indo-Iranian languages than that
of any northern branch of Indo-European speech. For instance, the
augment is common and peculiar to Sanskrit, Old Persian, and Greek.
The Greek language cannot have differed very much from the Persian
in the second millennium b.c. The popular distinction between centum
and saiem languages., is wholly misleading and based on a secondary
phenomenon, as is diown by the fact that the Romance languages have
became saiem languages in historical times. It would be more to the
point to note that Greek, like Old Indian and Old Persian, represents the
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that every one of the men whose work we are about to

study was an Ionian, except Empedokles of Akragas, and
this exception is perhaps more apparent than real. Akragas

was foTmded from the Rhodian colony of Gela, its oiiciaT^<t

was himself a Rhodian, and Rhodes, though officially

Dorian, had been a centre of the early Aegean civilisation.

We may fairly assume that the emigrants belonged mainly

to the older population rather than to the new Dorian

aristocracy. P3ddiagoras founded his society in the Achaian
.city of Kroton, but he himself was an Ionian from

Samos.

This being so, we must be prepared to find that the

Greeks of historical times who first tried to understand the

world were not at aU in the position of men setting out on
a hitherto imtrodden path. The remains of Aegean art

prove that there must have been a tolerably consistent

view of the world in existence already, though we caimot

hope to recover it in detail till the records are deciphered.

The ceremony represented on the sarcophagus of Hagia

Triada implies some quite definite view as to the state of

the dead, and we may be sure that the Aegean people were

as capable of developing theological speculation as were

the Eg5q)tians and Babylonians. We shall expect to find

traces of this in later days, and it may be said at once that

things like the fragments of Pherekydes of Syros are in-

explicable except as survivals of some such speculation.

There is no ground for supposing that this was borrowed

from Egypt, though no doubt these early civilisations all

influenced one another. The Egyptians may have borrowed

from Crete as readily as the Cretans from Egypt, and there

was a seed of life in the sea civilisation which was somehow
lacking in that of the great rivers.

On the other hand, it is clear that the northern invaders

must have assisted the free development of the Greek

sonant n :n the word for "hundred" {kKo,Tbv=^iatam, satem) hy a, and to

classify it with them as a seUem language on that ground.
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I. Homer*

genius by breaking up th^ powerful monarchies of earlier

days and, above all, by checking the growth of a super-

stition like that which ultimately stifled Egypt and Babylon.

That there was once a real danger of this is suggested by

certain features in the Aegean remains. On the other hand,

the worship of Apollo seems to have been brought from

the North by the Achaians,^ and indeed what has been called

the Olympian religion was, so far as we can see, derived

mainly from that source. Still, the artistic form it assumed

bears the stamp of the Mediterranean peoples, and it was

chiefly in that form it appealed to them. It could not

become oppressive to them as the old Aegean religion

might very possibly have done. It was probably due to

the Achaians that the Greeks never had a priestly class,

and that may well have had something to do with the rise

of free science among them.

III. We see the working of these influences clearly in

Homer. Though he doubtless belonged to the older race

himself and used its language, ^ it is for the courts of Achaian

princes he sings, and the gods and heroes he celebrates are

mostly Achaian.® That is why we find so few traces of the

traditional view of the world in the epic. The gods have

become frankly human, and everything primitive is kept

out of sight. There are, of course, vestiges of the early

^ See Farnell, Cults of the Greek States, vol. iv. pp. 98 sqq,
2 This is surely a simpler hypothesis than that of Sir Arthur Evans,

who postulates {loc. cit, p. 288) an earlier Minoan epic taken over into
Greek/' The epic dialect has most points of contact with Arcadian
and C3rpriote, and it is wholly improbable that the Arcadians came
from the North. There are sufficient parallels for the prowess of the
conqueror being celebrated by a bard of the conquered race (Ridgeway,
Early Age of Greece, vol. i. p* 664). Does this explain the name *'Oaw;pos,
'' hostage " ?

3 Professor Ridgeway {Early Age of Greece, i. p. 674) points out that the
specifically Achaian names, such as Achilles, Odysseus, Aiakos, Aias, Laertes
and Peleus, cannot be explained from the Greek language, while the
names of the older race, such as Herakles, Erichthonios, Erysichthon, etc.,

can. No doubt Agamemnon and Menelaos have Greek names, but that
is because Atreus owed his kingship to the marriage of Pelops with a
princess of the* oldeiira.ee. It is an instance of the process of assimilation
which was going on everywhere.
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beliefs and practices, but they are exceptional.^ It has

often been noted that Homer never speaks of the primitive

custom of purification for homicide. The dead heroes are

burned, not buried, as the kings of the older race were.

Ghosts play hardly any part. In the Iliad we have, to be

sure, the ghost of Patroklos, in close connexion with the

solitary instance of human sacrifice in Homer. There is

also the Nekyia in the Eleventh Book of the Odyssey.^

Such things, however, are rare, and we may fairly infer that,

at least in a certain society, that of the Achaian princes for

whom Homer sang, the traditional view of the world was

already discredited at a comparatively early date,* though

it naturally emerges here and there.

IV. When we come to Hesiod, we seein to be in another 2. Hesiod,

world. We hear stories of the gods which axe not only

irrational but repulsive, and these are told quite seriously.

Hesiod makes the Muses say :
“ We know how to tell many

false things that are hke the truth ; but we know too, when

we will, to utter what is true.” * This means that he was

conscious of the difference between' the Homeric spirit and

his own. The old light-heartedness is gone, and it is

important to tell the truth about the gods. Hesiod knows,

too, that he belongs to a later and a sadder time than

Homer. In describing the Ages of the World, he inserts a

fifth age between those of Bronze and Iron. That is the

Age of the Heroes, the age Homer sang of. It was better

than the Bronze Age which came before it, and far better

than that which followed it, the Age of Iron, in which Hesiod

^ There are traces of cosmogODical ideas in the At6s dirdriy {IL xiv.),

® Od. xi. has been referred to a late date because it is supposed to

contain Orphic ideas. In the light of our present knowledge, such a

hypothesis is quite unnecessary. The ideas in question are primitive,

and were probably generally accepted in the -Aegean. Orphicism was

essentially a revival of primitive beliefs.

® On all this, see especially Rohde, Psyche^
^

i, pp. 37 sqq, (=P5.^

pp. 34 sqq,),

^ Hes. Theog. 27 (the words of the first verse are borrowed from
Od, xix. 203). The Muses are the same as those who inspired Homer,
which means that Hesiod wrote in hexameters and used the Epic dialect.
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lives.i He also feels that he is singing for another class.

It is to shepherds and husbandmen of the older race he

addresses himself, and the Achaian princes for whom Homer
sang have become remote persons who give “ crooked

dooms.” The romance and splendour of the Achaian

Middle Ages meant nothing to the common- people. The
primitive view of the world had never really died out among
them ; so it was natural for their first spokesman to assume

it in his poems. That is why we find in Hesiod these old

savage tales, which Homer disdained.

Yet it woTild be wrong to see in the Theogony a mere

revival of the old superstition. Hesiod could not help being

afiected by the new spirit, and he became a pioneer in spite

of himself. The rudiments of what grew into Ionic science

and history are to be found in his poems, and he really did

more than any one to hasten that decay of the old ideas

which he was seeking to arrest. The Theogony is an attempt

to reduce all the stories about the gods into a single system,

and system is fatal to so wayward a thing as mythology.

Moreover, though the spirit in which Hesiod treats his theme
is that of the older race, the gods of whom he sings are for

the most part those of the Achaians. This introduces an
element of contradiction into the system from first to last.

Herodotos tells us that it was Homer and Hesiod who made
a theogony for the Hellenes, who gave the gods their names,

and distributed among them their ofixces and arts,® and it

is perfectly true. The Olympian pantheon took the place

of the older gods in men’s minds, and this was quite as

much the doing of Hesiod as of Homer. The ordinary man
woTild hardly recognise his gods in the humanised figures,

detached from all local associations, which poetry had
substituted for the older objects of worship. Such gods
were incapable of satisf3dng the needs of the people, and

^ There is great historical insight here. It was Hesiod, not onr
modem historians, who first pointed out that the Greek Middle Ages "

were a break in the normal development.
* Herod, ii. 53,
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that is the secret of the religious revival we shall have to

consider later.

V. Nor is it only in this way that Hesiod shows himself

a child of his time. His Theogony is at the same time a

Cosmogony, though it would seem that here he was following

the older tradition rather than working out a thought of his

own. At any rate, he only mentions the two great cosmo-

gonical figures. Chaos and Eros, and does not really bring

them into connexion with his system. They seem to belong,

in fact, to an older stratum of speculation. The conception

of Chaos represents a distinct effort to picture the beginning

of things. It is not a formless mixture, but rather, as its

etymology indicates, the yawning gulf or gap where nothing

is as yet.^ We may be sure that this is not primitive.

Primitive man does not feel called on to form an idea of

the very beginning of all things ; he takes for granted that

there was something to begin with. The other figure, that

of Eros, was doubtless intended to explain the impulse to

production which gave rise to the whole process. These are

clearly speculative ideas, but in Hesiod they are blurred and

confused.

We have records of great activity in the production of

cosmogonies during the whole of the sikth century b.c.,

and we know something of the systems of Epimenides,

Pherekydes,® and Akousilaos. If there were speculations of

this kind even before Hesiod, we need have no hesitation

in believing that the earliest Orphic cosmogony goes back

to that century too.* The feature common to all these

systems is the attempt to get behind the Gap, and to put

Kronos or Zeus in the first place. That is what Aristotle

has in view when he distinguishes the " theologians '* from

^ The word certainly means the gape”" or " yawn," the

veXdjpiop of the Rhapsodic Theogony (fr. 52). Grimm compared it with

the Scandinavian Ginnunga-Gap.
* For the remains of Pherekydes, see Diels, Vorsokratiker, 71 b, and

the interesting account in Gomperz, Greek Thinkers, vol, i. pp- 85 sqq,

* This was the view of lx>beck with regard to the so-called
** Rhapsodic

Theogony " described by Damaskios*

Cosmo-
gony*
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General
dxaracter*

istics of

Greek cos-

mology.

those who were half theologians and half philosophers, and

who put what was best in the beginning.* It is obvious,

however, that this process is the very reverse of scientific,

and might be carried on indefinitely ; so we have nothing

to do with the cosmogonists in our present inquiry, except

so far as they can be shown to have influenced the course of

more sober investigations.

VI. The lonians, as we can see from their literature,

were deeply impressed by the transitoriness of things.

There is, in fact, a fundamental pessimism in their outlook

on life, such as is natural to an over-civilised age with

no very definite religious convictions. We find Mimnermos
of Kolophon preoccupied with the sadness of the coming
of old age, while at a later date the lament of Simonides,

that the generations of men fall like the leaves of the forest,

touches a chord that Homer had already struck.® Now
this sentiment always finds its best illustrations in the

changes of the seasons, and the cycle of growth and decay
is a far more striking phenomenon in Aegean lands than in

the North, and takes still more clearly the form of a war
of opposites, hot and cold, wet and dry. It is, accordingly,

from that point of view the early cosmologists regard the

world. The opposition of day and night, summer and
winter, with their suggestive parallelism in sleep and
waking, birth and death, are the outstanding features of-

the world as they saw it.®

The changes of the seasons are plainly brought about
by the encroachments of one pair of opposites, the cold and
the wet, on the other pair, the hot and the dry, which in

^ Arist. Met, N, 4. 1091 b 8.

Butcher, The Melancholy of the Greeks/' in Some Aspect of
the Greek Genius, pp. 130 sqq,

* This is well brought out by Prof. J. L. Myres in a paper entitled
The Background of Greek Science " [University of Chicago Chronicle,

vol. xvi. No. 4). There is no need to derive the doctrine of the opposites "

from a “ religious representation " as Mr. Comford does in the first chapter
of From Religion to Philosophy, In Greece these force themselves upon
our attention quite apart from anything of the sort. Of course they are
also important in agrarian magic for practical reasons.
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their turn encroach on the other pair. This process w?s
naturally described in terms borrowed from human society ;

for in early days the regularity and constancy of human
life was far more clearly realised than the uniformity of

nature. Man lived in a charmed circle of social law and
custom, but the world around him at first seemed lawless.

That is why the encroachment of one opposite on another

was spoken of as injustice (dSixia) and the due observ-

ance of a balance between them as justice (Sixvf). The
later word K6<rfj.o<; is based on this notion too. It meant
originally the discipline of an army, and next the ordered

constitution of a state.

That, however, was not enough. The earliest cosmo-
logists could find no satisfaction in the view of the world

as a perpetual contest between opposites. They felt that

these must somehow have a common ground, from which
they had issued and to which they must return once more.

They were in search of something more primary than the

opposites, something which persisted through all change,

and ceased to exist in one form only to reappear in another.

That this was really the spirit in which they entered on their

quest is shown by the fact that they spoke of this something
as “ ageless ” and “ deathless.” ^ If, as is sometimes held,

their real interest had been in the process of growth and
becoming, they would hardly have applied epithets so

charged with poetical emotion and association to what is

alone permanent in a world of change and decay. That
is the true meaning of Ionian " Monism.” *

^ Ar, Phys. r, 4- 203 b 14 dddvarov ydp xal dvthXeBpov (sc. rd direipov^ (Ss

4*yi<riv *Ava^lp.avSpos Kal ol 7rXet<rrot rQy ^vcrioKBytav, Hipp. Ref, i. 6, r <f>dcriv

TLvd ToO dvelpov . . . raBrrfv 6^ dldLoy etvai Kal dyrjpw. The epithets come from
the Epic, where dOdvaros Kal dyqptas is a standing phrase to mark the

difference between gods and men.
2 As it has been suggested that the Monism ascribed by later writers

to the early cosmologists is only based on Aristotle's distinction between
those who postulated one dpxh s-nd those who postulated more than one

{Phys. A, 2. 184 b 15 sqq.), and is not therefore strictly historical, it will

be well to quote a pre-Aristotelian testimony for it. In the Hippokratean

Ilepi ^iJorcos dvepihwov (Littr^, vi. 32) we read 0a<r£ re y&p ti etuai
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VII* Now, Ionian science was introdnced into Athens

by Anaxagoras about the time Euripides was bom, and

there are sufficient traces of its influence on him*^ It is,

therefore, significant that, in a fragment which portrays

the blessedness of a life devoted to scientific research

{Icrropta),^ he uses the very epithets ageless and deathless
''

which Anaximander had applied to the one primary sub-

stance, and that he associates them with the term

The passage is so important for our present purpose that

I quqte it in full

:

ok/Stos ooTi^ T^s larroplos

€<rx€ fJidOrp'iVy priT€ nrokLrmv

iitl 7njpo<rvvas p’qr cfe dBtKOV^

TTpi^ei^ 6pfmVy

dkX dOavdrov Ka6opS>v ^vcrcios

KScrpov dyijpm, rts T< o^viarrf

Kal OTT^ Kal

rots rotovroifS ov&eiror alxrxpQv

ipyaiv ixekirr^pa irpocri^€U^

This fragment is clear evidence that, in the fifth century B,c.,

the name <f>v<ris was given to the everlasting something of

which the world was made* That is quite in accordance

with the history of the word, so far as we can make it out.

Its original meaning appears to be the stuff of which

Kal rovT^ €lvai rb %v Kal rb irwy xarb. 8b rbt Mfiara cbx bfiLaXaybot/^i • Xbyei 8* abrQv

6 iUk Tts <f>i(rK<av dbpa etvai rovro rb hf Kal rb ireb, b 8b b 8b 88wp^ b 8b yijv^ Kal

HriXbyei ixarros rf bojvroO Xby<p fiapH/ptb. re Kal rtKpiipia^ 8 ye iarof ob8bu*
^ See below, § 123,
* Cf. Plato, Phaedo, 96 a 7 rabrifs rijf trotplaf 8if KaXawri Tcepl

laroplay. This is the oldest and most trustworthy statement as to the
name origin^-Hy given to science. I lay no stress on the fact that the
books of the early cosmologists are generally quoted under the title

<f>bff€tas, as such titles are probably of later date.
® Eur. fr. inc, 910, The word Kbcrpos here means, of course, " order-

ing,” ” arrangement,” and aybpta is genitive. The object of research is

firstly what is ” the ordering of immortal ageless 0i;<ris,” and secondly, how
it arose. Anaxagoras, who introduced Ionian science to Athens, had
belonged to the school of Anaximenes (| 122), We know from Aristotle
Qqc, ciL p. 9 «. i) that not only Anaximander, but most of the (t>vffioXbyiK,
applied epithets like this to the Boundless.
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anyihing is made, a meaning which easily passes into that

of its “ make-up,” its general character or constitution.

Those early cosmologists who were seeking for an ” un.d3dng

and ageless ” something, would naturally express the idea

by saying there was “ one <l>v<n<i
” ^ of aU things. When

that was given up, under the influence of Eleatic criticism,

the old word was stiU used. Empedokles held there were

four such primitive stuffs, each with a of its own,
while the Atomists believed in an infinite number, to which
they also applied the term.^

The term apx‘>i, which is often used in our authorities, is

in this sense ® purely Aristotelian. It is very natural that

it should have been adopted by Theophrastos and later

writers ; for they aU start from the well-known passage

of the Physics in which Aristotle classifies his predecessors

according as they postulated one or more But Plato

never uses the term in this connexion, and it does not occur

once in the genuine fragments of the early philosophers,

which would be very strange on the assumption that they

employed it.

Now, if this is so, we can tmderstand at once why the

lonians called science Ilepl laropiTj. We shall see

^ Arist. Phys, A, 6, 189 b 2 ol fdav rwb, 4>i^<n>p elpai X^yovres t6 vav, dtoy

ij wvp if rb ptera^O toiJtwv, B, I. I93 a 21 ol fibp rrvp, ol yrjp, ol 8* d4pa

<pa<rCp, ol db ^dcjp, ol d* ^pia Toi5r<op (Parmenides), ol irdpra ravra (EmpedoMes)
rifp ^Ocrip eXvoA r^v tQv 6pr(op»

* For the history of the term 0i?(rw, see Appendix I.

* Professor W. A, Heidel has shown that the cosmologists might have
used dpx^ in a sense different from Aristotle's, that, namely, of source,"
" store/’ or " collective mass," from which particular things are derived

{Class, Phil. vii. pp. 217 sqq,), I should be quite willing to accept this

account of the matter if I could find any evidence that they used the

term at all. It is only in the case of Anaximander that there is even a
semblance of such evidence, and I believe that to be illusory (p. 54, n. 2).

Moreover, Diels has shown that the first book of Theophrastos’s great

work dealt with the dpxh ihe Aristotelian sense, and it is very unlikely

that the word should have been used in one sense of Anaximander and
in another of the rest.

* Phys. A, 2, 184 b 15 sqq. It is of great importance to remember
that Theophrastos and his followers simply adopted the classification of

this chapter, which has no claim to be regarded as historical.
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Motion
and Rest.

that the growing thought which may be traced through the

successive representatives of any school is always that

which concerns the primary substance,^ whereas the astro-

nomical and other theories are, in the main, peculiar to the

individual thinkers. The chief interest of all is the quest

for wTiat is abiding in the flux of things.®

VIII. According to Aristotle and his followers, the early

cosmologists believed also in an “ eternal motion ” {aiBiof

dp7]<n<!), but that is probably their own way of putting the

thing. It is not at all likely that the lonians said anything

about the eternity of motion in their writings. In early

times, it is not movement but rest that has to be accounted

for, and it is unlikely that the origin of motion was discussed

till its possibility had been denied. As we shall see, that

was done by Parmenides ; and accordingly his successors,

accepting the fact of motion, were bound to show how it

originated. I understand Aristotle’s statement, then, as

meaning no more than that the early thinkers did not feel

the need of assigning an origin for motion. The eternity of

motion is an inference, which is substantially correct, but

is misleading in so far as it suggests deliberate rejection of

a doctrine not yet formulated.®

1 I am conscious of the unsatisfactory character of the phrase
" primary substance " {irpwrop i>7roK€lfjL€yov), but it is hard to find a better.

The German JJrstoff is less misleading in its associations, but the English
“ stufi is not very satisfactory.

2 The view of O. Gilbert {Die meteorologischen Theorien de$ gnechischen

AUertums, Leip2ig, 1907) that the early cosmologists started from the

traditional and popular theory of the four elements derives all its

plausibility from the ambiguity of the term element.'' If we only mean
the great aggregates of Fire, Air, Water and Earth, there is no doubt
that these were distinguished from an early date. But that is not what
is meant by an "element" (<rro4Xf«>»') in cosmology, where it is always an
irreducible something with a of its own. The remarkable thing
really is that the early cosmologists went behind the theory of " elements

"

in the popular sense, and it was only the accident that Empcdokles, the
first to maintain a plurality of elements, selected the four that have
become traditional that has led to the loose use of the word " element

"

for the great aggregates referred to,

3 This way of thinking is often called Hylozoism, but that is still more
misleading. No doubt the early cosmologists said things about the
world and the primary substance which, from, our point of view, imply
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A more important question is the nature of this motion.

It is clear that it must have existed before the beginning

of the world, since it is what brought the world into being.

It cannot, therefore, be identified with the diurnal revolu-

tion of the heavens, as it has been by many writers, or

with any other purely mundane motion.^ The Pythagorean

doctrine, as expounded in Plato’s Timaeus,^ is that the

original motion was irregular and disorderly, and we shall

see reason for believing that the Atomists ascribed a motion

of that kind to the atoms. It is safer, then, not to attribute

any regular or well-defined motion to the primary substance

of the early cosmologists at this stage.®

IX. In all this, there is no trace of theological speculation.

We have seen that there had been a complete break with

the early Aegean rehgion, and that the Olympian poly-

theism never had a firm hold on the Ionian mind. It is

therefore quite wrong to look for the origins of Ionian

science in mythological ideas of any kind. No doubt there

were many vestiges of the older beliefs and practices in

that they are' alive ; but that is a very different thing from ascribing

a “ plastic power ” to matter," The concept of " matter " did not

yet exist, and the underlying assumption is simply that everything,

life included, can be explained mechanically, as we say, that is, by
body in motion. Even that is not stated explicitly, but taken for

granted.
^ It was Aristotle who first took the fateful step of identifying the

" eternal motion " with the diurnal revolution of the heavens.

2 Plato, Tim, 30 a,

3 As I understand him. Prof. W. A. Heidel regards the " eternal

motion " as a rotary or vortex motion {dLvij), on the ground that it is

hazardous to assume that an early thinker, such as Anaximenes, dis-

tinguished between the primordial motion of the infinite Air and the

original motion in the cosmos " (see his article, “ The in Anaximenes

and Anaximander," Classical Philology, i. p. 279). It seems to me, on

the other hand, that any one who held the world had come into being

must have made such a distinction, especially if he also held the doctrine

of innumerable worlds. As will be seen later, I adopt Prof., HeidePs

view that the " original motion of the cosmos " was a rotary one in the

earliest cosmological systems, but it was certainly not " eternal,'' and I

do not think we caCn infer anything from it as to the pre-mundane motion,

except that it must have been of such a nature that it could give rise to

the Uvri,

The
secular

character

of Ionian
science.
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those parts of Greece which had not come under the rule

of the Northerners, and we shall see presently how they

reasserted themselves in the Orphic and other mysteries,

but the case of Ionia was different. It was only after the

coining of the Achaians that the Greeks were able to establish

their settlements on the coast of Asia Minor, which had
been closed to them by the Hittites,^ and there was no
traditional background there at all. In the islands of the

Aegean it was otherwise, but Ionia proper was a country

without a past. That explains the secular character of the

earliest Ionian philosophy.

We must not be misled by the use of the word 6e6<} in

the remains that have come down to us. It is quite true

that the lonians applied it to the “ primary substance ”

and to the world or worlds, but that means no more and no
less than the use of the divine epithets " ageless ” and
“ deathless " to which we have referred already. In its

religious sense the word “ god ” always means first and
foremost an object of worship, but already in Homer that

has ceased to be its only signification. Hesiod’s Theogony
is the best evidence of the change. It is clear that many
of the gods mentioned there were never worshipped by
any one, and some of them are mere personifications of

natural phenomena, or even of human passions.^ This
non-religious use of the word “ god ” is characteristic of

the whole period we are dealing with, and it is of the first

importance to realise it. No one who does so will fall into

the error of deriving science from mythology.®
We see this, above all, from the fact that, while primitive

^ See Hogarth, Ionia and the East, pp. 68 sqq.
2 No one worshipped Okeanos and Tethys, or even Ouranos, and still

less can Phobos and Deimos be regarded as gods in the religious sense.
8 This is, I venture to think, the fundamental error of Mr. Comford's

interesting book. From Religion to Philosophy (1912). He fails to realise
how completely the old “ collective representations ** had lost their hold
in Ionia. We shall see that his method is more applicable when he comes
to deal with the western regions, but even there he does not recognise
suf&ciently the contrast between Ionian science and the old tradition.
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religion regards the heavenly bodies and the heavens

themselves as divine, and therefore of a wholly different

nature from an3rthing on this earth, the lonians from the

very first set their faces against any such distinction, though

it must have been perfectly familiar to them from popular

beliefs. Aristotle revived the distinction at a later date,

but Greek science began by rejecting it.^

X. We have also to face the question of the nature and

extent of the influence exercised by what we call Eastern

wisdom on the Greek mind. It is a common idea even

now that the Greeks in some way derived their philosophy

from Egypt and Babylon, and we must therefore try to

understand as clearly as possible what such a statement

really means. To begin with, we must observe that the

question wears a very different aspect now that we know

the great antiquity of the Aegean civilisation. Much that

has been regarded as Oriental may just as well be native.

As for later influences, we must insist that no writer of the

period during which Greek philosophy flourished knows

an3rthing of its having come from the East. Herodotos

would not have omitted to say so, had he heard of it ; for it

would have confirmed his own belief in the Eg37ptian origin

of Greek religion and civilisation.® Plato, who had a great

respect for the Eg3q>tians on other grotmds, classes them as

a business-like rather than a philosophical people.® Aristotle

speaks only of the origin of mathematics in Egypt* (a point

^ The importance of. this point can. hardly be exaggerated. See

Prof. A. E. Taylor, Aristotle, p. 58.

* All he can say is that the worship of Dionysos and the doctrine of

transmigration came from Egypt (ii. 49, 123)* We shall see that both these

statements are incorrect, and in any case they do not imply anything

directly as to philosophy.
* In Rep» 435 e, after saying that rh is characteristic of the

Thracians and Scythians, and rh piKofiaBh of the Hellenes, he refers ns to

Phoenicia and Egypt for t6 pCKoxp^ft^rov* In the Laws he says (747 b 6)

that arithmetical studies are valuable only if we remove all AveKevSepla

and (ffCKoxpwoirLa from the souls of the learners. Otherwise, we produce

vavovpyia instead t>f <ropLa, as we can see that the Phoenicians, the Egyptians,

and many other peoples do.

^ Arist. Met, A, i. ^ ^3*

Alleged
Orien^l
origin of

philo-

sophy.
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to which we shall return), though, if he had known of an
Egyptian philosophy, it would have suited his argument
better to mention that. It is not till later, when Egyptian
priests and Alexandrian Jews began to vie with one another
in discovering the sources of Greek philosophy in their
own past, that we have definite statements to the effect
that it came from Phoenicia or Eg5^t. But the so-called
Egyptian philosophy was only arrived at by a process of
turning primitive myths into allegories. We are still able
to judge Philo’s Old Testament interpretation for ourselves,
and we may be sure that the Egyptian allegorists were even
more arbitrary

; for they had far less promising material
to work on. The myth of Isis and Osiris, for instance, is first

interpreted according to the ideas of later Greek philosophy,
and then declared to be the source of that philosophy.

This method of interpretation culminated with the
Neopythagorean Noumenios, from whom it passed to the
Christian Apologists. It is Noumenios who asks, “ What is

Plato but Mosgs speaking Attic ?
” ^ Clement and Eusebios

give the remark a still wider application.* At the Renais-
sance, this farrago was revived along with everything else,

and certain ideas derived from the Praeparatio Evangelica
continued for long to colour accepted views.® Cudworth
speaks of the ancient " Moschical or Mosaical philosophy ”

taught by Thales and P3d:hagoras.* It is important to
realise the true origin of this prejudice against the originality
of the Greeks. It does not come from modem researches

1 Noumenios, £r. 13 (R. P. 624). Ti yip i<rr,
;- Clement (Strom, i. p. 8, 5, StahUn) calls Plato i i^'^ppaU^ ^\6<roAos.

» Exaggerated notions of Oriental -wisdom -were popularised by the
Encyctopidie, which accounts for their diffusion and persistence. Bailly
(Lettres sur Vorigins des sciences) assumed that the Orientals had received
feagments of Mghly advanced science from a people which had disappeared
but which he identified -with the inhabitants of Plato’s Atlantis 1

4 We learn from Strabo (xvi. p. 757) that it was Poseidonios who
introduced Mochos of Sidon into the history of philosophy. He attributes
the atomic theory to him. His identification with Moses, however is a
later tour de force due to Philon of Byblos. who published a transiktion
of an ancient Phoenician history by Sanchuniathon, which was used bvPorphyry and afterwards by Kusebios. ^
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into the beliefs of ancient peoples ; for these have disclosed
nothing in the way of evidence for a Phoenician or Egyptian
philosophy. It is a mere residuum of the Alexandrian
passion for allegory.

Of course no one nowadays would rest the case for
the Oriental origin of Greek philosophy on the evidence
of Clement or Eusebios

; the favourite argument in recent
times has been the analogy of the arts. We are seeing more
and more, it is said, that the Greeks derived £heir art from
the East ; and it is urged that the same wiU in aU proba-
bility prove true of their philosophy. That is a specious
argument, but not at all conclusive. It ignores the difference
in the way these things are transmitted from people to
people. . Material civilisation and the arts may pass easily

from one people to another, though they have not a common
language, but philosophy can only be expressed in abstract
language, and can only be transmitted by educated men,
whether by means of books or oral teaching. Now we
know of no Greek, in the times we are dealing with, who
could read an Egyptian book or even listen to the discourse

of an Egyptian priest, and we never hear till a late date of

Oriental teachers who wrote or spoke in Greek. The Greek
traveller in Eg3^t would no doubt pick up a few words of

Egyptian, and it is taken for granted that the priests could
make themselves imderstood by the Greeks.^ But they
must have made use of interpreters, and it is impossible to

conceive of philosophical ideas being communicated through
an uneducated dragoman.®

But really it is not worth while to ask whether the

communication of philosophical ideas was possible or not,

till some evidence has been produced that any of these

^ Herod, ii. 143 (where they boast to Hekataios of their superior
antiquity) ; Plato, Tim. 22 b 3 (where they do the same to Solon).

2 Gomperz's " native bride, who discusses the wisdom of her people
with her Greek lord {Greek Thinkers, vol. i. p, 95), does not convince me
either. She would probably teach her maids the rites of strange goddesses ;

but she would not be likely to talk theology with her husband, and still

less philosophy or science.
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,

peoples had a philosophy to communicate; No such

evidence has yet been discovered, and, so far as we know,

the Indians were the only ancient people besides the Greeks

who ever had anything that deserves the name. No one

now will suggest that Greek philosophy came from India,

and indeed everything points to the conclusion that Indian

philosophy arose under Greek influence. The chronology

of Sanskrit literature is an extremely difficult subject ; but,

so far as we can see, the great Indian systems are later in

date than the Greek philosophies they most nearly resemble.

Ofcourse the mysticism of the Upanishads and of Buddhism
•Vifas of native growth ; but, though these influenced philo-

sophy in the strict sense profoimdly, they were related to

it only as Hesiod and the Orphics were related to Greek
scientific thought.

E^aa XI. It would, however, be another thing to say that

matics. Greek philosophy originated quite independently of Oriental

influences. The Greeks themselves believed their mathe-
matical science to be of Egyptian origin, and they must
have known something of Babylonian astronomy. It

cannot be an accident that philosophy originated just at

the time when communication with these two countries

was easiest, and that the very man who was said to have
introduced geometry from Egypt is also regarded as the first

philosopher. It thus becomes important for us to discover
what Egyptian mathematics meant. We shall see that,

even here, the Greeks were really original.

The Rhind papyrus in the British Museum ^ gives us a
glimpse of arithnaetic and geometry as they were understood
on the banks of the Nile. It is the work of one Aahmes,

I am indebted for most of the information 'which follows to Cantor’s
VorUsungen ilber Geschichte der Mathemcaik, vol. i, pp. 46-63. See also
Gow’s Short History of Greek Mathematics, §§ 73-80 ; and Milhaud, La
Science grecque, pp. 91 sgq. The discussion in the last-named work is
of special value because it is based onM. Rodet's paper in the Bulletin
de la SociUi MathimaUque, vol. vi., which in some important respects
supplements the interpretation of Eisenlohr, on which the earUer accounts
depend.
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and contains rtiles for calculations both of an arithmetical

and a geometrical character. The arithmetical problems
mostly concern measures of com and fruit, and deal parti-

cularly with such questions as the division of a number of

measures among a given number of persons, the number of

loaves or jars of beer that certain measures will yield, and
the wages due to the workmen for a certain piece of work.

It corresponds exactly, in fact, to the description of Egyptian
arithmetic Plato gives us in the Laws, where he tells us that

children leamt along with their letters to solve problems in

the distribution of apples and wreaths to greater or smaller

numbers of people, the pairing of boxers and wrestlers, and
so forth.^ This is clearly the origin of the art which the

Greeks called XoyKrrtKri, and they probably borrowed that

from Eg3q>t, where it was highly developed ; but there is

no trace of what the Greeks called apiSsjuriTiK^, the scientific

study of numbers.

The geometry of the Rhind pap3nrus is of a similar

character, and Herodotos, who tells us that Egyptian

geometry arose from the necessity of measuring the land

afresh after the immdations, is clearly far nearer the mark
than Aristotle, who says it grew out of the leisure enjoyed

by the priestly caste.® The rules given for calculating areas

are only exact when these are rectangular. As fields are

usually more or less rectangular, this wotild be sufficient for

practical purposes. It is even asstuned that a right-angled

triangle r.a-n be equilateral. The rule for finding what is

called the seqt of a p3nramid is, however, on a rather higher

level, as we should expect. It comes to this. Given the
“ length across the sole of the foot,” that is, the diagonal

of the base, and that of the piremus or ridge,” to find a

nrunber which represents the ratio between them. This is

1 Plato, Laws, 819 b 4 jjl’/iXwp nviav diavofLoX xal c"rc^dpu)p TrXelocrty d/Ma

Kai eXdTToo-tv dpfJLorrdprtap dptSfxCop twv aifrQp, koX irvKrSfP Kal TraXaiariap i^eSpeLas

T€ Kal iv pt^pei Kal Kal ojs wetpUKaat yLyveffOai, Kal Kal

valtoPTet, <pid\ai dfxa dpy^pov Kal roiodrotv tcpwp dXXwp

K€pappi^PT€s, ol Kal 6\as ttqjs diaStd6pTes,

* Herod, ii. 109 ; Arist. Met. A, i. 981 b 2^3.
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done by dividing half the diagonal of the base by the
“ ridge,” and it is obvious that such a method might quite

well be discovered empirically. It seems an anachronism

to speak of elementary trigonometry in connexion with

a rule like this, and there is nothing to suggest that the

Egyptians went any further.^ That the Greeks learnt as

much from them is highly probable, though we shall see

also that, from the very first, they generalised it so as to

make it of use in measuring the distances of inaccessible

objects, such as ships at sea. It was probably tins generali-

sation that suggested the idea of a science of geometry,

which was really the creation of the Pythagoreans, and we
can see how far the Greeks soon surpassed their teachers

from a remark attributed to Demokritos. It runs (fr. 299) ;

” I have listened to many learned men, but no one has yet

surpassed me in the construction of figures out of lines

accompanied by demonstration, not even the Egyptian ar-pe-

donapts, as they call them.” ® Now the word apire^ovaTrrr)^

is not Egyptian but Greek. It means ” cord-fastener,” ®

and it is a striking coincidence that the oldest Indian
geometrical treatise is called the ^ulvasiltras or ” rules of

the cord.” These things point to the tise of the triangle

of which the sides are as 3, 4, 5, and which has always a
right angle. We know that this was used from an early

date among the Chinese and the Hindus, who doubtless got
it from Babylon, and we riiall see that Thales probably
learnt the use of it in Egypt.* There is no reason for

^ For a fuller account of this method see Gow, SJ^ori History of Greek
Mathematics, pp. xzj sqq,

;

and Milhaud, Science grecque, p. 99.
K., P. 188, It should be stated that Diels now considers this frag-

ment spurious {Vors.^ ii. p. 124). He regards it, in fact, as from an
Alexandrian forgery intended to show the derivative character of Greek
science, while insisting on its superiority. However that may be, the
word d-pTredoudwrai is no doubt a real one, and the inference drawn from
it in the text is justified.

* The real meaning of dp7r€dovdTrT‘rjs was first pointed out by Cantor.
The gardener laying out a flower-bed is the true modern*representative of
the arpedonapts.'"

* See Milhaud, Science grecque, p. 103.
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supposing that any of these peoples had troubled themselves

to give a theoretical demonstration of its properties, though

Demokritos would certainly have been able to do so. As

we shall see, however, there is no real evidence that Thales

had any mathematical knowledge which went beyond the

Rhind papyrus, and we must conclude that mathematics

in the strict sense arose in Greece after his time. It is

significant in this connexion that aU mathematical terms

are purely Greek in their origin.^

XII. The other source from which the lonians were Baby-

supposed to have derived their science is Babylonian asti^

astronomy. It is certain, of course, that the Babylonians “““y"

had observed the heavens from an early date. They had

planned out the fixed stars, and especially those of the

zodiac, in constellations.® That is useful for purposes of

observational astronomy, but in itself it belongs rather to

m3d:hology or folklore. They had distinguished and named
'

the planets and noted their apparent motions. They were

well aware of their stations and retrograde movements,

and they were familiar with the solstices and equinoxes.

1 Cf. e,g, /ci5/fXos, KT^\Lv8pos. Very often these terms are derived from
the names of tools; e.g, yvfhfxwv, which is the carpenter's square, and rofieiis,
**
sector," which is a cobbler's knife. The word wpafils is sometimes

supposed to be an exception and has been derived from the term piremus
used in the Rhind papyrus, which, however, does not mean " pyramid "

(p. 19) ; but it too is Greek. Tlvpafds (or rvpafiovs) means a wheat-
caka," and is formed from wvpoL on the analogy of C7}tra/ji.ls (or (rrjo'aju.oOs)

,

The Greeks had a tendency to give jocular names to things Eg3q>tian.

Cf. KpoKddeiXos, dpeXlcKos, trrpovdb^, KarapdKTTfs (lit. "sluice"). We seem to

hear an echo of the slang of the mercenaries who cut their names on the

colossus at Abu-Simbel.
2 That is not quite the same thing as dividing the zodiac into twelve

signs of 30*^ each. There is no evidence of this before the sixth century

B.c. It is also to be noted that, while a certain number of names for

constellations appear to have reached the Greeks from Babylon, most of

them are derived from Greek mythology, and from its oldest stratum,

which became localised in Crete, Arkadia, and Boiotia. That points to

the conclusion that the constellations were already named in " Minoan "

times. The disproportionate space occupied by Andromeda and her

relatives points to the time when Crete and Philistia were in close contact.

There is a clue here which has been obscured by the theory of " astral

mythology."
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They had also noted the occurrence of eclipses with a view
to predicting their return for purposes of divination. But
we must not exaggerate the antiquity or accuracy of these

observations. It was long before the Babylonians had a
satisfactory calendar, and they kept the year right only by
intercalating a thirteenth month when it seemed desirable.

That made a trustworthy chronology impossible, and
therefore there were not and could not be any data avail-

able for astronomical purposes before the so-called era of

Nabonassar (747 B.c.). The oldest astronomical document
of a really scientific character which had come to light up
to 1907 is dated 523 b.c., in the reign of Kambyses, when
P5d;hagoras had already founded his school at Kroton.
Moreover, the golden age of Babylonian observational

astronomy is now assigned to the period after Alexander the
Great, when Babylon was a Hellenistic city. Even then,

though great accuracy of observation was attained, and
data were accumulated which were of service to the Alexan-
drian astronomers, there is no evidence that Babylonian
astronomy had passed beyond the empirical stage.

We shall see that Thales probably knew the cycle by
means of which the Babylonians tried to predict eclipses

(§ 3) ; but it would be a mistake to suppose that the pioneers
of Greek science had any detailed knowledge of Babylonian

^ All tbis has been, placed beyond doubt by the researches of Father
ICugler {Stemkunde tind SteyndicHst in Sohel, 1907). There is a most in-
terestog account and discussion of his results by Schiaparelli in SeienHa,
vol. iii. pp. 213 sqq.. and vol. iv. pp. 24 sqq., the last work of the great
astronomer. These discussions were not available when I published my
second edition, and I made some quite unnecessary concessions as to
Babylonian astronomy there. In particular, I was led by some remarks
of Ginzel {Klio. i. p. 205) to admit that the Babylonians might have
observed the precession of the equinoxes, but this is practically impossible
in the light of our present knowledge. There is a good note on the
subject in SchiaparelU's second article (Scientia, iv. p. 34). The
reason why the Babylonians could have no records of astronomical records
from an early date is that they had no method of keeping the lunar and
the solar year together, nor was there any control such as is furnished by
the Egyptian Sothis period. Neither the irroeryplr or the iy,>eaKaiS€Karvpls
was known to them till the close of the sixth century b.c. They are
purely Greek inventions.
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observations. The Babylonian names of the planets do
not occur earlier than the writings of Plato’s old age.^ We
shall find, indeed, that the earliest cosmologists paid no

attention to the planets, and it is hard to say what they

thought about the fixed stars. That, in itself, shows that

they started for themselves, and were quite independent

of Babylonian observations, and the recorded observations

were only made fully available in Alexandrian times.® But,

even if the lonians had known them, their originality would
remain. The Babylonians recorded celestial phenomena
for astrological purposes, not from any scientific interest.

There is no evidence that they attempted to accoimt for

what they saw in any but the crudest way. The Greeks,

on the other hand, made at least three discoveries of capital

importance in the course of two or three generations. In

.

the first place, they discovered that the earth is a sphere

and does not rest on an3rthing.® In the second place, they

discovered the true theory of lunar and solar eclipses

;

and, in close connexion with that, they came to see, in

the third place, that the earth is not the centre of our

system, but revolves round the centre hke the planets.

Not much later, certain Greeks took, at least tentatively,

the final step of identif3dng the centre rotmd which the

earth and planets revolve with the sun. These dis-

coveries will be discussed in their proper, place ; they are

only mentioned here to show the gulf between Greek

astrononiy and everything that had preceded it. On the

^ In classical Greek literature, no planets but''E<r7r€pos and are

mentioned by name at all. Parmenides (or P3rthagoras) first identified

these as a single planet (§ 94). Mercury appears for the first time by
name in Tim, 38 e, and the other divine names are given in Epin, 987 b sq.,

where they are said to be '* Syrian.’* The Greek names ^aivav,

Uvp6€tSy ^b}<rp6pos, T/rLK^tav, are no doubt older, though they do not happen
to occur earlier.

* The earliest reference to them is in Plato’s Epinomis, 987 a. They
are also referred to by Aristotle, De caelo, B, 12. 292 a 8.

* The view of Berger (Erdkunde, pp. 171 $qq,) that the sphericity of the

earth was known in Egypt and Babylon is fiatly contradicted by all the

evidence known to me.
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other hand, the Greeks rejected astrology, and it was not till

the third century B.c. that it was introduced among them.^

We may sum up all this by saying that the Greeks did

not borrow either their philosophy or their science from the

East. They did, how'ever, get from Egypt certain rules

of mensuration which, when generalised, gave birth to geo-

metry ; while from Babylon they learnt that the phenomena

of the heavens recur in cycles. This piece of knowledge

doubtless had a great deal to do with the rise of science

;

for to the Greek it suggested further questions such as

no Babylonian ever dreamt of.®

XIII. It is necessary to insist on the scientific character

of the philosophy we are about to study. We have seen

that the Eastern peoples were considerably richer than the

Greeks in accumulated facts, though these facts had not

been observed for any scientific purpose, and never suggested

a revision of the primitive view of the world. The Greeks,

however, saw in them something that could be turned to

account, and they were never as a people slow to act on
the maxim, Chacun prend son Men partout oil il le irouve.

The visit of Solon to Croesus which Herodotos describes,

however unhistorical it may be, gives us a good idea of this

^ The earliest reference to astrology among the Greeks appears to be
Plato, Tim. 40 c 9 (of conjunctions, oppositions, occultations, etc.),

4>i^oiis Kal <rtj/ie!a rur ikt^ ravra yev-tivoftivwv rott 06
ir4nirov<riv. That is quite general, but Theophraatos was more definite.

Cf. the commentary of ProcluS on the passage : eaviMau.ni.niv (Tval (prtatv iv

Tots Kar airrhv rijv tQv XaXBalbjp deupLav rd rt &\\a TrpoXiyovcrav fcal roBs

piovs kKderuiv Kal roifs Oapdrovs Kal oB rd KOLpd /mBpop, The Stoics, and especially
Poseidonios, were responsible for the introduction of astrology into Greece,
and it has recently been shown that the fully developed system known
in later days was based on the Stoic doctrine of €ifjLapp.^prj. See the very
important article by Boll in Neue Jahyb. xxi. (1908), p, 108.

* The Platonic account of this matter is to be found in the EpinomiSt
986 e 9 sqq., and is summed up by the words \dptafi€P <hs Brnr^p Bp
EW7)p€$^pappdpo}v irapaXa^caai, KdXKiop toOto eh rAos dvepyd^Qvrai {987 d 9).
The point is well put by Theon (Adrastos), Exp. p, 177, 20 Hiller, who
speaks of the Chaldaeans and Egyptians as &yev pvaioXoyias dreXeis itoio^pepoi

rds fieddBovs, S^op &p,a Kal pvtrtKCjs wepl TO'irrw eTruTKOTretv * Birep qI vapd Tots
RXXyjcriP a<rrpoXoyi^<rapr€S eiccLptapro woieip, rds irapd ro&ratp Xa^Bpres dpxdi Kal rwy
paiPopiPWP rrtfyfiaeisv This gives the view taken at Alexandria, where the
facts were accurately known.
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spirit. Croesus tells Solon that he has heard much of “ his

wisdom and his wanderings,” and how, from love of know-

ledge {<f)tXoa-o<l>ia>v) , he has travelled over much land for

the purpose of seeing what was to be seen (6ea>pir}<i etvsKev).

The words dempCrj, <f>iXo<ro<f>tr) , and io-ropiv] are, in fact, the

catchwords of the time, though they had, no doubt, a

somewhat different meaning from that they were afterwards

made to bear at Athens.^ The idea that underlies them all

may, perhaps, be rendered in English by the word Curiosity ;

and it was just this great gift of curiosity, and the desire to

see all the wonderful things—^pyramids, inundations, and
so forth—that were to be seen, which enabled the lonians

to pick up and turn to their own use such scraps of know-
ledge as they could come by among the barbarians. No
sooner did an Ionian philosopher learn half-a-dozen geo-

metrical propositions, and hear that the phenomena of the

heavens recur in cycles, than he set to work to look for

law ever5rwhere in nature, and, with an audacity almost

amounting to uySpt?, to construct a system of the universe.

We may smile at the medley of childish fancy and
scientific insight which these efforts display, and sometimes
we feel disposed to sympathise with the sages of the day
who warned their more daring contemporaries ” to think

the thoughts befitting man's estate ” {dvOpanriva <f>povetv).

But we shall do well to remember that even now it is just

such hardy anticipations of experience that make scientific

progress possible, and that nearly every one of these early

inquirers made some permanent addition to positive know-
ledge, besides opening up new views of the world in every

direction.

There is no justification either for the idea that Greek
science was bioilt up by more or less lucky guesswork,

instead of by observation and experiment. The nature

1 Still, the word Betapla never lost its early associations, and the Greeks
always felt that the decofffjTiKbs plos meant literally the life of the
spectator." Its special use and the whole theory of the " three lives "

seem to be Pythagorean. (See § 45.)
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of our tradition, which mostly consists of Placita—that is,

of what we call “ results ”—tends, no doubt, to create this

impression. We are seldom told why any early philosopher

held the views he did, and the appearance of a string

of " opinions.” suggests dogmatism. There are, however,

certain exceptions to the general character of the tradition ;

and we may reasonably suppose that, if the later Greeks

had been interested in the matter, there would have been

many more. We shall see that Anaximander made some

remarkable discoveries in marine biology, which the re-

searches of the nineteenth century have confirmed (§ .22),

and even Xenophanes supported one of his theories by
referring to the fossils and petrifactions of such widely

separated places as Malta, Paros, and Syracuse (§ 59). This

is enough to show that the theory, so commonly held by
the earlier philosophers, that the earth had been originally

in a moist state, was not purely mythological in origin, but

based on biological and palaeontological observations. It

would surely be absurd to imagine that the men who could

make these observations had not the curiosity or the ability

to make many others of which the memory is lost. Indeed,

the idea that the Greeks were not observers is ludicrously

wrong, as is proved by the anatomical accuracy of their

sculpture, which bears witness to trained habits of observa-

tion, while the Hippokratean corpus contains models of

scientific observation at its best. We know, then, that the

Greeks could observe well, and we know that they were

curious about the world. Is it conceivable that they did not

use their powers of observation to gratify that curiosity ?

It is true that they had not our instruments of precision ;

but a great deal cein be discovered by the help of very simple

apparatus. It is not to be supposed that Anaximander
erected his gnomon merely that the Spartans might know
the seasons.^

^ As we saw, the word yv^/uar properly means a carpenter’s square
(p. 21, n, i), and we learn from Proclus (i« p. 283, 7) that Oinopides
of Chios used it in the sense of a perpendicular (jcd^eros). The instrument
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Nor is it true that the Greeks made no use of experiment.

The rise of the experimental method dates from the time

when the medical schools began to influence the develop-

ment of philosophy, and accordingly we find that the first

recorded experiment of a modem type is that of Empedokles
with the kUpsydra. We have his own accotmt of this (fr. 100),

andwe can see how it brought him to theverge of anticipating

Harvey and Torricelli. It is inconceivable that an inquisitive

people should have applied the experimental method in a

single case without extending it to other problems.

Of course the great difficulty for us is the geocentric

hypothesis from which science inevitably started, though
only to outgrow it in a surprisingly short time. So long as

the earth is supposed to be in the centre of the world,

meteorology, in the later sense of the word, is necessarily

identified with astronomy. It is difficult for us to feel at

home in this point of view, and indeed we have no suitable

word to express what the Greeks at first called an ov/savo?.

It will be convenient to use the term " world " for it ; but
then we must remember that it does not refer solely, or

even chiefly, to the earth, though it includes that along

with the heavenly bodies.

The science of the sixth century was mainly concerned,

therefore, with those parts of the world that are “ aloft
”

(ra nerimpa), and these include such things as clouds, rain-

bows, and lightning, as well as the heavenly bodies,^ That
is how the latter came sometimes to be explained as ignited

SO called was simply an upright erected on a flat surface, and its chief

use was to indicate the solstices and the equinoxes by means of its shadow.
It was not a sundial ; for it afforded no means of dividing the day into
equal hours, though the time of day would be approximately inferred

from the length of the shadow cast by it. For the geometrical use of
the term, see below, p. 103, w. i,

^ The restricted sense of fAeretapdXoyla only arose when Aristotle intro-

duced for the first time the fateful distinction between the oirpavds and
the " sublunary region, to which it was now confined. In so far as
they make no such distinction, the early cosmologists were more scientific

than Aristotle. Their views admitted of correction and development

;

Aristotle's theory arrested the growth of science.
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clouds, an idea which seems astonishing to us.^ But even

that is better than to regard the sun, moon, and stars as

having a different nature from the earth, and science in-

evitably and rightly began with the most obvious hypothesis,

and it was only the thorough working out of this that could

show its inadequacy. It is just because the Greeks were

the first people to take the geocentric hypothesis seriously

that they were able to go beyond it. Of course the pioneers

of Greek thought had no clear idea of the nature of scientific

hypothesis, and supposed themselves to be dealing with

ultimate reality, but a sure instinct guided them to the right

method, and we can see how it was the effort to *' save

appearances ” ® that really operated from the first. It is

to those men we owe the conception of an exact science which

should ultimately take in the whole world as its object.

They fancied they could work out this science at once. We
sometimes make the same mistake nowadays, and forget

that all scientific progress consists in the advance from a

less to a more adequate hypothesis. The Greeks were the

first to follow this method, and that is their title to be

regarded as the originators of science.

XIV. Theophrastos, the first writer to treat the history

of Greek philosophy in a systematic way,® represented the

early cosmologists as standing to one another in the relation

of master and scholar, and as members of regular societies.

This has been regarded as an anachronism, and some have

even denied the existence of " schools ” of philosophy

altogether. But the statements of Theophrastos on such a

subject are not to be lightly set aside. As this point is of

^ It is wen, however, to remember that Galileo himself regarded comets
as meteorological phenomena.

* This phrase originated in the school of Plato. The method of
research in use there was for the leader to " propound " {wpordveLy,

Trpop&Xkea’dai) it as a problem to find the simplest ** hypo-
thesis (rLptap viroTedipTCip) on which it is possible to account for and do
justice to all the observed facts {<r<^^€tp ri <f>aip6fiepa). Cf. Milton, Paradise
Lost, viii. 8i, how build, unbuild, contrive

|
To save appearances,**

® See Note on Sources, § 7.
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great importance, it will be necessary to elucidate it before

we enter on our story.

In almost every department of life, the corporation at

first is everything and the individual nothing. The peoples

of the East hardly got beyond this stage ; their science,

such as it is, is anonymous, the inherited property of a caste

or guild, and we still see clearly in some cases that it was
once the same among the Greeks. Medicine, for instance,

was originally . the “mystery” of the Asklepiads. W'hat

distinguished the 'Greeks from other peoples was that at an

early date these crafts came imder the influence of out-

standing indiidduals, who gave them a fresh direction and
a new impulse. But this does not destroy the corporate

character of the craft ; it rather intensifies it. The guild

becomes what we call a “ school,” and the disciple takes

the place of the apprentice. That is a vital change. A
close guild with none but ofi&cial heads is essentially conser-

vative, while a band of disciples attached to a master they

revere is the greatest progressive force the world knows.

It is certain that the later Athenian schools were legally

recognised corporations, the oldest of which, the Academy,
maintained its existence as such for some nine hundred
years, and the only question we have to decide is whether

this was an innovation made in the fourth century B.c., or

rather the continuance of an old tradition. Now we have

the authority of Plato for speaking of the chief early systems

as handed down in schools. He makes Sokrates speak of

“ the men of Ephesos,” the Herakleiteans, as forming a

strong body in his own day,^ and the stranger of the Sophist

and the Statesman speaks of his school as still in existence at

Elea.® We also hear of “ Anaxagoreans,” ® and no one, of

' Xheaet. 179 e 4, a^rots . . . rots vepl r^v ''Etpttxov, The humorous
denial that the Herakleiteans had any disciples (180 h 8, no£o£s fmOrp-acs,

u> doLtfjiSvLe ;) implies that this was the normal and recognised relation,

* Soph, 242 d 4, rd . , . 'tro-p ^EXtjxrt/;6v cOvoi. Cl. ih, 216 a 3,

iraXpov 8k ru>v Ilapfievld^v Kal Zijytaya [kTalpwv] (where kralptav is probably

interpolated, but gives the right sense) ; 217 a i, ot wepl t6v €K€i roiroy.

® Crat. 409 b 6, etwep dXrjdij ol ^AycL^aySpeioi Xeyovaiy, Cf. also the Atccrol
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course, can doubt that the Psnthagoreans were a society.

In fact, there is hardly any school but that of Miletos for

which we have not external evidence of the strongest kind
;

and even as regards it, we have the significant fact that

Theophrastos speaks of philosophers of a later date as

having been " associates of the philosophy of Anaximenes.” ^

We shall see too in the first chapter that the internal evidence

in favour of the existence of a Milesian school is very strong

indeed. It is from this point of view, then, that we shall

now proceed to consider the men who created Greek science.

\6yo(. (Diels, Vors,^ iu p. 345) ti ical Xlv0ay6pfioi, ; This is

independent of Plato,
1 Cl Chap. VI. § 122 ,



NOTE ON THE SOURCES

il—PHILOSOPHERS

I. It is not very often that Plato allows himself to dwell on piato.

the history of philosophy as it was before the rise of ethical

and epistemological inquiry ;
but when he does, he is always

illuminating. His artistic gift and his power of entering

into the thoughts of other men enabled him to describe the

views of early philosophers in a sympathetic manner, and

he never, except in a playful and ironical way, sought to read

unthought-of meanings into the words of his predecessors.

He has, in fact, a historical sense, which was a rare thing in

antiquity.

The passage of the Phaedo (96 a sqq,\ where he describes

the state of scientific opinion at Athens in the middle of the'

fifth century is invaluable for our purposes.

2. As a rule, Aristotle’s statements about early philoso- Aiistotie.

phers are far less historical than Plato’s. He nearly always

discusses the facts from the point of view of his own system,

and that system, resting as it does on the deification of the

apparent diurnal revolution of the heavens, made it very

hard for him to appreciate more scientific views. He is

convinced that his own philosophy accomplishes what all

previous philosophers had aimed at, and their systems are

therefore regarded as “ lisping ” attempts to formulate it

[Met. A, 10, 993 a 15). It is also to be noted that Aristotle

regards some systems in a much more sympathetic way

than others. He is distinctly unfair to the Eleatics, for

31
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instance, and in general, wherever mathematical considera-

tions come into play, he is an untrustworthy guide.

It is often forgotten that Aristotle derived much of his

information from Plato, and we must specially observe that

he more than once takes Plato’s humorous remarks too

Uterally.

Stoics. 3. The Stoics, and especially Chrysippos, paid great

attention to early philosophy, but their way of regarding it

was simply an exaggeration of Aristotle's. They did not

•content themselves with criticising their predecessors from

their own point of -view ; they seem really to have believed

that the early poets and thinkers taught doctrines hardly

distinguishable from their own. The word <TvvotKeiovv, which

Cicero renders by accommodare, was used by Philodemos

to denote this method of interpretation,^ which has had

serious results upon our tradition, especially in the case of

HeraHeitos.

Skeptics. 4. The same remarks apply mutatis mutandis to the

Skeptics. The interest of such a writer as Sextus Empiricus

in early philosophy is mainly to exhibit its contradictions.

But what he tells us is often of value ; for he frequently

quotes early -views as to knowledge and sensation in support

of his thesis.

Neo- 5. Under this head we have chiefly to consider the
piatomsts.

commentators on Aristotle in so far as they are independent

of the Theophrastean tradition. Their chief characteristic

is what Sunplicius calls evyvcafuxrvvT}, that is, a liberal spirit

of interpretation, whidi makes all early philosophers agree

with one another in upholding the doctrine of a Sensible

and an Intelligible World. It is, however, to Simplicius

^ Cf. Cic. De not. d. i. 15, 41 :
" Et baec quidem (Chiysippus) in primo

libro de natnra deorum, in secnndo autem vidt Orpbei, Mnsaei, Hesiodi
Homeriqne fabellas accommodare ad ea quae ipse primo libro de deis
immortalibus dixerat, ut etiam veterrimi poetae, qui haec ne suspicati
quidem sunt, Stoici fuisse videantur," Cf. Pbilod. De pief. fr. c. 13, 4v Si
n? SevTi/xfi rd re els ’Op<p4a koI Moviratm> drcufiepS/xera xal rit Trap’ 'Onipip koX
'Ha-iASipKol 'B.ipirlSv acoI roop-ow SKKms, (is koX KKeivSi/s, TeipS.Tai irvyoiKeioOy rats
S6^aiS avrQy,
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more than any one else that we owe the preservation of the

fragments. He had, of course, the library of the Academy

at his disposal, at any rate up to a.d. 529.

.
B.—DOXOGRAPHERS

6. The Doxographi Graeci of Professor Hermann Diels ihsDoxo-

(1879) threw an entirely new light upon the filiation of the

later sources ; and we can only estimate justly the value

of statements derived from these if we bear constantly in

mind the results of his investigation. Here it will only be

possible to give an outline which may help the reader to

find his way in the Doxographi Graeci itself.

7. By the term doxographers we understand all those The

writers who relate the opinions of the Greek philosophers,

and who derive their material, directly or indirectly, from the

great work of Theophrastos, ^v<riK&v Bo^5>v i/tj' (Diog. v. 46).

Of this work, one considerable chapter, that entitled Uepi

ala-O^aeav, has been preserved {Dox. pp. 499-527). And

Usener, folloAving Brandis, further showed that there were

important fragments of it contained in the commentary

of Simplicius -(sixth cent, a.d.) on the First Book of

Aristotle’s ^vcnKp axpoacris (Usener, Analecta Theophrastea,

pp. 25 sqq.)~ These extracts Simplicius seems to have

borrowed in turn from Alexander of Aphrodisias (c. a.d. 200)

;

cf. Dox. p. 112 sqq. We thus possess a very considerable

portion of the First Book, which dealt with the dp^ai, as

well as practically the whole of the last Book.

From these remains it clearly appears that the method

of Theophrastos was to discuss in separate books the leading

topics which had engaged the attention of philosophers

from Thales to Plato. The chronological order was not

observed ; the philosophers were grouped according to the

affinity of their doctrine, the difl[erences between those who

appeared to agree most closely being carefully noted. The

First Book, however, was in some degree exceptional ; for

3
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Doxo-
graphers*

The
Placita

and
Stobaios.

Aetios*

in it the order was that of the successive schools, and short

historical and chronological notices were inserted.

8.

A work of this kind was, of course, a godsend to the

epitomators and compilers of handbooks, who flourished

more and more as the Greek genius declined. These either

followed Theophrastos in arranging the subject-matter

under heads, or else they broke up his work, and rearranged

his statements under the names of the various philosophers

to whom they applied. This latter class form the natural

transition between the doxographers proper and the bio-

graphers, so I have ventured to distinguish them by the

name of biographical doxographers.

I. Doxographers Proper

9.

These are now mainly represented by two works, viz.

the Placita Phihsophorum, included among the writings

ascribed to Plutarch, and the Eclogue Physicae of John
Stobaios (c. A.r. 470). The latter originally formed one
work with the Florilegium of the same author, and includes

a transcript of some epitome substantially identical with the
pseudo-Plutarchean Placita. It is, however, demonstrable
that neither the Placita nor the doxography of the Eclogue
is the original of the other. The latter is usually the fuller

of the two, and yet the former must be earlier ; for it was
used by Athenagoras for his defence of the Christians in
A.D. 177 {Dox. p. 4). It was also the source of the notices in
Eusebios and Cyril, and of the History of Philosophy ascribed
to Galen. From these wuiters many important corrections
of the text have been derived {Dox. pp. 5 sqq).

Another writer who made use of the Placita is Achilles
tyiat Achilles Tatius). For his to the Phaenomena
of Aratos see Maass, Commentariorum in Aratum reliquiae,

PP- 25-75- His date is uncertain, but probably he belongs
to the third century a.d. {Dox. p. 18).

10.

What, then, was the common source of the Placita
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and the Eclogue ? Diels has shown that Theodoret (c.

A.D. 445) had access to it ; for in some cases he gives a fuller

form of statements made in these two works. Not only

so, but he also names that source ; for he refers us {Gr. aff.

cur. iv. 31) to ’Aertou t^v trepx apecrKovTwv avvarftaffqv. Diels

has accordingly printed the Placita in parallel columns with

the relevant parts of the Eclogue, under the title of Aetii

Plucita. The quotations from “ Plutarch ” by later writers,

and the extracts of Theodoret from Aetios, are also given

at the foot of each page.

11. Diels has shown further, however, that Aetios did The

not draw directly from Theophrastos, but from an inter- puuita.

mediate epitome which he calls the Vetustu Plucita, traces

of which may be found in Cicero {infra, § 12), and in

Censorinus {De die natali), who follows Varro. The Vetustu

Plucitu were composed in the school of Poseidonios, and

Diels now calls them the Poseidonian 'ApetTKovra {Uber das

phys. System des Straton, p. 2). There are also traces of

them in the “ Homeric AUegorists.”

It is quite possible, by discotmting the somewhat unin-

telligent additions which Aetios made from Epicurean and

other sources, to form a pretty accurate table of the contents

of the Vetustu Placita {Dox. pp. 181 sqq.), and this gives us

a fair idea of the arrangement of the original work by

Theophrastos.

12. So far as what he tells us of the earliest Greek Cicero,

philosophy goes, Cicero must be classed with the doxo-

graphers, and not with the philosophers ; for he gives us

nothing but extracts at second or third hand from the work

of Theophrastos. Two passages in his writings fall to be

considered under this head, namely, “ LucuUus ” {Acad, ii.),

118, and De naturu deorum, i. 25-41.

{d) Doxography of the “ LucuUus.”—This contains a

meagre and inaccurately-rendered summary of the various

opinions held by philosophers with regard to the ap-xf) {Dox.

pp. 119 sqq.), and would be quite useless if it did not in. one
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case enable ns to verify the exact words of Theophrastos

(Chap. I. p. 50, n. 4). The doxography has come through

the hands of Kleitomachos, who succeeded Karneades in

the headship of the Academy (129 b.c.).

(6) Doxography of the “ De natura deorum."—A fresh

light was thrown upon this important passage by the dis-

covery at Herculaneum of a roll containing fragments of an

Epicurean treatise, so like it as to be at once regarded as its

original. This treatise was at first ascribed to Phaidros,

on the ground of the reference in Epp. ad Att. xiii. 39. 2

;

but the real title, ^CKoZruiov vepl evaefieia’;, was afterwards

restored {Dox. p. 530). Diels, however, has shown {Dox.

pp. 122 sqq.) that there is much to be said for the view that

Cicero did not copy Philodemos, but that both drew from a

common source (no doubt Phaidros, IIcpl $€&v) which itself

,

went back to a Stoic epitome of Theophrastos. The passage

of Cicero and the relevant fragments of Philodemos are

edited in parallel columns by Diels {Dox. pp. 531 sqq.).

IL Biographical Doxographers

H^poiytos. 13. Of the “ biographical doxographies,” the most

important is Book I. of the Refutation of all Heresies by
Hippolytos. This had long been known as the Philosophou-

mena of Origen ; but the discovery of the remaining books,

which were first published at Oxford in 1854, showed finally

that it could nbt belong to him. It is drawn mainly from
some good epitome of Theophrastos, in which the matter
was already rearranged under the names of the various

philosophers. We must note, however, that the sections

dealing with Thales, Pythagoras, Herakleitos, and Empe-
dokles come from an inferior source, some merely bio-

graphical compendium full of apocryphal anecdotes and
doubtful statements.

^ '• The firagments of the pseudo-Plutardhean Stromateis,
quoted by Eusebios in his Praeparatio Evangelica, come from
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“ Diogenes
Laertios.”

a source similar to that of the best portions of the Philo-

sophoumena. So far as we can judge, they differ chiefly in

two points. In the first place, they are mostly taken from

the earliest sections of the work, and therefore most of them

deal with the primary substance, the heavenly bodies and

the earth. In the second place, the language is a much less

faithful transcript of the original.

15. The scrap-book which goes by the name of Diogenes

Laertios, or Laertios Diogenes (cf. Usenet, Epicurea, pp. i

sqq.), contains large fragments of two distinct doxographies.

One is of the merely biographical, anecdotic, and apophtheg-

matic kind used by Hippolytos in his first four chapters

;

the other is of a better class, more like the source of Hippo-

lytos’ remaining chapters. An attempt is made to disguise

this " contamination ” by referring to the first doxography

as a “ summary ” {KepaTuumSrjsi) account, while the second is

called “ particular ” (ettI /*e/3ow).

16. Short doxographical summaries are to be formd in Patristic

Eusebios (P. E. x., xiv., xv.), Theodoret (Gr. aff. cur. ii. 9-11), ^^es.
Irenaeus (C. hacr. ii. 14), Amobius {Adv. not. ii. 9), Augustine

{Civ. Dei, viii. 2). These depend mainly upon the writers of

“ Successions,” whom we shall have to consider in the next

section.

C.—BIOGRAPHERS

17. The first to write a work entitled Successions of the succes-

Philosophers was Sotion (Diog. ii. 12 ; R. P. 4 a), about

200 B.c. The arrangement of his work is explained in

Dox. p. 147. It was epitomised by HeraMeides Lembos.

Other writers of AiaSo‘x,al were Antisthenes, Sosikrates, and

Alexander. All these compositions were accompanied by a

very meagre doxography, and made interesting by the ,

addition of unauthentLc apophthegms and apocryphal

anecdotes.

18. The peripatetic Hermippos of Smyrna, known as h«-

KaXKi,/jid^€io<i {c. 200 B.C.), wnrote several biographical works
"“pp®®'
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which are frequently quoted. The biographical details arc

very untrustworthy ;
but sometimes bibliographical infor-

mation is added, which doubtless rests upon the Iliw/ee? of

Kallimachos.

19. Another peripatetic, Satyros, the pupil of Aristarchos,

wrote (c. 160 B.c.) Lives ofFamous Men. The same remarks

apply to him as to Hermippos. His work was epitomised

by Herakleides Lembos.

20. The work which goes by the name of Laertios

Diogenes is, in its biographical parts, a mere patchwork of

all earlier learning. It has not been digested or composed

by any single mind at all, but is little more than a collection

of extracts made at haphazard. But, of course, it contains

much that is of the greatest value.

D.—CHRONOLOGISTS

21. The founder of ancient chronology was Eratosthenes

of Kyrene (275-194 b.c.) ; but his work was soon supplanted

by the metrical version of ApoUodoros (c. 140 b.c.), from
which most of our information as to the dates of early

philosophers is derived. See Diels’ paper on the XpoviKa of

ApoUodoros in Rhein. Mus. xxxi. ; and Jacoby, ApoUodors
Chronik (1902).

The method adopted is as foUows ;—If the date of some
striking event in a philosopher's life is known, that is taken
as Ids floruit {dK/iri), and he is assumed to have been forty

years old at that date. In default of this, some historical

era is taken as the floruit. Of these the chief are the eclipse

of Thales 586/5 b.c., the taking of Sardeis in 546/5 b.c., the
accession of Polykrates in 532/1 B.c., and the foundation of
Thourioi in 444/3 b.c. It is usual to attach far .too much
weight to these combinations, and we can often show that
ApoUodoros is wrong from our other evidence. His dates
<an only be accepted as a makeshift, when nothing better
is available.



CHAPTER I

THE MILESIAN SCHOOL

I. It was at Miletos that the earliest school of scientific MUetos

cosmology had its home, and it is not, perhaps, without

significance that Miletos is just the place where the con-

tinuity of Aegean and Ionian civilisation is most clearly

marked.^ The Milesians had come into conflict more than

once with the Lydians, whose rulers were bent on extending

their dominion to the coast ;
but, towards the end of the

seventh century b.c., the tyrant Thrasyboulos succeeded

in making terms with King Alyattes, and an alliance was

concluded which secured Miletos against molestation for

the future. Even half a century later, when Croesus,

resuming his father’s forward policy, made war upon and

conquered Ephesos, Miletos was able to maintain the old

treaty-relation, and never, strictly speaking, became subject

to the Lydians at aU. The Lydian connexion, more-

over, favoured the growth of science at Miletos. What

was called at a later date Hellenism seems to have been

traditional in the d3masty of the Mermnadai, and Herodotos

says that all the " sophists ” of the time flocked to the court

of Sardeis.® The tradition which represents Croesus as

See latrod. § II. Ephoros said that Old Miletos was colonised from

Milatos in Crete at an earlier date than the fortification of the new city

by Neleus (Strabo, xiv. p. 634), and recent excavation has shown that

the Aegean civilisation passed here by gradual transition into the early

Ionic. The dwellings of the old lonians stand on and among the d^is

of the *' Mycenean ” period. There is no " geometrical ” interlude.

* Herod, i. 29. See Radet, La Lydie et le monde grec au temf d*s

Mermnades (Paris, 1893).

39
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Origin.

the “ patron ” of Greek wisdom was fully developed in the

fifth century ; and, however unhistorical its details may
be, it must clearly have some foundation in fact. Particu-

larly noteworthy is “ the common tale among the Greeks,”

that Thales accompanied Croesus on his luckless campaign

against Pteria, apparently in the capacity of military

engineer. Herodotos disbelieves the story that he diverted

the course of the Halys, but only because he knew there

were bridges there already. It is clear that the lonians

were great engineers, and that they were employed as such

by the eastern kings.^

It should be added that the Lydian alliance would

facilitate intercourse with Babylon and Eg5T)t. Lydia was

an advanced post of Babylonian culture, and Croesus

was on friendly terms with the kings of Egjrpt and
Babylon. Amasis of Egypt had the same Hellenic S3nn-

pathies as Croesus, and the Milesians possessed a temple

of their own at Naukratis.

I. Thales

2 . The founder of the Milesian school, and there.fore the

first man of science, was Thales ;
® but all we can really

be said to know of him comes from Herodotos, and the Tale

^ Herod, i. 75. It is important for a right estimate of Ionian science
to remember the high development of engineering in these days. Man-
drokles of Samos built the bridge over the Bosporos for King Dareios
(Herod, iv. 88), and Harpalos of Tenedos bridged the Hellespont for
Xerxes when the Egyptians and Phoenicians had failed in the attempt
(Diels, Abh. d&i^ BerL Akad., 1904, p. 8). The tunnel through the hill
above Samos described by Herodotos (iii. 60) has been discovered by
German excavators. It is about a kilometre long, but the levels are
almost accurate. On the whole subject see Diels, " Wissenschaft und
Technik bei den Hellenen " {Neue Jahrb, xxxiii. pp. 3, 4). Here, as in
other things, the lonians carried on “ JVIinoan ” traditions.

® Simplicius quotes Theophrastos as saying that Thales had many
predece^ors (Dox, p. 475, n). This need not trouble us ; for the scholiast
on Apollonios Rhodios (ii. 1248) tells us that he made Prometheus the
first philosopher, which is merely an application of Peripatetic Hteralism
to a phrase of Plato’s {Phileb. 16 c 6). Cf. Note on Sources, § 2
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of the Seven Wise Men was already in existence when he

wrote. He says that Thales was of Phoenician descent,

a statement which other writers explained by saying he

belonged to a noble house descended from Kadmos and

Agenor.^ Herodotos probably mentions the supposed

descent of Thales simply because he was believed to have

introduced certain improvements in navigation from

Phoenicia.* At any rate, his father’s name, Examyes, lends

no support to the view that he was a Semite. It is Kaiian,

and the Karians had been almost completely assimilated

by the lonians. On the monuments we find Greek

and Kalian names alternating in the same families, while

the name Thales is otherwise known as Cretan. There

is therefore no reason to doubt that Thales was of pure

Milesian descent, though he probably had Karian blood in

his veins.®

3. The most remarkable statement Herodotos makes The

about Thales is that he foretold the eclipse of the sun which fo^toid

put an end to the war between the Lydians and the Medes.* byxhaies.

Now, he was quite ignorant of the cause of eclipses. Anaxi-

mander and his successors certainly were so,® and it is

incredible that the explanation should have been given

and forgotten so soon. Even supposing Thales had known
the cause of eclipses, such scraps of elementary geometry

1 Herod, i. 170 (R. P. 9 d) ; Diog. i. 22 (R. P. 9), This is no doubt
connected with -^e fact mentioned by Herodotos (i. 146) that there were
Kadmeians from Boiotia among the original Ionian colonists. Cf. also,

StrabO; xiv. pp. 633, 636 ; Pausan, vii, 2, 7. These, however, were not
Semites.

2 Diog. i. 23, KaWlfiaxos 5’ airbv oWev rijs &pKTov Tijt fiLKpat 'Kiytav iv

TOL$ ^IdfjL^ois oUtus—
Kal TTjs dfid^Tjs iXiyero (rraSpLifjffaadai

Toifs d(TT€pi<rKovs, 5 TrK^ovfft ^olvixes,

® See Diels, Thales ein Semite ? " {Arch. ii. 165 sqg.), and Immisch,
Zu Thales Abkunft " {ib. p. 5^5). The name Examyes occurs also in

Kolophon (Hermesianax, Leoniion, fr. 2, 38 Bgk.), and may be compared
with other Karian names such as Cheramyes and Panamyes.

^ Herod, i. 74.
5 For the theories held by Anaximander and Herakleitos, see infra,

§§ 19, 71-
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as he picked up in Egypt would never have enabled him to

calculate one. Yet the evidence for the prediction is too

strong to be rejected off-hand. The testimony of Herodotos

is said to have been confirmed by Xenophanes,^ and
according to Theophrastos Xenophanes was a disciple of

Anaximander. In any case, he must have known scores

of people who were able to remember what happened.

The prediction of the eclipse is therefore better attested

than any other fact about Thales whatsoever.

Now it is possible to predict eclipses of the moon
approximately without knowing their true cause, and there

is no doubt that the Babylonians actually did so. It is

generally stated, further, that they had made out a cycle

of 223 lunar months, within which eclipses of the sun and
moon recurred at equal intervals of time.^ This, however,
would not have enabled them to predict eclipses of the sun
for a given spot on the earth's surface ; for these pheno-
mena are not visible at all places where the sim is above the
horizon at the time. We do not occupy a position at the
centre of the earth, amd the geocentric parallax has to be
taken into account. It would only, therefore, be possible

^ to teU by means of the cycle that an eclipse of the sun
Would be visible somewhere, and that it might be worth
wMe to look out for it, though an observer at a given place

Diog. i. 23, SoK'et Si Kwrd Ttpas irpHros dtrrpQ\oy^trai Kal
Kol Tpoirdt Trpottirecy, &s ^triv ESSrf/ios if ry irepl t&p duTTpoXoyovfiiptai/ ItrroplfL,
88e» oAtSp xal^Sepo^ptis Kal ''SpSSoros ffavpdl'ei. The statement that Thales
‘predicted ” solstices as well as eclipses is not so absurd as has been
ought. Kudemos may very well have meant that he fixed the dates of

tte sobtices and equinoxes more accurately than had been done before.
Tha,t he would do by observing the length of the shadow cast by an
upright and we shall see (p. 47) that popular tradition ascribed
o ser^tions of the hind to him. This interpretation is favoured by

preserved by DerkyUides (ap. Theon. p. 198,
7 that Thales discovered r>p> Kari rit rpovits airov (toC ijMou) irepioSop,

us OVK ttrr, del <rvp.palpa. In other.words, he discovered the inequality of the
four seasons which is due to the solar anomaly.

rr,r.r!
thc Sapos with Souidas ; for sar on themonum^te always means 6o*=36oo. the number of the Great Year.

of tte^^s
IS. of course, that of the retrograde movement
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might be disappointed five times out of six. Now, if we
may judge from reports by Chaldaean astronomers which

have been preserved, this was just the position of the

Babylonians in the eighth century b.c. They watched for

eclipses at the proper dates ; and, if they did not occur,

they announced the fact as a good omen.^ To explain

what we are told about Thales no more is required. He
said there would be an eclipse by a certain date ; and

luckily it was visible in Asia Minor, and on a striking

occasion.®

4, The prediction of the eclipse does not, then, throw Date of

any light on the scientific attainments of Thales ; but, if

we can fix its date, it wiU give us an indication of the time

at which he lived. Astronomers have calculated that

there was an eclipse of the sun, probably visible in Asia

Minor, on May 28 (O.S.), 585 B.c., while Pliny gives the date

of the eclipse foretold by Thales as 01. XLVIII.4 (585/4 b.c.) .®

This does not exactly tally ; for May 585 belongs to the

year 586/5 B.c. It is near enough, however, to justify us in

^ See George Smith, Assyrian Discoveries (1875), p, 409. The inscrip-

tion which follows was found at Kouyunjik :

—

** To the king my lord, thy servant Abil-Istar.

Concerning the eclipse of the moon of which the king my lord sent
to me ; in the cities of Akkad, Borsippa, and Nipur, observations they
made, and then in the city of Akkad, we saw part. . . . The observation
was made, and the eclipse took place.

" And when for the eclipse of the sun we made an observation, . the
observation was made and it did not take place. That which I saw with
my eyes to the king my lord I send." See further R. C. Thomson, Reports

of the Magicians and Astrologers of Nineveh and Babylon (1900).
* Cf. Schiaparelli, " I primordi dell' Astronomia presso i Babilonesi "

{Scientia, 1908, p. 247). His conclusion is that "the law which regulates
the circumstances of the visibility of solar eclipses is too complex to be
discovered by simple observation," and that the Babylonians were not
in a position to formulate it. " Such a triumph was reserved to the
geometrical genius of the Greeks."

® Pliny, N,H, ii. 53. It should be noted that this date is inconsistent

with the chronology of Herodotos, but that is vitiated by the assumption
that the fall of the Median kingdom synchronised with the accession of

Cyrus to the throne of Persia. If we make the necessary correction,

Cyaxares was still reigning in 585 b.c.
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Thales in

Egypt.

identifying the eclipse as that of Thales,^ and this is

confirmed by ApoUodoros, who fixed his floruit in the same

year.® The further statement in Diogenes that, according

to Demetrios Phalereus, Thales “ received the name of

wise ” in the archonship of Damasias at Athens, really refers

to the Tale of the Seven Wise Men, as is shown by the words

which follow, and is doubtless based on the story of the

Delphic tripod ;
for the archonship of Damasias is the era

of the restoration of the Pythian Games.*

5. The introduction of Egyptian geometry into Hellas

is ascribed to Thales,® and it is probable that he did visit

Eg5^t ; for he had a theory of the inundations of the Nile.

Herodotos ® gives three explanations of the fact that this

alone of all rivers rises in summer and falls in winter ; but,

as his custom is, he does not name their authors. The

first, however, which attributes the rise of the Nile to the

Etesian winds, is ascribed to Thales in the Placita,^ and by

^ The words of Herodotos (i. 74), o^pop wpoBiiieuot ipiavrbp rovrov ip

Si) Kal iyipero, mean at first sight that he only said the eclipse would
occur before the end of a certain year, but Diels suggests (Neue Jahrb,
xxxiii. p. 2) that ivLavrSs has here its original sense of " summer solstice

"

(cf. Brugmann, Idg, Forsch, xv. p. 87). In that case Thales would have
fixed the date within a month. He may have observed the eclipse of
May 18, 603 B.c. in Egypt, and predicted another in eighteen years and

^ some days, not later than the solstice.

* For ApoUodoros, see Note on Sources, § 21. The dates in our text
j)f Diogenes (i, 37 ; R. P. 8) cannot be reconciled with one another. That
given for the death of Thales is probably right ; for it is the year before
che fall of Sardeis in 546/5 b.c., which is one of the regular eras of Apollo-
doros. It no doubt seemed natural to make Thales die the year before
the ”

ruin of Ionia which he foresaw. Seventy-eight years before
brings us to 624/3 b.c. for the birth of Thales, and this gives us 585/4
B.c. for his fortieth year. That is Pliny's date for the eclipse, and Pliny's
dates come from ApoUodoros through Nepos.

« Diog. i. 22 (R, P. 9), especiaUy the words Ka$' Sp koX ol iirrb, <ro<pol

iK^fietiaav. The story of the tripod was told in many versions (cf. Diog.
i. 28-33 : Vors, i, p. 2, 26 sqq.Y It clearly belongs to the Delphian Tale
of the Seven Wise Men, which is already alluded to by Plato {Prot,

J43
a, b). Now Demetrios of Phaleron dated this iu the archonship of

<L>amasias at Athens (582/1 b.c.), and the Marmor Parium dates the
restomtion of the ^yisp <rT€<pai,pLr7is at Delphoi in the same year, and also
identifies it with that of Damasias (cf. Jacoby, p, 170, n* 12).

* Proclus, hi Fuel, I, p, 65, Friedlein (from Eudemos).
® Herod, ii. 20. • Aet. iv. i. i {Dox. p. 384).
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many later writers. Now, this comes from a treatise on

the Rise of the Nile attributed to Aristotle and known to

the Greek commentators, but extant only in a Latin cpitonu;

of the thirteenth century.^ In this the first of the theories

mentioned by Herodotos is ascribed to Thales, the second

to Euth3nmenes of Massalia, and the third to Anaxagtiras.

Where did Aristotle, or whoever wrote the book, get these

names? We think naturally of Hekataio.s ; and this

conjecture is strengthened when we find that H<‘kataios

mentioned Euthymenes.® We may conclude that 1 hales

really was in Egypt ;
and, perhaps, that Ilekataios, in

describing the Nile, took account, as was natural, of his

fellow-dtizen’s views.

6. As to the nature and extent of the mathematical iJ.ik'*

knowledge brought back by Thales from Isgypt, it must ik*

pointed out that most ^ters have seriously misunderstood

the character of the traction.® In his commentary on the

First Book of Euclid, Proclus enumerates, on the authority

of Eudemos, certain propositions which he says were known

to Thales,* one of which is that two trianglt’s are iHjual

when they have one side and the two adjacent angltfs e<jual.

This he must have known, as otherwise he could not have

measured the distances of ships at sea in tint way he was
said to have done.® Here we see how all these* statements

arose. Certain feats in the way of measurein<*nt were

traditionally ascribed to Thales, and Eudemo.s assumed
that he must have known all the propositions these imply.

^ I>ox. pp. 226-229. The Latin epitome will be found jn pdiluni
of the Aristotelian fragments.

2 Hekataios, fr. 278 i. p. 19).
* See Cantor, Vovlesungen Uher Geschichie der Maih$muHk, vul t pp,

X2 sqq,

;

Allman, " Greek Geometry from Thales to Enciiti
**

iii. pp. 164-174).
« Proclus, in Eucl. pp. 65, 7; 157, 10 ; 250, 20; 2«»9. i

; 3,1
(Friedlein). Eudemos wrote the first histories of astroiuini)' and iiMthe-
matics, just as Theophrastos wrote the first history of phdutiophy,

• Proclus, p. 352, 14, Mdri/ws 6i iy toXs yeana-fnKoXt iffropiaii tit tevtv
iHyei Tb eetifnjua {Eucl. i. 26)- -riiv yip rUr iv 0aUrrt rhituy irbarao,* i,' et
rpSirov <l>a<rly aMy SeiKy^yat roi?ry 7rpo<rxpn(r6al <^(,v
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Thales
as a
politiciaa.

Uncertain
character
of the
tradition.

But this is quite illusory. Both the measurement of the

distance of ships at sea, and that of the height of the p3nra-

mids, which is also ascribed to him,^ are easy applications

of the rule given by Aahmes for finding the seqt.^ What
the tradition really points to is that Thales applied this

empirical rule to practical problems which the Egyptians

had never faced, and that he was thus the originator of

general methods. That is a sufficient title to fame.

7. Thales appears once more in Herodotos some time

before the fall of the Lydian monarchy. He is said to have

urged the Ionian Greeks to unite in a federal state with its

capital at Teos.® We shall have occasion to notice more
than once that the early schools of philosophy by no means
held aloof from politics ; and there are many things, for

instance the part played by Hekataios in the Ionian revolt,

which suggest that the scientific men of Miletos took up a
very decided position in the stirring times that followed the

death of Thales. It is this political action which has gained

the founder of the Milesian school his undisputed place

among the Seven Wise Men
; and it is owing to his inclusion

among those worthies that the numerous anecdotes told

of him in later days attached themselves to his name.*

8. So far as we know, Thales wrote nothing, and no
writer earlier than Aristotle knows anything of him as a
scientific man and a philosopher ; in the older tradition he

1 The oldest version of this story is given in Diog. i. 37, b Sb T«ptS.u/tt<«

Kol iKiwrp^al 4>n<xiv abrbv r&s wpapLlSat, bK r^s VKios vapaTTjp'^trarra Urt
UroneybeTjs iffrlr. Cf. Pliny, H. Naf. xxxvi. 82, mensuram aJtitudinis earum
deprehendere invenit Thales Milesius umbram meiiendo qua hora par esse
corpon soUt. (Hieronymos of Rhodes was contemporary with Eudemos.)
This need imply no more than the reflexion that the shadows of all objects
will be equal to the objects at the same hour. Plutarch {C<mv. sept. sap.
147 a) gives a more elaborate method, rj,. Paurfipla, vnjvw *ri rv Wpor*
iTKias ijr p wpapXs hroUi, yero/ibvur rg brapS rgs d/crFros Svoir rptypixar, Metfas 6v
g tTKib, Tpds Ti/v a-Kiir Uyov eTxe, tJ). mpa/USa rpbs rgp /Sojtrjjplo. (xoiHrar.

* See Gow, Short History of Greek MathemaHcs, $ 84.
* Herod, i. 170 (R. P. 9 d).

* The story of Thales falling into a well (Plato, Theaet. 174 a) is nothing
but a fable teaching the uselessness of oopla ; the anecdote about the“ comer ** in oil (Ar. Pol. A. ii. 1259 a 6) is intended to inculcate the
opposite lesson.
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is simply an engineer and an inventor.^ It is obvious,

however, that the requirements of Milesian enterprise and

commerce would necessarily turn his attention to problems

which we should call astronomical. He was said, we saw,

to* have introduced the practice of- steering a ship's course

by Ursa minor ;
* and there is a remarkable persistence in

the tradition that he tried to do something for the calendar,

though the details are not sufficiently well attested to find

a place here.* No doubt he constructed a TrapaTnjy/jui like

those of much later date which have been discovered at

Miletos.* The Trapdn-rj'yfMa was the oldest form of almanac,

and gave, for a series of years, the equinoxes and solstices,

the phases of the moon, the heliacal risings and settings of

certain stars, and also weather predictions. Even Aristotle

ddfe not pretend to know how Thales arrived at the views he

ascribes to him or by what arguments they were supported.

This very reserve, however, makes it hard to doubt that

he was correctly informed with regard to the few points

about them he mentions, so we may venture on a conjec-

tural restoration of his cosmology. This, of course, must

be taken for just what it is worth.

9. The statements of Aristotle may be reduced to three :

(1) The earth floats on the water.®

(2) Water is the material cause * of all things.

^ Cf. Aristophanes, Clouds 180 (after a burlesque description of how
Sokrates provided himself with a cloak) H iKcivov rhv Qa\^v BaviAd^ofiev ;

Bivds 1009 (of Meton^s town-planning, &vdpunros 0a\^s). Plato's way of

speaking is remarkable. Cf. R&p* 600 a d\X' ola dij els rd o-o^oD AvBpbs

woXKal Mvoiai xal riyyo.s ij ra/as SXKas irpd^eLs Xiyovrai^ ^trirep aB

T€ vipi rod MCKTitrlov Kal *kvaxdp(ri.os rov "ZMov.

2 See p. 41, «. 2.

« If he tried to introduce the year of 360 days and the month of

30 days, he may have learnt that in Egypt.
4 For the Milesian vapaiHryimroL see Rehm, Berl. Sifzungsher., 1893,

p. 101 sqq., 752 sqq.

« Ax. Met A, 3. 983 b 21 (R. P. 10) ; De caelo, B, 13. 294 a 28

(R. P. II).
'
6 Met A, 3. 983 b 21 (R. P. 10). We must translate dpxh bere by

" material cause," for Ttjsroia&rTis dpxv^ (b 19) means rijs iu dXifis eiBei dpxv^

(by). The word, then, is used here in a strictly Aristotelian sense. Cf.

Introd. p. II, n, 3.

The cos

mology
Thali.
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(3) AU things are full of gods. The magnet is alive

;

for it has the power of moving iron.^

The first of these statements must be understood in

the light of the second, which is expressed in Aristotelian

terminology, but would undoubtedly mean that Thales

had said water was the stuff of which all other things were

transient forms. We have seen that this was the great

question of the day.

10. Aristotle and Theophrastos, followed by Simplicius

and the doxographers, surest several explanations of this

doctrine. Aristotle gives them as conjectures ; it is only

later writers that repeat them as if they were quite certain.®

The most probable view seems to be that Aristotle ascribed

to Thales the arguments used at a later date by Hippon of

Samos in support of a similar thesis.® That would accotmt

for their physiological character. The rise of scientific

medicine had made biological arguments popular in the

fifth century; but, in the days of Thales, the prevailing

interest was not physiological, but meteorological, and it is

from this point of view we must try to understand the

theory.

Now it is not hard to see how meteorological considera-

z. 405 a 19 (R. p. 13 a).
>• Arist. De an. A, 5. 411 a 7 (R. P. 13) ; ih.

biog. i. 24 (R. P. ft.) adds amber.
» Met. A, 3. 983 b 22 : Aet. i. 3, i ; Simpl. Phys. p. 36, 10 (R. P. 10,

12, 12 a). The last of Aristotle’s explanations, that Thales was influenced
by cosmogonical theories about Okeanos and Tethys, has strangely been
supposed to be more historical than the rest, whereas it is merely a fancy
of Plato’s taken literaUy. Plato says (Theaet. 180 d 2 ; Crat. 402 b 4)
that Herakleitos and his predecessors (ol (,ia>res) derived their plxilosophy
from Homer

(
11. jdv. 201), and even earher sources (Orph. frag. 2, Diels

Vors. 66 B 2). In quoting this suggestion, Aristotle refers it to " some
’’

—a word which often means Plato—and he calls the originators of the
theory ra/iira\o£ous, as Plato had done (Met. A, 3. 983 b 28 ; cf. Theaet.
181 b 3). This is how Aristotle gets history out of Plato. See Note on
Sources, § 2.

» Compwe Amt De A, 2. 405 b 2 (R. P. 220) with the passages
referred tom tte last note. We now know that, though Aristotle declinesto consider Hippon as a philosopher {Met, A, 3. 984 a 3 ; R p 210

known'as Menon';
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tions may have led Thales to adopt the view he did. Of all

the things we know, water seems to take the most various

shapes. It is familiar to us in a solid, a liquid, and a

vaporous form, and so Thales may well have thought he

saw the world-process from water and back to water again

going on before his eyes. The phenomenon of evaporation

naturally suggests that the fire of the heavenly bodies is

kept up by the moisture they draw from the sea. Even at

the present day people speak of " the sun drawing water.”

Water comes down again in rain ; and lastly, so the early

cosmologists thought, it turns to earth. This may have

seemed natural enough to men familiar with the river of

Eg3q)t which had formed the Delta, and the torrents of

Asia Minor which bring down large alluvial deposits. At

the present day the Gulf of Latmos, on which Miletos used

to stand, is filled up. Lastly, they thought, earth turns

once more to water—an idea derived from the observation

of dew, night-mists, and subterranean springs. For these

last were mot in early times supposed to have anything to

do with the rain. The ” waters under the earth ” were

regarded as an independent source of moisture.^

II. The third of the statements mentioned above is Theology,

supposed by Aristotle to imply that Thales believed in a

“ soul of the world,” though he is careful to mark this as

no more than an inference.® The doctrine of the world-soul

is then attributed quite positively to Tliales by Aetios, who

gives it in the Stoic phraseology which he found in his

immediate source, and identifies the world-intellect with

God.® Cicero found a similar statement in the Epicurean

manual which he followed, but he goes a step further.

Eliminating the Stoic pantheism, he turns the world-

intellect into a Platonic demiourgos, and says that Thales

^ The view here taken most resembles that of the " Homeric allegorist
’’

Herakleitos (R. P. i* a). That, however, is also a conjecture, probably

of Stoic, as the others are of Peripatetic, origin. -

* Arist. De an. A, 5. 411 a 7 (R. P. 13).

» Aet. i. 7, ii=Stob. i. 56 (R. P. 14). On the sources here referred

to, see Note on Sources, §§ 1 1 , i*.
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Life.

held there was a divine mind which formed all things out

of water,^ All this is derived from Aristotle’s cautious state-

ment, and can have no greater authority than its source.

We need not enter, then, on the old controversy whether

Thales was an atheist or not. If we may judge from his

successors, he may very possibly have called water a " god ”
;

but that would not imply any definite religious belief. ^

Nor must we make too much of the saying that " aU

things are full of gods.” It is not safe to regard an apo-

phthegm as evidence, and the chances are that it belongs to

Thales as one of the Seven Wise Men, rather than as founder

of tlie Milesian school. Ftirther, such sayings are, as a rule,

anon5nnous to begin with, and are attributed now to one

sage and now to another.® On the other hand, it is probable

that Thales did say the magnet and amber had souls. That

is no apophthegm, but more on the level of the statement

that the earth floats on the water. It is just the sort of

thing we should expect Hekataios to record about Thales.

It would be wrong, however, to draw any inference from it

as to his view of the world ; for to say the magnet and amber
are alive is to imply, if an5d;hing, that other things are not.

II. Anaximander

12. Anaximander, son of Praxiades, was also a citizen

of Miletos, and Theophrastos described him as an “ asso-

ciate ” of Thales.* We have seen how that expression is to

be understood (§ XIV.).

^ Cicero, De not. d. i. 25 (R. P. 13 b). On Cicero’s source, see Dox.
PP* 128. The Herculaneaa papyrus of Philodemos is defective at
this point, but it is not likely that he anticipated Cicero's mistake.

* See Introd. § IX.
* Plato refers to the saying irdvro. irXi^prf BeQp in LawSj 899 b 9 (R. P.

14 b), without mentioning Thales. That ascribed to Herakleitos in the
De parL an* A» 645 a 7 seems to be a mere variation on it. In any
case it means only that nothing is more divine than anything else.

* R. P. 15 d. That the words iroXZr^s Kal h-atposs given by Simplicius,
De caelo, p. 615, 13, are from Theophrastos is shown by the agreement
of Oc. Acad, ii. 118, populatis ei sodcUis, The two passages represent
independent branches of the tradition. See Note on Sources, §§ 7, 12.
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According to ApoUodoros, Anaximander was sixty-four

years old in 01. LVIII. 2 (547/6 b.c.) ; and this is confiimed

by Hippol3d;os, who says he was bom in 01 . XLII. 3 (610/9

B.C.), and by Pliny, who assigns his great discovery of the

obliquity of the zodiac to 01 .- LVIII.^ We seem to have

something more here than a combination of the ordinary

type ; for, according to all the rules, Anaximander should

have " flourished ” in 565 b.c., half-way between Thales

and Anaximenes, and this would make him sixty, not sixty-

four, in 546. Now ApoUodoros appears to have said that

he had met with the work of Anaximander ; and the only

reason he can have had for mentioning this must be that

he found in it some indication which enabled him to fix

its date. Now 547/6 is just the year before the faU of

Sardeis, and we may perhaps conjecture that Anaximander
mentioned what his age had been at the time of that

event. We know from Xenophanes that the question,

“ How old were you when the Mede appeared ? ” was con-

sidered an interesting one in those days.® At eiU events,

Anaximander was apparently a generation younger than

Thales.®

Like his predecessor, he distinguished himself by certain

practical inventions. Some writers credited him with that of

the gnomon ; but that can hardly be correct. Herodotos teUs

us this instrument came from Babylon, and Thales must

have used it to determine the solstices and equinoxes.*

Anaximander was also the first to construct a map, and

Eratosthenes said this was the map elaborated by Hekataios.

No doubt it was intended to be of service to Milesian enter-

prise in the Black Sea. Anaximander himself conducted

1 Diog. ii. 2 (R. P. 15) ; Hipp. Ref. i. 6 (Uox p. 560) ; Plin. N.H. ii. 31.

* Xenophanes, fr. 22 (= fr. 17 Karsten; R. P. 95 a).

* The statement that he " died soon after ’’ (Diog. ii. 2 ; R. P. 15)

seems to mean that ApoUodoros made him die in the year of Sardeis

(546/s), one of his regular epochs.
* For the gnomon, see Introd. p. 26, n. 1 ; and cf. Diog. ii. i (R. P.

15) ; Herod, ii. 109 (R. P. 15 a). Pliny, on the other hand, ascribes the

invention of the gnomon to Anaximenes {N.H, ii. 187).
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a colony to Apollonia/ and his fellow-citizens erected a

statue to him.®

Theo- 13. Nearly all we know of Anaximander’s system is

derived in the last resort from Theophrastos, who certainly

i^der’s imew Ms book,® He seems once at least to have quoted
theory of

. . . - ,

the Anaximander's own words, and he criticised his style,

s^toce. Here are the remains of what he said of him in the First

Book

:

Anaximander of Miletos, son of Praxiades, a fellow-citizen

and associate of Thales,^ said that the material canse and first

element of things was the Infinite, he being the first to introduce

this name of the material cause. He says it is neither water nor

any other of the so-called® elements, but a substance different

from them which is infinite, from which arise all the heavens and

the worlds within them.

—

Phys, Op. fr. 2 {Dox. p. 476 ; R. P. 16).

He sa3^ that this is eternal and ageless," and that it en-

compasses all the worlds."—^Hipp. Ref. i. 6 (R. P, 17 a).

And into that from which things take their rise they pass

away once more, " as is meet ; for they make reparation and
satisfaction to one another for their injustice according to the

ordering of time," as he says ® in these somewhat poetic^ terms.
—Phys. Op. fr. 2 (R. P. 16).

And besides this, there was an eternal motion, in which
was brought about the origin of the worlds.—Hipp. Ref i. 6

(R. P. 17 a).

^ Aelian, V.H. iii, 17. Presumably Apollonia on the Pontos is meant.
* The lower part of a contemporary statue has been discovered at

Miletos (Wiegand, Milet, ii. 88). with the inscription ANjASlMANAPO,
It was not, we may be sure, for his theories of the Boundless that
Anaximander received this honour ; he was ^ statesman and an inventor
like Thales and Hekataios.

® In this and other cases, where the words of the original have been
preserved by Simplicius, I have given them alone. On the various writers
quoted, see Note on Sources, §§ 9 sqq.

« Simplicius says successor and disciple '' (diddoxcs Kal fiaerjT'^s) in his
Commentary on the Physics ; but see above, p. 50, n, 4.

® For the expression rk KaXotjfieva aroix^Ta, see Diels, Elemenium,
p. 25. n. 4.

« Diels {Vors. 2, 9) begins the actual quotation with the words Sjp Bk
ij yivecis , . . The Greek practice of blending quotations with the text
tells against ^is. Further, it is safer not to ascribe the terms y4v€(n% and
(pfopd in their technical Platonic sense to Anaximander, and it is not
likely that Anaximander said anything about rd dvra.
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He did not ascribe the origin of things to any alteration in

matter, but said that the oppositions in the substratum, which

was a bmmdless body, were separated out.—Simpl. Phys.

p. 150, 20 (R. P. 18).

14. Anaximander taught, then, that there was an eternal. The

indestructible something out of which everything arises,

and into which everything returns ; a bormdless stock from

which the waste of existence is continually made good, “elements.”

That is only the natural development of the thought we
have ascribed to Thales, and there can be no doubt that

Anaximander at least formulated it distinctly. Indeed, we
can still follow to some extent the reasoning which led him

to do so. Thales had regarded water as the most likely

thing to be that of which aU others are forms ; Anaximander

appears to ^ve asked how the primary substance could be

one of these particular things. His argument seems to be

preserved by Aristotle, who has the following passage in his

discussion of the Infinite :

Further, there cannot be a single, simple body which is

infinite, either, as some hold, one distinct from the elements,

which they then derive from it, or without this qualification. For

there are some who make this (».«. a body distinct from the

elements) the infinite, and not air or water, in order that the

other things may not be destroyed by their infinity. Th^ are

in opposition one to another—^air is cold, water moist, and fire

hot—^and therefore, if any one of them were infinite, the rest would

have ceased to he hy this time. Accordingly they say that what is

infinite is something other than the elements, and from it the

elements arise.—^Arist. Phys. F, 5 * 204 b 22 (R. P. 16 b).

It is clear that Anaximander is here contrasted with

Thales and with Anaximenes. Nor is there any rezison to

doubt that the account given of his reasoning is substantially

correct, though the form is Aristotle's own, and in particular

the “ elements” are an anachronism.^ Anaximander started,

it would seem, from the strife between the opposites which

^ See p. 12, «. 2,
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go to make up the world ; the warm was opposed to the

cold, the dry to the wet. These were at war, and any

preciominance of one over the other was an injustice

for which they must make reparation to one another at the

appointed time.^ If Thales had been right in saying that

water was the fundamental reality, it would not be easy to

see how anything else could ever have existed. One side of

the opposition, the cold and moist, would have had its way

unchecked, and the warm and dry would have been driven

from the field long ago. We must, then, have something

not itself one of the warring opposites, something more

primitive, out of which they arise, and into which they once

more pass away. That Anaximander called this something

by the name of <f>v(rc<: is the natural interpretation of what

Theophrastos says ;
the current statement that the term

^PXV was introduced by him appears to be due to a mis-

understanding.^ We have seen that, when Aristotle used

^ Tlie important word dXXiJXois is in all tbe MSS. of Simplicins, tliongh.

omitted in the Aldine. This omission made the sentence appear to mean

that the existence of individual things (6pTa) was somehow a wrong

(dd(ida) for which they must be punished. With dXX^Xoty restored, this

fanciful interpretation disappears. It is io one another that whatever the

subject of the verb may be make reparation and give satisfaction, and

therefore the injustice must be a wrong which they commit against one

another. Now, as SUn is regularly used of the observance of an equal

balance between the opposites hot and cold, dry and wet, the ddt#c£<t here

referred to must be the undue encroachment of one opposite on another,

such as we see, for example, in the alternation of day and night, winter

and summer, which have to be made good by an equal encroachment of

the other. I stated this view in my first edition (1892), pp. 60-62, and
am glad to find it confirmed by Professor Heidel (Class, JPhil, vii., 19^2,

p. 233 sq.),

* The words of Theophrastos, as given by Simplicius {Phys, p. 24, 15

:

R, P. 16), are re ral croix^iov etprrjKe r(av 6vT<av rb dTreipoVf Ttp&ros rovro

roUvofija, KopXaos rijs dpxv^t natural meaning of which is he being the

first to introduce this name (rb direipov) of the material cause. Hippo-
lytos, however, says {Ref, i. 6, 2) wpQros roUvopa KaXi<ras rijs dpx^s^ and this

has led most writers to take the words in the sense that Anaximander intro-

duced the term Apx'^- Hippolytos, however, is not an independent authority

(see Note on Sources, § 13), and the only question is what Theophrastos
wrote. Now Simplicius quotes Theophrastos from Alexander, who used
the original, while Hippolytos represents a much more indirect tradition.

Obviously, KaXiaas is a corrup^<m of the characteristically Peripatetic

KOfUtraff and the omission of rovro\is much more likely than its inter-
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the term in discussing Thales, he meant what is called the

“ material cause,” ^ and it is hard to believe that it means

an3rihing else here.

15. It was natural for Aristotle to regard this theory Aristotle’s

as an anticipation or presentiment of his own doctrine of of the

“ indeterminate matter,” ® and that he should sometimes

express the views of Anaximander in terms of the later

theory of “ elements.” He knew that the Boundless was

a body,® though in his own system there was no room for

anything corporeal prior to the elements
; so he had to

speak of it as a boundless body “ alongside of ” or " distinct

from ” the elements {Trapct ret croi-xeia). So far as I know
no one has doubted that, when he uses this phrase, he is

referring to Anaximander.

In a number of other places Aristotle speaks of some one

who held the primary substance to be something “ inter-

mediate between ” the elements or between two of them.^

polation by Alexander or Simplicius. But, if roOro is genuine, the tfi^o/4a

referred to must be rh dveipov, and this interpretation is confirmed by
Simpl. De caelo 615, 15, dreipop vpChos irieero. In another place (p. 150,

23) SimpHcius says TrpQros aMs &px^^ dvopdcas rb biroKelfievov^ which must
mean, as the context shows, " being the first to name the substratum

of the opposites as the material cause," which is another point altogether.

Theophrastos is always interested in noting who it was that " first

"

introduced a concept, and both dweipov and biroKelpuevov were important

enough to be noted. Of course he does not mean that Anaximander used

the word broKei/Mepoy. He only infers that he had the idea from the doctrine

that the opposites which are " in " the direipou are " separated out."

Lastly, the whole book from which these extracts were taken was Ilepi tQv

dpx^v> and the thing to note was who first applied various predicates to

the dpxo-t-

1 See p. 47 ». 6 and Introd. p. iin. 3.

* Aiist. Met. A, 2. 1069 b 18 (R. P. 16 c).

® This is taken for granted in Phys. r, 4. 203 a 16 ; 204 b 22 (R. P.

16 b), and stated in r, 8. 208 a 8 (R. P. 16 a). Cf. Simpl. Phys. p, 150,

20 (R. P. 18).

^ Aristotle speaks four times of something intermediate between Fire

and Air {Gen. Corr. B, i. 328 b 35 ; ih. 5. 332 a 21 ; Phys. A, 4. 187 a 14 ;

Met. A, 7. 988 a 30). In five places we have something intermediate

between Water and Air {Met. A, 7. 988 a 13 ; Gen. Corr. B, 5. 332 a 21

;

Phys. r, 4. 203 a 18 ; ib. 5. 205 a 27 ; De caelo, T, 5. 303 b 12). Once
{Phys. A, 6. 189 b i) we hear of something between Water and Fire. This

variation shows at once that he is not speaking historically. If any one
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Nearly all the Greek commentators referred this to Anaxi-

mander also, hut most modern writers refuse to follow them.

It is, no doubt, easy to show that Anaximander himself

cannot have said anything of the sort, but that is no real

objection. Aristotle puts things in his own way regardless

of historical considerations, and it is difficult to see that it is

more of an anachronism to call the Boundless “ intermediate

between the elements ” than to say that it is " distinct

from the elements.” Indeed, if once we introduce the

elements at all, the former description is the more adequate
of the two. At any rate, if we refuse to understand these

passages as referring to Anaximander, we shall have to say
that Aristotle paid a great deal of attention to some one
whose very name has been lost, and who not only agreed
with some of Anaximander’s views, but also used some of

his most characteristic expressions.^ We may add that in

one or two places Aristotle certainly seems to identify the
“ intermediate ” with the sometliing “ distinct from ” the
elements. 2

There is even one passage in which he speaks of Anaxi-
mander’s Bormdless as a " mixture,” though his words may
perhaps admit of another interpretation.® But this is of
no consequence for our interpretation of Anaximander.
It is certain that he cannot have said an5rihing about
elements,” which no one thought of before Empedokles,

ever held the doctrine of rd ftera(<}, he must have known which “ ele-
ments ” he meant.

^ Aiist. De caelo, F, 5. 303 b 12, 05aros lUv Xeirr&repovy 6,4po% dk TrvKvhrepov,
6 irepUxeip 0a<rZ irdvra^ rai>s olfpavoi/s direipou 6v,

» Cf. Phys. r. 5. 204 b 22 (R. P. 16 b), where Zeller rightly refers t6
xapa T& (TToixeta to Anaximander. Now, at the end (205 a 25) the whole
passage is summarised thus : /tai Sii. tout’ o60«is ri iy koU Airetpay vvp ivolijirfyom yijy Twy ^vno\&yiav, dXX’ ij OSup ^ Upa i) rb piaov a.inS,v. In Gen. Corr

vlJ' riv ToW re by nal x<»pt<rr6y, and a
httle further on (329 a 9) pUv iiXrjv irapct, T^t, ^IpTjpidva. In B, 5. 332 a 20 we

raih-a, cHov p4vov ti i^pos Kal DSaros f, iApot Kol

^
» Met. A. 2 1069 b 18 (R. P. 16 c). Zener (p. 205, «. i) assumes an

easy zeugma.
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and no one could think of before Parmenides. The question

has only been mentioned because it has given rise to a lengthy

controversy, and because it throws light on the historical

value of Aristotle’s statements. From the point of view

of his own system, these may be justified ; but we shall

have to remember in other cases that, when he seems to

attribute an idea to some earlier thinker, we are not bound

to take what he says in an historical sense.^

i6. Anaximander’s reason for conceiving the primary The

substance as boundless was, no doubt, as indicated by
Aristotle, “ that becoming might not fail.” ^ It is not clear, is infinite,

however, that these words are his own, though the doxo-

graphers speak as if they were. It is enough for us that

Theophrastos, who had seen his book, attributed the thought

to him. And certainly his view of the world would bring

home to him the need of a boundless stock of matter. The
” opposites ” are, we have seen, at war with one another,

and their strife is marked by “ unjust ” encroachments on

either side. The warm commits " injustice ” in summer,

^ For the literature of this controversy, see R. P. 15. Professor
Heidel has shown in his Qualitative Change in Pre-SocratLc Philosophy "

(Arch. xix. p. 333) that Aristotle misunderstood the Milesians because he
could only think of their doctrine in terms of his own theory of dX\oiw<rij.

That is quite true, but it is equally true that they had no definite theory
of their own with regard to the transformations of substance. The
theory 6i an original mixture " is quite as unhistorical as that of dX\o£wtrts.

Qualities were not yet distinguished from things," and Thales doubtless
said that water turned into vapour or ice without dreaming of any
further questions. They all believed that in the long run there was only
one " thing," and at last they came to the conclusion that all apparent
differences were due to rarefaction and condensation. Theophrastos
(ap, Simpl. Phys. 150, 22) says hoitras yhp rks iyavTi6r7iTas iv viroKetfi4ycp

. . . iKKpiveirdau I do not believe these words are evfen a paraphrase of
anything Anaximander said. They are merely an attempt to " accommo-
date " his views to Peripatetic ideas, and iroperas is as unhistorical as
the inroKeLjjxvov.

^ Phys. r, 8. 208 a 8 (R. P. 16 a). Cf, Aet. i. 3, 3 (R, P. 16 a). The
same argument is given in Phys. r, 4* b 18, a passage where Anaxi-
mander has just been named, ry aihus /tW piij {nroXelTeiv y4v€(nv xal
<j>9op6.Vy el HireLpov eh) 56ev d^patpeirai rb yiyvSfievov. I cannot, however,
believe that the arguments at the beginning of this chapter (203 b 7 ;

R. P. 17) are Anaximander’s. They bear the stamp of the Eleatic dialectic^

and are, in fact, those of Melissos.
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the cold in winter, and this would lead in the long run to

the destruction of everything but the Boundless itself, if

there were not an inexhaustible supply of it from which

opposites might continually be separated out afresh. We
must picture, then, an endless mass, which is not any one of

the opposites we know, stretching out without limit on every

side of the world we live in.^ This mass is a body, out of

which our world once emerged, and into which it will one

day be absorbed again.

17. We are told that Anaximander believed there were
“ innumerable worlds in the Boundless,” * and we have to

decide between the interpretation that, though all the

worlds are perishable, there are an unlimited number of

them in existence at the same time, and Zeller's view that

a new world never comes into existence till the old

one has passed away, so that there is never more than

one world at a time. As this point is of fundamental

importance, it will be necessary to examine the evidence

carefully.

In the first place, the , doxographical tradition proves

that Theophrastos ^scussed the views of all the early

philosophers as to whether there was one world or an
infinite number, and there can be no doubt that, when he
ascribed " innumerable worlds ” to the Atonaists, he meant
coexistent and not successive worlds. Now, if he had
classed two such different views under one head, he would

^ I have assumed that the word iveipw means spcetially infinite, not
qudliUaively indeterminate, as maintained by TeichmOUer and Tannery,
pie decisive reasons for holding that the sense of the word is

' boundless
in extent ” are as follows

:
(i) Theophrastos said the primary substance

of .^laximander was dnetpov and contained all the worlds, and the word
jrepi^ew everywhere means " to encompass," not, as has been suggested,
" to cont^ potentially." (*) Aristotle says (PAys. T, 4. 203 b 23) 3t<t

yip Tb ir Tp vo^ei pij vxdXelxetv xtU 6 dptB/ibs SoxeT dneipot eircu xcd xi puxBTff^rixi
luyiSri xaX ri roO ireipov S’ irros roB xal eQ/jut dreipor ebau Soxet
Kol xbepoi. The mention of eQ/ia shows that this does not refer to the
Atommts. (3) Anaximander’s theory of the draper was adopted by
Anaximenes, and he identified it witii Air, which is not Qualitatively
indeterminate.

• Cf. [Hut] Strom, fr, 2 (R. P. 21 b).
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have been careful to point out in what respect they differed,

and there is no trace of any such distinction. On the

contrary, Anaximander, Anaximenes, Archelaos, Xeno-

phanes, Diogenes, LeuMppos, Demokritos, and Epicurus are

aU mentioned together as holding the doctrine of “ in-

numerable worlds ” on every side of this one,^ and the only

distinction is that, while Epicurus made the distances

between these worlds unequal, Anaximander said aU the

worlds were equidistant.* Zeller rejected this evidence®

on the ground that we can have no confidence in a writer

who attributes " innumerable worlds ” to Anaximenes,

Archelaos, and Xenophanes. With regard to the first two,

I hope to show that the statement is correct, and that it is

at least intelligible in the case of the last.* In any case, the

passage comes from Aetios,® and there is no reason for

doubting that it is derived from Theophrastos, though the

name of Epicurus has been added later. This is confirmed

by what* Simplicius says :

Those who assumed innumerable worlds, e.g. Anaximander,
Leukippos, Demokritos, and, at a later date, Epicurus, held that

they came into being and passed away ad infinitum, some always

coming into being and others passing away.®

It is practically certain that this too comes from Theo-

phrastos through Alexander.

^ Aet, ii. X, 3 {JOox, p. 327). Zeller seems to be wrong in understanding
Ko.Th TToLa^ay irepiayatyi^y here of revolution. It must mean " in every
direction we turn/' as is shown by the alternative phrase learA wa<ray

irepia-ratny. The six Trepurrdireis are TrpSffio, Avw, de^id, dpurrepd

(Nicom. Introd. p. 85, ii, Hoche):
* Aet. ii. 1, 8 {JDox. p, 329), rwv, direlpovs dirotfytjyaixivtav roifs KStr/JUtvs

^Avu^lpuiySpos rh tarov aitroitt dirix^of dXXi^Xwv, *'EkiriKovpos dyurov etvai t6 juLera^if

Ttav KhapLUtv ^tdcmjfia,

» He supposed it to be only that of Stobaios. The filiation of the

sources had not been traced when he wrote.
^ For Anaximenes, see § 30 ; Xenophanes, § 59 ; Archelaos, § 192.
® This is proved by the fact that the list of names is given also by

Theodoret. See Note on Sources, § 10.
• Simpl. Phys, p. 1121, 5 (R. P. 21 b). Cf. Simpl. De caelo, p. 202, 14,

ol 8k KoX vXiidei direlpovs Kdcfiovs, (Sfs ^Aya^lpuivSpos . . . direipoy \^T^tfJt>eye8€i T^y

dpx^v Bifxevos direlpovs aBroO r(p]ir\'fideLjc6(TfJiOVSjJroietv 8ok€i.
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We come next to a very important statement which

Cicero has copied from Philodemos, the author of the

Epicurean treatise on Religion found at Herculaneum, or

perhaps from the immediate source of that work. “ Anaxi-

mander’s opinion was,” he makes Velleius say, “ that there

were gods who came into being, rising and passing away
at long intervals, and that these were the innumerable

worlds ”
; and this, must clearly be taken along with the

statement of Aetios that, according to Anaximander, the
” innumerable heavens ” were gods.* Now it is much
more natural to understand the “ long intervals ” as

intervals of space than as intervals of time ;
* and, if

that is right, we have a perfect agreement among our

authorities.

It may be added that it is very unnatural to imderstand
the statement that the Boxmdless “ encompasses all the

worlds ” of worlds succeeding one another in time ; for on
this view there is at a given time only one world to “ en-

compass.” Moreover, the argument mentioned by Aristotle

that, if what is outside the heavens is infinite, body must
be infinite, and there must be innumerable worlds, can only
be understood in one sense, and is certainly intended to

represent the reasoning of the Milesians ; for they were
the only cosmologists who held there was a boimdless
body outside the heavens.* Lastly, we happen to know
that Petron, one of the earliest Pythagoreans, held
there were just one hundred and eighty -three worlds

^ Cicero, Da naU d, i. 25 (R. P. 21),
* Aet. i. 7, 12 (R. P. 21 a). The reading of Stob., dwelpovs oitpayoh,

is guaranteed by the direipovs K6a‘fwvs of Cyril, and the dwelpovs vovs
(i,e, owovs) of the pseudo>Galen. See Dox, p. ii,

® It is natural to suppose that Cicero found dLacm^ficLcrtv in h-ia Epicurean
source, and that is a technical term for the intermundia,

^ Anst. Phys. T, 4. 203 b 25, dvelpov 5" 6vros toO (sc, rov o^papoV),
Kai a-Qfia dtreipov dvai doicec koX Kdafioi (sc, diretpoi). The next words—H ydp
fidWop rov K€Pov ipravda ij ivravda ;

—show that this refers to the Atomists
as well ; but the dweipov o-tafia will not apply to them. The meaning is
that both those who made the Boundless a body and those who made
4t a k€p6p held the doctrine of direipot KScrpoi in the same sense.
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arranged in a triangle,^ which shows at least that the

doctrine of a plurality of worlds was much older than the

Atomists.

t8 . The doxographers say it was the “ eternal motion ”

that brought into being “ all the heavens and all the worlds

within them.” We have seen (§ VIII.) that this is probably

only the Aristotelian way of putting the thing, and that we
must not identify the primordial motion of the Boundless

with any purely mundane movement such as the diurnal

revolution. That would be quite inconsistent, moreover,

with the doctrine of innumerable worlds, each of wh^ch has,

presumably, its own centre and its own diurnal revolution.

As to the true nature of this motion, we have no definite

statement, but the term “ separating off ” {oTroKpiariij rather

suggests some process of shaking and sifting as in a riddle

or sieve. That is given in Plato’s Timaeus as the Pytha-

gorean doctrine,*" and the Pythagoreans followed Anaxi-

mander pretty closely in their cosmology (§ 54). The
school of Abdera, as will be shown (§ 179), attributed a
motion of the same kind to their atoms, and they too were
mainly dependent on the Milesians for the details of their

system. This, however, must remain a conjecture in the

absence of express testimony.

When, however, we come to the motion of the world

once it has been “ separated off,” we are on safer ground.

It is certain that one of the chief features of early cosmology

is the part played in it by the analogy of an eddy in water

or in wind, a Biinj (or Sii/05),® and there seems to be Kttle

^ See below, § 53. Cf. Diels, EUmentum, pp. 63 sqq,

* Plato, Tim, 52 e. There the elemental figures (which have taken
the place of the '' opposites ”) “ being thus stirred (by the irregular

motion of the rLdifivij), are carried in different directions and separated,
just as by sieves and instruments for winnowing com the grain is shaken
and sifted ; and the dense and heavy parts go one way, while the rare

and light are carried to a different place and settle there/'
® Aristophanes, referring to the Ionian cosmology, says (Clouds, 828)

Aivos jSacrtXeiict rbv AV which is nearer the truth than the

modern theory of its religious origin.

“ Eternal
motion ”

and the
dlv7).
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doubt that we are entitled to regard this as the doctrine

of Anaximander and Anaximenes.^ It would arise very

naturally in the minds of thinkers who started with water

as the primary substance and ended with " air,” and it

would account admirably for the position of earth and water

in the centre and fire at the circumference, with “ air
”

between them. Heavy things tend to the centre of a vortex

and light things are forced out to the periphery. It is to be

observed that there is no question of a sphere in revolution

at this date ; what we have to picture is rotsuy motion in a

plane or planes more or less inclined to the earth’s surface.*

It is in favour of the conjecture given above as to the nature

of the primordial motion that it provides a satisfactory

dynamical explanation of the formation of the hlvr], and

we shall find once more (§ i8o) that the Atomists held

precisely this view of its origin.

19. The doxographers also give us some indications

of the process by which the different parts of the world

arose from the Boundless. The following statement comes
ultimately from Theophrastos

:

He says that something capable of begetting hot and cold

out of the eternal was separated ofi at the origin of this world.

From this arose a sphere of flame which fitted close round the
air surrounding the earth as the bark round a tree. When this

had been tom off and shut up in certain rings, the sun.

^ I gratefully accept the view propounded by Prof. W. A. Heidel
(" The SCvTi in Anaximenes and Anaxinuuider," Class. Phil. i. 279), so
for as the cosmical- motion goes, though I cannot identify that with the
'* eternal motion." I had already done what I could to show that the
" spheres " of Eudoxos and Aristotle must not be imported into Pytha-
goreanism, and it strengthens the position considerably if we ascribe a
rotary motion in a plane to Anaximander’s world.

* This is the plain meamng of Aet. ii. 2, 4, oI 5^ rpoxoO dlKr,y Tspi-
SmurBat riy KlxTiim, which is referred to Anaximander by Diels {Box.
p. 46). Zeller's objections to the ascription of the Sl»i] to Anaximander
are mainly based on an inadmissible rendering of the word rpoxal
(p. 63 n. 2). Of course, the rotations axe not aU in the same plane;
the ecliptic, for instance, is inclined to the equator, and the Milky. Wav
to both.

•' •'
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moon and stars came into existence.—Ps.-Plut. Strom, fr. 3

(R. P. 19)

We see from this that, when a portion of the Boundless

was separated off from the rest to form a world, it first

differentiated itself into the two opposites, hot and cold.

The hot appears as flame surrounding the cold ; the cold, as

earth with air surrounding it. We are not told here how the

cold was differentiated into earth, water and air, but there

is a passage in Aristotle's Meteorology which throws some
light on the question. After discussing the views of the
" theologians " regarding the sea, he says :

But those who are wiser in the wisdom of men give an origin

for the sea. At first, they say, all the terrestrial region was
moist ; and, as it was dried up by the sim, the portion of it that

evaporated produced the winds and the turnings back of the

sun and moon,^ while the portion left behind was the sea. So

^ This passage has been discussedby Heidel (Proceedings of the American
Academy

t

xlviii. 686). I agree that dyrd rod dwelpov must be supplied with
djTOfcpiffijyat, and I formerly thought that ix ro€ alSlov might be equivalent
to that, and might have been displaced if the order of words was
too harsh. I cannot believe that it means ** from eternity/* as Heidel
thinks. On the other hand, he is clearly right in his interpretation of

TrepKpvTjvai and dwoppayeltmjs. He also points out correctly that " the
sphere of flame ” is an inaccuracy. The comparison to the bark of a tree

distinctly suggests something annular.
» Zeller (p. 223* 5) asks what can be meant by rpoval rrjs (reX^vris,

but his difl5culty is an imaginary one. The moon has certainly a move-
ment in declination and therefore rpowaL In other words, the moon does
not always rise at the same point of the horizon any more than the sun.

This is admitted by Sir T. L. Heath (Aristarchus, p. 33, n. 3), though he
has unfortunately followed Zeller in supposing that rpotrai here means
" revolutions." This seems to me impossible ; for rp4ir€(r&at means " to
turn back ** or " to turn aside/' never " to turn round," which is c-rpipeeBat.

It is conceivable, indeed, that rpoval ^eX^oio in Od, xv. 404 means the place
where the sun sets and turns back from west to east, though it is not
very likely, as Hesiod already uses rpoiral ijeXCoto of the winter and summer
solstices (O.D. 479, 564, 663). Zeller's statement (repeated by Heath)
that Aristotle speaks of rpowal of the fixed stars in De caelo, B, 14. 296 b 4,

is erroneous. What Aristotle does say is that, if the earth is in motion,
there ought to be wdpodoL (movements in latitude) and rpoiroL of the fixed

stars, which there are not*s The passage is correctiy rendered by Sir T. T.

Heath himself in a subsequent chapter (p. 241). For the other passages

referred to, see p. 64, w. i, and p, 76, «. 3.
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they thinlc the sea is becoming smaller by being dried up, and

that at last it will all be dry.

—

Meteor, B, i. 353 I’ 5 >

And the same absurdity arises for those who say the earth

too was at first moist, and that, when the region of the world

about the earth was heated by the sun, air was produced and the

whole heavens were increcised, and that it (the air) produced

winds and caused its (the sun’s) turnings back.^—Jd. 2. 355 a 21

(R. P. 20 a).
’

In his commentary on the passage, Alexander says

this was the view of Anaximander and Diogenes, and dtes

Theophrastos as his authority for the statement. This is

confirmed by Anaximander’s theory of the sea as given by

the doxographers (§ 20). We conclude, then, that after the

first separation of the hot and the cold by the Slinj, the heat

of the flame turned part of the moist, cold interior of the

world into air or vapour—it is aU one at this date—^and that

the expansion of this mist broke up the flame itself into

rings. We shall come back to these rings presently, but we
must look first at what we are told of the earth.

20. The origin of earth and sea from the moist, cold

matter which was “ separated off ” in the beginning is thus

described

:

The sea is what is left of the original moisture. The fire has

dried up most of it and turned the rest salt by scorching it.

—

Aet. iii. r6, i (R. P. 20 a).

He says that the earth is cylindrical in form, and that its depth

is as a third part of its breadth.—Ps.-Plut. Strom, fr. 2 (R. P. ib.).

The earth swings free, held in its place by nothing. It stays

where it is because of its equal distance from everything. Its

^ From the whole context it is plain that rds rpordts airov means
tAs toO ijXLov rpoirdi, and not rAs toO oipavov, as Zeller and Heath say.

The ** air '' in this passage answers to ** the portion that evaporated

(t6 SiaTfxlcrav) in that previously quoted, and roOrov must therefore refer

to it. Cf. the paraphrase of Alexander (p. 67, 3 from Theophrastos,

Dox, p, 494), fjihf Tt TTfs iiypirrjTOi iirb rod ijXLov i^arfd^ecOai koX yLuecdai

TveiHfiard re abrov Kal Tpoirb.% ^Xiov re koX ceX^i^vijs (see last note). In this

chapter of the Meteorology, Aristctle is discussing the doctrine that the
sun is ** fed " by moisture and the relation of that doctrine to its

rpowal at the solstices, and we must interpret accordingly.
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shape is hollow and round, and like a stone pillar. We are on
one of the surfaces, and the other is on the opposite side.’—Hipp.

Ref. i. 6 (R. P. 20).

Adopting for a moment the popular theory of “elements,"

we see that Anaximander put fire on one side as the hot and

dry, and all the rest on the other as the cold, which is also

moist. This may explain how Aristotle came to speak of

the Boundless as intermediate between fire and water. And
we have seen also that the moist element was partly turned

into “ air ” or vapomr by the fire, which explains how
Aristotle could say the Boundless was something between

fire and air, or between air and water.®

The moist, cold interior of the world is not, in fact,

water. It is alwa57s called “ the moist ” or “ the moist

state.” That is because it has to be still further differ-

entiated under the influence of heat into earth, water, and

vapour. The gradual drying up of the water by the fire is a

good example of what Anaximander meant by “ injustice,”

Thales had said that the earth floated on the water,

but Anaximander realised that it was freely suspended in

space {jieriwpoi) and did not require any support. Aristotle

has preserved the argument he used. The earth is equally

distant from the circumference of the vortex in every

direction, and there is no reason for it to move up or down

* The MSS. of Hippolytos have typf>v <rrpoyyi\oi>, and so has Cedrenus,

a writer of the eleventh century who made extracts from him« Roeper

read yvpbv supposing the second word to be a <gloss on the

first, Diels (Dox, p. 218) holds that the first applies to the surface of the

earth ; while the second refers to its circuit. Professor A. E. Taylor has

pointed out to me, however, the great improbability of the view that

yvp6v means convex. The lonians down to Archelaos (§ 192) and Demo-
kritos (Aet. iii, 10, 5 » t<? p^<r(p\ regularly regarded the surface of

the earth as concave, and yvp6s can just as well mean that. The next

words are also of doubtful meaning. The MSS. of Hippolytos have

\id<p, whUe Aetios (iii. 10, 2) has \ia(p kIovl. Diels doubtfully conjectures

Xie0 kIovi, which he suggests might represent an original Xt^^ kCovl

{Dox. p. 219), In any case the pillar seems genuine, and the general

sense is guaranteed by the Plutarchean Stromateis {loc. dt.), {nrdpxetp . . .

rf pJkv <rx‘»}'/*art r^v yrjv KvXtrBpoeiS^.

* See above, p. 55, n. 4.

5
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or sideways.^ The doctrine of innumerable worlds was
inconsistent with the existence of an absolute up and down
in the universe, so the argument is quite sound. The central

position of the earth is due to the hivr] ; for the greater

masses tend to the centre of an eddy.® There is good

evidence that Anaximander made the earth share in the

rotary movement.® It is not, however, a sphere, so we
must not speak of an axial revolution. The shape given

to the earth by Anaximander is easily explained if we
adopt the view that the world is a system of rotating

rings. It is just a soUd ring in the middle of the

vortex.

21 . We have seen that the flame which had been forced

to the circumference of the vortex was broken up into rings

by the pressure of expanding vapour produced by its own
heat. I give the statements of Hippolytos and Aetios as to
the formation of the heavenly bodies from these rings.

The heavenly bodies are a wheel of fire, separated off from
the fire of the world, and surrounded by air. And there are
breathing-holes, certain pipe-like passages, at which the heavenly
bodies show themselves. That is why, when the breathing-holes
are stopped, eclipses take place. And the moon appears now to
wax and now to wane because of the stopping and opening of

* Arist. De caslo, B, 13. 295 b 10 5^ rtm ot riiv biuairrjTi ijxuriv
airiiv (riiy yijy) Anrep rw. ipxalay ’Ayc^lnafSpos- pSXKov piv ybp oiSiy

KdTU il eis Td vUyta ^pe<yeai, wpori,K€ip rb irl rov piaov ISpuphop koI bpolus
rpbs Ti 4<rxaTa (xop. One point of the Sfc, is no more “ down " than
another. Apparently, the Pythagoreans adopted this reasoning • for
Plato makes Sokrates in the Phaedo say (ro8 e) Mppo^ov ykp wpcLyp^’&polov
Tipb, IP p4<rv r^eh oix pSXKov oiSi frrop oiSapi<rt KXterjpoc. From this it
appears tha.t bpoibrris means something like " indifference.” There is
nothing to differentiate one radius of a circle from another

“Arist. De caelo B, 13. 295 a 9 yv) evpijXeep rb 'pA<roP 4>epeiUpr,rav^p ybp ri,p cdrlep tApt,, XiyoveiP iK rOp ip rots iypots koI Upl
rbp iipo. ov^o,pbvr^- ip roirocs ykp id ^iporap. rb. p.oltro, koI rb fiapiropo -rpbs rbpicop^Slpns. S^b Sv Kal rt,p yijp ^ipres S<roc rbp oipapbp yoPPQo^p M rb pioop
ffvveXdctv <f>a<rLv.

^

by Endemos [ap. Theon. Smym. p. 198,
18), ApoHimpSp^ Si Sr, torb> f, yij

rb pieopAnaxagoras held the same view
{§ 133),

^ f^<roy.
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the passages. The wheel of the sun is 27 times the size of

(the earth, while that of) the moon is 18 times as large.^ The
sun is the highest of all, and lowest are the wheels of the stars.

—^Hipp. Ref. i. 6 (R. P. 20).

The heavenly bodies were hoop-like compressions of air, full

of fire, breathing out flames at a certain point through orifices.

—

Aet. ii. 13, 7 (R. P. 19 a).

The sun was a wheel 28 times the size of the earth, like a

chariot - wheel with the felloe hollow, full of fire, showing

the fire at a certain point through an orifice, as through the nozzle

of a pair of bellows.—^Aet. ii. 20, i (R. P. 19 a).

The sun was equal to the earth, but the wheel from which

it breathes out and by which it is carried round was 27
times the size of the earth.—Aet. ii. 21, i.

The sun was eclipsed when the orifice of the fire's breathing-

hole was stopped.—^Aet. ii. 24, 2.

The moon was a wheel 19 times the size of the earth,

like a chariot-wheel with its felloe hollow and full of fire like that

of the sun, lying oblique also like it, with one breathing-hole like

the nozzle of a pair of bellows. [It is eclipsed because of the

turnings of the wheel.] ^—Aet. ii. 25, i.

The moon was eclipsed when the orifice of the wheel was
stopped.—^Aet. ii. 29, I,

(Thxmder and lightning, etc.) were all caused by the blast

of the wind. When it is shut up in a thick cloud and bursts

forth with violence, then the tearing of the cloud makes the

noise, and the rift gives the appearance of a flash in contrast with

the blackness of the cloud.—Aet. iii. 3, i.

Wind was a current of air {i,e, vapour), which arose when its

finest and moistest particles were stirred or melted by the

sxm.—^Aet. iii. 7, i.

^ I assume with Diels {JDox. p. 560) that something has fallen out of

the text, but I have made the moon's circle 18 and not 19 times as large,

as agreeing better with the other figure, 27. See p. 68, n, i.

* There is clearly some confusion here, as Anaximander's real account

of lunar eclipses is given in the next extract. There is also some doubt

about the reading. Both Plutarch and Eusebios (P.E, xv. 26, i) have

dwurrpocpds, SO the rpoirds of Stob. may be neglected, especially as the

code;^ Sambuci had <rrpo0ds. It looks as if this were a stray reference to

the theory of Herakleitos that eclipses were due to a or iTria-rpot^T^ of

the a'Kd<pvj (§ 71). In any case, the passage cannot be relied on iq sup-

port of the meaning given to rpoiral by Zeller and Heath (p. 63, n. 2).
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There is a curious variation in the figures given for the

size of the wheels of the heavenly bodies, and it seems most
likely that i8 and 27 refer to their inner, while 19 and 28

refer to their outer circumference. We may, perhaps, infer

that the wheels of the “ stars ” were nine times the size of

the earth ; for the numbers 9, 18, 27 play a considerable

part in primitive cosmogonies.^ We do not see the wheels

of fire as complete circles ; for the vapour or mist which
formed them encloses the fire, and forms an outer ring except

at one point of their circtimference, through which the fire

escapes, and that is the heavenly body we actually see.*

It is possible that the theory of “ wheels ” was suggested

by the Milky Way. If we ask how it is that the wheels

of air can make the fire invisible to us without becoming
visible themselves, the answer is that such is the property

of what the Greeks at this date called “ air.” For instance,

when a Homeric hero is made invisible by being clothed in
*‘ air,” we can see right through both the " air ” and the

hero.* It should be added that lightning is explained in

much the same way as the heavenly bodies. It, too, was
fire breaking through condensed air, in this case storm-
clouds. It seems probable that this was really the origin

of the theory, and that Anaximander explained the heavenly
bodies on the analogy of lightning, not vice versa. It must
'jbe remembered that meteorology and astronomy were
; still Tmdifferentiated,* and that the theory of “ wheels "

* See Tannery, Science hell&ne, p. 91 ; Diels, " XJeber Anaximanders
Kosmos *’ (Arch. x. pp. 331 sqq.).

» The true meaning of this doctrine was first explained by Diels (Dox.
PP' ^5 The fiames issue per fnugni circutn spirctculti mundi. as
Lucretius has it (vi. 493). The Trpmjarripot aiiKbt, to which these are com-
pared, is simply the mouthpiece of the smith's bellows, a sense ihe word
xpritaHip has in Apollonios of Rhodes (iv. 776), and has nothing to do with
the meteorological phenomenon of the same name (see Chap. III. § 71),
except that the Greek sailors very likely named the fiery waterspout
after the familiar instrument. It is not necessary now to discuss the
earlier interpretations of the phrase.

* This is not so strange a view as might appear. An island or a rock
in the offir^ may disappear completely when shrouded in mist (i.^p), and
we seem to see the sky beyond it. « See above, p. 37.
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or rings is a natural inference from the idea of the

vortex.

So far we seem to be justified, by the authority of Theo-

phrastos, in going; and, if that is so, certain further inferences

seem to be inevitable. In the first place, Anaximander

had shaken himself free of the old idea that the heavens

are a solid vault. There is nothing to prevent us from

seeing right out into the Boundless, and it is hard to think

that Anaximander did not believe he did. The traditional

cosmos has given place to a much grander scheme, that of

iimumerable vortices in a boundless mass, which is neither

water nor air. In that case, it is difficult to resist the belief

that what we call the fixed stars were identified with the

“ innumerable worlds ” which were also “ gods.” It would

follow that the diurnal revolution is only apparent ; for

the stars are at unequal distances from us, and can have no

rotation in common. It must, then, be due to the rotation

of the cylindrical earth in twenty-four hours. We have

seen that the earth certainly shared in the rotation of

the SivTf. That gets rid of one difficulty, the wheel of

the ” stars,” which is between the earth and the moon

;

for the fixed stars could not be explained by a ” wheel ” at

all ; a sphere would be required. What, then, are the

” stars ” which are accounted for by this inner wheel ? I

venture to suggest that they are the morning and the

evening stars, which, we have seen (p. 23, ». i), were

not recognised yet as a single luminary. In other

words, I believe that Anaximander regarded the fixed

stars as stationary, each rotating in its own vortex. No
doubt this involves us in a difficulty regarding the rota-

tion of the sun and the moon. It follows from the nature

of the vortex that they must rotate in the same direction

as the earth, and, on the assumption just made, that must

be from west to east, and it must be a slower rotation

thqn that of the earth, which is inconsistent with the fact

that the circumference of a vortex rotates more rapidly
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Animals.

than the centre. That, however, is a difficulty which all

the Ionian cosmologists down to Demokritos had to face.

Holding, as they did, that the whole rotation was in the

same direction, they had to say that what we call the

greatest velocities were the least. The moon, for instance,

did not rotate so rapidly as the sun, since the sun more nearly

keeps up with the fixed stars.^ That Anaximander failed

to observe this difficulty is not surprising, if we remember

that he was the first to attack the problem. It is not

immediately obvious that the centre of the vortex must

have a slower motion than the circumference. This serves

to expleiin the origin of the theory that the heavenly bodies

have a rotation of their own in the opposite direction to

the diurnal revolution which we shall see reason for

attributing to Pythagoras (§ 54).

23 . We have, in any case, seen enough to show us that

the speculations of Anaximander about the world were of

an extremely daring character. We come now to the

crowning audacity of all, his theory of the origin of living

creatures. The Theophrastean account of this has been

well preserv'ed by the doxographers :

Living creatures arose from the moist element as it was
evaporated by the sun. Man was like another animal, namely,

a fish, in the beginning.—^Hipp. Ref. i. 6- (R. P. 22 a).

The first animals were produced in the moisture, each

enclosed in a prickly bark. As they advanced in age, they came
out upon the drier part. When the bark broke off,^ they survived

for a short time.®—^Aet. v. 19, 4 (R. P. 22).

Further, he sa}^ that originally man was born from animals

of another species. His reason is that while other animals

^ Lucretitis, v. 619 sqq.

* This is to be understood in the light of what we are told about yalKeot

below. Cf. Arist. Hist. An. Z. 10. 565 a 35» rots /iii' oSv <ricvMoi$, oOs KaXoiVl
TO>ts vepplas yaXeois, Srav vepippay^ koI rb iarpoLKov, ylvovrai ol veorrol.

* The true reading is iir’ SKlyov p.tTafiiSycu, the omission of
Xpiroi^ by Diels in Vors.^ and Vors.^ being apparently a slip. In the
Index to Hox., Diels s.v. nero/SioSv says " mutare vitam [cf. /terofftaiToi'],"

and I followed him in my first edition. Heidel well compares Archelaos,
ap. Hipp. Ref, i. 9. 5 (of the first animals) i). Si iXiyoxpbvia.
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quickly find food by themselves, man alone requires a lengthy
period of suckling. Hence, had he been originally as he is now,
he would never have survived.—Ps.-Plut. Strom, fr. a (R. P. ih.).

He declares that at first human beings arose in the inside of

fishes, and after having been reared like sharks,^ and become
capable of protecting themselves, they were finally cast ashore
and took to land.—Pint. Symp. Quaest. 730 f (R. P. ib.).

The importance of these statements has sometimes
been overrated and still more often underestimated.

Anaximander has been called a precursor of Darwin by
some, while others have treated the whole thing as a mytho-
logical survival. It is therefore important to notice that

this is one of the rare cases where we have not merely a
placitum, but an indication of the observations on which it

was based. It is clear from this that Anaximander had an
idea of what is meant by adaptation to environment and
STorvival of the fittest, and that he saw the higher mammals
could not represent the original type of animal. For this

he looked to the sea, and he naturally fixed upon those

fishes which present the closest analogy to the mammalia.
The statements of Aristotle about the galeu$ levis were

shown by Johannes Muller to be more accurate than those

of later naturalists, and we now see that these observations

were already made by Anaximander. The way in which the

shark nourishes its young furnished him with the very thing

he required to explain the survival of the earhest animals.®

^ Reading ^a-irep ol yaXeoL for Sjcrvep oi iroiXaioL with Doehner, who
compares Plut» De soli. anim. 982 a, where the ipiXdtrropyov of the shark is

described.
2 On Aristotle and the gcUeus levis, see Johannes Miiller, Ueber den

glatten Hai des Aristoteles " (K. Preuss. Akad., 1842), to which my
attention was directed by my colleague. Professor D'Arcy Thompson. The
precise point of the words Siavep oi yoiKeoC appears from Arist.

Hist. An. Z, 10. 565 b I, oi 5^ Ka\o{fp^voL Xecot rQv yaXewv (pci

tG>p iarepCov ofxoLws rots (TKvXlots, irepiardpra 8i ravra els exaripau t^p SiKpdap

rijs (ftrrdpas Kara^aipei, koX rk yLperat rbp 6fJL<f>a\bp srpbs bcripg., CxTre

dpaXiO'Kop.^Pbjp tQp {pwp bfj.o'nas SoKeip ^ecp rb ^p,ppvop rots TerpdLirofftv, It is not
necessary to suppose that Anaximander referred to the further phenomenon
described by Aristotle, who more than once says that all the yaXeol except

the dKapdias send out their young and take them back again
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Life.

His book.

HI. Anaximenes

23. Anaximenes of Miletos, son of Eurystratos, was,

according to TheophrastoSi an “ associate ” of Anaximander.^

ApoEodoros said, it appears, that he “
flourished ” about

the time of the fall of Sardeis {546/5 b.c.), and died in

01. LXIII. (528/525 B.c.).® In other words, he was bom
when Thales “flourished,” and “flourished” when Thales

died, and this means that Apollodoros had no definite

information about his date. He perhaps made him die in

the sixty-third 0l3mipiad because that gives just three

generations for the Milesian school.® We caimot therefore

say anything positive as to his date, except that he must

have been younger than Anaximander.

24. Anaximenes wrote a book which survived until the

age of literary criticism ; for we are told that he used a

simple and unpretentious lonic,^ very different, we may
suppose, from the poetical prose of Anaximander.® The
speculations of Anaximander were distinguished for their

hardihood and breadth ; those of Anaximenes are marked
by the opposite quality. He appears to have thought

out his system carefully, but he rejects the more audacious

theories of his predecessor. The result is that, while his

view of the world is less like the truth than Anaximander's,

Kal Sdxovrai els iavroii^ roifs vcorroiJs, ib. 565 b 23), for which compare also
AeL i. 17 ; Plut. De amore prolis 494 c ; De soil, anim. 982 a. The
placenta and umbilical cord described by Johannes Muller will account
sufdciently for all he says.

1 Theophr, Phys, Op, fr. 2 (R. P. 26).
* This follows from a comparison of Diog. ii. 3 with Hipp. Ref. i. 7

(R. P. 23) and Souidas {s.v,). In Hippolytos we must, however, read
rplrop for TpC^ov with Diels. The suggestion in R. P. 23 e that Apollodoros
mentioned the Olympiad without giving the number of the year is in-
adequate; for Apollodoros did not reckon by Olympiads, but Athenian
archons.

* Jacoby (p. 194) brings the date into connexion with the floruit of
Pythagoras, which seems to me less probable.

* Diog. ii. 3 (R. P. 23).
® Cf. the statement of Theophrastos above, § 13.
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it is perhaps more fruitful in ideas that were destined to

hold their groimd.

25. Anaximenes is one of the philosophers on whom Theory

Theophrastos wrote a special monograph ;
^ and this gives

us an additional guarantee for the trustworthiness of the suhstan©

tradition. The following ® are the passages which contain

the fullest account of the central feature of his system ;

Anaximenes of Miletos, son of Eurs^tratos, who had been an
associate of Anaximander, said, like him, that the underlying

substance was one and infinite. He did not, however, say it

was indeterminate, like Anaximander, but determinate ; for he
said it was Air.

—

Phys. Op. fr, 2 (R. P. 26).

From it, he said, the things that are, and have been, and shall

be, the gods and things divine, took their rise, while other things

come from its offspring.—Hipp. R^. i. 7 (R. P. 28).
“
Just as," he said, " our soul, being air; holds us together,

so do breath and air encompass the whole world.”—Aet. i. 3, 4
(R. P. 24).

And the form of the air is as follows. Where it is most even,

it is invisible to our sight ; but cold and heat, moisture and
motion, make it visible. It is alwa3rs in motion ; for, if it were
not, it would not change so much as it does.—^Hipp. Ref. i. 7
(R. P. 28).

It differs in different substances in virtue of its rarefaction

and condensation.

—

Phys. Op. fr. 2 (R. P. 26).

When it is dilated so as to be rarer, it becomes fire ; while

winds, on the other hand, are condensed Air. Cloud is formed
from Air by felting ;

® and this, still further condensed, becomes
water. Water, condensed still more, turns to earth ; and when
condensed as much as it can be, to stones.—Hipp. Ref. i. 7
(R. P. 28).

26. At first, this looks like a falling off from the more Rarefao

refined doctrine of Anaximander to a cruder view ; but this

is not really the case. On the contrary, the introduction of

rarefaction and condensation into the theory is a notable

* On these monographs, see Dox. p. 103.
* See the conspectus of extracts from Theophrastos given in Dox. p» 135.
® “ Felting **

{vCKTiffL^) is the regular term for this process with all the
early cosmologists, from whom Plato has taken it {Tim, 58 b 4 ; 76 c 3)*
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advance.^ In fact, it makes the Milesian cosmology con-

sistent for the first time ; since a theory which explains

ever5rthing as a form of a single substance is clearly botmd

to regard all differences as quantitative. The only way to

save the unity of the primary substance is to say that all

diversities are due to the presence of more or less of it in

a given space. And when once this step has been taken,

it is no longer necessary to make the primary substance

something “ distinct from the elements,” to use Aristotle’s

inaccurate but convenient phrase ; it may just as well be

one of them.

27. The air Anaximenes speaks of includes a good deal

that we should not call by the name. In its normal con-

dition, when most evenly distributed, it is invisible, and it

then corresponds to our “ air ”
; it is the breath we inhale

and the wind that blows. That is why he called it irvevfia.

On the other hand, the old idea that mist or vapour is

condensed air, is still accepted without question. It was
Empedokles, we shall see, who first discovered that what
we call air was a distinct corporeal substance, and not
identical either with vapour or with empty space. In the

earher cosmologists “ air ” is alwaj^s a form of vapour, and
even darkness is a form of ” air.” It was Empedokles who
cleared up this point too by showing that darkness is a
shadow.2

^ Smplicius, Phys. p. 149, 33 (R. P. 26 b), says that Tbeophrastos
spoke of rarefaction and condensation in the case of Anaximenes alone.
It should be noted, however, that Aristotle, Phys. A, 4. 187 a 12, seems to
imply that Anaximander too had spoken of rarefaction and condensa-
tion, especially if 5 iirri miphs likv irvicvSTepw aipos Si XetTrirepov is referred to
him. On the other hand, at 20, oi 5’ ix toG ixSs ivoGeas Tits ivamSTtpras
iKKplveedai, Sxnrep ’Ava^pavSpbs <pT)<ri seems to be opposed to a 12, oi piv ktX.
As I have indicated already, it looks as if we were dealing here with
Aristotle's own inferences and interpretations, which are far from clear.
They are outweighed by the definite statement quoted by Simplicius from
Theophrastos, though Simplicius himself adds S^Xou Si is xal oi iXXonf
pavinjn ml roxviTTfri ixpSixTo. That, however, is Only his own inference
from Aristotle’s somewhat confused statement.

* For the meaning of iiip in Homer, cf. e.g. Od. viii. i, icai

xteaXupfiivai

;

and for its survival in Ionic prose, Hippokrates, Utpl
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It was natural for Anaximenes to fix upon " air ” as the

primary substance ; for, in the system of Anaximander, it

occupied an intermediate place between the two funda-

mental opposites, the ring of flame and the cold, moist

mass within it (§ 19). We know from Plutarch that he

fancied air became warmer when rarefied, and colder when

condensed. Of this he satisfied himself by a curious

experimental proof. When we breathe with our mouths

open, the air is warm ; when our lips are closed, it is cold.^

28. This argument brings us to an important point in

the theory, which is attested by the single fragment that

has come down to us.® “ Just as our soul, being air, holds

us together, so do breath and air encompass the whole

world.” The primary substance bears the same relation

to the life of the world as to that of man. Now this was the

P3d;hagGrean view ;
® and it is also an early instance of

the argument from the microcosm to the macrocosm, and
so marks the beginning of an interest in physiological

matters.

29. We turn now to the doxographical tradition con-

cerning the formation of the world and its parts :

He says that, as the air was felted, the earth first came into

being. It is very broad and is accordingly supported by the

air.—Ps.-Plut. Strom, fr. 3 (R. P. 25).

In the same way the sun and the moon and the other heavenly

bodies, which are of a fiery nature, are supported by the air

6.ip(aVf vddrcjv^ rbirtav^ 15 , di^/) re 7roXi>s xar^ei r^v xtbprriv dwb tQv iddrwv,

Plato is still conscious of the old meaning ; for he makes Timaios say

dipos {yivyf) rb p.bv eiJay^o-raroy iirUXTiv cUd^p KaXobpxvoSf 6 db ffoXepdraTOS

bfilxXri Kal cKbros (Tim. 58 d). For the identification of with darkness,

cf. Pint. De prim. frig. 948 e, bn 8* dbjp rb irptlynas CKoreivbv icrrip oiSb

robs Tro(.7]Tb.s XbXrjOev * dbpa ydp rb (rnbros KoXovxriv. My view has been
criticised by Tannery, “ Une nouvelle hj^othfese sur Anaximandre
(Arch, viii. pp. 443 sqg.), and I have slightly altered my expression of it

to meet these criticisms. The point is of fundamental imi>ortance for

the interpretation of Pythagoreanism.
^ Plut. De prim. frig. 947 f (R. P. 27), where we are told that he used

the term rb xdXapbp for the rarefied air.

2 Aet. i. 3, 4 (R. P, 24).

The world
breathes*

The parts
of the
world.

See Chap. II. § 53.
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because of their breadth. The heavenly bodies were produced

from the earth by moisture rising from it. When this is rarefied,

fire comes into being, and the stars are composed of the fire thus

raised aloft. There were also bodies of earthy substance in the

region of the stars, revolving along with them. And he sa3re

that the heavenly bodies do not move under the earth, as others

suppose, but round it, as a cap turns round our head. The sun

is hidden from sight, not because it goes under the earth, but

because it is concealed by the higher parts of the earth, and

because its distance from us becomes greater. The stars give

no heat because of the greatness of their distance.—^Bdpp. Ref. i.

7, 4-6 (R. P. 28).

Winds are produced when air is condensed and rushes along

under propulsion ; but when it is concentrated and thickened

stili more, clouds are generated ; and, lastly, it turns to water.^

—^Hipp. Ref. i. 7, 7 {Dox. p. 561).

The st^ [are fixed like nails in the crystalline vault of the

heavens, but some say they] are fiery leaves, like paintings.^

—

Aet. ii. 14, 3 {Dox. p. 344).

They do not go under the earth, but turn round it.—76. 16, 6

{Dox. p. 348).

The sun is fiery.—76. 20, 2 {Dox. p. 348).

It is broad like a leaf.

—

Ih. 22, i {Dox. p. 352).

The heavenly bodies turn back in their courses ® owing to the

reastance of compressed air.

—

Ib. 23, i {Dox. p. 352).

The moon is of fire.—76. 25, 2 {Dox. p. 356).

Anaximenes .explained lightning like Anaximander, adding

as an illustration what happens in the case of the sea, which

flashes when divided by the oars.

—

Ib. iii. 3, 2 {Dox. p. 368).

Hail is produced when water freezes in falling ; snow, when
there is some air imprisoned in the water.—Aet. iii. 4, i {Dox.

p. 370)-

The rainbow is produced when the beams of the sun fall on
thick condensed air. Hence the anterior part of it seems red,

being burnt by the sun's rays, while the other part is dark,

' The text is very corrupt here. I retain iKverrvKVbjjj.^pos, because we
are told above that winds are condensed air.

* See below, p. 77, n. 4.
® This can only refer to the rpowai of the sun, though it is loosely

stated of rk dorrpcL generally. It occurs in the chapter Ilepi rporrQp rjXlov^

and we cannot interpret it as if it were a detached statement.
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owing to the predominance of moisture. And he says that a
rainbow is produced at night by the moon, but not often, because

there is not constantly a full moon, and because the moon’s light

is weaker than that of the sun.

—

Schol. Arat?- {Dox. p. 231).

The earth weis like a table in shape.—Aet. iii. 10, 3 {Dox.

P. 377)-

The cause of earthquakes was the dryness and moisture of

the earth, occasioned by droughts and heavy rains respectively,

—76. 15, 3 {Dox. p, 379).

We have seen that Anaximenes was justified in going

back to Thales in regard to the nature of primary substance

;

but the effect upon the details of his cosmology was unfor-

tunate. The earth is once more imagined as a table-like

disc floating on the air. The sun, moon, and stars are also

fiery discs which float on the air “ like leaves ” ; an idea

naturally suggested by the “ eddy” {hLvi}). It follows that

the heavenly bodies cannot go imder the earth at night, as

Anaximander must have held, but only round it laterally

like a cap or a millstone.® This view is also mentioned in

Aristotle’s Meteorology,^ where the elevation of the northern

parts of the earth, which makes it possible for the heavenly

bodies to be hidden from sight, is referred to. This is only

meant to explain why the stars outside the Arctic circle

appear to rise and set, and the explanation is fairly adequate

if we remember that the world is regarded as rotating in a

plane. It is quite inconsistent with the theory of a celestial

sphere.*

^ The source of this is Poseidouios, who used Theophrastos. Dox.

p. 231-
* Theodoret (iv. i6) speaks of those who believe in a revolution like that

of a millstone, as contrasted with one like that of a wheel. Diels (Dox.

p. 46) refers these similes to Anaximenes and Anaximander respectively.

They come, of course, from Aetios (Note on Sources, § lo), though they
are given neither by Stobaios nor in the Placita.

® B, I. 354 a 28 (R. P. 28 c).

« For this reason, I now reject the statement of Aetios, ii. 14, 3 (p. 76),

*Aya^ifi4vrj5 dlKrjv KaraT^wify^yaL ry KfivaraWoeidei, That there is some
confusion of names here is strongly suggested by the words which
immediately follow, ivioi wiraXa eXvat in^piva Sxrwep tA l^<ifypa<p^para,

which is surely the genuine doctrine of Anaximenes. 1 understand
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Innumer-
able

worlds.

Influence

of Anaxi-
menes.

The earthy bodies, which circialate among the planets,

are doubtless intended to account for eclipses and the phases

of the moon.^

30. As might be expected, there is much the same

difficulty about the " innumerable worlds ” ascribed to

Anaximenes as there is about those of Anaximander. The

evidence, however, is far less satisfactory. Cicero says

that Anaximenes regarded air as a god, and adds that

it came into being.® That cannot be right. Air, as the

primary substance, is certainly eternal, and it is quite likely

that Anaximenes called it “ di\’ine,” as Anaximander did

the Boundless ; but it is certain that he also spoke of gods

who came into being and passed away. These arose, he

said, from the air. This is expressly stated by Hippols^tos,®

and also by St. Augustine.^ These gods are probably to

be explained like Anaximander’s. Simplicius, indeed, takes

another view ; but he may have been misled by a Stoic

authority.®

31. It is not easy for us to realise that, in the eyes of his

contemporaries, and for long after, Anaximenes was a much
more important figure than Anaximander. And yet the

fact is certain. We shall see that Pythagoras, though he
followed Anaximander in his account of the heavenly bodies.

!;aypa^lMTa of the constellatioiis (cf. Plato, Tim. 55 c). To regard the stars
as fixed to a crystalline sphere is quite inconsistent with the far better
attested doctrine that they do not go under the earth.

^ See Tannery, Science hellSne, p. 153. For the precisely similar bodies
assumed by Anaxagoras, see below. Chap. VI. § 135. See further Chap
VII. § 151.

^

* Cic. De nai. d, i. 26 (R. P. 28 b).
» Hipp. Ref. i 7, I (R. P. 28).
* Aug. De civ. D. viii, 2 : Anaximenes omnes rerum causas inflnito

aeridedit: nec deos negavit aut tacuit ; non tamen ab ipsis aerem factum
sed ipsos ex aere ortos credidit (R. P. 28 b).

^

6 simpl. Phys. p. 1121, 12 {R. P. 28 a). The passage from the Placita
IS of higher authority than this from SimpHcius. It is only to Anaximenes
Herakleitos, and Diogenes that successive worlds are ascribed even here'
For the Stoic view of Heraldedtos. see Chap. III. § 78 ; and for Diogenes.'
Chap. X. § 188. That Simplicius is following a Stoic authority is suggested
by the words Kal Horrepoif oi dwd SroSs.
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was far more indebted to Anaximenes for his general theory

of the world (§ 53). We shall see further that when, at a
later date, science revived once more in Ionia, it was “ the

philosophy of Anaximenes " to which it attached itself

(§ 122). Anaxagoras adopted many of his most character-

istic views (§ 135), and so did the Atomists.^ Diogenes of

Apollonia went back to the central doctrine of Anaximenes,
and made Air the primary substance, though he also tried

to combine it with the theories of Anaxagoras (§ 188). We
shall come to all this later ; but it seemed desirable to point

out at once that Anaximenes marks the culminating point

of the line of thought which started with Thales, and to

show how the “ philosophy of Anaximenes ” came to mean
the Milesian doctrine as a whole. This it can only have
done because it was really the work of a school, of which
Anaximenes was the last distinguished representative, and
because his contribution to it was one that completed the

system he had inherited from his predecessors. That the

theory of rarefaction and condensation was really such a
completion of the Milesian S3retem, we have seen (§ 26), and
it need only be added that a clear realisation of this fact will

be the best clue at once to the imderstanding of the Milesian

cosmology itself and to that of the systems which followed

it. In the main, it is from Anaximenes they all start.

1 In paxticulax, both Leukippos and Demokritos adhered to his theory
of a flat earth. Cf. Aet. iii. lo* 3-5 (Ilepl ax^l^Tos yv^)* *Aya^tju,^yr;s rpaire^

yv^)* AetjKiTTTTOs rvfiiravoetdij. AripJ>Kpi.TO^ StorKoeid^ pf,kp rf TrXdreij

KoiXrjp 5^ rtp pii(r(p. And yet the spherical form of the earth was already a
commonplace in circles affected by 3E^hagoreanism.



CHAPTER II

Ionia and

the West.

SCIENCE AND RELIGION

32. The spirit of the lonians in Asia was, as we have

seen, thoroughly secular ; and, so far as we can judge, the

Milesians wholly ignored traditional beliefs. Their use of

the term “ god ” for the primary substance and the innumer-

able worlds had no religious significance.^ It was different

in the Aegean islands, which had been the home of the

lonians long before the AnatoUan coasts were open to

colonisation, and where there were many memories of a

remote past. These seem to have centred round the

sanctuary of Delos, and the fragments of Pherekydes, who

belonged to the neighbouring island of Syros, read like

belated utterances of an earlier age.® No doubt it was also

different in the ChalMdian and Ionian colonies of the West,

which were founded at a time when Hesiod and his followers

still held unchallenged authority.

Now Pythagoras and Xenophanes, the most striking

figures of the generation that saw the Greek cities in Asia

become subject to Persia, were both lonians, but both spent

the greater part of their lives in the West. There it was no

longer possible to ignore religion, especially when reinforced

by the revival that now swept over the Greek world.

Henceforth the leaders of enlightenment must either seek

to reform and deepen traditional religion, like Pythagoras,

or oppose it openly, like Xenophanes.

^ Seep. 14. * Seep. 3.

80
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33 The revival was not, however, a mere recrudescence The

of the old Aegean religion, but was profoundly influenced

by the diffusion of certain ideas originating in what was then

the far North. The temple legend of Delos is certainly

ancient, and it connects the worship of Apollo with the

Hj^erboreans, who were thought of as living on the banks

of the Danube.^ The “ holy things wrapped in straw,”

which were passed on from people to people till they reached

Delos by way of the head of the Adriatic, Dodona, and the

Malian Gulf,^ bear witness to a real connexion between the

Danubian and Aegean civilisations at an early date, and it

is natural to associate this with the coming of the Achaians.

The stories of Abaris the Hyperborean® and Aristeas of

Prokonnesos * belong to the same religious movement and
prove that it was based on a view of the soul which was
new, so far as we can see, in the Aegean. Now the coimexion

of Pjrthagoras with Delos is well attested, and it is certain

that he founded his society in cities which gloried in the

Achaian name. If the Delian religion was really Achaian,

we have a clue to certain things in the life of Pythagoras

which are otherwise puzzling. We shall come back to these

later.®

34. It was not, however, in its Delian form that the oiphidsm.

northern religion had most influence. In Thrace it had

attached itself to the wild worship of Dionysos, and was

associated with the name of Orpheus. In this religion the

new beliefs were mainly based on the phenomenon of

“ ecstasy ” {eK<rra<n<},
“
stepping out ”). It was supposed

that it was only when ” out of the body ” that the soul

revealed its true nature. It was not merely a feeble double

of the self, as in Homer, but a fallen god, which might be

^ Pindar, 01. iii. 14-16.

* Herod, iv. 33. Cf. Farnell, Cults af the Greek States, iv. pp. 99 sqq.

® Herod, iv. 36.

* Ibid. iv. 13-15.
s I have discussed, the origin of the Pythagorist religion in the Ency-

clopaedia of Religion and Ethics {s.v. Pythagoras) rather more fully than

would be appropriate here.

6
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restored to its high estate by a system of “ purifications
”

(Kaffapfio'i) and sacraments {Spyia). In this form, the new

religion made an immediate appeal to all sorts and condi-

tions of men who could not find satisfaction in the worship

of the secularised anthropomorphic gods of the poets and

the state religions.

The Orphic religion had two features which were new

in Greece. It looked to a written revelation as the source

of religious authority, and its adherents were organised in

communities, based, not on any real or supposed tie of

blood, but on voluntary adhesion and initiation. Most of

the Orphic literature that has come down to us is of late

date and uncertain origin, but the thin gold plates, with

Orphic verses inscribed on them, discovered at Thourioi

and Petelia take us back to a time when Orphicism was stiU

a living creed.^ From them we leam that it had some

striking resemblances to the beliefs prevalent in India

about the same time, though it is really impossible to

assume any Indian influence in Greece at this date.® In

any case, the main purpose of the Orphic observances and

rites was to release the soul from the “ wheel of birth,” that

is, from reincarnation in animal or vegetable forms. The

soul so released became once more a god and enjoyed

everlasting bliss.

35. The chief reason for taking account of the Orphic

communities here is that their organisation seems to have

^ For these gold plates, see the Appendix to Miss Harrison's Prolego-

mena to the Study of Greek Religion, where the texts are discussed and
translated by Professor Gilbert Murray.

2 The earliest attested case of a Greek coming under Indian influence

is that of Pyrrho of Elis (see my article '* Sceptics'' in the Ency-

clopaedia of Religion and Ethics), I venture to suggest that the religious

ideas referred to may have reached India from the same northern source

as they reached Greece, a source which we may vaguely call ''Scythian."

If, as Caesar tells us {B,G. vi. 14, 5), the Gallic Druids taught the doctrine

of transmigration, this suggestion is strongly confirmed. The theories of

L. von Schroeder (Pythagoras und die Inder, 1884) are based on a mis-
taken view of Pythagoreanism, and appear also to involve chronological
impossibilities. See A, Berriedale Keith, " Pythagoras and the Doctrine
pf Transmigration " (Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1909, pp. 569 sqqJ),
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suggested the idea that philosophy is above all a " way of

hfe. In 'Ionia, as we have seen, <j>tXo(TQ^La meant some-
thing like “ cxmosity,” and from that use of it the common
Athenian sense of “ culture,” as we find it in Isokrates,

seems to have been derived. On the other hand, wherever
we can trace the influence of Pythagoras, the word has a
far deeper meaning. Philosophy is itself a

“
puriflcation

”

and a way of escape from the “ wheel.” That is the idea

so nobly expressed in the Phaedo, which is manifestly

inspired by P37thagorean doctrine.^ This way of regarding

philosophy is henceforth characteristic of the best Greek
thought. Aristotle is as much influenced by it as any one,

as we may see from the Tenth Book of the Ethics, and as we
should see still more clearly if we possessed his UpoTpenrriKo^

in its entirety.® There was a danger that this attitude

should degenerate into mere quietism and ” otherworldli-

ness,” a danger Plato saw and sought to avert. It was he
that insisted on philosophers taking their turn to descend

once more into the Cave to help their former fellow-

prisoners.® If the other view ultimately prevailed, that

was hardly the fault of the philosophers.

36. Science, then, became a religion, and to that extent

it is true that philosophy was influenced by rehgion. It

would be wrong, however, to suppose that even now philo-

sophy took over any particular doctrines from religion.

The religious revival implied, we have seen, a new view

of the soul, and we might expect to find that it profoundly

influenced the teaching of philosophers on that subject.

The remarkable thing is that this did not happen. Even

the Pythagoreans and Empedokles, who took part in the

^ The Phaedo is dedicated, as it were, to the Pythagorean community
at Phleious. Plato speaks in Rep, x. 600 b of Pythagoras as the originator

of a private 654s t4s plov, Cf. the Arpavos of Phaed. 66 b.

® For the IIpoTpe7rrt/f6s, see Bywater in J, Phil. ii. p. 35. It was the

original of Cicero*s Hortensius, which had such an effect on Augustine.

® Plato, Rep. 520 c i, Karapareop odv iv fiipeu The Allegory of the

Cave seems clearly to be of Orphic origin (Stewart, Myths of Plaio^ p. 252,

n. 2).

Relation
of religion

and philo*

sophy.
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religious movement themselves, held views about the soul

which flatly contradicted the beliefs implied in their religious

practices.^ There is no room for an immortal soul in any

philosophy of this period, as we shall see. Sokrates was the

first philosopher to assert the doctrine on rational grounds,®

and it is significant that Plato represents him as only half

serious in appealing to the Orphics for confirmation of his

own teaching.®

The reason is that ancient religion was not a body of

doctrine. Nothing was required but that the ritual should

be performed correctly and in a proper frame of mind ; the

worshipper was free to give any explanation of it he pleased.

It might be as exalted as that of Pindar and Sophokles or

as debased as that of the itinerant mystery-mongers described

in Plato’s Republic. The initiated," said Aristotle, “ are

not supposed to leam anything, but to be affected in a certain

way and put into a certain frame of mind.” * That is why
the religious revival could inspire philosophy with a new
spirit, but could not at first graft new doctrines on it.

I. Pythagoras of Samos

37. It is not easy to give any account of Pythagoras

that can claim to be regarded as historical. The earliest

reference to him, indeed, is practically a contemporary one.

Some verses are quoted from Xenophanes, in which we are

told that Pythagoras once heard a dog howling and appealed

to its master not to beat it, as he recognised the voice of a

departed friend.® From this we know that he taught the

* For Empedokles, see § 117 ; for the F3rthagoreaiis, see § 149.
* I have discussed this point fiiUy in "The Socratic Doctrine of the

Soul " (Proceedings of the British Academy, 1915—16, p. 235).
* Plato, Phaed, 69 c 3, koI Kwdvyeiowri sal oi ris reXerhs oSrot

KanurTfyrayra ai ^oOXoi rtm tXy<u, iWi, r$ tyn r£K<u tUylrreaeai ktK. The
irony of this and similar passages should be nuTnisfalraMfi

,

* Anst. fr. 45 (1483 a 19), roit reXoviUyovs 06 iM0fiy n Stty, dXXd traOety
md Stareff^ai.

^ Xenophanes, fir. 7.
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doctrine of transmigration. Herakleitos, in the next

generation, speaks of his having carried scientific investi-

gation (larroptri) further than any one, though he made use

of it for purposes of imposture.*’ Later, though stiU within

the century, Herodotos ^ speaks of him as “ not the weakest

scientific man among the Hellenes,” and he says

he had been told by the Greeks of the Hellespont that the

legendary Scythian Salmoxis had been a slave of Pythagoras

at Samos. He does not believe that ; for he knew Salmoxis

lived many years before Pythagoras. The story, however,

is evidence that Pythagoras was well known in the fifth

century, both as a scientific man and as a preacher of

immortality. That takes us some way.

Plato was deeply interested in Pythagoreanism, but’ he

is curiously reserved about Pjd;hagoras. He only mentions

>>im once by name in all his -writings, and all we are told then

is that he won the affections of his followers in an imusual

degree {Bia<f>ep6vrco^ rfyanrriB'rj) by teaching them a “ way

of life,” which was stiff called P37thagorean.® Even the

Pythagoreans are only once mentioned by name, in the

passage where Sokrates is made to say that they regard

music and astronomy as sister sciences.* On the other

hand, Plato tells us a good deal about men whom we know

from other sources to have been P3dliagoreans, but he

avoids the name. For all he says, we shoidd only have been

able to guess that Echekrates and Philolaos belonged to

the school. Usually Pythagorean views are given anony-

mously, as those of " ingenious persons ” {Kop^jroi rtve<}) or

the like, and we are not even told expressly that Timaios the

Lokrian, into whose mouth Plato has placed an unmistak-

ably P3ffhagorean cosmology, belonged to the society. We
are left to infer it from the fact that he comes from Italy.

Aristotle imitates his master’s reserve in this matter. The

I fr. 17. For the meaning given to KMorexvlii. see note

in loc:

3 Herod, iv. 95.
3 Plato^ Rep. x. 600 b. 4 Ibid. vii. 530 d.
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name of P3rthagoras occurs only twice in the genuine works

that have come down to us. In one place we are told

that Alkmaion was a young man in the old age of Pytha-

goras,^ and the other is a quotation from Alkidamas to the

effect that " the men of Italy honoured Pythagoras.” ^

Aristotle is not so shy of the word “ Pythagorean ” as

Plato, but he uses it in a curious way. He says such things

as " the men of Italy who are called Pythagoreans,” ® and
he usually refers to particular doctrines as those of ” some
of the Pythagoreans.” It looks as if there was some doubt
in the fourth century as to who the genuine Pythagoreans

were. We shall see why as we go on.

Aristotle also wrote a special treatise on the Pythagoreans
which has not come down to us, but from which quotations

are found in later writers. These are of great value, as

they have to do with the religious side of Pythagoreanism.
The only other ancient authorities on Pythagoras were

Axistoxenos of Taras, Dikaiarchos of Messene, and Timaios
of Tauromenion, who all had special opportunities of

knowing something about him. The account of the Pytha-
gorean Order in the Life of Pythagoras by lambhchos is

based mainly on Timaios,* who was no doubt an uncritical

historian, but who had access to information about Italy
and Sicily which makes his testimony very valuable when
it can be recovered. Axistoxenos had been personally,
acquainted with the last generation of the Pythagorean
society at Phleious. It is evident, however, that he wished
to represent Pythagoras simply as a man of science, and
was anxious to refute the idea that he was a religious teacher.
In the same way, Dikaiarchos tried to make out that
Pjrthagoras was simply a statesman and reformer.®

1 Atist. Met. A. 5. 986 a 29. * Arist. Rhet. B. 23. 1398 b 14.
® Cf. e.g. Met. A, 5. 985 b 23 ; De caelo, B, 13. 293 a 20.
* See Rostagni, “ Pitagora e i FLtagorici in Timeo " (Atti della R .

,

Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, 49 (1913-14), pp, 3^3 sqq.
Rohde's papers, "Die Quellen des lamblichos in seiner Bio-

graphic des Pythagoras," in Rh. Mus. xxvi. and xxvii.
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When we come to the Lives of Pythagoras, by Porphyry,

lamblichos, and Diogenes Laertios,^ we find ourselves once

more in the region of the miraculous. They are based on

authorities of a very suspicious character,^ and the result

is a mass of incredible fiction. It would be quite wrong,

however, to ignore the miraculous elements in the legend of

Pythagoras ; for some of the most striking miracles are

quoted from Aristotle’s work on the Pythagoreans ® and

from the Tripod of Andron of Ephesos,* both of which

belong to the fourth century B.c., and cannot have been

influenced by Neopythagorean fancies. The fact is that

the oldest and the latest accounts agree in representing

Pythagoras as a wonder-worker ; but, for some reason, an

attempt was made in the fourth century to save his memory
from that imputation. This helps to account for the

cautious references of Plato and Aristotle, but its full

significance will only appear later.

38. We may be said to know for certain that Pythagoras

passed his early manhood at Samos, and was the son of

Mnesarchos ;
® and he “

flourished,” we are told, in the reign

^ Porphyry's Life of Pythagoras is the only considerable extract from

his History of Philosophy that has survived. The Life by lamblichos has

been edited by Nauck (1884).
® lamblichos made a compilation from the arithmetician Nikomachos

of Gerasa and the romance of Apollonios of Tyana, Porphyry used

Nikomachos and Antonins Diogenes, who wrote a work called Marvels

from beyond Thule, which is parodied in Lucian’s Vera Historia,

s It is Aristotle who told how Pythagoras killed a deadly snake by
biting it, how he was seen at Kroton and Metapontion at the same time,

how he exhibited his golden thigh at Olympia, and how he was addressed

by a voice from heaven when crossing the river Kasas. It was also

Aristotle who preserved the valuable piece of information that the Kro-

toniates identified Pythagoras with Apollo Hyperboreios, and that the

Pythagoreans had a division of the \oyLKhv into rh /jl^p . . . Beds, t6

&p0p(jiyjros, TO 8^ otop l[Lv0o/y6pcLs* For these and other statements of the

same kind, see Diels, Vors, 4, 7. It looks as if Aristotle took special

pains to emphasise this aspect of Pythagoras -out of opposition to the

later Pythagoreans who tried to ignore it.

* Andron wrote a work on the Seven Wise Men, and the title refers

to the well-known story (p. 44, «. 3).

e Cf. Herod, iv. 95, and Herakleitos, fr. 17 (R. P. 31 a). Timaios,

however, gave his father’s name as Demaratos. Herodotos represents

bitn as living at Samos. Aristoxenos said his family came from one of

Life of

Pytha-
goras.
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of Polykrates (532 b.c.).^ This date cannot be far wrong

;

for Herakleitos already speaks of him in the past tense. ^

The extensive travels attributed to Pythagoras by late

writers are, of course, apocryphal. Even the statement

that he visited Eg3ipt, though far from improbable if we
consider the close relations between Polykrates of Samos
and Amasis, rests on no sufficient authority.® Herodotos,

it is true, observes that the Egyptians agreed in certain

practices with the rules called Orphic and Bacchic, which

are really Egj^tian, and with the Pythagoreans ;
* but this

does not imply that the Pythagoreans derived these directly

from Egypt. He says also that the belief in transmigration

came from Egypt, though certain Greeks, both at an earlier

and a later date, had passed it off as their own. He refuses,

however, to give their names, so he can hardly be referring

to Pythagoras.® Nor does it matter ; for the Eg3^tians

the islands which the Athenians occnpied after expelling the Tyrrhenians
(Diog. viii. i). This suggests Lemnos or Imbros, from which the Tyr-
rhenian Pelasgians '' were expelled by Miltiades (Herod, vi. 140). That
explains the story that he was an Etrurian or a Tyrian, Other accounts
bring him into connexion with Phleious, but that may be a pious in-

vention of the society which flourished there at the beginning of the
fourth century b.c. Pausanias (ii. 13, i) gives it as a Phleiasian tradition
that Hippasos, the great-grandfather of Pythagoras, had emigrated from
Phleious to Samos.

^ Eratosthenes wrongly identified Pythagoras with the Olympic victor
of 01. XLVIII. I {588/7 B.c,), but Apollodoros gave his floruit 'as 532/1,
the era of Polykrates. He doubtless based this on the statement of
Aristoxenos quoted by Porphyry (F, Pyth. 9), that Pythagoras left Samos
from dislike to the tyranny of Polykrates (R. P. 53 a).

« Herakl. fr. 16, 17 (R. P, 31, 31 a),
** It occurs first in the Bousiris of Isokrates, § 28 (R. P. 52).
* Herod, ii. 81 (R. P. 52 a). The comma at AlywrloLcn is clearly right,

Herodotos believed that the cult of Dionysos was introduced by Melampous
(ii. 49) » and he means that the Orphics got these practices from the wor-
shippers of Bakchos, while the Pythagoreans got them from the Orphics.

® Herod, ii. 123 (R, P. ib,). The words ** whose names I know, but
do not write cannot refer to Pythagoras i for it is only of contemporaries
Herodotos speaks in this way (cf. i. 51, iv. 48). Stein's suggestion that
he meant Empedokles seems convincing. Herodotos must have met him
s-t Thourioi. If Herodotos had ever heard of P3rthagoras visiting Egypt,
he would surely have said so in one or other of these passages. There
was no occasion for reserve, as Pjrthagoras must have died before Herodotos
was bom.
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' did not believe in transmigration at all, and Herodotos was

deceived by the priests or the S3rmboiism of the monuments.

Aristoxenos said that P3^agoras left Samos in order to

escape from the tjnranny of Polykrates.^ It was at Kroton,

a city which had long been in friendly relations with Samos

and was famed for its athletes and its doctors,® that he

founded his society. Timaios appears to have said that he

came to Italy in 529 b.c. and remained at Kroton for twenty

years. He died at Metapontion, whither he had retired when

the Krotoniates rose in revolt against his authority.®

39. The I^thagorean Order was simply, in its origin. The Order,

a religious fraternity, and not, as has been maintained, a

political league.* Nor had it an3d;hing whatever to do

with the " Dorian aristocratic ideal.” P5rihagoras was an

Ionian, and the Order was originally confined to Achaian

states.® Moreover the “ Dorian aristocratic ideal ” is a

1 Porph. V, Pyth. g (R. P. 53 a).

* From what Herodotos tells us of Bemokedes (iii. 131) we may infer

that the medical school of Kroton was founded before the time of

Pythagoras. The series of Olympian victories won by Krotoniates in the

sixth century b.c. is remarkable.

® For a full discussion of the chronological problem, see Rostagni,

op, cit. pp. 376 sqq. It seems clear that Timaios made the rising of

Kylon take place just after the destruction of Sybaris (510 b.c.), with

wMch he connected it. The statement that Pythagoras then retired to

Metapontion is confirmed by Cicero, who speaks (De fin. v. 4) of the

honours still paid to his memory in that city (R. P. 57 c). Aristoxenos

{ap. Iambi. V. Pyth. 249) referred to the same thing (R. P. 57 c). Cf.

also Andron, fr. 6 {F.H,G, ii. 347).
4 Plato, Rep. X. 600 a 9, clearly implies that Pythagoras held no public

office. The view that the Pythagorean sect was a political league, main-

tained in modem times by Krische {De societatis a Pythagora conditae scopo

politico, 1830), goes back, as Rohde has shown (loc. cit,), to Dikaiarchos,

the champion of the " Practical Life,*' just as the view that it was
primarily a scientific society goes back to the mathematician and musician

Aristoxenos.

* The idea that the Pythagoreans represented the “ Dorian ideal ** dies

very hard. In his Kulturhistorische Beitrdge (Heft i. p. 59), Max C. P.

Schmidt imagines that later writers call the founder of the sect Pythagoras

instead of Pythagores, as he is called by Herakleitos and Demokritos,

because he had become a Dorian of the Dorians.” The fact is simply

that ILvdayopas is the Attic form of lXve<xy6prjs, and is no more Doric
”

than ^Aya^ay6pas. Even in the reign of Trajan, the Samians still knew that

TLv0ay6p7ii was the correct spelling, Cf. the title vignette in Diels, Vors.
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Downfall
of the

Order.

fiction based on the Sokratic ideahsation of Sparta and

Crete. Corinth, Argos, and Syracuse are quite forgotten.

Nor is there any evidence that the Pythagoreans favoured

the aristocratic party. ^ The main purpose of the Order was

the cultivation of holiness. In this respect it resembled

an Orphic society, though Apollo, and not Dion37Sos, was

the chief Pythagorean god. That is doubtless due to the

connexion of Pythagoras with Delos, and explains why' the

Krotoniates identified him with Apollo Hy^perboreios.®

40. For a time the new Order succeeded in securing

supreme power in the Achaian cities, but reaction soon came.

Our accounts of these events are much confused by failure

to distinguish between the revolt of Kylon in the lifetime

of Pythagoras himself, and the later risings which led to the

expulsion of the Pythagoreans from Italy. It is only if we
keep these apart that we begin to see our way. Timaios

appears to have connected the rising of Kylon closely with

1 The only statement which might suggest that Pythagoras took the
aristocratic side is the remark in Diogenes (viii. 3) (bare (xx^$6v eXmi

dpKrroKpariav r^v voKirdav, That may come from Timaios, but {as the
adverb shows) it is not to be taken literally. The Pythagorean
rule was no doubt an dpicrroKparLa in the sense given to the word by
Sokrates in Plato's Republic, but it was not based either on birth or on
wealth, so that it was not an aristocracy in the common Greek sense of
the word, and still less an oligarchy. It was more like the " Rule of the
Saints.” Kylon, the chief opponent of the Pythagoreans, is described by
Aristoxenos (Iambi. V, Pyth. 248) as yhei Kal Kal irXoih-tp TpureOm
tQv ffoXtrwp. Taras, later the chief seat of the Pythagoreans, was a
democracy. (Cf. Strabo, vi. p. 280, wore oZ Tapavrivoi Ka$* itwep-

^oX^v TToXtrevSfievoc dTjfioKparLKQs , , . dved^^ayTo 6^ Kal r^v XlvdaySpeiov

<l>CKo<ro(f>lav ktX,) The truth is that, at this time, the new religion
appealed to the people rather than the aristocracies, which were apt to
be ” free-thinking.” Xenophanes, not Pythagoras, is their man.

® We have the authority of Aristotle, fr. 186. 1510 b 20, for this
identification. The names of Abaris and Aristeas stand for a mystical
movement parallel to the Orphic, but based on the worship of Apollo.
The later tradition makes them predecessors of Pythagoras ; and that
this has some historical basis appears from Herod, iv. 13 sqq., and above
aU from the statement that Aristeas had a statue at Metapontion, where
Pythagoras died. The connexion of Pythagoras with Salmoxis belongs
to the same order of ideas. As the legend of the Hyperboreans is Delian,
we see that the religion taught by Pythagoras was genuinely Ionian in
its origin, and had nothing to do with Dionysos,
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the events which led to the destruction of Sybaris (510 B.c.).

We gather that in some wayPythagoras had shown sympathy
with the Sybarites, and had urged the peuple of Kroton

to receive certain refugees who had been expelled by the

t3rrant Telys. There is no ground for the assertion that

he sympathised with these refugees because they were
“ aristocrats ”

; they were victims of a t3nrant and suppliants,

and it is not hard to understand that the Ionian P5rtha-

goras should have felt a certain kindness for the men of the

great but unfortunate Ionian city. Kylon, who is expressly

stated by Aristoxenos to have been one of the first men
of Kroton in wealth and birth,^ was able to bring about

the retirement of Pythagoras to Metapontion, another

Achaian city, and it was there that he passed his remaining

years.

Disturbances still went on, however, at Kroton after the

departure of Pythagoras for Metapontion and after his

death. At last, we are told, the Kyloneans set fire to the

house of the athlete Milo, where the Pythagoreans were

assembled. Of those in the house only two, who were

yoimg and strong, Archippos and Lysis, escaped. Archippos

retired to Taras, a democratic Dorian state ; Lysis, first

to Achaia and afterwards to Thebes, where he was later

the teacher of Epameinondas.® It is impossible to date

these events accurately, but the mention of Lysis proves

that they were spread over more than one generation. The
coiip of Kroton can hardly have occurred before

450 B.C., if the teacher of Epameinondas escaped from it,

nor can it have been much later or we should have heard

of it in connexion with the foundation of Thourioi in

444 B.c. In a valuable passage, doubtless derived from

Timaios, Polybios tells us of the burning of the P3rthagorean

^ See p. 90, n. I. I do not know why modern historians call him a
democratic leader.

^ Rohde, Rhein. Mus. xpcxvi. p. 565, n. i. The later accounts telescope

these events into a single catastrophe. Some have it that Pythagoras

himself was burned to death in the house of Milo.
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" lodges ” {a-wiBpia) in all the Achaian cities, and the way in

which he speaks suggests that this went on for a consider-

able time, till at last peace and order were restored by the

Achaians of Peloponnesos.^ We shall see that at a later

date some of the Pjrthagoreans were able to return to Italy,

and once more acquired great influence there.

. 41, Of the opinions of Pythagoras we know even less

than of his Hfe. Plato and Aristotle clearly knew nothing

for certain of ethical or physical doctrines going back to

the founder himself.® Aristoxenos gave a string of moral

precepts.® Dikaiarchos said hardly anything of what

P3thagoras taught his disciples was known except the doc-

trine of transmigration, the periodic cycle, and the kinship

of all^living creatures.* Pythagoras apparently preferred

oral instruction to the dissemination of his opinions by

writing, and it was not till Alexandrian times that any one

ventured to forge books in his name. The writings ascribed

to the first Pythagoreans were also forgeries of the same

period.® The early history of Pythagoreanism is, therefore,

wholly conjectural ; but we may stiU make an attempt to

understand, in a very general way, what the position of

Pythagoras in the history of Greek thought must have been.

^ Polyb. ii. 39, Ka0' ods yhp xatpoi^s kv roh Kork r^v ^lra\la.v rkwots Kark

T^v fAeydXrjv *EXX<£^a t6t€ 7rpo<Tayop€vofji>kv7fv kviirpTjarav rk cwkSpLa rQv Tlv0CLyopel<av^

p€rk raOra ywofiivov Kivi^paroi oXocrx^povs rrepl rks To\iT€tas (Sircp eUds^ cJis di'

Twv Tpdjrm d.v8puv kK(i(rT7is oiJrw vapa\hy(as 8La.<f)$apkvr(av) ffvvk^ri

tAs /car’ iKeivovs roks t6vovs ‘EXXijvc/cis TrdXets kvair\yi<T$i]va.(, <p8vov teal

Kal iravrodav^s rapaxv^* ku oT$ KaipocSf dirk rOtv v\<d<rTttiv pepwv rijt ’EXXd^Of
irpecrpevkvreav krrl rks ^taXiJcrecs, ’Axatots Kal ry rokrtav iridTei awcxp^cravro
irpbs ri}v rwv irapbvrtav KaKwv k^ayeay^iv,

* When discussing the Pythagorean system, Aristotle always refers it

to ''the Pythagoreans," not to Pythagoras himself. He is quite clear
that what he knew as the Pythagorean system belonged in the main to
the days of Empedokles, Anaxagoras, and Leukippos ; for, after mention-
ing these, he goes on to describe the Pythagoreans as “ contemporary
with and earlier than them " (kv 8k rodrois Kal rrpb ro^wv. Met, A. 5.

985 b 23).

® The fragments of the Ilu^ayopi/cal dvofpdaen of Aristoxenos are given
by Diels, Vors. 45 d.

* Porphyry, V, Pyth. 19 (R. P. 55).
® See Diels, Dox. p. 150, and " Ein gefSlschtes Pythagorasbnch "

{Arch, iijf. pp. 451 sqq,)\ Bernays, Die herahlitischen Briefer n, i.
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42. In the first place, as we have seen,^ he taught the

doctrine of transmigration.® Now this is most easily to be

explained as a development of the primitive belief in the

kinship of men and beasts, a view which Dikaiarchos said

Pythagoras held. Further, this belief is commonly associ-

ated with a S57stem of taboos on certain kinds of food, and

the Pythagorean rule is best known for its prescription of

similar forms of abstinence. It seems certain that Pytha-

goras brought this with him from Ionia. Timaios told how
at Delos he refused to sacrifice on any but the oldest altar,

that of Apollo the Father, where only bloodless sacrifices

were allowed.®

43. It has indeed been doubted whether we can accept

what we are told by such late writers as Porphyry on the

subject of P57thagorean abstinence. Aristoxenos undoubt-

edly said P3d:hagoras did not abstain from animal flesh in

general, but only from that of the ploughing ox and the

ram.* He also said that Pythagoras preferred beans to

every other vegetable, as being the most laxative, and

that he was partial to sucking-pigs and tender Mds.® The

palpable exaggeration of these statements shows, however,

that he is endeavouring to combat a belief which existed in

^ See above, p. 84.

® The proper Greek for this is 7raKiyyevc<rla, and the inaccurate term

only occurs in late writers. Some of the Neoplatonists and

Christian apologists say fterevcrw/tdrciwns, which is accurate but cumbrous.

Cf. Olympiodoros in Phaed, p. 54, 2$ (Norvin), r^v

fi€r^v<r(afidT(a<nv^ 5t6n oil iroXXai (rufta eldovoiova-iv^ i7r€l fierefi-

dXX^ fd<t did^opa <r<hfM.ra See Rohde,

Psyche, p. 428, n. 2.

® See Diog. viii. 13.

* Aristoxenos ap, Diog. viii. 20, frdvra tA AWa cvyxtapetp aMp
iffOieiP (fipvxa>f fibpcv 8* Av4x^<r$ai pobs Aporjjpos Kal Kpiov,

® Aristoxenos op, Gtell, iv. ii, 5, UvBaySpas Sk twp dtnrpiwp fiAXiara rhp

’

KT^afAOP iSoKLpacrep' \eiaPTiK6p re yAp etpai xal SiaxapWiicdp • Kal

fidXurra K^prrrai aArip ; ib. 6, " porculis quoque minusculis et haedis tene-

rioribus victitasse, idem Aristoxenus refert/' It is just possible that

Aristoxenos may be right about the taboo on beans. We know that it

was Orphic, and it may have been transferred to the Pythagoreans by
mistake. That, however, would not affect the general conclusion that at

least some Pythagoreans practised abstinence from various kinds of

animal food, which is all that is required.

Trans-

migration.

Abstinence.
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his own day, so we can show, out of his own mouth, that

the tradition which made the Pythagoreans abstain from

animal flesh and beans goes back to a time long before the

Neopythagoreans. The explanation is that Aristoxenos

had been the friend of the last of the P37thagoreans ; and,

in their time, the strict observance had been relaxed, except

by some zealots whom the heads of the Society refused to

acknowledge.^ The " P5dhagorists
” who clung to the old

practices were now regarded as heretics, and it was said

that the Akousmatics, as they were called, were really

followers of Hippasos, who had been excommunicated for

revealing secret doctrines. The genuine followers of

P3rthagoras were the Mathematicians.* The satire of the

poets of the Middle Cemedy proves, however, that, even
•though the friends of Aristoxenos did not practise abstinence,

there were plenty of people in the fourth century, calHng

themselves followers of Pythagoras, who did.® We know
also from Isokrates that they still observed the rule of

^ Yet even .AjSstoxenos recorded that, when Pherekydes died, he was
buried by P3rthagoras at Delos (Diog. i. ii8). It was, perhaps, too
notorious to be denied.

* Hippasos of Kroton or Metapontion (in the catalogue of lamblichos
he is a Sybarite) is, we shall see, the regular scapegoat of the Pythagoreans,
lamblichos, vrhq here follows Nikomachos, says {V, JPyth. 8i ; R. P. 56)
that the ixaduffiartKoL were admitted to be Pythagoreans by the d/cou<r/tta-

tlkoL, but did not recognise them in return. We are told (Piog. viii. 7)
that the jxva-rLKbs \6yos ascribed to P5rthagoras was really by Hippasos,
who wrote it ^irl diapoX'S JXv$ay6pov, i*e. to throw discredit on him by
representing him as a purely religious teacher. The term Uveayopic'r^s
seems to have been used specially of the Akousmatics, while the
scientihc Pythagoreans were called Hvday^peioi in the same way as the
followers of other schools were called ^Apa^aySpeiat, ‘H/oaicXelreiot, and the
like.

* ^OT the fragments, see Piels^ Vors, 45 e. The most striking are
Antiphanes, fr. 135, Kock, Cbcrwep Xlv0ayoptS^(av iareUi

j ififvxoy ; Alexis,
fr. 220, oi Jlveayopli^ovT€s ydp, (hs dKodopxp,

|

oHr iffBlovctv oifr* d\\* otj8b
iu

\
^fMipvxop; fr. 196 (from the Ilveayopltovtra), 6* i<rrta<rLs ItrxdSes Kal

|

Kal rvpbs ^arai * ravra ydp v6p>o^
|
tols TLvBayopeLoa ; Aristophon,

fr, 9 (from the IIu^ayo/jicrT^s), Ir/)6s rCav BeQv oib/aeOa robs TrdXat -ror^,
|
robs

XlvdayopLiTTccs yepop^povs Bptws pvirdp
|
iKSpras ^ (popeiv rpipCovas ijbitas] Mnesi-

machos, fr. I, (is UveayopLo-Tl
|
dpAj/vxop obdkp io-dlovres

mpreXQs. See also Theokritos xiv. 5, toiovtcs Kal wpoLp rts d^Uero nv0ayo-
piKTds,

I
<&xpds KdpvTTodijTbs • ^Adypatos 8* iipwr*
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silence.^ History has not been kind to the Akousmatics,

but they never whoUy died out. The names of Diodoros

of Aspendos and Nigidius Figulus help to bridge the gulf

between them and Apollonios of Tyana.

We have seen that P3dhagoras taught the kinship of

beasts and men, and we infer that his rule of abstinence

from flesh was based, not on humanitarian or ascetic grounds,

but on taboo. This is strikingly confirmed by a statement

in Porphyry’s Defence of Abstinence, to the effect that,

though the Pythagoreans did as a rule abstain from flesh,

they nevertheless ate it when they sacrificed to the gods.®

Now, among primitive peoples, we often find that the sacred

animal is slain and eaten on certain solenm occasions,

though in ordinary circumstances this would be the greatest

of aU impieties. Here, again, we have a primitive belief

;

and we need not attach any weight to the denials of

Aristoxenos.®

44. We shall now know what to think of the Pythagorean Akoumatg..

rules and precepts that have come down to us. These are

^ Bousiris, § 28, y^p koI wvv ro^$ wpocrwoiovn^ovs ixelyov fiaSrjr^s

elvai fwXKov 0-(,ywvTas $avfjtd^ov<nv ij roi/s ivl \4yetv fieylaTTfv d6^av

The Pythagorean silence was called ixeptveia or ix^pprifiotrivii, both
of which seem to be good Ionic words. It is probable that the

silence was disciplinary rather than a means of keeping the doctrine

secret.

* See Bemays, Theophrastos* Schrift Uher Frommigkeit. Porphyry's

tract, Ilepl dTTox^s is addressed to Castricius Firmus, who had
fallen away from the strict vegetarianism of the Pythagoreans. The
passage referred to is De abst, p. 58, 25 Nauck, iaropoOcrt dd rives xal

adro^s Hwrea-dai rwv ifipOxui' Hvdayopeiovs, 6t€ diioiev 0€oTs» This does not

come, like most of Porphyry's tract, from Theophrastos, but it is in all

probability from Herakleides of Pontos. ‘ See Bemays, op, cit, p. ii.

Cf. also Plutarch, Q. conv, 729 c {ol UvBayopiKol) iyetiovro rtav UpoB^iav

dirapfd/tevoi rots deoXs,

8 Porphyry {V, Pyth. c 15) has preserved a tradition to the effect that

Pythagoras recommended a flesh diet for athletes (Milo ?). This story

must have originated at the same time as those related by Aristoxenos,

and in a similar way. In fact, Bemays has shown that it comes from

Herakleides of Pontos {Theophr, Schr, n. 8). lamblichos (F. Pyth, 5. 25)

and others (Diog. viii. 13, 47) got out of this by supposing it referred to

a gymnast of the^same name. We see here how the Neoplatonists en-

deavoured to go back to the original form of the Pythagorean legend, and

to explain away the fourth-century reconstmction.
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of two kinds, and have different sources. Some of them,

derived from Aristoxenos, and for the most part preserved

by lamblichos, are mere precepts of morality. They do

not pretend to go back to P3dhagoras himself ; thej*^ are

only the sayings which the last generation of " Mathe-
maticians ” heard from their predecessors.^ The second

class is of a different nature, and consists of rules called

Akousmaia,^ which points to their being the property of the

sect which had faithfully preserved the old customs. Later

writers interpret them as “ symbols ” of moral truth ; but it

does not require a practised eye to see that they are genuine

taboos. I give a few examples to show what the P3dha-
gorean rule was really like.

1. To abstain from beans.

2. Not to pick up what has fallen.

3. Not to touch a white cock.

4. Not to break bread.

5. Not to step over a crossbar.

6. Not to stir the fire with iron.

7. Not to eat from a whole loaf.

8. Not to pluck a garland.

9. Not to sit on a quart measure.
10. Not to eat the heart.

11. Not to w^ on highwa3rs.

12. Not to let swallows share one's roof.

13. When the pot is taken ofi the fire, not to leave the mark
of it in the ashes, but to stir them together.

14. Do not look in a mirror beside a light.

15. When you rise from the bedclothes, roll them together
and smooth out the impress of the body.

It would be easy to multiply proofs of the dose con-
nexion between Pythagoreanism and primitive modes of
thought, but what has been said is sufficient for our
purpose.

^ For the IIi/daT’opcKai dirixpdcrfis of Aiistoxenos, see Diels, Vors. 45 r>.
* ^ ® collection of ’AKoia’/tara koI cdiifioKa in Diels, Vors. 45 c.
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45. Now, were this all, we should be tempted to delete

the name of Pythagoras from the history of philosophy,

and relegate him to the class of “ medicine-men ” {yoijrei)

along with Epimenides and Onomakritos. That, however,

would be quite wrong. The Pythagorean Society became

the chief scientific school of Greece, and it is certain that

Pythagorean science goes back to the early years of the

fifth century, and therefore to the founder. Herakleitos,

who is not partial to him
, sajre that P5rthagoras had

pursued scientific investigation further than other men.^

Herodotos called Pythagoras “ by no means the weakest

sophist of the Hellenes,” a title which at this date does not

imply the slightest disparagement, but does imply scientific

studies.® Aristotle said that Pyihcigoras at first busied

himself with mathematics and numbers, though he adds

that later he did not renounce the miracle-mongering of

Pherekydes.® Can we trace any connexion between these

two sides of his activity ?

We have seen that the aim of the Orphic and other

Orgia was to obtain release from the “ wheel of birth
”

by means of “ purifications ” of a primitive type. The

new thing in the society founded by Pythagoras seems

to have been that, while it adcaitted all these old prac-

tices, it at the same time suggested a deeper idea of what

" purification ” really is. Aristoxenos said that the Pytha-

goreans employed music to purge the soul as they

used medicine to purge the body.* Such methods of

purifying the soul were familiar in the Orgia of the Kory-

1 Herakl. fr. 17 (R. P. 31 a). The word ItFrophi is in itself quite general.

What it chiefly means here we see from a valuable notice preserved by
lamblichos, V, Pyth, 89, iKoXetro U ij yeufierpla wpbs HvdaySpov laropla.

* Herod, iv. 95.
s Arist. ILepl rQy ILv0ayop€l(avt fr, 186, 1510 a 39, UvOaydpas Mpjiirdpxov

vids rd fihf Trpurov dt€7roveiro irepl rd jmd'i^inara Kal robs dpiOfJLobs, bcrrepov di

wore Kal ryjs ^epeKbdov reparoiroitas obK dviar'ti,

^ See Cramer, An. Par. i. 172, ol UvffayopiKol, tbs *Api(rr6^evoSf

Kaddptret ixp^avro roO (rdpiaros Sid larpiiajs, rijs db ^xrjs r^s

ptovaucijs.

Pytha-
goras as a
man of

science.

7
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bantes,^ and will serve to explain the Pythagorean interest

in Harmonics. But there is more than this. If we can

trust Herakleides, it was P3dhagoras who first distinguished

the " three lives,” the Theoretic, the Practical, and the

Apolaustic, which Aristotle made use of in the Ethics. The
doctrine is to this effect. We are strangers in this world,

and the body is the tomb of the soul, and yet we must not

seek to escape by self-murder ; for we are the chattels of

God who is our herdsman, and without his command we
have no right to make our escape.* In this life there are

three kinds of men, just as there are three sorts of people

who come to the Olympic Games. The lowest class is made
up of those who come to buy and sell, and next above them
are those who come to compete. Best of all, however, are

those who come to look on {Oeoapeiv). The greatest purifica-

tion of all is, therefore, science, and it is the man who
devotes himself to that, the true philosopher, who has most
effectually released himself from the ” wheel of birth.” It

would be rash to say that Pythagoras expressed himself

exactly in this manner ; but all these ideas are genuinely

Pythagorean, and it is only in some such way that we can
bridge the gulf which separates Pythagoras the man of

science from Pythagoras the religious teacher.® It is easy

to understand that most of his followers would rest content

with the humbler kinds of purification, and this will account
for the sect of the Akousmatics. A few would rise to. the

higher doctrine, and we have now to ask how much of the

^ These are mentioned in Plato, Laws, 790 d, a passage which is the
origin of Aristotle's doctrine of KdOaptrts. For a full account see Rohde,
Psyche, ii. 48, «. i.

* Plato gives this as the Pythagorean view in Phaed. 62 b. The
passage distinctly implies that it was not merely the theory of Philolaos,
but something older.

® See Doling in Arch, v. pp, 505 sqq. There seems to be a reference
to the theory of the **

three lives " in Herakleitos, fr. iii. It was
apparently taught in the 3E>ythagorean Society of Phleious ; for Herakleides
made Pythagoras expound it in a conversation with the tyrant of Phleious
(Cic. Tusc, V* 3 ; Diog. pr. viii, 8), and Plato makes Sokrates argue
from it in the Phaedo (see my note on 68 c 2).
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later Pythagorean science may be ascribed to P3d;hagoras

himself.

46. In his treatise on Arithmetic, Aristoxenos Scdd that Arithmetic.

Pythagoras was the fibrst to carry that study beyond the

needs of commerce,^ and his statement is confirmed by

everything we otherwise know. By the end of the fifth

century B.c. we find that there is a widespread interest in

such subjects and that these are studied for their own sake.

Now this new interest cannot have been wholly the work

of a school ; it must have originated with some great man,

and there is no one but P3^hagoras to whom we can refer it.

As, however, he wrote nothing, we have no sure means of

distiTignishing his own teaching from that of his followers

in the next generation or two. All we can safely say is

that, the more primitive any P3d:hagorean doctrine appears,

the more likely it is to be that of Pythagoras himself, and

all the more so if it can be shown to have points of con-

tact with views which we know to have been held in his

own time or shortly before it. In particular, when we find

the later Pythagoreans teaching things that were already

something of an anachronism in their own day, we may be

pretty sure we- are dealing with survivals which only the

authority of the master’s name could have preserved.

Some of these must be mentioned at once, though the

developed system belongs to a later part of our story. It

is only by separating its earliest form from its later that

the place of Pythagoreanism in Greek thought can be

made clear, though we must remember that no one can

now pretend to draw the line between its successive stages

with any certainty.

47. One of the most remarkable statements we have The

about Pythagoreanism is what we are told of Eurytos on

the unimpeachable authority of Arch3d:as. Eurytos was

1 Stob. i. p. 20, I, 4k tQv *Apt<rT0^4vov wepl apidfurirLKTis, dk wept roifs

dpi$fJLQi/s 7rpQ.ypLaT€iav p.6Xi<rra. vdvrwv TifLTj(raL Sweet ILv9ay6pas koX Tpoayayeiy

iirl rh vpSadev dirayay^v dirS tQv i/xropup
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the disciple of Philolaos, and Aristoxenos mentioned him'
along with Philolaos as having taught the last of the Pytha-
goreans, the men with whom he himself was acquainted.
He therefore belongs to the beginning of the fourth century
B.C., by which time the Pythagoreem system was fully

developed, and he was no eccentric enthusiast, but one of
the foremost men in the school.^ We are told of him, then,
that he used to give the number of all sorts of things, such
as horses and men, and that he demonstrated these by
arranging pebbles in a certain way. Moreover, Aristotle
compares his procedure to that of those who bring numbers
into figures hke the triangle and the square.®

Now these statements, and especially the remark of
Aristotle last quoted, seem to imply the existence at this
date, and earlier, of a numerical symbolism quite distinct
from the alphabetical notation on the one hand and from
the Euclidean representation of numbers by lines on the
other. The former was inconvenient for arithmetical
ptirposes, because the zero was not yet invented.® The
representation of numbers by lines was adopted to avoid

» Apart from the story in lambhchos {V. Pyth. 148) that Enrytos
heard the voice of Philolaos from the grave after he had been many years
dead, it is to be noticed that he is mentioned after him in the statement
01 Aristoxenos referred to (Diog. viii. 46 ; R. P. 62).

a Aiist. Met, N, 5. 1092 b 8 (R. P* 76 a). Aristotle does not quote
the authority of Archytas here, but the source of his statement is made
quite clear by Theophr. Met, p. vi. a 19 (Usener), rovro ykp (sc. t6 M

Tov TTpoeXdhvra Trat^ea-dai) reXiov Kal <f}popadPTOs, 6wep *Apx^ras tot* idnj
Tocejy B^pvTou dLarie^pra tip^s \4yetp yh.p (iiy SSe fikp dpdpdvov 6
dpLopiOS, ode twoVy dde d* dtXXov Ttpds Tvyxdveim

» The notation used in Greek arithmetical treatises must have origin-
ated at a date -and in a region where the Vau and the Koppa were still
recogmsi^ as letters of the alphabet and retained their original position

That points to a Dorian state (Taras or Syracuse ?), and to a date
not later than the early fourth century b.c. The so-called Arabic figuresMe usi^y credited to the Indians, but M. Carra de Vaux has shown
(Sc-^ta, pp. 273 sqq.) that this idea (which only makes its appearance

® confusion between the Arabic Hindi,In<^, ^d Undas%, arithmetical.” He comes to the conclusion that

brmivht- bTr'+Ji
Were invented by the Neopythagoreans. and

the Indians
systemdepends, appears to be the initial letter of odSiv.
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the difficulties raised by the discovery of irrational quantities,

and is of much later date. It seems rather that numbers

were originally represented by dots arranged in s5rmmetrical

and easily recognised patterns, of which the marking of

dice or dominoes gives us the best idea. And these marking'^

are, in fact, the best proof that this is a genuinely primitive

method of indicating numbers ; for they are of rmknown
antiquity, and go back to the time when men could only

count by arranging numbers in such patterns, each of which

became, as it were, a fresh unit.

It is, therefore, significant that we do not find any clue

to what Aristotle meant by “ those who bring numbers into

figures like the triangle and the square ” tiU we come to

certain late writers who called themselves P3rthagoreans,

and revived the study of arithmetic as a science independent

of geometry. These men not only abandoned the linear

S5unbolism of Euclid, but also regarded the alphabetical

notation, which they did use, as inadequate to represent

the true nature of number. Nikomachos of Gerasa says,

expressly that the letters used to represent numbers are

purely conventional.^ The natural thing would be to

represent linear- or prime numbers by a row of units, poly-

gonal numbers by units arranged so as to mark out the

various plane figures, and solid numbers by units disposed

in pyreimids and so forth.® We therefore find figures like

this

:

a
a a a

a aa a a
a €t cu a

a a

aaa
aaa

aaa
aaa
aaa

^ Nikomachos of Geiasa, Introd. AHthm. p. 83, 12, Hoche, np&repov Si

iiTLyvuja-riQV 6ti ^Kaarop yptififm <JS a’7ffi,€iOj5fJL€$a dpiOfjidPj olov rb t, cp rb 64Ka, rb

K, <p rd €tKO<rt, rb <p rd bicraKbarcat pbpup xai (rvvO'qfULTi, dvdpunrLv<p, dXX*

<j>4<r€L (TTifjLavTLKbv io^Tt row dptOfiov /crX, Cf. also Iambi, in Nicofn. p. 56, 27,
Pistelli, l<rr4ov ydp rb TraXcubv xpviriKiJbrepotf ol wpbaSev ia-Tjfialvovro rd$ rov
dpidfiov Traff&TTjras, dXX* odx fi&o'ircp ol vvv

® For the prime or rectilinear numbers, cf. Iambi, in Nicom, p. 26, 25,
Pistelli, Trp&TO^ fikv o^v kqX dpi6p,6s vepitrcbs 6s bwb p^vrjs

fioydSos vXrfpodurws p-erpetrat, odK^ri 64 kcU bir AXXou rivbs p^povs^ koX iwl filav
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Triangular,

square,

and oblong
numbers.

Now it ought to be obvious that this is no innovation. Of
course the employment of the letter alpha to represent the
units is derived from the conventional notation ; but other-

wise we are clearly in presence of something which belongs
to the very earliest stage of the science. We also gather
that the dots were supposed to represent pebbles
and this throws light on early methods of what we still call

calculation.

48, That Aristotle refers to this seems clear, and is

confirmed by the tradition that the great revelation made
by Pythagoras to mankind was precisely a figure of ttiic

kind, the tetraktys, by which the Pythagoreans used to
swear,^ and we have the authority of Speusippos for holding
that the whole theory was Pythagorean.^ In later days
there were many kinds of tetraktys^ but the original one,
that by which the P3dhagoreans swore, was the " tetraktys
of the dekad.” It was a figure like this :

• • • •

and represented the number ten as the triangle of four.

SkSipTra^v wpo^trerai 6 TotoSros, Sii. toOto Si airdy xal eiev/urputSy rtvts
KaMv<r(, evpaplSat Si koI eiffvypapiUKty ijrAor^Js yitp iy rp id,’ fy
pSyoy Su<rr^(vm. It is generaUy recognised now that Thymaridas wasan early Pythagorean (Tannery, Mim. scient. vol. i. n. 0 ; G. Loria«««« Mate, p. 807); and, if that is so, we have a complete prooftot to theory goes back to the early days of the school. For the

5-7
square numbers, etc., see Theon of Smyrna, pp.27-37, HiUer, and Nieom. loc. dt.

which is
^ -revef TapaSSyra rerpaKTiv,

If f ^ it i® P«t into the mouth of

himseh I See'^UielVS.
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It showed at a glance that 1+2+3+4=10, Speiosippos

tells Tis of several properties which the P3rthagoreans dis-

covered in the dekad. It is, for instance, the first number
that has in it an equal ntimber of prime and composite
numbers. How much of this goes back to Pythagoras
himself, we cannot tell ; but we are probably justified in

referring to him the conclusion that it is “ according to

nature ” that all Hellenes and barbarians coimt up to ten
and then begin over again.

It is obvious that the tetraktys may be indefinitely

extended so as to exhibit the sums of the series of successive

integers in a graphic form, and these sums are accordingly
called “ triangular numbers.”

For similar reasons, the sums of the series of successive

odd numbers are called “ square numbers,” and those of

successive even numbers “ oblong.” If odd numbers are

added in the form of gnomons^ the result is always a similar

figure, namely a square, while, if even numbers are added,
we get a series of rectangles,^ as shown by the figure :

Square Numbers.

• 0 •

• . 0

Oblong Numbers*

^ In accordance with, analogy (p, 21, n, i), the origihal meaning of
the word yvdiifx^av must have been that of the carpenter’s square. From
that are derived its use (i) for the instrument

; (2) for the figure added
to a square or rectangle to form another square or rectangle. In Fuclid
(ii. def. 1) this is extended to all parallelograms, and finally the yy^SjpLtav is

defined by Heron (ed. Heiberg, voL iv. def. 58) thus : Ka66\ov 5^ yvthfLwv

iffrlv waPf 5 7rpo<r\a^dv ortovp, dpidfjibs ^ irotei rh 6\ov 6pLoiov irpoo’cL--

These, however, are later developments ; for the use of yvthjxtav

in the sense of ** perpendicular ” by Oinopides of Chios shows that, in
the fifth century b.c., it only applied to rectangular figures.

* Cf. Milhaud, Philosophes g&omUres, pp, 115 sqq. Aristotle puts the
matter thus {Pkys. r, 4. 203 a 13) : TrepiriOepi^cav ydp rcbp yp<afi6pwv Trepl

Tb iv Kal orb p.kv 6X\o del yiyveorffai rb etdos, orb db Uv* This is more
clearly stated by Ps.-Plut. (Stob, i. p, 22, 16), ¥tl db ry pLovddi 'rwv

7repL<riT(av irepiTLdejLibvcav b ywbp^vos del rerpdycavbs i<rrL * rtav bb dprltav bpiolws
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It is clear, then, that we are entitled to refer the study of

sums of series to P37thagoras himself
; but whether he went

beyond the oblong, and studied pyramidal or cubic numbers,
we cannot say.^

^metry 49. It is easy to see how this way of representing numbers
^rmonics. would suggest problems of a geometrical nature. The dots

which stand for the pebbles are regularly called “ boundary-
stones ” {opoi, termini,

“
terms ”), and the area they mark

out is the " field ” {xa>pa).^ This is evidently an early
way of speaking, and may be referred to P3dhagoras himself.

Now it must have struck him that " fields ” could be com-
pared as well as numbers,® and it is likely that he knew the
rough methods of doing this traditional in Egypt, though
certainly these would fail to satisfy him. Once more the
tradition is helpful in suggesting the direction his thoughts
must have taken. He knew, of course, the use of the
triangle 3, 4. 5 in constructing right angles. We have seen
(p. 30) that it was familiar in the East from a very early
date, and that Thales introduced it to the Hellenes, if they
did not know it already. In later writers it is actually
called the Pjdhagorean triangle.” Now the P3dhagorean
proposition par excellence is just that, in a right-angled

repm0e/jp>uii> irepofi.'^Keit jtoi iyuroi viyrts iwapaivowiv, 3^ laim ciUls.
Tvill be observed that Aristotle here uses eTSoj in the sense of “ figure

"
The words KcU xo>ph apparently mean xMs roC Ms. i.e. starting from 2not from i,

® '

”• first pyramidal

to^Sag^**^
^ Pliilolaos, so we cannot safely ascribe it

* Proclus, in Eucl. 1. p. rafi, 8, t<rrt Sk rb 6ro/ia (sc. Sim) oUetoy tv H
apx’l! yeufier^, mff’ ijy ri. xwpfo ifUrpcvy xal robs Spovs abruy 4<pb\aTToy

V ^ ^ proportion,and m later tunes of a syUogism. The signs and seem to
*fi® ^®'*®r Pytha-

betw«. +h
Atbc usage required xw/wW for a rectangle. The spaces

X^^r chess-board were also c^aUed

of
^ ^ tfi® authority

that the vapa^oH and bvopPoXij of xo>pla were^aprean inventions. For these and the later aimUcatior of tteterms m Come Sections, see Milhaud. Philosophes eiomi^s. pp. 81 sqq.
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triangle, the square on the hypotenuse is equal to the

squares on the other two sides, and the so-caUed Pythagorean

triangle is the application of its converse to a particular

case. The very name '' hypotenuse " {vTroreipovara) affords

strong confirmation of the intimate connexion between the

two things. It means literally “ the cord stretching over

against,’’ and this is surely just the rope of the arpe-

donapt.” It is, therefore, quite possible that this proposi-

tion was really discovered by P3d:hagoras, though we cannot

be sure of that, and though the demonstration of it which
Euchd gives is certainly not his.^

50. One great disappointment, however, awaited him. incom-

It follows at once from the P3dhagorean proposition that SSty!
the square on the diagonal of a square is double the square
on its side, and this ought surely to be capable of arithmetical

expression. As a matter of fact, however, there is no square
number which can be divided into two equal square numbers,
and so'the problem cannot be solved. In this sense, it may
be true that Pythagoras discovered the incommensurability
of the diagonal and the side of a square, and the proof
mentioned by Aristotle, namely, that, if they were commen-
surable, we should have to say that an even number was
equal to an odd number, is distinctly Pythagorean in
character.^ However that may be, it is certain that Pytha-
goras did not care to pursue the subject any further. He
may have stumbled on the fact that the square root of two
is a surd, but we know that it was left for Plato’s friends,

Theodores of Kyrene and Theaitetos, to give a complete
theory of irrationals.® For the present, the incommensura-
bility of the diagonal and the square remained, as has been
said, a scandalous exception.” Our tradition says that

^ See Proclus’s commentary on Euclid i. 47.
Anst.^ An, Pr, A, 23, 41 a 26, 6̂ i)/j(./jLerpos ^ didpLerpas Sid t6

yypeadaL ra jeptrra taa rots dpriocs ovfifidrpcv reOdffTjs, The proofs given
at the end of EucHd*s Tenth Book (vol. iii. pp. 408 sqq„ Heiberg) turn

P<^nt. They are not Euclidean, and may be substantially
Pythagorean. Of. mhB.vid, PhUosophes giomitres v, Q4,

® Plato, 'Thsetet, 147 d 3 sqq^
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Hippasos of Metapontion was drowned at sea for revealing

this skeleton in the cupboard.^

51. These last considerations show that, while it is

quite safe to attribute the substance of the early books
of Euclid to the early Pythagoreans, his arithmetical

method is certainly not theirs. It operates with lines

instead of with units, and it can therefore be applied
to relations which are not capable of being expressed as
equations between rational numbers. That is doubtless

why arithmetic is not treated in Euclid tiU after plane
geometry, a complete inversion of the original order.

For the same reason, the doctrine of proportion which we
find in Euchd cannot be Pythagorean, and is indeed
the work of Eudoxos. Yet it is clear that the early

Pythagoreans, and probably Pythagoras himself, studied
proportion in their own way, and that the three ” medieties ”

046<7OTi7T€?) in particular go back to the founder, especially

as the most compHcated of them, the “ harmonic,” stands
in close relation to his discovery of the octave. If we
the harmonic proportion 12 : 8 : 6,® we find that 12 : 6 is

the octave, 12 : 8 the fifth, and 8 : 6 the fourth, and it can
hardly be doubted that Pythagoras himself discovered these
intervals. The stories about his observing the harmonic
intervals in a smithy, and then weighing the hammers that
produced them, or suspending weights corresponding to those
of the hammers to equal strings, are, indeed, impossible and
absurd ; but it is sheer waste of time to rationalise them.*

1 TWs version of the tradition is mentioned in lamblichos, V. Pyth.
247, and looks older than the other, which we shall come to later {§ 148).The excommunicated Hippasos is the enfant terrible of Pythagoreanism,
and the traditions about him are fuU of instructiou. See p. 94/ «. 2.

^

The harmomc mean -is thus defined by Archytas (fr. 2, Diek) d Si
t^epavHa (fteriras), &v Ka\oS/ieir ip/ioriKdv, SxKa iuvn <Toioi (sc. ol Spoi) • <p>
0 xpwror Spo, roO Sevripov airairov f^pec, 6 rod rplrov
vwepixe^royplrevjUpeu Cf. Plato, Tim. 36 a 3. ri,.. . . . rairip pipe. rS,v
iKpav OUTM. vwepixovrap koX iwepexopiivv’'. The harmonic mean of 12 and 6
IS, therefore, 8 ; for 8=12- + 1 .

1.

* belong to the region of Marchen, and it is not
true that the notes would correspond to the weight of the hammers, or
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For our purpose their absurdity is their chief merit. They

are not stories which any Greek mathematician could pos-

sibly have invented, but popular tales bearing witness to

the existence of a real tradition that P3rihagoras was the

author of this momentous discovery. On the other hand,

the statement that he discovered the “ consonances ” by

measming the lengths corresponding to them on the mono-

chord is quite credible and involves no error in acoustics.

52. It was this, no doubt, that led P5dhagoras to say aU
things are

things were numbers. We shall see that, at a later date, the numbers.

Pythagoreans identified these numbers with geometrical

figures
;
but the mere fact that they called them “ numbers,”

taken in connexion with what we are told about the method

of Eurytos, is sufficient to show this was not the original

sense of the doctrine. It is enough to suppose that Pytha-

goras reasoned somewhat as follows. If musical sormds can

be reduced to numbers, why not everything else ? There

are many likenesses to number in things, and it may well

be that a lucky experiment, like that by which the octave

was discovered, will reveal their true numerical nature.

The Neop5dhagorean writers, going back in this as in other

matters to the earliest tradition of the school, indulge their

fancy in tracing out analogies between things and numbers

in endless variety ; but we are fortrmately dispensed from

following them in these vagaries. Aristotle tells us dis-

tinctly that the Pythagoreans explained only a. few things

by means of numbers,^ which means that Pythagoras him-

self left no developed doctrine on the subject, while the

P3rihagoreans of the fifth century did not care to add any-

thing of the sort to the tradition. Aristotle does imply,

however, that according to them the “ right time ” (/caipo?)

that, if they did, the weights hung to equal strings would produce the
notes. The number of‘ vibrations really varies with the square root of

the weights. These inaccuracies were pointed out by Montucla (Martin,

Etudes sur le TimSe, i. p, 391).
^ Arist. Met. M, 4. 1078 b 21 (R. P. 78). The Theologumena Avithmetica

is full of such fancies (R. P. 78 a). Alexander, in Met. p, 38, 8, gives a
few definitions which may be old (R. P. 78 c).
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was seven, justice was four, and marriage three. These

identifications, with a few others like them, we may safely

refer to P3dhagoras or his immediate successors ; but we

must not attach too much importance to them. We
must start, not from them, but from any statements we

can find that present points of contact with the teaching of

the Milesian school. These, we may fairly infer, belong to

the system in its most primitive form.

53. Now the most striking statement of this kind is

one of Aristotle’s. The Pythagoreans held, he tells us,

that there was “ boundless breath ” outside the heavens,

and that it was inhaled by the world. ^ In substance, that

is the doctrine of Anaximenes, and it becomes practically

certain that it was taught bj?^ Pythagoras, when we find

that Xenophanes denied it.® We may infer that the further

development of the idea is also due to P3dhagoras. We
are told that, after the first unit had been formed—^however

that nmy have taken place—^the nearest part of the Bound-

less was first drawn in and limited ;
® and that it is the

Boundless thus inhaled that keeps the units separate from

each other.* It represents the interval between them.

This is a primitive way of describing discrete quantity.

1 Arist. Phys, A, 6. 213 b 22 (R. P. 75).
2 Diog. ix. 19 (R. P. 103 c), SKov 5’ opav xal dXoy Axo^eiv, fjukvroi

dvairyelv (0^<rt ^evotpdvijs). So in [Pint.] Strom, fr. 4 we read that

Xenophanes held xard way fUpoi weptix^irBat Bwb dipos {r^v yrjv). We
may therefore ascribe the statement to Theophrastos without hesitation,

in spite of the fact that Diogenes is here drawing on an inferior (bio-

graphical) source, as shown by Diels {Dox. p. 168), Cf. also Hipp. Ref.

i. 14, 2, T^v 8k yyjy dweipov eTpat xal ifw' ddpos fiijre iwd rod oBpavov wepid-

Xefrdai {'^evo<f>dvr]s \kyei),
3 Arist. Met, N, 3. 1091 a 13 (R. P. 74).
* Arist. Phys. A, 6. 213 b 23 (R. P. 75 a). The words dLopi^et rdy

have caused unnecessary difficulty, because they have been supposed
to attribute -Uie function of limiting to the dweipou. Aristotle makes it

quite clear that his meaning is that stated in the text. Cf. especially

the words nvos tup xal diopiffews. The term dKapLafikpop,
** discrete,” is the proper antithesis to irvpexks, “ continuous.” In his

work on the Pythagorean philosophy, Aristotle used instead the phrase
diopi^ei rds xt^pas (Stob. i. p. 156, 8 ; R. p. 75), which is also quite in-

telligible if we remember what the Pythagoreans meant by (cf. p.

104, n. 2).
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In these passages of Aristotle, the “ breath ” is also

spoken of as the void or empty. This is a confusion we
have already met with in Anaximenes, and it need not

surprise us to find it here.^ We find also clear traces of the

other confusion, that of air and vapour. It seems certain,

in fact, that P5d:hagoras identified the Limit with fire, and
the Boundless with darkness. We are told by Aristotle

that Hippasos made Fire the first principle,® and we shall

see that Parmenides, in discussing the opinions of his con-

temporaries, attributes to them the view that there were

two primary “ forms,” Fire and Night.® We also find that

Light and Darkness appear in the Pjdhagorean table of

opposites under the heads of the Limit and the Unlimited

respectively.* The identification of breath with darkness

here implied is a strong proof of the primitive character of

the doctrine ; for in the sixth century darkness was supposed

to be a sort of vapour, while in the fifth its true nature was
known. Plato, with his usual historical tact, makes the

P5dhagorean Timaios describe mist and darkness as con-

densed air.® We must think, then, of a “ field ” of darkness

or breath marked out by luminous units, an imagination

the starry heavens would naturally suggest. It is even
probable that we should ascribe to Pythagoras the Milesian

view of a plurality of worlds, though it would not have been
natural for him to speak of an infinite number. We know,
at least, that Petron, one of the early Pythagoreans, said

there were just a htmdred and eighty-three worlds arranged

in a triangle.®

^ Cf. Arist. Phys. A, 6. 213 a 27. oI S’ &p0puyirot . . . ipatrlv (p S\a>s

firfd^y tout’ elvtu k€v6p, dib rb wX^pes d^pos K&fbv eXvat ; De part, an, B,
10. 656 b 15, rb ybp Kevbv KaXodfieroy ddpos irXijpis dan ; Ve an, B, lo. 419
b 34, doKet ybp etvat. Kevhr 6

® Arist. Met, A, 3. 984 a 7 (R. P, 56 c). 3 See Chap. IV. § 91.
4 Arist. Met, A, 5. 9S6 a 25 (R. P. 66). e Plato, Tim. 58 d 2.

« This is quoted by Plutarch, De def. orac. 422 b, d, from Phardas of
Eresos, who gave it on the authority of Hippys of Rhegion. If we may
follow Wilamowitz {Hermes, xix. p. 444) in supposing that this really

means Hippasos of Metapontion (and it was in Rhegion that the Pytha-
goreans took, refuge), this is a very valuable piece of evidence.
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xhe 54- Anaximander had regarded the heavenly bodies as

wheels of “ air ” filled with fire which escapes through

certain orifices (§ 21), and there is evidence that P57thagoras

adopted the same view.^ We have seen that Anaximander

only assumed the existence of three such wheels, and it is

extremely probable that Pj^hagoras identified the intervals

between these with the three musical intervals he had dis-

covered, the fourth, the fifth, and the octave. That would be

the most natural beginning for the doctrine of the “ harmony

of the spheres,” though the expression would be doubly

misleading if applied to any theory we can properly

ascribe to P5dhagoras himself. The word apjiovLa does

not mean harmony, but octave, and the " spheres ” are an

anachronism. We are still at the stage when wheels or rings

were considered suf&cient to account for the heavenly

bodies.

The distinction between the diurnal revolution of the

heavens from east to west, and the slower revolutions of the

sun, moon, and planets from west to east, may also be

referred to the early days of the school, and probably to

Pythagoras himself.® It obviously involves a complete

break with the theory of a vortex, and suggests that the

heavens are spherical. That, however, was the only way
to get out of the difficulties of Anaximander’s system. If

it is to be taken seriously, we must suppose that the motions

of the sun, moon, and planets are composite. On the one

1 This will be found in Chap. IV. § 93,
® I formerly doubted this on the ground that Plato appeared to

represent the theory as a novelty in Laws^ 822 a, but Professor Taylor
has convinced me that I was wrong. What Plato is denying in that
passage is this very doctrine, and the theory he is commending must be
that of a simple motion in a new form. This was a discovery of Plato's

old age ; in the Myth of Er in the Republic and in the Timaeus we still

have the Pythagorean theory of a composite motion. It is true that no
writer earlier than Theon of Smyrna (p. 150, 12) expressly ascribes this

theory to Pythagoras, but Aetios (ii. 16. 2) says that Alkmaion, a younger
contemporary of Pythagoras, agreed with the mathematicians in holding
that the planets had an opposite motion to the fixed stars. His other
astronomical views were so crude (§ 96) that he can hardly have invented
this.
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hand, they have their own revolutions with var5dng angular

velocities from west to east, but they are also carried along

by the diurnal revolution from east to west. Apparently

this was expressed by saying that the motions of the

planetary orbits, which are oblique to the celestial equator,

axe mastered {KparetTai) by the diurnal revolution. The
lonians, down to the time of Demokritos, never accepted

this view. They clung to the theory of the vortex, which

made it necessary to hold that all the heavenly bodies

revolved in the same direction, so that those which, on the

Pythagorean system, have the greatest angular velocity

have the least on theirs. On the Pythagorean view, Saturn,

for instance, takes about thirty years to complete its re-

volution; on the Ionian view it is “ left behind” far 1-ess

than any other planet, that is, it more nearly keeps pace

with the signs of the Zodiac.

^

For reasons which wiU appear later, we may confi-

dently attribute to Pythagoras himself the discovery of

the sphericity of the earth, which the lonians, even
Anaxagoras and Demokritos, refused to accept. It is

probable, however, that he still adhered to the geocentric

system, and that the discovery that the earth was a planet

belongs to a later generation (§ 150).

The account j\ist given of the -views of Pythagoras is,

no doubt, conjectural and incomplete. We have simply

assigned to him those portions of the Pythagorean system
which appear to be the oldest, and it has not even been

possible at this stage to cite fully the e-vidence on which
our discussion is based. It will only appear in its -true light

when we have examined the second part of the poem of

Parmenides and the system of the later Pythagoreans.®

^ See the account of the theory of Demokritos in Lucretius, v. 621 sqq,,

and cf. above, p. 70. The technical term is iwSXenffts. Strictly speaking,
the Ionian view is only another way of describing the same phenomena,
but it does not lend itself so easily to a consistent theory of the real

planetary motions.
^ See Chap. IV. §§ 92-93, and Chap. VII. §§ 150-152.
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life.

It is clear at any rate that the great contribution of Pytha-

goras to science was his discovery that the concordant

intervals could be expressed by simple numerical ratios.

In principle, at least, that suggests an entirely new view of

the relation between the traditional “ opposites.” If a

perfect attunement {apiiovia) of the high and the low can

be attained by observing these ratios, it is clear that other

opposites may be similarly harmonised. The hot and the

cold, the wet and the dry, may be united in a just blend

{Kpaati}), an idea to which our word “ temperature ” still

bears witness.^ The medical doctrine of the " tempera-

ments ” is derived from the same source. Moreover, the

famous doctrine of the Mean is only an application of

the same idea to the problem of conduct.® It is not too

much to say that Greek philosophy was henceforward to be

dominated by the notion of the perfectly timed string.

II. Xenophanes of Kolophon

55. We have seen how P5dhagoras gave a deeper

meaning to the religious movement of his time ; we have
now to consider a very different manifestation of the reaction

against the view of the gods which the poets had made
familiar. Xenophanes denied the anthropomorphic gods

altogether, but was quite unaffected by the revival of

religion going on all round him. We still have a fragment
of ah elegy in which he ridiculed Pythagoras and the doctrine

of transmigration.® We are also told that he opposed the

views of Thales and P3d;hagoras, and attacked Epimenides,

* It is impossible not to be struck by the resemblance between this
doctitoe and Dalton’s theory of chemical combination. A formula like
HgO is a beautiful example of a fMtr6r7js, The diagrams of modem stereo-
chemistry have also a curiously Pythagorean appearance. We sometimes
feel tempted to say that Pythagoras had really hit upon the secret of
the world when he said, " Things are numbers."

“ A^otle derived his doctrine of the Mean from Plato’s PhilOms,
where it is clearly expounded as a Pythagorean doctrine.

® See fr. 7, below.
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which is likely enough, though no fragments of the kind

have come down to us.^

It is not easy to determine the date of Xenophanes.

Timaios, whose testimony in such matters carries weight,

.said he was a contemporary of Hieron and Epidiarmos,

and he certainly seems to have played a part in the anec-

dotical romance of Hieron’s court which amused the Greeks

of the fourth century as that of Croesus and the Seven Wise
Men amused those of the fifth.® As Hieron reigned from

478 to 467 B.c,, that would make it impossible to date the

birth of Xenophanes earlier than 570 B.c., even if we suppose

him to have lived tiU the age of a htmdred. On the other

hand, Clement says that ApoUodoros gave Ol. XL. (620—

616 B.c ) as the date of his birth, and adds that his days

were prolonged till the time of Dareios and C37rus.® Again,

Diogenes, whose information on such matters mostly comes
from ApoUodoros, sa37s he flourished in Ol. LX. (540-537 b.c.),

and Diels holds that ApoUodoros reaUy said so.* However
that may be, it is evident that the date 540 b.c. is based

on the assumption that he went to Elea in the year of its

foTmdation, and is, therefore, a mere combination, which
need not be taken into accoimt.®

^ Diog. ix. 18 (R. P. 97). We know th^^t Xenophanes referred to the
prediction of an eclipse by Thales (Chap* I. p. 42, n, i).

2 Timaios ap. Clem. Strom, i. p. 353 (R. P. 95). There is only one
anecdote which actually represents Xenophanes in conversation with
Hieron (Pint. Reg. apophtk, 175 e), but it is natural to understand Arist.
Met, r, 5. 1010 a 4 as an allusion to a remark made by Epicharmos to
him. Aristotle's anecdotes about Xenophanes probably come from the
romance of which Xenophon's Hieron is also an echo.

® Clem, loc cit. The mention of C3mis is confirmed by Hipp. Ref. i.

94. Diels thinks Dareios was mentioned first for metrical reasons ; but
no one has satisfactorily explained why Cyrus should be mentioned at
all, unless the early date was intended. On the whole subject, see Jacoby,
pp. 204 sqq,, who is certainly wrong in supposing that rQv Aapelov xal

KiJpou xp^vwp can mean " during the times of Dareios and Cyrus."
« Rh. Mus. xxxi. p. 22, He adopts the suggestion of Ritter to read

v€vrrtK6<rT7fp for T€<r<rapaK6u-r7jv in Clem. loc. cit. (N for M)* But ApoUodoros
gave Athenian archons, not Olympiads.

* As Elea was founded by the Phokaians six years after they left

Phokaia (Herod, i. 164 sqq.) its date is just 540-39 b.c. Cf. the way in
which ApoUodoros dated Empedokles by the era of Thouiioi (§ 98).

8
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What we do know for certain is that Xenophanes had

led a wandering life from the age of twenty-five, and that

he was still alive and making poetry at the age of ninety-two.

He says himself (fr. 8 = 24 Karst. ; R. P. 97)

:

There are by this time threescore years and seven that have

tossed my careworn soul ^ up and down the land of Hellas ; and
there were then five-and-twenty years from my birth, if I can

say aught truly about these matters.

It is tempting to suppose that in this passage Xenophanes

was referring to the conquest of Ionia by Harpagos, and

that he is, in fact, answering the question asked in another

poem ® {fr. 22 = 17 Karst. ; R. P. 95 a)

:

This is the sort of thing we should say by the fireside in the

winter-time, as we lie on soft couches after a good meal, drinking

sweet wine and crunching chickpeas :
“ Of what country are you,

and how old are you, good sir ? And how old were you when
the Mede appeared ?

”

In that case, his birth would fall in 565 b.c., and his

connexion with Hieron would be quite credible. We note

also that he referred to Pjiiiagoras in the past tense, and

is in tvum so referred to by Herakleitos.®

Theophrastos said that Xenophanes had “'heard”

Anaximander,* and we shall see that he was acquainted

with the Ionian cosmology. When driven from his native

city, he lived in Sicily, chiefly, we are told, at Zankle and

Katana.® like Archilochos before him, he tmburdened his

soul in elegies and satires, which he recited at the banquets

where, we may suppose, the refugees tried to keep up the

1 Bergk {Litteraturgesch, ii. p. 418, «. 23) took tppovrLs here to mean
the literary work of Xenophanes, but it is surely an anachronism to

suppose that at this date it could be used like the Latin cura. -

8 It was certainly another poem ; for it is in hexameters, while the

preceding fragment is in elegiacs.

8 Xenophanes, fr. 7 ; Herakleitos, frs. 16, 17.

4 Diog, ix. 21 (R. P. 96 a).

* Diog. ix. 18 (R. P. 96). The use of the old name Zankle, instead of

the later Messene, points to an early source for this statement—^probably

the elegies of Xenophanes himself.
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usages of good Ionian society. The statement that he was

a rhapsode has no foundation at aU.^ The singer of elegies

was no professional like the rhapsode, but the social equal

of his listeners. In his ninety-second year he was still, we
have seen, leading a wandering life, which is hardly consist-

ent with the statement that he settled at Elea and founded

a school there, especially if we are to think of him as

spending his last days at Hieron*s court,^ It is very

remarkable that no ancient writer expressly says he ever

was at Elea,^ and all the evidence we have seems inconsistent

with his having settled there at all.

56. According to Diogenes, Xenophanes wrote in hexa- Poems,

meters and also composed elegies and iambics against

Homer and Hesiod.^ No good authority says anything

of his having written a philosophical poem.® Simplicius

tells us he had never met with the verses about the earth

1 Diog. ix. 18 (R. P. 97) says aMs ippayf/tfSei rd eavroO, which is a very
different thing. Nothing is said anywhere of his reciting Homer. Gom-
perz's imaginative picture {Greek Thinkers, vol. i. p. 155) has no further
support than this single word.

2 Diog. ix. 20 (R. P. 97) says he wrote a poem in 2000 hexameters
on the colonisation of Elea, Even if true, this would not prove he
lived there ; for the foundation of Elea would be a subject of interest

to all the Ionian imigres. Moreover, the statement is very suspicious.
The stichometric notices of the Seven Wise Men, Epimenides, etc*, in
Diogenes come from the forger Lobon, and- this seems to be from the
same source.

2 The only passage which brings him into connexion with Elea is

Aristotle's anecdote about the answer he gave the Eleates when they
asked him whether they should sacrifice to Leukothea. " If you think
her a goddess,” he said, ”do not lament her; if you do not, do not
sacrifice to her ” {Rhet, B, 26. 1400 b 5 ; R. P. 98 a). Even this does
not necessarily imply that he settled at Elea, and in any case such
anecdotes are really anonymous. Plutarch tells the story more than
once, but he makes it a remark of Xenophanes to the Egyptians (Diels,

Vors, II A 13), while others tell it of Herakleitos.
^ Diog, ix. 18 (R. P. 97), The word iTriKhirruiv is a reminiscence of

Timon, fr. 60 (Diels), ^eti/o^dvrjs {/irdrv^os 'Op.tipawdrti^ iviKdirrijs.

® The oldest reference to a poem Xlepl is in the Geneva scholium
on IL xxi. 196 (quoting fr. 30), and this goes back to Krates of Mallos.

We must remember that such titles are of later date, and Xenophanes
had been given a place among philosophers long before the time of Krates.
All we can say, therefore, is that the Pergamene librarians gave the title

Htpl to some poem of Xenophanes.
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stretching infinitely downwards (fr. 28),^ and this means that

the Academy possessed no copy of such a poem, which would

be very strange if it had ever existed. Simplicius was able

to find the complete works of much smaller men. Nor does

internal evidence lend any support to the view that Xeno-

phanes wrote a philosophical poem. Diels refers about

twenty-eight lines to it, but they would all come in quite

as naturally in his attacks on Homer and Hesiod, as I have

endeavoured to show. It is also significant that a number

of them are derived from commentators on Homer.® It

is more probable, then, that Xenophanes expressed such

scientific opinions as he had incidentally in his satires. That

would be in the manner of the time, as we can see from the

remains of Epicharmos.

The satires are called Silloi by late writers, and this

name may go back to Xenophanes himself. It may, how-

ever, originate in the fact that Timon of Phleious, the

‘ sillographer ” (c. 259 b.c.), put much of his satire upon

philosophers into the mouth of Xenophanes. Only one

iambic line has been preserved, and that is immediately

followed by a hexameter (fr. 14). This suggests that Xeno-

phanes inserted iambic lines among his hexameters in the

manner of the Margites,

X 57* I fragments according to the text and
ftagmeats.

. f -rv. .

arrangement of Dids.

Elegies

(i)

Now is the floor dean, and the hands and cups of all ; one
sets twisted garlands on our heads, another hands us fragrant

ointment on a salver. The mixing bowl stands ready, full of

Simpl. De caelo, p. 522, 7 (R. P. 97 b). It is true that two of- our
fragments (25 and 26) are preserved by Simplicius, but he got them from
Alexander. Probably they were quoted by Theophrastos ; for it is plain
that Alexander had no first-hand knowledge of Xenophanes, or he would
not have been taken in by M.X.G. (See p. 126.)

* Three fragments (27, 31, 33) come from the Homeric Allegories, two
(30, 32) are from Homeric scholia.
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gladness, and there is more wine at hand that promises never to

leave us in the lurch, soft and smelling of flowers in the jars. In
the midst the franMncense sends up its holy scent, and there is

cold water, sweet and dean. Brown loaves are set before us
and a lordly table laden with cheese and rich honey. The altar

in the midst is dustered round with flowers ; song and revel fill

the halls.

But first it is meet that men should h3mm the god with joy,

with holy tales and pure words ; then after Ubation and prayer
made that we may have strength to do right—^for that is in truth

the first thing to do—^no sin is it to drink as much as a man can
take and get home without an attendant, so he be not stricken

in years. And of all men is he to be praised who after drinking

gives goodly proof of himself in tiie trial of skiU,^ as memory and
strength will serve him. Let him not sing of Titans and Giants—^those fictions of the men of old—^nor of turbulent dvil broils

in which is no good thing at all ; but to give heedful reverence

to the gods is ever good.

(2)

What if a man win victory in swiftness of foot, or in the
pentathlon, at Ol3nnpia, where is the precinct of 2^us by Pisa’s

springs, or in wrestling,—^what if by cruel boxing or that fearful

sport men call pankration he become more glorious in the citizens’

eyes, and win a place of honour in the sight of all at the games,
his food at the public cost from the State, and a gift to be an heir-

loom for him,—what if he conquer in the chariot-race,—he will

not deserve all this for his portion so much as I do. Far better

is our art than the strength of men and of horses ! These are

but thoughtless judgements, nor is it fitting to set strength before

goodly art.* Even if there arise a mighty boxer among a people,

or one great in the pentathlon or at wrestling, or one excelling in

swiftness of foot—^and that stands in honour before all tasks of

men at the games—the city would be none the better governed

for that. It is but little joy a city gets of it if a man conquer

at the games by Pisa’s banks ; it is not this that makes fat the

store-houses of a city.

1 So I Tinderstand 641^ The rivot is “ strength of lungs.”

The next verses are directed against Hesiod and Alkaios (Diels).

• At this date “ art '* is the natural translation of in such a writer

as Xenophanes.
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(3)

They leamt dainty and unprofitable wasre from the Lydians,
so long as they were free from hateful tyranny ; they went to the
market-place with cloaks of purple dye, not less than a thousand
of them all told, vainglorious and proud of their comely tresses
reeking with fragrance from cunning salves.

(4)

Nor would a man mix wine in a cup by pouring out the wine
first, but water first and wine on the top of it.

(5)

Thou didst send the thigh-bone of a kid and get for it the fat
leg of a fatted buU, a worthy guerdon for a man to get, whose
glory is to reach every part of Hellas and never to pass away, so
long as Greek songs last.^

(7)

And now I will turn to another tale and point the way.
Once they say that he (P5rihagoras) was passing by when a dog
was being beaten and spoke this word :

“ Stop ! don't beat it

!

For it is the soul of a friend that I recognised when I heard its
voice.” 2

. (8)
See p. 114.

(9)

Much weaker than an aged man.

OATIRES

(10)

Since all at first have leamt according to Homer.

sugge^ this is an attack on a poet Uke Simonides, whosegreed was proverbial.

“ot occnr in «ie Hnes that have been

Sei^^rfore him
36 must have had the complete
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(11)

Homer and Hesiod have ascribed to the gods all things

that are a shame and a disgrace among mortals, stealings and
adulteries and deceivings of one another. R. P. 99.

(12)

Since they have uttered many lawless deeds of the gods,

stealings and adulteries and deceivings of one another. R. P. ib.

(14)

But mortals deem that the gods are begotten as they are,

and have clothes like theirs, and voice and form. R. P. 100.

(15)

Yes, and if oxen and horses or lions had hands, and could
paint with their hands, and produce works of art as men do,

horses would paint the forms of the gods like horses, and oxen
like oxen, and make their bodies in the image of their several

kinds. R. P. td.

^ (16)

The Ethiopians make their gods black and snub-nosed ; the
Thracians say theirs have blue eyes and red hair. R. P. xoo b.

(18)

The gods have not revealed aU things to men from the begin-
ning, but by seeking they find in time what is better. R. P.

104 b,

(23)

One god, the greatest among gods and men, neither in form
like imto mortals nor in thought. . . . R. P. 100.

(24)

He sees all over, thinks all over, and hears aU over. R. P.
102.

(25)

But without toil he swayeth all things by the thought of his
mind. R. P. 108 b.
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(26)

And he abideth ever in the selfsame place, moving not at

all
; HOT doth it befit him to go about now hither now thither.

R. P. no a.

(27)

All things come from the earth, and in earth all things end.

R. P. 103 a.

(28)

This limit of the earth above is seen at our feet in contact with

the air ;
^ below it reaches down without a limit. R. P. 103.

(29)

All things are earth and water that come into being and grow.

R. P. 103.

(30)

The sea is the source of water and the source of wind ; for

neither in the clouds (would there be any blasts of "wind blowing

forth) from within without the mighty*sea, nor rivers' streams

nor rain-water from the sky. The mighty sea is father of clouds

eind of winds and of rivers.® R. P. 103.

(31)

The sun swinging over * the earth emd warming it. . . .

(32)

She that they call Iris is a doud likewise, pmple, scarlet and
green to bdiold. R. P. 103.

(33)

For we all are bom of earth and water. R. P. »6.

^ Reading for gat pci with Diels.
,
® This fragment has been recovered from the Geneva scholia on Homer

(see Arch. iv. p. 652). The words in brackets are added by Diels.
* The word is O^ircpiijuLcpos. This is quoted from the Allegories as an

explanation of the name Hyperion, and doubtless ZHUenophanes so meant it.
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(34)

There never was nor will be a man who heis certain knowledge

about the gods and about all the things I speak of. Even if he

should chance to say the complete truth, yet he himsdf knows
not that it is so. But all may have their fancy.^ R. P. 104.

(35)

Let these be taken as fancies® something like the truth.

R. P. 104 a.

(36)

AU of them ® that are visible for mortals to behold.

(37)

And in some caves water drips. . . .

(38)

If god had not made brown honey, men would think figs far

sweeter than they do.

58. Most of these fragments are not in any way philo-

sophical, and those that appear to be so are easily accounted

for otherwise. The intention of one of them (fr. 32) is clear.

“ Iris too ” is a cloud, and we may infer that the same thing

had been said of the sun, moon, and stars ; for the doxo-

graphers tell us that these were all explained as " clouds

ignited by motion.” ^ To the same context clearly belongs

the explanation of the St. Elmo’s fire which Aetios has

preserved. ” The things like stars that appear on ships,” we

1 It is more natural to take irS^i as masculine than as neuter, and
ivl vouri can mean in the power of all/'

2 Reading Mo^d<r6(a with Wilamowitz,
» As Diels suggests, this probably refers to the stars, which Xenophanes

held to be clouds>
^ Cf. Diels ad loc, {P, Ph, Fr, p. 44),

" ut Sol et cetera astra, quae
cum in nebulas evanescerent, deorum simul opinio casura erat."

The
heavenly
bodies.
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are told, "which some call the Dioskouroi, are httle clouds

made Iximinous by motion.” ^ In the doxographers the

same explanation is repeated with trifling variations

under the head of moon, stars,- comets, lightning,

dadoting stars, and so forth, which gives the appearance

of a systematic cosmology. “ But the system is due to

the arrangement of the work of Theophrastos, and not

to Xenophanes ; for it is obvious that a very few

additional hexameters would amply account for the whole

doxography.

What we hear of the sun presents some difficulties.

We are told that it is an ignited cloud ; but this is not

very consistent with the statement that the evaporation

of the sea from which clouds arise is due to the s-un’s

heat. Theophrastos stated that the sun, according to

Xenophanes, was a collection of sparks from the moist

exhalation ; but even this leaves the exhalation itself

tmexplained.^ That, however, matters little, if the chief

aim of Xenophanes was to discredit the anthropo-

morphic gods, rather than to give a scientific theory of

the heavenly bodies. The important thing is that Hehos
too is a temporary phenomenon. The sim does not go

round the earth, as Anaximander taught, but straight

on, and the appearance of a circular path is solely due to

its increasing distance. So it is not the same sun that

rises next morning, but a new one altogether ; while

eclipses occur because the sim “ tmnbles into a hole
”

when it comes to certain uninhabited regions of the earth.

An eclipse may last a month. Besides that, there are

^ Aet. ii. l8, I {Z>ox. p. 347)* Seyo^dvtjt rofit ^iri rwy TrXoCuy tfMivofUvovs
olov A^ripas, oOs Kal Aioa-xoApovs Ka,\ov(rl nyes, ye<fri\ut etyeu Ko/rk rijy iroLiLy

KtyTjtriv TTapaXdpt/jTOVTa,

2 The passages from Aetios are collected in Diels« Vors, ii a 38 sqq.
Aet. ii. 20, 3 (Dox. p. 348), ^cvo^dvTjs iK vetpQv ireTrvptafiivoju eTvai

rhv ^lov, Bedippacros 4u rotj ^vcnKois y4ypa<pev ix wvpidlojv p^v rtav
avva6poL^opdP(av iK i/ypds dvaBvptdtreuSf (rvvadpoL^tvTtav rhv
It seems likely from these words that Theophrastos pointed out the con-
tradiction, as his manner was.
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many suns and moons, one of each for every region of the

earth>

The vigorous expression tumbling into a hole '' ^ seems

clearly to come from the verses of Xenophanes himself,

and there are others of a similar kind, which we must
suppose were quoted by Theophrastos. The stars go out

in the daytime, but glow again at night ""like charcoal

embers/^ ^ The sun is of some use in producing the world
and the living creatures in it, but the moon does no work
in the boat/' ^ Such expressions can only be meant to

make the heavenly bodies appear ridiculous, and it will

therefore be well to ask whether the other supposed cosmo-
logical fragments can be interpreted on the same principle.

59. In fr. 29 Xenophanes says that
**

all things are earth

and water," and Hippolytos has preserved the account

given by Theophrastos of the context in which this occurred.

It was as follows :

Xenophanes said that a mixture of the earth with the sea is

taking place, and that it is being gradually dissolved by the
moisture. He says that he has the following proofs of this.

Shells are found in midland districts and on hills, and he says

that in the quarries at Syracuse has been found the imprint of

a fish and of seaweed, at Paros the form of a bayleaf in the depth
of the stone, and at Malta flat impressions of aU marine animals.

These, he says, were produced when all things were formerly

mud, and the outlines were dried in the mud. AU human beings

^ Act. ii. 24, 9 {Do^, p. 355), eTvat rjklovs koX Kwrb,

K\[fi.a.ra r^s yijs ical dvorofiAs Kal ^vas, Kord di riva Kaipbv iftTrhrreiP rbv
SLfTKOv ets TLva droTopL^v rijs yr}s o^ic olKovfiipijp ij/iQp ml oihcos &<r‘ir€p icere/t*

^aroOvra ^kXcl^lp {nro^alpeip * 6 6* adrds t6p ipuop els direipop fikp irpOL4poLL, 8ok€ip

Sk kvk\€i<t6<u Sid rijp d^rScrratrip,

® That this is the meaning of Kepe/ipariw appears sufficiently from
the passages referred to in Liddell and Scott, and it describes a total
eclipse very well.

^ Aet. ii. 13, 14 {Dox, p. 343) » dpa^<>iirvp€tp pdtcrtap mddtrep rods dvdpaKas,
* Aet. ii. 30, S {Dox, p. 362}, t6p pjdp ^\i0P wpbs rijp

ToO Kbtrfiov Kal r^p rS>p ip adr^ l^iputp yipeHp re Kal SLolKrjo'iP, r^v Sk <r€\i^P7}p

vap4\K€ip. The verb srapiXKeiv means "to cork.” (Cf. Aristophanes,
Pax, 1306.) In Hellenistic Greek the metaphor is no longer felt, and
wapi\K€i means " is redundant," " is superfluous."

Earth and
water.
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Finite or

infinite?

axe destroyed when the earth has been carried down into the

sea and turned to mud. This chaise takes place for all the

worlds.—Hipp. Ref. i. 14 (R. P. 103 a).

This is, of course, the theory of Anaximander, and we

may perhaps credit him rather than Xenophanes with the

observations of fossils.^ Most remarkable of all, however,

is the statement that this change applies to “ all the worlds.”

It seems impossible to doubt that Theophrastos attributed

a belief in “ innumerable worlds ” to Xenophanes. As we

have seen, Aetios includes him in his list of those who held

this doctrine, and Diogenes ascribes it to him also,® while

Hippol5d:os seems to take it for granted. We shall find,

however, that in another connexion he said the World

or God was one. If our interpretation of him is correct,

there is no great difficulty here. The point is that, so far

from being “ a sure seat for all things ever,” Gaia too is a

passing appearance. That belongs to the attack on Hesiod,

and if in this connexion Xenophanes spoke, with Anaxi-

mander, of " innumerable worlds,” while elsewhere he said

that God or the World was one, that maybe coimectedwith

a still , better attested contradiction whidti we have now to

examine.

60. Aristotle tried without success to discover from the

poems of Xenophanes whether he regarded the world as

finite or infinite. " He made no clear pronouncement on

the subject,” he tells us.® Theophrastos, on the other hand,

^ There is an interesting note on these in Gomperz's Greek Thinkers

(Eng. trans. i. p. 551). I have translated his conjecture instead of

the MS. as this is said to involve a palaeontological impossibility,

and impressions of fucoids are found, not indeed in the quarries of S5rracuse,

but near them. It is said also that there are no marine fossils in Paros,

so the MS* reading U<pv7ti need not be changed to with Gronovius.

The fact that the fossil was in the depth of the stone seemed to show that

Parian marble was once mud. It was no doubt imaginary.
* Aet. ii, I, 2 {Box, p. 327) ; Diog. ix. 19 (R. P. 103 c). It is true

that this passage of Diogenes comes from the biographical compendium
(Dox. p. 168) ; but it is difficult to doubt the Theophrastean origin of a
statement found in Aetios, Hippolytos, and Diogenes.

* Arist. Met, A, 5. 986 b 23 (R. P. loi), oddhf hieaatfyfpucrey*
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decided that he regarded it as spherical and finite, because

he said it was " equal every way,” ^ It really appears that

Xenophanes did not feel the contradiction involved in calling

the world “ equal every way ” and infinite. We have seen

that he said the sun went right on to infinity, and that agrees

with his view of the earth as an infinitely extended plain.

He also held (fr. 28) that, while the earth has an upper hmit

which we see, it has no limit below. This is attested by

,

Aristotle, who speaks of the earth being “ infinitely rooted,”
'

and adds that EmpedoMes criticised Xenophanes for holding

this view.* It further appears from the fragment of Empe-
dokles quoted by Aristotle that Xenophanes said the vast

Air extended infinitely upwards.* We are therefore bound
to try to find room for an infinite earth and an infinite air

in a spherical finite world ! That comes of trying to find

science in satire. If, on the other hand, we regard these

statements from the same point of view as those about the

heavenly bodies, we shall see what they probably mean.

The story of Ouranos and Gaia was always the chief scandal

of the Theogony, and the infinite air gets rid of Ouranos

altogether. As to the earth stretching infinitely downwards,

that gets rid of Tartaros, which Homer described as situated

at the bottommost limit of earth and sea, as far beneath

Hades as heaven is above the eeirth.* This is pure con-

jecture, of course ; but, if it is even possible, we are

entitled to disbelieve that it was in a cosmological poem
such startling contradictions occurred.

1 This is given as an inference by Simpl, Phys. p. i8 (R. P. io8 b),

fiiA rb wa»To,xbB€tr bfjunov. It does not merely come from M.X.G,
(R. P. 108), vdvTTj 5' SfiOLOV 6pTa eXvai, HippolytOS has it too

(Ref, i. 14 ; R. P. 102 a), so it goes back to Theophxastos. Timon
of Phleions understood Xenophanes in the same way ; for he makes him
call the One t<rov (fr. 60, Diels ; R. P. 102 a).

* Arist. De caelo, B, 13. 294 a 21 (R. P. 103 b).

> I take $atpCK6s as an atbibute and direlpova as predicate to both
subjects.

* II, viii. 13-16, 478-481, especially the words obB* ef jcc Td velara irelpaS*

iKTjat
1
yoLrjs xal jrbvroco ktX, Iliad viii. must have seemed a particularly

bad book to Xenophanes.
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A more subtle explanation of the difficulty commended
itself to the late Peripatetic who wrote an account of the

Eleatic school, part of which is still extant in the Aristotelian

corpus, and is generally known now as the treatise on

Melissos, Xenophanes, and Gorgias} He said that Xeno-

phanes declared the world to be neither finite nor infinite,

and composed a series of arguments in support of this thesis,

to which he added another like it, namely, that the world

is neither in motion nor at rest. This has introduced endless

confusion into our sources. Alexander used this treatise

as well as the work of Theophrastos, and Simplicius supposed

the quotations from it to be from Theophrastos too. Having

no copy of the poems he was completely baffted, and until

recently aU accounts of Xenophanes were vitiated by the

same confusion. It may be suggested that, but for this, we
should never have heard of the “ philosophy of Xenophanes,”

a way of speaking which is really a survival from the days

before this scholastic exercise was recognised as having no

authority.

God and 6x. In the passage of the Metaphysics just referred to,
the world.

speaks of Xenophanes as “ the first partisan of

the One,” ® and the context shows he means to suggest he

was the first of the Eleatics. We have seen already that

^ In Bekker’s edition tliis treatise bears the title ILepl ^evotpdvov^,

vepl ZtJvwvos, irept Topyiov, but the best MS. gives as the titles of its

three sections
:

(l) {2) Jlepl ^evotpdvovs, (3) Ilepi Topyiov.

The first section, however, plainly refers to Melissos, so the whole treatise

is now entitled De Melisso, Xenophane^ Gorgia {M,X,G.), It has been
edited by Apelt in the Teubner Series, and more recently by Diels {Abh,
der k, Preuss, Akad. 1900), who has also given the section dealing with
Xenophanes in Vors, 11 a 28. He has now withdrawn the view main-
tained in Dcx. p. 108 that the work belongs to the third century b.c.,

and holds that it was a Peripatetico ecUctico (i.e. sceptical platonicUt stoica

admiscente) circa Christi natalem conscriptum. The writer would have no
first-hand knowledge of his poems, and the order in which the philosophers
are discussed is that of the passage in the Metaphysics which suggested
the whole thing. It is possible that a section on Parmenides preceded
what we now have.

^ Met. A, 5* 9^6 b 21 (R. P. loi), vpQyroi ro&rwp ivliras. The verb h>l^€iv

occurs nowhere else, but is plainly formed on the analogy of firiSlteiv,

^cXiiTTrii'ety, and the like.
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the certain facts of his life make it very unlikely that he
settled at Elea and founded a school there, and it is probable

that, as usual in such cases, Aristotle is simply reproducing

certain statements of Plato. At any rate, Plato had spoken
of the Eleatics as the " partisans of the Whole,” ^ and he
had also spoken of the school as “ starting with Xenophanes
and even earher.” 2 The last words, however, show clearly

what he meant. Just as he called the Herakleiteans
“ followers of Homer and still more ancient teachers,” ^

so he attached the Eleatics to Xenophanes and still earlier

authorities. We have seen before how these playful and
ironical remarks of Plato were taken seriously by his suc-

cessors, and we must not make too much of this fresh

instance of Aristotelian literalness,

Aristotle goes on to teU us that Xenophanes, “ referring

to the whole world,* said the One was god.” This
clearly alludes to frs. 23-26, where all human attributes
are denied of a god who is said to be one and " the
greatest among gods and men.” It may be added that
these verses gain much in point if we think of them
as closely connected with frs. 11-16, instead of referring
the one set of verses to the Satires and the other to a

^ TheaeU i8i a 6, rov 6'Xou irrairiwrau The noun (rratTidyrris has no other
meaning than " partisan/" and the context shows that this is what it
means here. The derivation <rra<rt.t6rtts . , . awb ttjs crrd<r€W5 appears first
in Sext. Math, x. 46, where the term (rraartwrat is incorrectly ascribed, to
Aristotle and supposed to mean those who made the universe stationary
an impossible interpretation.

^

2 Soph, 242 d 5 (R. P. loi b). If the passage implies that Xenophanes
settled at Elea, it equally implies this of his imaginary predecessors. But
Elea was not founded till Xenophanes was in the prime of life,

® Theaet, 179 © 3 » 'rS>v "B.paK\€LT€l(av &(rw€p <n> \iyets, ^Ofirtpeltar Kai Sn
vaXatoriptav. Here Homer stands to the Herakleiteans in just the same
relation as Xenophanes does to the Eleatics in the Sophist, In just the
same spirit, Epicharmos, the contemporary of Xenophanes, is mentioned,
along with Homer, as a predecessor of the p^ovres {Theaet, 152 e).

^ Met, 986 b 24. The words cannot mean “ gazing up at the whole
heavens/" or anything of that sort. They are taken as I take them by
Bonitz (tw Hinblicke auf den gamen Himmel) and Zeller {im Hinhlich auf
das Weltganze), The word had become too colourless to mean
more, and o^parSs means what was later called K6<rp,os,
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Mono-
theism or

poly-

theism.

cosmological poem. It was probably in the same context

that Xenophanes called the world or god “ equal every

way ” ^ and denied that it breathed.® The statement

that there is no mastership amoi^ the gods® also goes

very well with fr. 26. A god has no wants, nor is it

fitting for one god to be the servant of others, like Iris

and Hermes in Homer.

62. That this “ god " is just the world, Aristotle tells

us, and the use of the word ^eo? is quite in accordance

with Ionian usage. Xenophanes regarded it as sentient,

though without any special organs of sense, and it

sways all things by the thought of its mind. He
also calls it " one god," and, if that is monotheism,

then Xenophanes was a monotheist, though this is

surdy not how the word is generally understood. The

fact is that the expression one god ” wakens aU sorts

of associations in our mind which di4 not exist for the

Greeks of this time. What Xenophanes is really con-

cerned to deny is the existence of any gods in the proper

sense, and the words " One god " mean " No god but the

world.” *

It is certainly wrong, then, to say with Freudenthal

that Xenophanes was in any sense a polytheist.® That he

should use the language of polytheism in his elegies is only

what we should expect, and the other references to “ gods
”

can be best explained as incidental to his attack on the

anthropomorphic gods of Homer and Hesiod. In one case,

Freudenthal has pressed a proverbial way of speaking too

See above, p. 125, ». i.

* Diog. ix. 19 (R. P. 103 c), SXov ^ 6pav xal SXoy dKOijeiy, /xij fjLiproi dvairv€iv.

See above, p, 108, n. 2.

* [PZut.] Sttom, fr. 4» diro^aiverat kclI vepl 0€<ap o^$€/uS,s ify€(xopi<is

ip a^Tois oHiFfii * o</ ydp S^nop $€<nr6!^€<r6al nva tQv Oewp, - imSetffdal re

/u,ijSep6s aifTwp fiTjSha pyjd' HXus, dKO^eip Si kqX bpap KaBbXov Kal fiif xard fUpos,
^ The fact that he speaks of the world as living and sentient makes

no difference. No Greek ever doubted that the world was in some sense
a ^^op»

* Freudenthal, Die Theologie des Xenophanes (Breslau, x886).
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hard.^ Least of all can we admit that Xenophanes allowed

the existence of subordinate or departmental gods ; for it

was just the existence of such that he was chiefly concerned

to deny. At the same time, I cannot help thinking that

Freudenthal was more nearly right than Wilamowitz, who
says that Xenophanes “ upheld the only real monotheism
that has ever existed upon earth.” * Diels, I fancy, comes
nearer the mark when he calls it a “ somewhat narrow
pantheism.” ® But all these views would have surprised

Xenophanes himself about equally. He was really Goethe’s

Welikind, with prophets to right and left of him, and he
would have smiled if he had known that' one day he was
to be regarded as a theologian.

1 Xenophanes calls his god greatest among gods and men,” but this

is simply a case of ” polar expression,” to which parallels will be found in

WilamoWitz's note to Euripides' Herakles^ v, iio6. Cf. especially the
statement of Herakleitos (£r. 20) that ” no one of gods or men ” made
the world.

* Griechische Literature p, 38.
® Parmenides Lehrgedicht, p. 9.

9



CHAPTER III

life of

Hera-

kleitos.

HERAKLEITOS OF EPHESOS

63. Herakleitos of Ephesos, son of Bloson, is said to

have “ flourished ” in 01. LXIX. (504/3-501/0 b.c.)
;
1 that

is to say, just in the middle of the reign of Dareios, \?ith

whom several traditions connected him.* It is more

important, however, for our purpose to notice that, while

Herakleitos refers to Pythagoras and Xenophanes by name

and in the past tense (fr. 16), he is in turn alluded to by

Parmenides (fr. 6). These references mark his place in the

history of philosophy. Zeller held, indeed, that he could

not have published his work till after 478 b.c,, on the ground

that the expulsion of Hermodoros, alluded to in fr. 114,

could not have taken place before the downfall of Persian

rule. If that were so, it might be hard to see how Par-

menides could have known the views of Herakleitos at

the time he wrote his poem
;
® but there is no difficulty

in supposing that the Ephesians may have sent one

of their citizens into banishment when they were still

paying tribute to the Great King. The spurious Letters

of Herakleitos show that the expulsion of Hermodoros

was believed to have taken place during the reign of

^ Diog. ix. I (R. P. 29), no doubt from Apollodoros through some
intermediate authority. The name Bloson is better attested than Blyson

(see Diels, Fors. 12 A- 1, «.), and is known from inscriptions as an Ionic

name.

* Bema3rs, Die heraMHschen Briefe, pp. 13 sqq.

^ For the date of Parmenides, see p. 169.

130
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Dareios,^ and it seems probable that the party led by

bim had enjoyed the confidence of the Persian govern-

ment. His expulsion would mark the beginnings of the

movement against Persian rule, rather than its successful

issue.

Sotion quotes a statement that Herakleitos was a disciple

of Xenophanes,® which is not probable ; for Xenophanes

left Ionia before Herakleitos was bom. More likely he

was not a disciple of any one ; but it is clear that he was

acquainted both with the Milesian cosmology and with the

poems of Xenophanes. He also knew something of the

theories taught by Pythagoras (fr. 17). Of his life we really

know nothing, except, perhaps, that he belonged to the

ancient royal house and resigned the nominal position of

Basileus in favour of his brother.® The origin of the other

statements bearing on it is quite transparent.*

64. We do not know the title of the work of Herakleitos ® His book.

—^if, indeed, it had one—and it is not easy to form a clear

idea of its contents. We are told that it was divided into

three discourses : one dealing with the universe, one political,

^ Benia3rs, op. dU pp. 20 sqq. This is quite consistent with the Roman
tradition that Hermodoros took part later in the legislation of the Twelve
Tables at Rome (JDig. i, 2, 2, 4 ; Strabo, xiv, p. 642). There was a statue

of him in the Comitium (Pliny, xxxiv. 21). The Romans were well

aware that the Twelve Tables were framed on a Greek model; and, as

Bemays said {pp. cit. p. 85), the fact is attested as few things are in the

early history of Rome.
® Sotion ap. Diog. ix. 5 (R. P. 29 c).

* Diog. ix. 6 (R. P. 31)-
^ Herakleitos said (fr. 68) that it was death to souls to become water

;

and we are told accordingly that he died of dropsy. He said (fr. 114)

that the Ephesians should leave their city to their children, and (fr. 79)
that Time was a child playing draughts. We are therefore told that he
refused to take any part in public life, and went to play with the children

in the temple of Artemis. He said (fr. 85) that corpses were more fit to

be cast out than dung ; and we are told that he covered himself with
dung when attacked with dropsy. Lastly, he is said to have argued at

great length with his doctors because of fr. 58. For these tales see Biog.

ix. 3-5-

* The variety of titles enumerated in Diog. ix. 12 (R. P. 30 b) seems to

show that none was authentically known. That of " Muses ” comes from
Plato, Soph. 242 d 7. The others are mere " mottoes (Schuster) prefixed

by Stoic editors (Biog. ix. 15 ; R. P. 30 c).
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The
fragments.

and one theological.^ It is not to be supposed that this

division is due to Herakleitos himself ; all we can infer is

that the work fell naturally into these three parts when the

Stoic commentators took their editions of it in hand.

The style of Herakleitos is proverbially obscure, and, at

a later date, got him the nickname of “ the Dark.” ^ Now
the fragments about the Delphic god and the Sibyl (frs. ii

and 12) seem to show that he was conscious of writing an

oracular style, and we have to ask why he did so. In the

first place, it was the manner of the time.® The stirring

events of the age, and the influence of the religious revival,

gave something of a prophetic tone to all the leaders of

thought. Pindar and Aischylos have it too. It was also

an age of great individualities, and these are apt to be

solitary and disdainful. Herakleitos at least was so. If

men cared to dig for the gold they might find it (fr. 8) ; if

not, they must be content with straw (fr. 51). This seems

to have been the view taken by Theophrastos, who said the

headstrong temperament of Herakleitos sometimes led hiTTi

into incompleteness and inconsistencies of statement.*

65. I give a version of the fragments according to the

arrangement of Bywater’s exemplary edition :
®

(i) It is wise to hearken, not to me, but to my Word, and, to

confess that aH things are one.® R. P, 40.

^ Diog. ix. 5 (R. P. 30). Byvrater followed titiis bint in his arrangement
of the fragments. The three sections are i-go, 91-97. 98-130.

® R. P. 30 a. The epithet i qtaneu/ln is of later date, bnt Timon of

Phleious already called him alyucHis (ft. 43, Diels).
» See the valuable observations of Diels in the Introduction to his

Herakleitos von Ephesos, pp. iv. sqq.

‘ Cf. Diog. ix. 6 (R. P. 31).
® In his edition, Diels has given up all attempt to arrange the fragments

according to subject, and this makes his text unsuitable for our purpose.
I think, too, that he overestimates the difSlculty ofan approximate arrange-
ment, and makes too much of ihe view that the style of Herakleitos was
" aphoristic." That it was so, is an important and valuable remark ; but
it does not follow that Herakleitos wrote like Rietzsche. For a Greek,
however prophetic in his tone, there must always be a distinction between
an aphoristic and an incoherent style.

« Both Bywater and Diels accept Bergk's \iyov for diy/Mros and
Miller’s etycu for tlShnu. Cf. Philo, Leg. <M. iii. c 3, quoted in Bywater's note.
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(2) Though this Word ^ is true evermore, yet men are as

unable to understand it when they hear it for the first time as

before they have heard it at all. For, though all things come to

pass in accordance with this Word, men seem as if they had no
experience of them, when they make trial of words and deeds

such as I set forth, dividing each thing according to its kind and
showing how it truly is. But other men know not what they

are doing when awake, even as they forget what they do iri sleep.

R. P. 32.

(3) Fools when they do hear are like the deaf : of them does

the sa3dng bear witness that they are absent when present.

R. P. 31 a.

(4) Eyes and ears are bad witnesses to men if they have souls

that understand not their language. R. P. 42.

(5) The many do not taJce heed of such things as those they

meet with, nor do they mark them when they are taught, though
they think they do.

(6) Knowing not how to listen nor how to speak.

(7) If you do not expect the imexpected, you will not find it ;

for it is hard to be sought out and difficult.®

(8) Those who seek for gold dig up much earth and find a
little. R. P. 44 b.

(10) Nature loves to hide. R. P. 34 f.

(11) The lord whose is the oracle at Ddphoi neither utters

nor hides his meaning, but shows it by a sign. R. P. 30 a.

(12) And the Sibyl, with raving lips uttering things mirthless,

^ The \6yos is primarily the discourse of Herakleitos himself ; though,
as he is a prophet, we may call it his " Word." It can neither mean a
discourse addressed to Herakleitos nor yet " reason." (Cf. Zeller, p. 630,
«. I ; Eng. trans. ii. p. 7, n. 2.) A difficu^^y has been raised about the
words coj^ros aieL How could Herakleitos say that his discourse had
always existed ? The answer is that in Ionic means " true " when
coupled with words like X6yos- Cf. Herod, i. 30, r<p 46yri

\4y€L ; and even Aristoph. Frogs, 1052, odic 6pTa \6yov. It is only by taking
the words in this way that we can understand Aristotle's hesitation as to
the proper punctuation {RheL r, 5. r407 b 15 ; R. P. 30 a). The Stoic

interpretation given by Marcus Aurelius, iv. 46 (R. P. 32 b), must be
rejected. In any case, the Johannine doctrine of the \6yos has nothing
to do with Herakleitos or with anything at all in Greek philosophy, but
comes from the Hebrew Wisdom literature. See Rendel Harris, " The
Origm of the Prologue to St. John's Gospel," in The Fxposiior, 1916,
pp. 147 sqq.

* I have departed from the punctuation of Bywater here, and supplied
a fresh object to the verb as suggested by Gomperz {Arch. i. 100).
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unbedizened, and unperfumed, readies over a thousand years

with her voice, thanks to the god in her. R. P. 30 a.

(13) The things that can be seen, heard, 2ind learned are

what I prize the most. R. P, 42.

(14) . . . bringing untrustworthy witnesses in support of

disputed points.

(15) The eyes are more exact witnesses than the ears.^

R. P. 42 c.

(16) The learning of many things teacheth not understanding,

else would it have taught Hesiod and Pythagoras, and again

Xenophanes and Hekataios. R. P. 31.

(17) Pythagoras, son of Mnesarchos, practised scientific

inquiry beyond all other men, and making a sdection of these

writings, claimed for his own wisdom what was but a knowledge
of many things and an imposture.® R. P. 31 a.

(18) Of all whose discourses I have heard, there is not one
who attains to understanding that wisdom is apart from all.

R. P. 32 b.

(19)
• Wisdom is one thing. It is to know the thought

by which all things are steered through aU things. R. P.

40.

(20) This world,* which is the same for aU, no one of gods or

men has made ; but it was ever, is now, and ever shall be an
ever-living Fire, with measures of it kindling, and measures
going out. R. P. 35.*

^ Cf. Herod, i. 8.

2 The best attested reading is not ewoCrjirev, and ^ot^jo-aro
iavTov means " claimed as his own." The words iK\e^dfjL€voi raiJras rds
crvyypatpds have deen doubted since the time of Schleiermacher, and Diels
now regards the whole fragment as spurious. This is because it was used
to prove that Pythagoras wrote books (cf. Diels, Arch, iii. p. 451). As
Bywater pointed out, however, the fragment itself only says that he read
books. I would further suggest that the old-fashioned trvyypaipds is too
good for a forger, and that the omission of the very thing to be proved
would be remarkable. The last suggestion of a book by Pythagoras
disappears with the reading <?7roti5<raTo for ivolyiffev. For the rendering given
for KaKiyr€xvLv» compare its legal sense of " falsihed evidence."

* The word K6<rjuios must mean " world " here, not merely " order "
;

for only the world could be identified with fire. This use of tli** word is
P3rthagorean, and HeraMeitos may quite well have known it.

^ It is important to notice that fiirpa is internal accusative with
dirrS^evov, " with its measures kindling and its measures going out."
This interpretation, which I gave in the first edition, is now adopted by
Diels {Vors,^ b 30 n.).
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(21) The transformations of Fire are, first of all, sea ; and
half of the sea is earth, half whirlwind.^ . . . R. P. 35 b.

(22) All things are an exchange for Fire, and Fire for all things,

even as wares for gold and gold for wares. R. P. 35.

(23) It becomes liquid sea, smd is measured by the same tale

as before it became earth.* R. P. 39.

(24) Fire is want and srurfeit. R, P. 36 a.

(25) Fire lives the death, of air,® and air lives the death of

fire ; water lives the death of earth, earth that of water. R. P. 37.

(26) Fire in its advance will judge and convict * all things.

R. P. 36 a.

(27) How can one hide from that which never sets ?

(28) It is the thunderbolt that steers the course of all things.

R. P. 35 b.

(29) The sim will not overstep his measures ; if he does, the
Erinyes, the handmaids of Justice, will find him out. R. P. 39,

(30) The limit of dawn and evening is the Bear ; and opposite
the Bear is the boundary of bright Zeus.®

(31) If there were no sun it would be night, for all the other
stars could do.®

(32) The sun is new every day.

^ On the word vp7i<rTT^p, see below^ p. 149, n. i.

* The subject of fr, 23 is 7^, as we see firom Diog. ix. 9 (R. P. 36),
•jrdXip re ad r^v y^v » ^ind Aet. i. 3, ii {Dox, p. 284 a i ; b 5),
^ireLTa r^v dwh rod wpbs (Diibner : tp^aei, libri)

dSbfp ATroreXeia-Oai, Herakleitos may have said yij ddXaaaa dtax^erai, and
Clement {Strom, v. p. 712) seems to imply this. The phrase pLerpierai

els rhp adrbv 'Kbyov can only mean that the proportion of the measures
remains constant. So Zeller (p. 690, n. i), zu derselben Grosse. Diels
{Vors. 12 B 31 n.) renders " nach demselben Wort {Gesetz)/* but refers to
Lucr. V. 257, which supports the other interpretation {pro parte sua),

* It is doubtful whether this fragment is quoted textually. It seems
to imply the four elements of Rmpedoldes.

^ I understand dweXOdv of the wvpbs for which see p. 151, n. i.

Diels has pointed out that KoraXajxpdpetp is the old word for "to convict,"
* Here it is clear that odpos^r^pfiara, and therefore means boundary,"

not "hill." Strabo, who quotes the fragment (i. 6, p. 3), is probably
right in taking ijovs xal iaw^pas as equivalent to dvaToXijs koX ddaecjs and
making the words refer to the " arctic " circle. As atSpios Ze*5y means
the bright blue sky, it is impossible for its odpos to be the South Pole, as
Diels suggests. It is more likely the horizon, I take the fragment as
a protest against the Pyiihagorean theory of a southern hemisphere.

« We learn from Diog. ix. 10 (quoted below, p. 147) that Herakleitos
explained why the sun was warmer and brighter than the moon, and this
is doubtless a fragment of that passage.
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(33) (Thales foretold an eclipse.)

(34) . . . the seasons that bring all things.

(35) Hesiod is most men's teacher. Men are sure he knew
very many things, a man who did not know day or night ! They
are one.^ R. P. 39 b.

{36) God is day and night, winter and stnnmer, war and
peace, surfeit and hunger ; but he takes various shapes, just as

fire,® when it is mingled with spices, is named according to the

savour of each. R. P. 39 b.

(37) If all things were turned to smoke, the nostiUs would
distinguish them.

(38) Souls smeU in Hades. R. P. 46 d.

(39) Cold things become warm, and what is warm cools ;

what is wet dries, and the pardied is moistened.

(40) It scatters and it gathers ; it advances and retires.

(41, 42) You cannot step twice into the same rivers ; for

fresh waters are ever flowing in upon you. R. P. 33.

(43) Homer was wrong in sajdng ;
" Would that strife might

perish from among gods and men !
” He did not see that

he was praying for the destruction of the universe ; for, if

his prayer were heard, all things would pass away.* . . .

R. P. 34 d.

(44) War is the father of all and the king of all ; and some
he has made gods and some men, some bond and some free.

R. P. 34.

(45) Men do not know how what is at variance agrees with
itself. It is an attunement of opposite tensions,* like that of

the bow and the lyre. R. P. 34.

(46) It is the opposite which is good for us.®

(47) The hidden attunement is better than the open. R. P. 34.

(48) Let us not conjecture at random about the greatest

things.

^ Hesiod said Day was the child of Night (TAeoff. 124).
® Beading SKitxrirep irvp for iKtacrwep witii Diels.
® II. xviii. 107. I add yip irdj'ro from SimpL Cat.

412, 26. It must represent something that was in the original.
* I cannot believe Herakleitos said both iraXivTovos and vaKlvTpoiros

ipt^vli), and I prefer Plutarch’s jtoMktwos (R. P. 34 b) to the vaKivTpowos of
Hippolytos. Diels thinks that the polemic of Parmenides favours voWv-
Tpovos, but see below, p. 164. n. 1, and Chap. PV. p. 174, n. 3.

s This refers to the medical rule ai S' larpetat Sii rSir ivavrluv, e.g.

pdjdeiy Oepjjup 4irl rb \fivxp6p.
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(49) Men that love wisdom must be acquainted with very-

many things indeed.

(50) The straight and the crooked path of the fuller’s comb
is one and the same.

(51) Asses would rather have straw -than gold. R. P. 31 a.

(51a) ^ Oxen are happy when they find bitter vetches to eat.

R. P. 48 b.

(32) The sea is -the purest and the impurest water. Fish can

drink it, and it is good for them ; to men it is undrinkable and
destructive. R. P. 47 c.

(53) Swine wash in the mire, and barnyard fowls in dust.

(54) ... to delight in the mire.

(55) Every beast is driven to pasture with blows.®

(56) Same as 45.

(57) Good and iU are one. R. P. 47 c.

^8) Physicians who cut, bum, stab, and rack the sick,

demand a fee for it which they do not deserve to get. R. P.

47 c.®

(59) Couples are things whole and things not whole, what
is drawn together and what is drawn asimder, the harmonious
and the discordant. The one is made up of all things, and all

tilings issue from the one.*

(60) Men would not have known the name of justice if these

things were not.®

(61) To God all things are fair and good and right, but men
hold some things wrong and some right. R. P. 45,

(62) We must know -that war is common to aH and strife is

justice, and that all things come into being and pass away (?)

through strife.

(64) All the things we see when awake are death, even as.all

we see in sltnnber are sleep. R. P. 42 c.®

^ See Byivater in Journ, Phil, ix. p. 230.
* On fr, 55 see Diels in Berl, Sitzb,, 1901, p. 188.
® I now read iiraLTiovTa^ with Bemays and Diels.
* On fr. 59 see Diels in Berl, Sitzb,, 1901, p. 188. The reading

seems to be well attested and gives an excellent sense. The
alternative reading <ruX\<£^i€s is preferred by Hoffmann, Gr. DicU, iii.

240.
fi By “ these things he probably meant all kinds of injustice.

« Diels supposes that fr. 64 went on ok60-0. dk reOvTiKdres
**

Life,

Sleep, Death is the threefold ladder in psychology, as in physics Fire*

Water, Earth."
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(65) The wise is one only. It is unwilling and willing to be
called by the name of Zeus. R. P. 40.

(66) The bow is called life {/Blos), but its work is death.

R. P. 49 a.

(67) Mortals are immortals and immortals are mortals, the

one living the others' death and dying the others' life. R. P. 46.

(68) For it is death to souls to become water, and death to

water to become earth. But water comes from earth ; and from
water, soul. R. P. 38.

(69) The way up and the way down is one and the same.
R. P. 36 d.

(70) In the circumference of a circle the beginning and end
are common.

(71) You will not find the boundaries of soul by travelling in

any direction, so deep is the measure of it.^ R. P. 41 d.

(72) It is pleasure to souls to become moist. R. P. 46 c.

(73) A man, when he gets drunk, is led by a beardless lad,

tripping, knowing not where he steps, having his soul moist.

R. P. 42.

(74-76) The dry soul is the wisest and best.^ R. P. 42.

(77) Man kindles a light for himself in the night-time, when
he has died but is alive. The sleeper, whose vision has been put
out, lights up from the dead ; he that is awake lights up from
the sleeping.®

^ The words oihfa paditv \6yov present no difficulty if we remember
that X670S means " measurement,'' as in fr. 23.

* This fragment is interesting because of the antiquity of the corrup-
tions it has suffered. According to Stephanas, who is followed by Bywater,
we should read : Aih) xf/vxh ’<ro<p<aTiiTvi Kal dpLtrrTi), being a mere gloss
upon aHri. When once got into the text, aOrj became and we
.get the sentence, " the dry light is the wisest soul," whence the siccum
lumen of Bacon. Now this reading is as old as Plutarch, who, in his
Life of Romulus (c. 28), takes oAyit to mean lightning, as it sometimes
does, and supposes the idea to be that the wise soul bursts through the
prison of the body like dry lightning (whatever that may be) through a
cloud. (It should be added that Diels now holds that \f/vx^
eo^tijrdTTj Kal dpltrrrf is the genuine reading.) Lastly, though Plutarch must
have written a&yij, the MSS. vary between afynj and (cf. De def, or,

432 f. aiJry ydp ^pd fvx^ in the MSS.). The next stage is the corruption of
the aifyi^ into od yTj, This yields ihe sentiment that “ where the earth is
dry, the soul is wisest," and is as old as Philo (see Bywater's notes).

® I adopt the fuller text of Diels here. It is clear that Death, Sleep,
Waking correspond to Earth, Water, Air in Herakleitos (cf. fr. 68). I
think, however, that we must take dirrerat in the same sense all through
the fragment, so I do not translate "is in contact with," as Diels does.
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(78) And it is the same thing in us that is quick and dead,

awake and asleep, young and old ; the former are shifted ^ and
become the latter, and the latter in turn are shifted and become
the former. R. P. 47.

(79) Time is a child pla3dng draughts, the kingly power is a
child’s. R. P. 40 a.

(80) I have sought for msrself. R. P. 48.

(81) We step and do not step into the same rivers ; we are

and are not. R. P. 33 a.

(82) It is a weariness to labour for the same masters and be
ruled by than.

(83) It rests by changing.

(84) Even the posset separates if it is not stirred.

(85) Corpses are more fit to be cast out than dung.

(86) When they are bom, they wish to live and to meet with
their dooms—or rather to rest—^and they leave children behind
them to meet with their dooms in turn.

(87-89) A man may be a grandfather in thirty years.

(90) Those who are asleep are fdlow-workers (in what goes

on in the world).

(91a) Thought is common to all.

(916) Those who speak with rmderstanding must hold fast

to what is common to all as a city holds fast to its law, and even
more strongly. For all hmnan laws are fed by the one divine

law. It prevails as much as it will, and sufiices for aU things with
something to spare. R. P. 43.

(92) So we must follow the common,* yet though my Word is

common, the many live as if they had a wisdom of tiieir own.
R. P. 44.

(93) They are estranged from that with which they have
most constant intercourse.® R. P. 32 b.

(94) It is not meet to act and speak like men asleep.

* I imdeTStaiid iterawea-ivTa here as meaning " moved '' from one
or division of the dranght-board to another.

* Sext. Math. vii. 133, Zvt> Set lireaStu rQ Kouxfi (so the MSS. :

Schleiermacher). yhp 6 kou>6s. Bjrwater omits the words, but I

think they must belong to HeraMeitos. IMels adopts Bekker's suggestion
to read 5td Set tv&rOai T<fi Tovri<m T(p> Kotvip. I now think also that,

if we Tmderstand the term XSyos in the sense explained above (p. 133, n. i),

there is no reason to doubt the words which follow.
* The words \6y<p ry rh S\a SuKKoOin-i belong to Marcus Aurelius and

not to Herakleitos.
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(95) The waking have one common world, but the sleeping

turn aside each into a world of his own.

(96) The way of man has no wisdom, but that of God has.

R. P. 45.

(97) Man is called a baby by God, even as a child by a man.
R. P. 45-

(98, 99) The wisest man is an ape compared to God, just as

the most beautiful ape is ugly compared to man.

(100) The people must fight for its law as for its walls.

R. P. 43 b.

(101) Greater deaths win greater portions. R. P. 49 a.

(102) Gods and men honour those who are dain in battle.

R. P. 49 a.

(103) Wantonness needs putting out, even more than a house

on fire. R. P. 49 a.

(104) It is not good for men to get all they wish to get. It

is sickness that makes health pleasant ; evil,' good ; himger,

plenty ; weariness, rest. R. P. 48 b.

(105-107) It is hard to fight with one’s heart’s desire.*

Whatever it widies to get, it pxirdiases at the cost of soul.

R. P. 49 a.

(108, 109) It is best to hide folly ; but it is hard in times of

rdaxation, over our cups.

(no) And it is law, too, to obey the counsel of one. R. P. 49 a.

(ill) For what thought or wisdom have they ? They follow

the poets and take the crowd as their teacher, knowing not that

there are many bad and few good. For even the best of them
choose one thing above all others, immortal glory among mortals,

while most of them are glutted like beasts.® R. P. 31 a.

{112) In Priene lived Bias, son of Teutamas, who is

of more account than the rest. (He said, “ Most men are

.bad.”)

(113) One is ten thousand to me, if he be the best. R. P. 31 a.

(114) The Ephesians would do well to hang themselves,

every grown mem of them, and leave the city to beardless lads

;

for they have cast out Hermodoros, the best man among them,

^ Adopting Heitz’s xaxbp for xal with Diels.
* The word Ov/i6s has its Homeric sense. The gratification of desire

implies the exchange of dry sonl-fire (fir. 74) for moisture (fr. 73). Aristotle
misunderstood Bvfibs here as anger {Eth, Nic, B, 2. X105 a 8).

® This seems to refer to the " tl^ee lives," Chap. IL § 45, p. 98.
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saying, " We will have none who is best among us ; if there be
any such, let him be so elsewhere and among others.” ^ R. P. 29 b.

(115) Dogs bark at every one they do not know. R. P.

31 a.

(116) . . . (The wise man) is not known because of men’s
want of belief.

(117) The fool is fluttered at every word. R. P. 44 b.

(118) The most esteemed of them knows but fancies,^ and
holds fast to them, yet of a truth justice shall overtake the
artificers of lies and the false witnesses.

(iig) Homer should be turned out of the lists and whipped,
and Archilochos likewise. R. P. 31.

(120) One day is like any other.

(121) Man’s character is his fate.*

(122) There awaits men when they die such things as they
look not for nor dream of. R. P. 46 d.

(123) . . . *that they rise up and become the wakeful
guardians of the quick and dead. R. P. 46 d.

(124) Night-walkers, Magians, Bakchoi, Lenai, and the
initiated . . .

(125) The mysteries practised among men are unholy
mysteries. R. P. 48.

(126) And they pray to these images, as if one were to talTr

with a man’s house, knowing not what gods or heroes are.
R. P. 49 a.

(127) For if it were not to Dion3rsos that they made a proces-
sion and sang the shameful phallic hymn, they would be acting
most shamelessly. But Hades is the same as Dionysos in whose
honour they go mad and rave. R. P. 49.

(129, 130) They vainly purify themselves by defiling them-
selves with blood, just as if one who had stepped into the mud
were to wash his feet in mud. Any man who marked bim Hnmg
thus, would deem him mad. R. P. 49 a.

^ He went to Italy and took part in framing the Twelve Tables at
Rome. See p. 131, i.

® Reading SoKiopra with Schleiermacher {or doKiovr' ibp with Diels).
I also read yiPtOa-Kci, ^v\der<ret with Diels, who quotes the combination
^vXdo’o’ovcrc xai ytvtbo'Kova’L from Hippokrates.

* On the meaning of BcdfMov here, see my edition of Aristotle's Ethics,
pp. I sq.

4 I have not ventured to include the words ^Ba 5* iBurt at the beginning,
as the text seems to me too uncertain. See, however, Diels's note.
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The doxo-
graphical

tradition.

66. Some of these fragments are far from dear, and

there are probably not a few of which the meaning will

never be recovered. We turn, then, to the doxographers

for a clue ; but unfortunately they are less instructive with

regard to HeraMeitos than we have foimd them in other

cases. Hippolytos, on whom we can generally rely for a

fairly accurate accoimt of what Theophrastos said, derived

the material for his first four chapters, which treat of Thales,

Pythagoras, Herakleitos, and Empedokles, not from the

excellent epitome he afterwards used, but from a bio-

graphical compendium,^ mostly consisting of apocryphal

anecdotes and apophthegms. It was based, further, on

some writer of Successions who regarded HeraHeitos as a

P37thagorean. The link between him and the Pythagoreans

was Hippasos, in whose system fire played an important

part. Theophrastos, following Aristotle, had spoken of the

two in the same sentence, and that was enough for the

writers of Successions.^ We are forced, then, to look to the

more detailed of the two accounts of the opinions of Hera-

kleitos given in Diogenes,® which goes back to the Vetusta

Placita, and is, fortunately, pretty full and accurate.

Another difficulty we have to face is that most of the

commentators on Herakleitos mentioned in Diogenes were

Stoics.® Now, the Stoics held the Ephesian in peculiar

veneration, and sought to interpret him as far as possible

in accordance with their own system. Further, they were

fond of “ accommodating ” ® the views of earlier thinkers

to their own, and this has had serious consequences. In

1 See Diels, Dox, p. 145. We must distinguish Ref, i. and Ref, ix.

as sources of information about HeraHeitos, • The latter book is an
attempt to show that the Monarchian heresy of Koetos was derived from
Herakleitos, and is a rich mine of HeraHeitean fragments.

* Arist. Met, A, 3. 984 a 7 (R. P. 56 c) ; Theophr. op, Simpl. Phys, 23,

33 (R. P. 36 c),

* For these double accounts see Note on Sources, § 15.

* Diog. ix. 15 (R. P. 30 c). Schleiermach^r rightly insisted upon this.

* The word (rwoucecodv is used of the Stoic method of interpretation by
Philodemos (cf. Dox. 547 b, ».), and Cicero (N,D, i. 41) renders it by
accommodare*
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particular, the Stoic theories of the "Koyo^ and the eKir^paxn’i

are constantly ascribed to Herakleitos, and the very frag-

ments are adulterated with scraps of Stoic terminology.

67. Herakleitos looks down not only on the mass of men,

but on all previous inquirers into nature. This must mean

that he heheved himself to have attained insight into some

truth not hitherto recognised, though it was staring men in

the face (fr. 93). To get at the central thing in his teaching,

we must try then to find out what he was thinking of when
he launched into those demmciations of human dulness and

ignorance. The answer seems to be given in two fragments,

18 and 45. From them we gather that the truth hitherto

ignored is that the many apparently independent and con-

flicting things we know are really one, and that, on the other

hand, this one is also many. The " strife of opposites " is

really an “ attunement ” (dpfiovla). From this it follows

that wisdom is not a knowledge of many things, but the

perception of the imderlying unity of the warring opposites.

That this really was the fundamental thought of Herakleitos

is stated by Philo. He says :
" For that which is made up

of both the opposites is one ; and, when the one is divided,

the opposites are disclosed. Is not this just what the Greeks

say their great and much belauded Herakleitos put in the

forefront of his philosophy as summing it all up, and boasted

of as a new discovery ?
” ^

68. Anaximander had taught that the opposites were

separated out from the Boundless, but passed away into it

once more, so paying the penalty to one another for then-

unjust encroachments. It is here implied that there is

something wrong in the war of opposites, and that the

existence of the opposites is a breach in the unity of the One.

The truth Herakleitos proclaimed was that the world is at

once one andmany, and that it is just the “ opposite tension ”

of the opposites that constitutes the unity of the One. It

is the same conclusion as that of P3Hhagoras, though it is

1 Philo, Rer, div, her. 45 (R. P. 34 e)*

The
discovery
of Hera-
kleitoso

The One
and the

Many.
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put in another way. The use of the word d,pfioviri suggests

that Herakleitos had come imder the influence of his older

contemporary to some extent.

Plato clearly states that this was the central thought

of Herakleitos. In the Sophist (242 d), the Eleatic stranger,

after explaining how the Eleatics maintained that what we
call many is really one, proceeds ;

But certain Ionian and (at a later date) certain Sicilian

Muses remarked that it was safest to unite these two things, and

to say that reality is both many and one, and is kept together by
Hate and Love. “ For,” say the more severe Muses, “ in its

division it is always being brought together ” (cf. fr. 59) ; while

the softer Muses relaxed the requirement that this should always

be so, and said that the All was alternately one and at peace

through the power of Aphrodite, and many and at war with itsdf

because of something they called Strife.

In this passage the Ionian Muses stand, of course, for

Herakleitos, and the Sicilian for Empedokles. According

to Plato, then, Herakleitos taught that reality was at once

many and one. This was not meant as a logical principle.^

The identity which Herakleitos explains as consisting in

difference is just that of the primary substance in all its

manifestations. This identity had been realised already

by the Milesians, but they had found a difficulty in the

difference. Anaximander had treated the strife of opposites

as an “ injustice,” and what Herakleitos set himself to

1 This 'was the mistake of Lassalle's book. The soiarce of his error

was Hegel's statement that there was no proposition of Herakleitos that

he had not taken up into his own logic {Gesch. d, Phil. i. 328). The
example which he cites is the statement that Being does not exist any
more than not-Being, for which he refers to Axist. - Met. A, 4. This, how-
ever, is not there ascribed to Herakleitos, but to Leukippos or Demo-
kritos, 'with whom it meant that space was as real as body (§ 175).

Aristotle does, indeed, tell ns in the Metaphysics that " some " think

Herakleitos says that the same thing can be and not be ; but he adds
that it does not follow that a man thinks what he says {Met. r, 3. 1005 b 24).

This is explained by K, 5. 1062 a 31, where we are told that by being
questioned in a certain manner Herakleitos could be made to admit the

principle of contradiction ; as it 'was, he did not understand what he said.

In other words, he was unconscious of its logical bearing.
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show was that, on the contrary, it was the highest justice

(fr. 62).

69. All this made it necessary for him to seek out a new Fke.

primary substance. He wanted not merely something

from which opposites could be “ separated out,” but some-

thing which of its own nature would pass into ever3dhing

else, while everjrthing else would pass in turn into it. This

he found in Fire, and it is easy to see why, i£ we consider

the phenomenon of combustion. The quantity of fire in a

flame burning steadily appears to remain the same, the

flame seems to be what we call a “
thing.” And yet the

substance of it is continually changing. It is always passing

away in smoke, ‘and its place is always being taken by fresh

matter from the fuel that feeds it. This is jtist what we
want. If we regard the world as an ” ever-living fire

”

(fr. 20), we can imderstand how it is always becoming all

things, while all things are always returning to it.^

70. This necessarily brings with it a certain way of Hux.

looking at the change and movement of the world. Fire

bums continuously and without interruption. It is always

consuming fuel and alwa37s liberating smoke. Everything is

either mounting upwards to serve as fuel, or sinking down-

^ That the Fire of Herakleitos was something on the same level as the

Air of Anaximenes is clearly implied in such passages as Aiist. Met,

A, 3. 984 a 5. In support of the view that something different from
literal j&re is meant, Plato, Crat, 413 b, is sometimes quoted ; but the con-

text shows the passage will not bear this interpretation. Sokrates is dis-

cussing the derivation of SIkcuov from dia-t6v, and certainly dlKTj was a
prominent Herakleitean conception, and a good deal that is here said

may be the authentic doctrine of the school. He goes on to complain
that when he asks what this is which ” goes through " everything, he gets

inconsistent answers. One says it is the sun. Another asks if there is

no justice after sunset, and says it is simply fire. A third says it is not
fire itself, but the heat which is in fire. A fourth identifies it with Mind.
Now all we are entitled to infer from this is that different accounts were
given in the Herakleitean school at a later date. The view that it was
not fixe itself, but Heat, which '* passed through " all things, is relrted to

the theory of Herakleitos as Hippo's Moisture is to the Water of Thales.

It is quite likely, too, that some Hemkleiteans attempted to fuse the

system of Anaxagoras with their own, just as Diogenes of Apollonia tried

to fuse it with that of Anaximenes. We shall see, indeed, that we still

have a work in which this attempt is made {p. 150, w* 2).
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ward and
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wards after having nourished the flame. It follows that

the whole of reality is like an ever-flowing stream, and that

nothing is ever at rest for a moment. The substance of the

things we see is in constant change. Even as we look at

them, some of the stuff of which they are composed has

already passed into something else, while fresh stuff has

come into them from another source. This is usually

summed up, appropriately enough, in the phrase "All

things are flowing ” {irdvra pet), though this does not seem
to be a quotation from Herakleitos. Plato, however,

expresses the idea quite clearly. " Nothing ever is, every-

thing is becoming ”
;

" All things are in motion like

streams ”
; "All things are passing, and nothing abides ”

;

" Herakleitos says somewhere that all things pass and
naught abides ; and, comparing things to the current of a

river, he says you cannot step rivice into the same stream
”

(cf. fr. 41)—^these are the terms in which he describes the

system. And Aristotle says the same thing, " All things are

in motion,” " nothing steadfastly is.” ^ Herakleitos held, in

fact, that any given thing, however stable in appearance, was
merely a section in the stream, and that the stuff composing

it was never the same in any two consecutive moments. We
shall see presently how he conceived the process to operate ;

meanwhile we remark that this is not the most original

feature of the system. The Milesians had held a similar view.

71. Herakleitos appears to have worked out the details

with reference to the theories of Anaximenes. ® It is unlikely,

however, that he explained the transformations of matter

by means of rarefaction and condensation.® Theophrastos,

it appears, suggested that he did
; but he allowed it was by

no means clear. The passage from Diogenes we are about
to quote has faithfully preserved this touch.* In the

^ Plato, Theaet. 152 e i ; Crat, 401 d 5, 402 'a 8 ; Aiist. Top. A, ii. 104
b 22 ; De caelo, r, i. 298 b 30 ; Phys. 6, 3. 253 b 2.

* See above. Chap. I. § 29.
» See, however, the remark of Diels (Box. p. 165) quoted R. P. 36 c.

« Diog. ix. 8, aaput S’ oiBkv ^/crWeraj.
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fragments we find nothing about rarefaction and condensa-
tion. The expression used is “ exchange ” (fr. 22), a very-

good name for what happens when fire gives out smoke and
takes in fuel instead.

It has been pointed out that, in default of Hippolytos,

our best account of -the Theophrastean doxography of

Herakleitos is the fuller of the two accounts given in Laertios

Diogenes. It is as follows :

His opinions on particular points are these :

He held that Fire was the element, and that all things were
an exchange for fire, produced by condensation and rarefaction.

But he explains nothing clearly. All things were produced in

opposition, and all things were in flux like a river.

The all is finite and the world is one. It arises from fire, and is

consumed again by fire alternately through aU eternity in certain

cycles. This happens according to fate. Of the opposites, that
which leads to the becoming of theworld is called War and Strife

;

that which leads to the final conflagration is Concord and Peace.
He called change the upward and the downward path, and

held that the world comes into being in -virtue of this. When
fire is condensed it becomes moist, and when compressed it turns
to water ; water being congealed turns to earth, and this he calls

the downward path. And, again, the earth is in turn liquefied,

and from it water arises, and from that everything else ; for

he refers almost everything to -the evaporation from the sea.

This is the path upwards. R. P. 36.

He held, too, -that exhalations arose both from the sea and
the land ; some bright and pure, others dark. Fire -was nourished
by the bright ones, and moisture by the others.

He does not make it clear what is the nature of that which
surrounds the world. He held, however, that there were bowls
in it with the concave sides turned towards us, in which the

bright exhalations were collected and produced flames. These
were the heavenly bodies.

The flame of the sun was the brightest and warmest ; for

the other heavenly bodies were more distant from -the earth ;

and for that reason gave less light and heat. The moon, on -the

other hand, was nearer the earth ; but it moved through an
impure region. The sun moved in a bright and urunixed region
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and at the same time was at just the right distance from us.

That is why it gives more heat and light. The eclipses of the

sun and moon were due to the turning of the bowls upwards,
while the monthly phases of the moon were produced by a
gradual turning pf its bowl.

Day and night, months and seasons and years, rains and
winds, and things like these, were due to the different exhalations.

The bright exhalation, when ignited in the circle of the sun,

produced day, and the preponderance of the opposite exhalations

produced night. The increase of warmth proceeding from the

bright exhalation produced summer, and the preponderance of

moisture from the dark exhalation produced winter. He assigrig

the causes of other things in conformity with this.

As to the earth, he makes no clear statement about its natmre,

any more than he does about that of the bowls.

These, then, were his opinions. R. P. 39 b.

Now, if we can trust this passage, it is of the greatest

value ; and that, upon the whole, we can trust it is shown
by the fact that it follows the exact order of topics to which

all the doxographies derived from the work of Theophrastos

adhere. First we have the primarysubstance,then theworld,

then the heavenly bodies, and lastly, meteorological pheno-

mena. We conclude, then, that it may be accepted with the

exceptions, firstly, of the probably erroneous conjecture of

Theophrastos as to rarefaction and condensation ; and
secondly, of some pieces of Stoical interpretation which come
from the Vetusta Placita.

Let us look at the details. The pure fire, we are told, is

to be found chiefly in the sun. This, like the other heavenly
bodies, is a trough or bowl, with the concave side turned

towards us, in which the bright exhalations, from the sea

collect and bum. How does the fire of the sun pass into

other forms ? If we look at the fragments which deal with

the downward path, we fimd that the first transformation it

undergoes is into sea, and we are further told that half of

the sea is earth and half of it Trpija-r^p (fr. 21). What is

this TTpija-Tijp ? So far as I know, po one has yet proposed
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to take the word in the sense it usually bears elsewhere,

that, namely, of hurricane accompanied by a fiery water-

spout.^ Yet surely this is just what is wanted. It is amply

attested that Herakleitos explained the rise of the sea to

fire by means of the bright evaporations ; and we want a

similar meteorological explanation of the passing of fire

back into sea. We want, in fact, something which will

stand equally for the smoke produced by the burning of the

stm and for the immediate stage between fire and water.

What could serve the turn better than a fiery waterspout ?

It sufficiently resembles smoke to be accovmted for as the

product of the sun’s combustion, and it certainly comes

down in the form of water. And this interpretation becomes

practically certain when taken in connexion with the report

of Aetios as to the Herakleitean theory of 7rp^<nfjpe^. They
were due, we are told, “ to the kindling and extinction of

clouds.” ^ In other words, the bright vapour, after Mndfing

in the bowl of the sun and going out again, reappears as

the dark fiery storm-cloud, and so passes once more into sea.

At the next stage we find water continually passing into

earth. We are already familiar with this idea (§ 10).

Turning to the ” upward path,” we find that the earth is

liquefied in the same proportion as the sea becomes earth,

so that the sea is still ** measured by the same tale ” (fr. 33).

Half of it is earth and half of it is irprfa-riqp (fr. 21). This

must mean that, at any given moment, half of the sea is

taking the downward path, and has just been fiery storm-

cloud, while half of it is going up, and has just been earth.

In proportion as the sea is increased by rain, water passes

^ This was written in 1890, In his Herakleitos von Ephesos (igoi)

Diels takes it as I did, rendering Glutwind, Cf. Herod, vii. 42, and
Lucretius vi. 424, Seneca ii. 56) calls it ignens turbo. The opinions

of early philosophers on these phenomena are collected in Aetios iii. 3.

The Trprt<rHjp of Anaximander (Chap, I. p. 68, n. 2) is a different thing.

Greek sailors probably named the meteorological phenomena after the

familiar bellows of the smith,
* Aet. iii. 3. 9, irpnitar^pos jcari ipLirpn^eets kuI (sc.

'Hpd/cXetros dTropcUverai ylyv^trOau),
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Measure
for

measure.

into earth ; in proportion as the sea is diminished by

evaporation, it is fed by the earth. Lastly, the ignition of

the bright vapour from the sea in the bowl of the sun

completes the circle of the “ upward and downward path.”

72. How is it that, in spite of this constant flux, things

appear relatively stable ? The answer of Herakleitos was

that it is owing to the observance of the “ measures,” in

virtue of which the aggregate bulk of each form of matter

in the long run remains the same, though its substance

is constantly changing. Certain “ measures ” of the

“ ever-Uving fire ” are always being kindled, while hke
“ measures ” are always going out (fr. 20). All things

are
" exchanged ” for fire and fire for all things (fr. 22),

and this implies that for everything it takes, fire will give

as much. “The sun wiU not exceed his measures” (fr. 29).

And yet the “ measures ” are not absolutely fixed. We
gather from the passage of Diogenes quoted above that

Theophrastos spoke of an alternate preponderance of the

bright and dark exhalations, and Aristotle speaks of Hera-

kleitos as explaining aU things by evaporation.^ In pcirti-

cular, the alternation of day and night, summer and winter,

were accounted for in this way. Now, in a passage of the

pseudo-Hippokratean treatise IXe/ol huurrj^ which is almost

certainly of Herakleitean origin,® we read of an “ advance of

^ Arist. De an, B, 2. 405 a 26, r^v dvaOvfAlaciv rfiXXa &wl(TTri<Tiv,

® The presence of Herakleitean matter in this treatise was pointed out

by Gesner, hut Bernays was the first to make any considerable use of it in

reconstructing the system. The older literature of the subject has been in

the main superseded by Carl Fredrichs' Hippokratische Untersuchungen

{1899). He shows that (as I said already in the first edition) the work
belongs to the period of eclecticism and reaction briefly characterised in

§ 184, and he points out that c 3, which was formerly supposed to be
mainly Herakleitean, is strongly influenced by Empedokles and Anaxa-
goras. I think, however, that he goes wrong in attributing the section to
a nameless " Physiker of the school of Archelaos, or even to Archelaos
himself ; it is far more like what we should expect from the eclectic

Hezakleiteans described by Plato in Crat, 4I3 c (see p. 145, n, x). He is

certainly wrong in holding the doctrine of the balance of fire and water
not to be Herakleitean, and there is no justification for separating the
remark quoted in the text from its context because it happens to agree
almost verbally with the beginning of c 3,
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fire and water !’ in connexion with day and night and the

courses of the sun and moon.^ In fr. 26, again, we read of

fire “ advancing,” and all these things seem to be closely

connected. We must therefore try to see whether there is

anything in the remaining fragments that bears on the

subject.

73. In studying this alternate advance of fire and water, Man.

it will be convenient to start with the microcosm. We have

more definite information about the two exhalations in

man than about the analogous processes in the world at

large, and it would seem that HeraMeitos himself explained

the world by man rather than man by the world. Aristotle

implies that soul is identical with the dry exhalation,® and
this is confirmed by the fragments. Man is made up of

three things, fire, water, and earth. But, just as in the

macrocosm fire is identified with the one wisdom, so in the

microcosm the fire alone is consdous. When it has left the

body, the remainder, the mere earth and water, is altogether

worthless (fr. 85). Of course, the fire which animates man
is subject to the “ upward and downward path,” just as

much as the fire of the world. The Ilepl Statriy? has pre-

served the obviously Herakleitean sentence :
” All thingfs

are passing, both human and divine, upwards and down-

wards by exchanges.” ® We are just as much in perpetual

fl.ux as anj^hing else in the world. We are and are not the

same for two consecutive instants (fr. 81). The fire in us is

perpetually becoming water, and the water earth
;
but, as

^ ICepl SialTijt, i. 5 * ^ read thus : koX p.'^KiaTop koX

IXaxto'TOK • ffXtos, iwl rh p^Kurrov ical iXdxta-Tov • wpbs nal

^Saros, In any case, the sentence occurs between Sk irdvra #cal 0€7d

KoX dvdpdswivtL dvw Kal icdro) dp.€tp6fjxua and irdvra rahTd xal oi^ rd adrd,

which are surely Herakleitean utterances.

* Arist. Dfi an* A, 2. 405 a 25 (R. P. 38). Diels attributes to Herakleitos

himself the words KctX ^ptdv dvaditpxGnfrai^ which are

found in Areios Didymos after fr. 42. I can hardly believe, however,
that the word dva$vfda<ns is Herakleitean. He seems rather to have
called the two exhalations Kairv6s and (cf, hr. 37).

* Ilepi BtaLnji i. 5 , irdvra raX’^Bela Kal dvOpdiirtva dvta ica< Kdrta

dfjL€ip6fi€va,
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(a) Sleep-

ing and
waking.

the opposite process goes on simultaneously, we appear to

remain the saine.i

74. This, however, is not all. Man is subject to a certain

oscillation in his “ measures ” of fire and water, which gives

rise to the alternations of sleeping and waMng, life and death.

The locus dassicus on this is a passage of Sextus Empiricus,

which reproduces the account given by Ainesidemos.* It is

as follows (R. P. 41)

:

The natural philosopher is of opinion that what surrounds

us ® is rational and endowed with consciousness. According to

Herakleitos, when we draw in this divine reason by means of

respiration, we become rational. In sleep we forget, but at our

waking we become conscious once more. For in sleep, when the

openings of the senses dose, the mind which is in us is cut off

from contact with that which surrounds us, and only our con-

nexion with it by means of respiration is preserved as‘ a sort of

root (from which the rest may spring again) ; and, when it is thus

separated, it loses the power of memory that it had before.

When we awake again, however, it looks out through the openings

of the senses, as if throi^h windows, and coming together with

the surrounding mind, it assumes the power of reason. Just,

then, as embers, when they are brought near the fire, change

and become red-hot, and go out when they are taken away from

it again, so does the portion of the surrounding mind which

sojourns in our body become irrational when it is cut off, and so

does it become of like nature to the whole when contact is estab-

lished through the greatest number of openings.

^ We seem to have a reference to this in Epicharmos, fr. z, Diels

(170 b, Kaibd) :
“ Look now at men too. One grows and another passes

away, and all are in change always. What dianges in its substance (xari

>f>
6<rar) andnever abides in the same spot, will already be something different

from what has passed away. So thon and I were different yesterday, and
are now quite other people, and again we shall become others and even
the same again, and so on in the same way.” This is said by a debtor

who does not wish to pay.
> Sextus quotes “Ainesidemos according to HeraMeitos.” Natorp

holds (Forschungen, p. 78) that Ainesidemos really did combine Heraklei-

teanism with Skeptidsm. Diels (Dox. pp. 210, 21 1), insists that he only

gave an account of the theories of Herakleitos. This controversy does

not affect the use we make of the passage.
* Ti refidxo^ opposed to but paralld. with rb Teptix.o’’ ri)* kSv/mv.
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In this passage there is clearly a large admixture of later

ideas. In particular, the identification of “ that which

surroimds us ” with the air cannot be Herakleitean ;
for

Herakleitos knew nothing of air except as a form of water

(§ 27). The reference to the pores or openings of the senses

is probably foreign to him also ; for the theory of pores is

due to Alkmaion (§ 96). Lastly, the distinction between

mind and body is far too sharply drawn. On the other

hand, the important r61e assigned to respiration may very

well be Herakleitean ; for we have met with it already in

Anaximenes. And we can hardly doubt that the striking

simile of the embers which glow when brought niear the fire

is genuine (cf. fr. 77). The true doctrine doubtless was, that

sleep was produced by the encroachment of moist, dark

exhalations from the water in the body, which cause the fire

to bum low. In sleep, we lose contact with the fire in the

world which is common to all, and retire to a world of

our own (fr. 95), In a soul where the fire and water

are evenly balanced, the equilibrium is restored in the

morning by an equal advance of the bright exhalation.

75. But in no soul are the fire and water thus evenly

balanced for long. One or the other acquires predominance,

and the result in either case is death. Let us take each of

these cases in turn. It is death, we know, to souls to become

water (fr. 68) ; but that is what happens to souls which

seek after pleasure. For pleasure is a moistening of the

soul (fr. 72), as may be seen in the case of the drunken man,

who has so moistened his soul that he does not know where

he is going (fr. 73). Even in gentle relaxation over our

cups, it is more difficult to hide folly than at other times

(fr. 108). That is why we must quench wantonness (fr. 103)

;

for whatever our heart’s desire insists on it purchases at

the price of life, that is, of the fire within us (fr. 105). Take

now the other case. The dry soul, that which has least

moisture, is the best (fr. 74) ; but the preponderance of fire

causes death as much as that of water. It is a very different

(6) life

and
death.
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death, however, and wins “ greater portions ” for those

who die it (fr. loi).

Further, just as summer and winter are one, and neces-

sarily reproduce one another by their “ opposite tension,”

so do life and death. Ihey, too, are one, we are told ; and

so are youth and age {fr. 78). It follows that the soul will

be now living and now dead ; that it will only turn to fire

or water, as the case may be, to recommence once more its

unceasing upward and downward path. The soul that has

died from excess of moisture sinks down to earth ; but from

the earth comes water, and from water is once more exhaled

a soul (fr. 68). So, too, we are told (fr. 67) that gods and

men are really one. They live each others’ hfe, and die

each others’ death. Those mortals that die the fiery death

become immortal,^ they become the guardians of the quick

and the dead (fr. 123) ;
® and those immortals become

mortal in their turn. Everything is the death of something

else (fr. 64). The living and the dead are always changing

places (fr. 78), like the pieces on a child’s draught-board

(fr. 79), and this applies not only to the souls that have

become water, but to those that have become fire and are

now guardian spirits. The real weariness is continuance in

the same state (fr. 82), and the real rest is change (fr. 83).

Rest in any other sense is tantamoimt to dissolution (fr. 84),®

So they too are bom once more. Herakleitos estimated

the duration of the cycle which preserves the balance of hfe

^ The word is used for its paradoxical effect. Strictly spealdng, they

are all mortal from one point of view and immortal from another.
2 Those who fall in battle apparently share the same lot (fr. 102).

Rohde, Psyche (II.* pp. 148 sqq,), refused to admit that Herakleitos believed

the soul survived death. Strictly speaking, it is no doubt an incon-

sistency ; but I believe, with Zeller and Diels, that it is one of a kind we
may well admit* The first argument which Plato uses to establish the

doctrine of immortality in the Phaedo is just the HeraMeitean parallelism

of life and death with sleeping and waking.
^ These fragments are quoted by Plotinos, lamblichos, and Noumenios

in this connexion (R. P. 46 c), and it does not seem possible to hold, with

Rohde, that they had no grounds for so interpreting them. They knew
the context and we do not.
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and death as thirty years, the shortest time in which a man
may become a grandfather (frs. 87-89)

76. Let us turn now to the world. Diogenes tells us The day

that fire was kept up by the bright vapours from land and

sea, and moisture by the dark.® What are these “ dark
”

vapours which increase the moist element ? If we remember

the “ Air ” of Anaximenes, we shall be inclined to regard

them as darkness itself. We know that the idea of darkness

as privation of light is not primitive. I suppose, then, that

Herakleitos beheved night and winter to be produced by the

rise of darkness from earth and sea—he saw, of course, that

the valleys were dark before the hill-tops—^and that this

darkness, being moist, so increased the watery element as

to put out the sun’s light. This, however, destroys the

power of darkness itself. It can no longer rise upwards

unless the sun gives it motion, and so it becomes possible

for a fresh sun (fr. 32) to be kindled, and to nourish itself at

the expense of the moist element for a time. But it can

only be for a time. The sun, by bruning up the bright

vapour, deprives himself of nourishment, and the dark

vapour once more gets the upper hand. It is in this sense

that “ day and night are one ” (fr. 35). Each implies the

other ; they are merely two sides of one process, in which

alone their true ground of explanation is to be found (fr. 36)-

Summer and winter were to be explained in the same

way. We know that the “turnings back” of the stm were a

subject of interest in those da5's, and it was natural for

Herakleitos to see in its retreat to the south the advance of

the moist element, caused by the heat of the sun itself.

^ Pint. Def. orac, 415 d, ^nfj rptdKovra voiovffi r^v Ka$*

iv
(fi

y€pvwvra rbv 4^ adrov y€y€Pvri}Uvov 6 yeupi/jiras. Philo,

fr. Harris, p. 20, bwarhv iv rpidKoaT^ ?Tct ad rhv HvdpwTrov v&irTcay

yeviffBai ktK, Censorinus, De die nat, 17. 2, “ hoc enim tempns (triaginta

aimos) genean vocaii Heraclitus auctor est, quia orhis aetatis in eo sit spatio

:

orbein autem vocat aetatis, dum natura ab sementi humana ad sementiin.

revertitur.'* The words orhis aetatis seem to mean alwros jciJkXos, “ the circle

of life." If so, we may compare the Orphic kiJkXos yeviaetas.

2 Diog. ix. 9 (R. P. 39 b).
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This, however, diminishes the power of the sun to cause

evaporation, and so it must return to the north that it may
supply itself with nourishment. Such was, at any rate, the

Stoic doctrine,^ and that it comes from Herakleitos seems to

be proved by its occmrrence in the Hepl The follow-

ing passage is clearly Herakleitean :

And in turn each (fire and water) prevails and is prevailed

over to the greatest and least degree that is possible. For

neither can prevail altogether for the following reasons. If fire

advances towards the utmost limit of the water, its nourishment

fails it. It retires, then, to a place where it can get nourishment.

And if water advances towards the utmost limit of the fire, move-

ment fails it. At that point, then, it stands still ; and, when it

has come to a stand, it has no longer power to resist, but is con-

sumed as nourishment for the fire that falls upon it. For these

reasons neither can prevail altogether. But- if at any time

either should be in any way overcome, then none of the things

that exist would be as they are now. So long as things are as

they are, fire and water will alwa3rs be too, and neither will

ever fail.^

77. Herakleitos spoke also of a longer period, which is

identified with the “ Great Year," and is variously described

as lasting 18,000 and 10,800 years.® We have mo definite

statement, however, of what process Herakleitos supposed

^ Cf. Cic. N.D, iii. 37 : " Qtdd enim ? non eisdem vobis placet omnem
ignem pastus indigere nec permanere ullo modo posse, nisi alitur: ali

autem solem, Innam, reliqna astra aqnis, alia dulcibns (from the earth),

alia marinis ? eamque causam Cleanthes (fr. 29 Pearson ; I. 501 v. Arnim)
adfert cur se sol referat nec longius progrediatur solstitiali orbi itemque
brumali, ne longius discedat a cibo/'

» For the Greek text see below, p. 162, n. 3. Frediichs allows that

it is from the same source as that quoted above (p. 151, w. i), and, as that

comes from I[€pl SiolIttjs, i. 3, he denies the Herakleitean origin of this

passage too. He^^has not taken account of the fact that it gives the Stoic

doctrine, which raises a presumption in favour of its being Herakleitean.

If I could agree with Fredrichs* theory, I should stm say that the present

passage was a Herakleitean interpolatio’n in the Physiker rather than that

the other was an interpolation from the Physiker in the Herakleitean

section. See p. 150, w. 2.

* Aet. ii. 32, 3, "RpdKXeiros iK fwplw d#CTttKt<rxtXW MaurQy ij\taKCjv

{rbv fidyav ipiavrbv etpot). Censorinus, De die nat ii, Heraclitus et linus,

Xdccc.
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to take place in the Great Year. The period of 36,000 years

was Babylonian, and 18,000 years is just half that period, a

fact which may be connected with Herakleitos’s way of

dividing all cycles into an “ upward and downward path.”

The Stoics, or some of them, held that the Great Year was

the period between one world-conflagration and the next.

They were careful, however, to make it a good deal longer

than Herakleitos did, and, in any case, we are not entitled

without more ado to credit him with the theory of a general

conflagration.’- We must ti^i^ first to interpret the Great

Year on the analogy of the shorter periods discussed already.

Now we have seen that a generation is the shortest time

in which a man can become a grandfather, it is the period of

the upward or downward path of the soul, and the most
natural interpretation of the longer period would surely be

that it represents the time taken by a " measiire ” of the

fire in the .world to travel on the downward path to earth or

return to fixe once more by the upward path. Plato implies

that such a parallelism between the periods of man and the

world was recognised,^ and this receives a curious confirma-

tion from a passage in Atistotle, which is usually supposed

to refer to the doctrine of a periodic conflagration. He is

discussing the question whether the " heavens,” that is to

say, what he calls the " first heaven,” is eternal or not, and
naturally enough, from his own point of view, he identifies

this with the Fire of Herakleitos. He quotes bim along

with Empedokles as holding that the “ heavens ” are alter-

nately as they are now and in some other state, one of

passing away ; and he goes on to point out that this is not

1 For the Stoic doctrine, cf. Nemesios, De not. horn. 38 (R* P. 503).

Adam {Republic, vol. ii. p. 303) allowed that no destruction of the world
or conflagration marked the end of Plato's year, but he declined to draw
what seems to me the natural inference that the connexion between the

two things belongs to a later age, and should not, therefore, be ascribed

to Herakleitos in the absence of any evidence that he did so connect them*
* This is certainly the general sense of the parallelism between the

periods of the ^vOpibireLov and the Belov however we may under-

stand the details. See Adam, Republic, voL ii. pp. 288 $qq.
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really to say they pass away, any more than it would be

to say that u man ceases to be, if we said that he turned

from boy to man and then from man to boy again.^ It is

surely clear that this is a reference to the parallel between

the generation and the Great Year, and, if so, the ordinary

interpretation of the passage must be wrong. It is not,

indeed, quite consistent with the theory to suppose that a

“ measure " of Fire could preserve its identity throughout

the whole of its upward and downward path ; but that is

exactly the inconsistency we have felt bound to recognise

with regard to the continuance of individual souls. Now,

it will be noted that. While 18,000 is half 36,000, 10,800 is

360 X 30, which would make each generation a day in the

Great Year, and this is in favour of the higher number.®

78. Most writers ascribe to Herakleitos the doctrine of

a periodical conflagration or iKirvptoai<i, to use the Stoic

term.® That this is inconsistent with his general view is

obvious, and is indeed admitted by Zeller, who adds to his

paraphrase of the statement of Plato quoted above (p. 144)

the words ;
“ Herakleitos did not intend to retract this

principle in the doctrine of a periodic change in the constitu-

tion of the world
; if the two doctrines are not compatible,

it is a contradiction which he has not observed.” Now, it

is quite likely that there were contradictions in the discourse

of Herakleitos, but it is very imlikely that there was this

particular contradiction. In the first place, it is inconsistent

with the central idea of his system, &e thought that pos-

* Aiist. De caelo. A, lo. 279 b 14, o2 S’ iri fiiv oSras M
&Wu>f . . . Cxrirep 'EyKTreJo/cX-^y 6 ^A-Kpayavrlyot koX

'KpiK\€tTOi 6 Aristotle poiiits out that this really amounts only
to saying that it is eternal and changes its form, &<rir€p et ns ix waMs
dp6pa yiyvhjj^vov koX &v8p6s waiBaM fih <p$€lp€a-6at, M 8* etvai otoiro (280 a

14). The point of the reference to Empedokles will appear from De Gen,

Corr, B, 6. 334 a i sqq. What Aristotle finds fault with in both theories is

that they do not regard the substance of the heavens as something outside

the upward and downward motion of the elements,
« Cf. Tannery, Science helUne, p. 168, Diels, accordingly, now reads

fwpltxjv dKTaKoal^y in Aetios (Fors. 12 a 13),

* Schleiermacher and Lassalle are notable exceptions. Zeller, Diels,

and Gomperz are all positive that Herakleitos believed in the
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sessed his whole mind (§ 67), and we can only admit the
possibility of that, if the evidence for it should prove
irresistible. In the second place, such an interpretation

destroys the whole point of Plato's contrast between Hera-
kleitos and Empedokles (§ 68), which is just that, while
Herakleitos said the One was always many, and the Many
always one, Empedokles said the All was many anH one by
turns. Zeller’s interpretation obliges us, then, to suppose
that Herakleitos flatly contradicted his own discovery
without noticing it, and that Plato, in discussing this very
discovery, was also blind to the contradiction.^

Nor is there anything in Aristotle to set against Plato’s

statement. We have seen that the passage in which he
speaks of him along with Empedokles as holding that the
heavens were alternately in one condition and in aT>r>+>ipr

refers not to the world, but to fire, which Aristotle identified

with the substance of his own " first heaven.” 2 it is alcn

quite consistent with our interpretation when he says that
all things at one time or another become fire. This need
not mean that they aU become fire at the same time, but
may be merely a statement of the undoubted Herakleitean
doctrine of the upward and downward path.®

The earliest statements to the effect that Herakleitos

^ In his hfth edition (p. 699) Zeller seems to have felt this last diM*
culty ; for he said there :

** It is a contradiction which he, and which
probably Plato too {und den wahrscheinlich atich Plato) has not observed/^
This seems to me still less arguable. Plato may or may not be migtalrfiTi

;

but he makes the perfectly definite statement that Herakleitos says &eL,

while Empedokles says iv fiipeu The Ionian Muses are called awropthrepai
and the Sicilian fmXaKiSyrepai just because the latter lowered the pitch
(ix<i>^o.(rap) of the doctrine that this is always so (r^ del ravra olh-tas

® See above, p. 158, ». i.

» Phys. r 5, 205 a 3 {Met, K, 10. 1067 a 4), tbirwep ^UpdKXetrSs ipmnv
dwavra ylvecrdoL irore irdp, 2^11er translates this es werde dlles dereinst xu
Feuer werden ; but that would require yev-i^eadeu. Nor is there anything
in his suggestion that ditavra (“ not mer^y irdpra ") implies that all things
become fire at once. In Aristotle's day, there was no distinction of
meaning between 7rdt and dircbs* Of course, as Diels says, the present
tense might be used of a “constant alternation of epochs " {Vote, 12 A
10 n.) ; but, for the puipose of Zeller's argument, we want something
which not only may but must mean that.
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taught the doctrine of a general conflagration are found in

Stoic writers. The Christian apologists too were interested

in the idea of a final conflagration, and reproduce the Stoic

view. The curious thing, however, is that there was a

difference of opinion on the subject even among the Stoics.

In one place, Marcus Aurelius says ; “So that all these

things are taken up into the Reason of the universe, whether

by a periodical conflagration or a renovation effected by
eternal exchanges.” ^ Indeed, there were some who said

there was no general conflagration at all in HeraMeitos.
“ I hear all that,” Plutarch makes one of his personages say,
“ from many people, and I see the Stoic conflagration

spreading over the poems of Hesiod, just as it does over the

writings of Herakleitos and the verses of Orpheus.” ® We
see from this that the question was debated, and we should

therefore expect, any statement of Herakleitos which could

settle it to be quoted over and over again. It is highly

significant that not a single quotation of the kind can be

produced.®

On the contrary, the absence of anything to show that

Herakleitos spoke of a general conflagration only becomes
more patent when we turn to the few fragments which are

supposed to prove it. The favourite is fr. 24, where we are

^ Marcus Aurelius, x. 7, ^crre #cal ravra dya\7f^0‘^yat els rbv rov 6\ov
Xbyopj etre Kara ireplobov iKwpovfiivov, etre didlots dpoifiaTs dvaveovfJLivov. The
dpoipal are specihcally Herakleitean, and the statement is the more
remarkable as Marcus elsewhere follows the usual Stoic interpretation.

* Pint. Ve def^ orac. 415 f., xal 6 K-Xeb/Apporos, *Akoi^cj Tavr\ iroXXQy
Kol bp(^ "ZirtaiK^p iKsri^pctjo’iy Ibarrep rh *H/>a/cXe/rou xal *Op<pi<as iTrivefiofiiPvjv ^W7f

oUrta Kal r& *Ha-i6Sov xal ^rvyeidTrrovaay, As Zeller admits (p. 693 «.), this
proves that some opponents of the Stoic iKir^paais tried to withdraw the
support of Herakleitos from it.

* This has been called a mere argumentum ex silentio

;

but, in such
cases, the ctygufnestlufn ex silentio is stronger than any other. Positive
statements may be misinterpreted ; but, when we know that a subject
was keenly debated, and when we find that neither party can produce an
unambiguous text in support of its view, the conclusion that none such
existed becomes irresistible. The same remark applies to modern pro-
nouncements on the subject. Diels briefly says that my view is wrong **

{is^ iyrig), but he does not adduce any tresh reason for saying so. The
conclusion is that he knows of none.
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told that Herakleitos said Fire was Want and Surfeit.

That is just in his manner, and it has a perfectly intelligible

meaning on our interpretation, which is further confirmed

by fr. 36. The next is fr. 26, where we read that fire in its

advance will judge and convict all things. There is nothing

in this, however, to suggest that fire wiU judge all things

at once rather than in turn, and, indeed, the phraseology

reminds us of the advance of fire and water which we have
seen reason for attributing to Herakleitos, but which is

expressly said to be limited to a certain maximum.^ These
appear to be the only passages which the Stoics and the

Christian apologists could discover, and, whether our inter-

pretation of them is right or wrong, it is surely clear that

they cannot bear the weight of their conclusion, and that

there was nothing more definite to be found.

It is much easier to find fragments which are incon-

sistent with a general conflagration. The “ measures ” of

fr. 20 and fr. 29 must be the same thing, and they must
be interpreted in the light of fr. 23. If this be so, fr. 20,

and more especially fr. 29, directly contradict the idea

of a general conflagration. “ The sun will not overstep

his measures.” ^ Secondly, the metaphor of " exchange,”
which is applied to the transformations of fire in fr. 22,

points in the same direction. When gold is given in

exchange for wares and wares for gold, the sum or “ measure ”

of each remains constant, though they change owners. AU
the wares and gold do not come into the same hands. In
the same way, when anything becomes fire, something of

equal amount must cease to be fire, if the " exchange ” is

to be a just one ; and that it will be just, we are assured by
the watchfulness of the Erinyes (fr. 29), who sees to it that

the stm does not take more than he gives. Of course there

is a certain variation, as we saw ; but it is strictly confined

n«pl StcUriji, i. 3, ip /Upei Si hcirepov Kparet jcoi jc/Ktretrtu is tS /i-^Kicrop

Kal i\dxi'<Froy dvvtrrSv.
^ If any one doubts that this is really the meaning of the "measures,**

let him compare the use of the word by Diogenes of Apollonia, fr. 3.

IT
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within limits, and is compensated in the long run by a

variation in the other direction. Thirdly, fr. 43, in which

Herakleitos blames Homer for desiring the cessation of

strife, is very conclusive. The cessation of strife would

mean that aU things should take the upward or downward
path at the same time, and cease to “ nm in opposite

directions.” If they all took the upward path, we should

have a general conflagration. Now, if Herakleitos had
himself held this to be the appointment of fate, would he

have been likely to upbraid Homer for desiring so necessary

a consummation ? ^ Fourthly, we note that in fr. 20 it is

this world,® and not merely the ” ever-Kving fire,” which is

said to be eternal ; and it appears also that its eternity

depends on the fact that it is always Viridling and always

going out in the same “ measures,” or that an encroachment

in one direction is compensated by a subsequent encroach-

ment in the other. Lastly, Lassalle’s argument from the

concluding sentence of the passage from the Ilepl Sta/r*??,

quoted above, is realty untouched by Zeller’s objection, that

it cannot be Herakleiteein because it implies that aU things

are fire and water. It does not imply this, but only that

man, like the heavenly bodies, oscillates between fire and
water ; and that is just what Herakleitos taught. Now},
in this passage we read that neither fire nor water can prevail'

completely, and a very good reason is given for this, a reason

too which is in striking agreement with the other views of

Herakleitos.® And, indeed, it is not easy to see how, in

^ Hiis is just the argument which I^to uses in the Phaedo (72 c) to
prove the necessity of d^vrairh^oa-ts, and the whole series of arguments in
that passage is distinctiy HeraMeitean in character.

* However we understand here, the meaning is the same.
Indeed^ if we suppose with Bcanays that it means order/' the argument
will be all the stronger. In no sense of the word could a KSa-fjLos survive
the iKTT^ptatn^, and the Stoics accordingly said the K6<rfws was ^$apT6s,
though HeraMeitos had declared it to be everlasting*

* JXfpl dtaiTTfs^ i- 3 (see- above, p. 2), o^d^Tcpov y^p Kpo/r^cM
5tSwr<u Td$€ • t6 <t€> vvp ivi rh roO CJaros ivCKelir^i

V rpo^ • dvorp^erat o^v juAXet Tp4i>e<re<H • rb HScjp re iire^ibv roO wvpbs
Hri rb ^wiKelirei ^ Kipyfais* forarac opv iv ro&r^^ Srap 5i erf, odxdTi
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accordance with these views, the world could ever recover

from a general conflagration if such a thing were to take

place. The whole process depends on the fact that Surfeit

is also Want, or, in other words, that an advance of fire

increases the moist exhalation, while an advance of water

deprives the fire of its power to cause evaporation. The

conflagration, though it lasted but for a moment,^ would

destroy the opposite tension on which the rise of a new

world depends, and then motion would become impossible.

79. We are now in a position to imderstand more clearly and

the law of strife or opposition which manifests itself in the mony.”

“ upward and downward path.” At any given moment,

each of the three aggregates, Fire, Water, and Earth, is

made up of two equal portions—subject, of course, to the

oscillation described above—one of which is taking the

upward and the other the downward path. Now, it is just

the fact that the' two halves of everything are being " drawn

in opposite directions,” this “ opposite tension,” that

“ keeps things together,” and maintains them in an equili-

brium which can only be disturbed temporarily and within

certain limits. It thus forms the “ hidden attunement
”

of the universe (fr. 47), though, in another aspect of it, it is

Strife. As to the “ bow and the l3rre ” (fr. 45), I think that

Campbell gave the best explanation of the simile. ” As
the arrow leaves the string,” he said, “ the hands axe pulling

opposite ways to each other, and to the different parts of

the bow (cf. Plato, Rep, iv. 439) ; and the sweet note of the

,l5rre is due to a similar tension and retention. The secret of

iyicparh icriv, AXX’ ry ^fjtnrivrovTi mpl r^v rpo(t>^v KaravaXlffKerai *

o^direpop diA ravra ddvaTiu KpaT7}<rcu irovreXws^ et Si wore KpaTrjdebj ical

ovSTepov, o^Sip S.v ettf tQp pvp iSvruiP Sanrep vw * oSna Si ixSprtop del

iffrai rk akrk koX o^Sirepov okSafJt,k ^TtXel^et,

' In his note on fr. 66 (=26 Byw.) Diels seeks to minimise the dif&-

cnlty of the iKiripoxTis by saying that it is only a little one, and can last

but a moment ; but the contradiction remains. Diels holds that Hera-
Ideitos was " dark only in form/* and that " he himself was perfectly

clear as to the sense and scope of his ideas'* {Herakhitos, p. i.). To .

which I would add that he was probably called " the Dark " just b^ause
the Stoics sometimes found it hard to read their own ideas into his words.
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the universe is the same.” ^ War, then, is the father and
Tringr of all things, in the world as in human society (fr. 44) ;

and Homer’s wish that strife might cease was really a prayer

for the destruction of the world (fr. 43).

We know from Philo that Herakleitos supported his

theory by a multitude of examples ; and some of these can

still be recovered. There is a remarkable agreement between

a passage of this kind in the pseudo-Aristotelian Hepl Koo-fLov

and the Hippokratean Uepl hialrri’;. That the authors of

both drew from the same source, namely, Herakleitos, is

made practically certain by the fact that this agreement

extends in part to the Letters of Herakleitos, which, though
spurious, were certainly composed by some one who had
access to the original work. The argument was that men
themselves act just in the same way as Nature, and it is

therefore surprising that they do not recognise the laws by
which she works. The painter produces his harmonious
effects by the contrast of colours, the musician by that of

high and low notes. ” If one were to make all things alike,

there would be no delight in them.” There are many
similar examples, some of which must certainly come from
Herakleitos ; but it is not easy to separate them from the
later additions.*

^ Campbell’s Xheasteius (2nd ed.), p. 244. Bemays explained tjie
plirase as referring to the shape of the bow and lyre, but this is much
less likely. Wilamowitz’s interpretation is based on Campbell's. " Es ist
mit der Welt wie mit dem Bogen, den man auseinanderzieht, damit
er zusammenschnellt, wie mit der Saite, die man ihrer Spannung entgegen-
ziehen muss, damit sie klingt” {Lesehuch, ii. p. 129). Here we seem to feel
the influence of the Pythagorean " tuned string."

* The sentence (Jlepl StalrTis, i. 5), Kal rdt, fxh' 7rp'^<rcrov<rtv otiK &
qO wpyacrova-i dcK^ovciy • Kal rb, pukv bpiova-iv ob ytvdjtrKova-Lv^ dW*

6fi<as abrotirt wdvra ytverat . . . d jSodXovrat xal d fiij po^iXovrai, has
the true HerakLeitean ring. This, too, can hardly have had another
author : " They trust to their eyes rather than to their understanding,
though their eyes are not fit to judge even of the things that are seen.
But I speak these things from understanding." These words are gro-
tesque in the mouth of the medical compiler ; but we are accustomed to
hear such things from the Ephesian. Other examples which may be
Herakteitean are the image of the two men sawing wood—" one pushes,
the other pulls "—and the illustration from the art of writing.
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80. There are several Herakleitean fragments which

form a class by themselves, and are among the most striking

of the utterances that have come down to us. These assert

in the most downright way the identity of various things

usually regarded as opposites. The clue to their meaning

is to be found in the accoimt already given of the assertion

that day and night are one. We have seen that Herakleitos

meant, not that day was night or night was day, but that

they were two sides of the same process, namely, the oscilla-

tion of the " measures " of fire and water, and that neither

would be possible without the other. Any explanation

that can be given of night will also be an explanation of

day, and vice versa ; for it will be an accormt of what is

common to both, and manifests itself now as one and now
as the other. Now this is only a particular application of

the principle that the primary fire is one even in its division.

It itself is, even in its unity, both surfeit and want, war and

peace (fr. 36). In other words, the “ satiety ” which makes
fire pass into other forms, which makes it seek “ rest

in change” (fr. 83), and “hide itself ” (fr. 10) in the
“ hidden attunement ” of opposition, is only one side of the

process. The other is the “ want ” which leads it to con-

STune the bright vapour as fuel. The upward path is nothing

without the downward (fr. 69). If either were to cease, the

other would cease too, and the world would disappear

;

for it takes both to make an apparently stable reality.

All other utterances of the kind are to be explained in

the same way. If there were no cold, there would be no

heat ;
for a thing can only grow warm if, and in so far as,

it is already cold. And the same thing applies to the opposi-

tion of wet and dry (fr. 39). These, it will be observed, are

just the two primary oppositions of Anaximander, and

Herakleitos is showing that the war between them is really

peace, for it is the common element in them (fr. 62) which

appears as strife, and that very strife is justice, and not,

Anaximander had taught, an injustice which they commit

Correla-

tion of

opposites.
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one against the other, and which must be expiated by a

reabsorption of both in their common ground.^

The most startling of these sayings is that which affirms

that good and evil are the same (fr. 57). This does not

mean that good is evil or that evil is good, but simply that

they are the two inseparable halves of one and the same
thing. A thing can become good only in so far as it is already

evil, and evil only in so far as it is already good, and every-

thing depends on the contrast. The illustration given in

fr. 58 shows this clearly. Torture, one would say, was an
evil, and yet it is made a good by the presence of another
evil, namely, disease ; as is shown by the fact that surgeons

expect a fee for inflicting it on their patients. Justice, on
the other hand, which is a good, would be unknown were it

not for injustice, which is an evil (fr. 60). And that is why
it is not good for men to get everything they wish (fr. 104).

Just as the cessation of strife in the world would mean its

destruction, so the disappearance of htmger, disease, and
weariness would mean the disappearance of satisfaction,

health, and rest.

This leads to a theory of relativity which prepares the
way for the doctrine of Protagoras, that “ Man is the
measure of aU things.” ® Sea-water is good for fi.sh and bad
for men (fr. 53), and so with many other things. At the
same time, Herakleitos is not a believer in absolute relativity.

The process of the world is not merely a circle, but an
” upward and downward path.” At the upper end, where
the two paths meet, we have the pure fire, in which, as there
is no separation, there is no relativity. We are told that,
while to man some things are evil and some things are good,
all things are good to God (fr. 61). Now by God, or the

^ Chap. I. §
Plato s exposition of the relativity of knowledge in the -Theaetetus

u
hardly go back to Herakleitos himself, but is meant tosnow how HeiaMeiteanism might give rise to such a doctrine. If the

IS a and things are a stream, then of course knowledge is
Herakleiteans had worked out the theory in
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" one wise,” there is no doubt Herakleitos meant Fire.

There can hardly be any question that what he meant to

say was that in it the opposition and relativity universal in

the world disappear. It is doubtless to this that frs. 96, 97,

and 98 refer.

81. HeraJdeitos speaks of “ wisdom ” or the “ wise ” in The wise-

two senses. We have seen already that he said wisdom was
“ something apart from everything else ” (fr. 18), meaning

by it the perception of the unity of the many ; and he also

applies the term to that unity itself regarded as the “ thought

that directs the course of all things.” This is s3mon3rmous

with the pure fire which is not difierentiated into two parts,

one taking the upward and the other the downward path.

That alone has wisdom ; the partial things we see have

not. We ourselves are only wise in so far as we are fiery

(fr- 74)-

82. With certain reservations, Herakleitos was prepared Theology,

to call the one Wisdom by the name of Zeus. Such, at

least, appears to be the meaning of fr. 65. What these

reservations were, it is easy to guess. It is not, of course,

to be pictured in the form of a man. In saying this, Hera-

kleitos would only have been repeating what had already

been said by Xenophanes. He agrees further with Xeno-

phanes in holding that this “ god,” if it is to be called so,

is one ; but his polenoic against popular religion was directed

rather against the lites and ceremonies themselves than

their m5fthological outgrowth. He gives a list (fr. 124) of

some of the religious figures of his time, and the context in

which the fragment is quoted shows that he in some way

threatened them with the wrath to come. He comments

on the absurdity of praying to images (fr. 126), and the

strange idea that blood-guiltiness can be washed out by

the shedding of blood (fr. 130). He seems also to have said

that it was absurd to celebrate the worship of Dionysos

by cheerful and licentious ceremonies, while Hades was pro-

pitiated by gloomy rites (fr. 127). According to the mystic
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Ethics of

Hera-

kleitos.

doctrine itself, the two were really one
;
and the one Wisdom

ought to be worshipped in its integrity.

83. The moral teaching of Herakleitos is summed up in

the rule, “Follow the common.” The “common” upon

which Herakleitos insists is, nevertheless, something very

different from common sense, for which, indeed, he had the

greatest possible contempt (fr. iii). It is, in fact, his

strongest objection to “ the many,” that they live eadh in

his own world (fr. 95), as if they had a private wisdom of

their own (fr. 92) ; and public opinion is therefore just the

opposite of “ the common.” The rule is really to be inter-

preted as a corollary of his anthropological and cosmological

views. The first requirement is that we keep our souls dry,

and thus assimilate them to the one Wisdom, which is fire.

That is what is really " common,” and the greatest fault is

to act like men asleep (fr. 94), that is, by letting our souls

grow moist, to cut ourselves off from the fire in the world.

Herakleitos prepared the way for the Stoic world-state

by comparing “ the common ” to the laws of a dty. And

these are even more than a type of the divine law : they

are imperfect embodiments of it. They cannot, however,

exhaust it altogether
;

for in all human affairs there is an

element of relativity (fr. 91).
“ Man is a baby compared to

God” (fr. 97). Sudi as they are, however, the city must

fight for them as for its walls; and, if it has the good

fortune to possess a citizen with a dry soul, he is worth ten

thousand (fir. 113) ; for in him alone is “ the common
”

embodied.



CHAPTER IV

PARMENIDES OF ELEA

84. Parmenides, son of Pyres, was a citizen of Hyele, Elea, or life.

Velia, a colony founded in Oinotria by refugees from Phokaia

in 540-39 B.c.^ Diogenes tells us that he “ flourished ” in

01. LXIX. (504-500 B.C.), and this was doubtless the date

given by Apollodoros.^ On the other hand, Plato says that

Parmenides came to Athens in his sixty-fifth year, accom-

panied by Zeno, and conversed with Sokrates, who was then

quite young. Now Sokrates was just over seventy when

he was put to death in 399 B.c. ; and therefore, if we suppose

him to have been an ephebos, that is, from eighteen to twenty

years old, at the time of his interview with Parmenides, we

get 451-449 B.C. as the date of that event. It is quite

uncritical to prefer the estimate of- ApoUodoros to Plato’s

express statement,* especially as Parmenides himself speaks

of visiting " all towns,” * and we have mdependent evidence

of the visit of Zeno to Athens, where Perikles is said to have

^ Diog, ix. 21 (R. P. III). For the foundation of Elea, see Herod, i.

165 sqq. It was on the coast of Lucania, south of Poseidonia (Paestum).

* Diog. ix. 23 (R. P. III). Cf. Diels, Rhein. Mus. xxxi. p. 34: and

Jacoby, pp. 231 sqq.

* Plato, Farm. 127 b (R. P. iii d). Wilamowitz once said that tiiere

were no anachronisms in Plato, though he now {^Platon, vol. i. p. 507) r^axds

this statement as an “ invention.” I cannot agree. In the first place, we

have exact figures as to the ages of Parmenides and Zeno, which imply

that the latter was twenty-five ^years younger than the former, not forty

as ApoUodoros said. In the second place, Plato refers to this meeting in

two oUier places (Theaet. 183 e 7 and Soph. 217 c 5), which do not seem

to be mere references to the dialogue entitled Parmenides.

* Cf. p. 172, ». I.

169
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‘‘ heard ” him.^ The date given by ApoUodoros depends

solely on that of the foundation of Elea (540 B.c.), which

he had adopted as the florwit of Xenophanes. Parmenides

is bom in that year, just as Zeno is bom in the year

when Parmenides " flourished." I do not tmderstand how
any one can attach importance to such combinations.

We have seen (§ 55) that Aristotle mentions a statement

which made Parmenides a disciple of Xenophanes ; but it is

practically certain that the statement referred to is only

Plato’s humorous remark in the Sophist, which we have

dealt with already.* Xenophanes tells us himself that, in

his ninety-second year, he was still wandering up and down
(fr. 8). At that time Parmenides would be well advanced

in life. And we must noboverlook the statement of Sotion,

preserved by Diogenes, that, though Parmenides “ heard ”

Xenophanes, he did not " follow ” him. He was reaUy

the “ associate ” of a Pythagorean, Ameinias, son of Dio-

diaitas, “ a poor but noble man to whom he afterwards

biiilt a shrine as to a hero." It was Ameinias and not

Xenophanes that “ converted ” Parmenides to the philo-

sophic life.® This does not read like an invention. The
shrine erected by Parmenides would still be there in later

days, like the grave of P37thagoras at Metapontion, and
would have a dedicatory inscription. It should also be
mentioned that Strabo, describes Parmenides and Zeno as

Pjrthagoreans, and that Kebes talks of a " Parmenidean and
Pythagorean way of life." * It is certain, moreover, that

^ Pint. Per, 4, 3. See below, p. 311, ». i.
* See above. Chap. II. p. 127, n, 2.

^ 3!)iog. ix. 21 (R. P. Ill), reading Atoxa^ra with Diels {Hermes,
3DCXV. p, 197). Sotion, in his Successions, separated Parmenides from
Xenophanes and associated him with the Pythagoreans {Dox, pp. 146,
14S, 166). -60 Proclus in Parm. iv. 5 {Cousin), ’EXcarat 5’ dpufica (Parmenides
and Zeno) Jcal oi5 roOro fibvov, dXXA Kcd rov ILvaayopiKOv diSaa-KoXelov fiera-
XajSdvTe, ttqv koI ISucdfLCLxos l<rT6pTf<F€v, Presumably this comes from
Timaios.

* Strabo, vi, r, p. 252 (p. 171, n, 2) ; Ceb, Tab, 2 (R. P. in c). The
^teii^ts of Strabo are of the greatest value ; for they are based upon
historians (especially Timaios) now lost.
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the opening of the poem of Parmenides is an allegorical

description of his conversion from some form of error to

what he held to be the truth, and that it is thrown into the

form of an Orphic apocalypse.^ That would be quite natural

if he had been a Pythagorean in his early days, so we need

not hesitate to accept the tradition that he had. As regards

the relation of Parmenides to the Pythagorean system, we
shall have something to say later. At present we need

only note that, like most of the older philosophers, he took

part in politics ; and Speusippos recorded that he legislated

for his native dty. Others add that the magistrates of

Elea made the citizens swear every year to abide by the

laws Parmenides had given them.®

85. Parmenides was the first philosopher to expound The poem,

his system in metrical language. His predecessors, Anaxi-

mander, Anaximenes, and Herakleitos, wrote in prose, and
the only Greeks who ever wrote philosophy in verse at

all were just these two, Parmenides and Empedokles ; for

Xenophanes was not a philosopher any more than Epi-

charmos. Empedokles copied Parmenides ; and he, no

doubt, was influenced by the Orphics. But the thing

was an iimovation, and one that did not maintain itself.

The fragments of Parmenides are preserved for the most

part by Simphcius, who forttmately inserted them in his

commentary, because in his time the original work was
already rare.® I follow the arrangement of Diels.

^ We know too little of the apocaljTptic poems of the sixth century
BX. to be sure of the details. All we can say is that Parmenides has
taken the form of his poem from some such source. See Diels,

“
"Ober

die poetischen Vorbilder des Parmenides ” (BerL Siizb. 1896), and the
Introduction to his Parmenides Lehrgedicht, pp. 9 sqq,

* Diog. ix. 23 (R. P. III). Plut. Adv, Col. 1226 a,

iavTov varplSa di€K6<rfi7fae v6pLois aplerois, ^orre ras dpx^s Ka$' J^Ka<rTor inavrbv

i^opKovv Tobs TToMras ifi/jLei^eof rots Xtapp^iSov vbfiots, Strabo, vi. I, p.

252, (’EX^av) 4^ i}s UapfiepiSijs ml Idptm kykvovro dvSpes HvBay&petoi. 5ok€l li4

p.ot. Koi iKclvovs koX Jht, irpbrepop €bpofi7i$7jvai. We can hardly doubt that
this too comes from Timaios.

® Simpl, Phys. 144, 25 (R. P, 117), Simplicius, of course, had the
library of the Academy at his command. Diels estimates that we have
about nine-tenths of the 'AXidoia and about one-tenth of the A6|a.
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(I)

The car that bears me carried me as far as ever my heart

desired, when it had brought me and set me on the reno'v^ed way
of the goddess, which leads the man who knows through aU the

towns.^ On that way was I borne along ; for on it did the wise

5 steeds carry me, drawing my car, and maidens showed the way.

And the axle, glowing in the socket—^for it was urged round by
the whirling wheels at each end—^gave forth a sound as of a pipe,

when the daughters of the Sun, hasting to convey me into the

light, threw back their veils from off their faces and left the

10 abode of Night.

There are the gates of the ways of Night and Day,® fitted

above with a lintel and below with a threshold of stone. They
themselves, high in the air, are closed by mighty doors, and
Avenging Justice keeps the keys that fit them. Her did the

15 maidens entreat with gentle words and cunningly persuade to

unfasten without demur the bolted bars from the gates. Then,
when the doors were thrown back, they disclosed a wide opening,

when their brazen posts fitted with rivets and nails swung back
one after the othw:. Straight through them, on the broad way,

20 did the maidens guide the horses and the car, and the goddess •

greeted me kindly, and took my right hand in hers, and spake
to me these words

:

Welcome, O youth, that comest to my abode on the car that

^
bears thee tended by immortal charioteers ! It is no ill chance,

^ but right and justice that has sent thee forth to travel on this

way. Far, indeed, does it He from the beaten track of men

!

Meet it is that thou shouldst learn all things, as well the unshaken
heart of well-rounded truth, as the opinions of mortals in which
is no true beHef at all. Yet none the less shalt thou learn these
things also,—^how passing right through all things one should

judge the things that seem to be.®

*• The best MS. ot Sextus, who quotes this passage, reads (cari rdvr’
icrnf, IPaimeuides, then, was an itinerant philosopher, UTta the sophists
of the next generation, and this makes his visit to the Athens of JPerildes
aU the more natural.

* For these see Hesiod, Tkeog. 748.
* I read Soxip-wr' {t.e. ^oKtftwtrat^ wiiii Hiels. I have left it ambiguous

in my rendering whether *&ot is to be taken with SoKifuiffcu, or SokoOkto.
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But do thou restrain thy thought from this way of inquiry,

nor let habit by its much experience force thee to cast upon thds

way a wandering eye or soimding ear or tongue ; but judge by 35

argument ^ the much disputed proof uttered by me. There is

only one way left that can be spoken of. . , . R. P. 113.

The Way of Truth

(2)

Look steadfastly with thy mind at things though afar as if

they were at hand. Thou canst not cut off what is from holding

fast to what is, nather scattering itself abroad in order nor
coming together. R. P. 118 a.

(3)

It -is all one to me where I begin ; for I shall come back
again there.

(4.5)

Come now, I will tell thee—and do thou hearken to my
saying and carry it away—^the only two ways of search that

can be thought of. The first, namely, that It is, and that it is

impossible for it not to be, is the way of belief, for truth is its

companion. The other, namely, that It is not, and that it must
needs not be,—^that, I tell thee, is a path that none can learn

of at all. For thou canst not know what is not—^that is im-
possible—^nor utter it ; for it is the same thing that can be
thought and that can be.^ R. P. 114.

1 This is the earliest instance of X670S in the sense of (dialectical)

argument which Sokrates made familiar. He got it, of course, from the
Eleatics. The Herakleit^an use is quite dijfferent. (See p. 133, ». i.)

• I still believe that Zeller's is fhe only possible interpretation of rb
yhp aifTb voetv 0crtv re Kal etvai {denn dasseibe kann gedachf warden und
sain, p. 558, n, i : Eng. trans- p. 584^ n. i). It is impossible to separate

i^ariv here from fr. 4, etal voTjaai,
** can be thought." No rendering is

admissible which makes vo^v the subject of the sentence ; for a bare
inhnitive is never so used. (Some grammars make Trotety the subject in
a sentence like dUaiby ian rovro wotetr, but this is shown to be wrong by
SlKaibs elfu rovro woievr,^ The use of the infinitive as a subject only
became possible when the articular infinitive was developed (cf. Monro,
H. Gr, §§ 233, 234, 242). The original dative meaning of the infinitive at
once explains the usage {poetv (<mv, " is for thinking," " can be thought,"
^oTiP clvai, ''is for being," "can be").
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(6)

It needs must be that what can be spoken and thought is
;

for it is possible for it to be, and it is not possible for what is

nothing to be.^ This is what I bid thee ponder. I hold thee

back from this first way of inquiry, and from this other also,

5 upon which mortals knowing naught wander two-faced ; for help-

lessness guides the wandering thought in their breasts, so that

they are borne along stupefied like men deaf and blind. Undis-

ceming crowds, who hold that it is and is not the same and not

the same,^ and all things travel in opposite directions ! ® R. P. 115:

(7)

For this shall never be proved, that the things that are not

are ; and do thou restrain thy thought from this way of inquiry.

R. P. 116.

(8)

One path only is left for us to speak of, namely, that It is. In

this path are very many tokens that what is is uncreated and inde-

structible ; for it is complete,^ immovable, and without end. Nor
5 was it ever, nor will it be ; for now it is, all at once, a continuous

^ Tile construction liere is the same as that explained in the last note.

The words rb \4yetv re voeTv r’ ibv mean that which it is possible

to speah of and think/' and are correctly paraphrased by Simplicius
{^Phys, p. 86, 29, Diels), el odv 5«-ep B.v rts ^ etirri if rb 6v ia-ri. Then
#<rrt ybp etvai means “ it can be/' and the last phrase should be con-
strued obK ia-Ti fiTjdbv .(eZvai) ,

**
there is no room for nothing to be."

* I construe ots pevdjuarat rb iriXeiv re xal oix etvai ra^rbv koI oiJ

Tabrbp, The subject of the infinitives viKetv xal o^k etvai is the it, which
has to be supplied also with ^<rriv and oifK This way of taking the
words makes it unnecessary to believe that Parmenides said (ri) oUk etvai

instead of {rb} etyai for " not-being." There is no difference between
irikeo' and eZvai except in rhythmical value.

* I take v&vTtav as neuter and understand waKlvrpovos Ki\€v$os as
equivalent to the bSbs Avta icdroi of Herakleitos. I do not it

anything to do with the 'g-dKlvropos (or 7ra\lvrpcnros) app,ovlri,^ See Chap.
Ill, p. 136, %, 4,

* I prefer to read icm yhp oi\ofji>^4s with Plutarch {Adv. Col, 1114 c).

Proklos Parm, 1152, 24) also read Simplicius, who has
fiovpoyevis here, calls the One of Parmenides 6Xopi,€\4s elsewhere (Phys,
p. ^5)* The reading of {Plut.3 Strom, 5» fiovpov jxowoyepds, helps to
explain the confusion. We have only to suppose that the letters fi, v, y
were written above the line in the Academy copy of Parmenides by some
one who had Tim, 31 b 3 in mind. Parmenides could not caU what is
” only-begotten/' though the Pythagoreans might call the world so.
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one. For what kind of origin for it wilt thou look for ? In what

way and from what source could it have drawn its increase ? . . .

I shall not let thee say nor think that it came from what is not

;

for it can neither be thought nor uttered that anything is not.

And, if it came from nothing, what need could have made it 10

arise later rather than sooner ? Therefore must it either be

altogether or be not at all. Nor will the force of truth suffer

aught to arise besides itself from that which is not. Wherefore,

Justice doth not loose her fetters and let an3rthing come into

being or pass away, but holds it fast. Our judgment thereon 15

depends on this :
“ Is it or is it not ?

”
Surely it is adjudged, as

it needs must be, that we are to set aside the one way as rmthink-

able and nameless (for it is no true way), and that the other path

is real and true. How, then, can what is be going to be in the

future ? Or how could it come into being ? If it came into 20

being, it is not ; nor is it if it is going to be in the future. Thus
is becoming extinguished and passing away not to be heard of.

R. P. 117.

Nor is it divisible, since it is all alike, and there is no more ^ of

it in one place than in another, to hinder it from holding together,

nor less of it, but ever3dhing is full of what is. Wherefore it is as

wholly continuous ; for what is, is in contact with what is.

Moreover, it is immovable in the bonds of mighty chains,

without beginning and without end ; since coming into being

and passing away have been driven afar, and true belief has cast

them away. It is the same, and it rests in the self-same place,

abiding in itself. And thus it remaineth constant in its place
; 30

for hard necessity keeps it in the bonds of the limit that holds it

fast on every side. Wherefore it is not permitted to what is to

be infinite ; for it is in need of nothing ; while, if it were infinite,

it would stand in need of everything.® R. P. 118.

1 For the difficulties which have been felt about fioWov here, see Diels's

note. If the word is to be pressed, his interpretation is admissible ; but
it seems to me that this is simply an instance of “ polar expression.” It

is true that it is only the case of there being less of what is in one place
than another that is important for the divisibility of the One ; but if

there is less in one place, there is more in another than in that place.

In any case, the reference to the P^jrthagorean ” air ” or ” void ” which
makes reality discontinuous is plain.

* Simplicius certainly read iby 5' hy Travrbs iSeiro, which is metrically

impossible. I have followed Bergk in deleting and have interpreted

with Zeller. So too Diels.
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The thing that can be thought and that for the sake of which
35 the thought exists is the same ;

^ for you cannot find thought

without something that is, as to which it is uttered.^ And there

is not, and never shall be, anything besides what is, since fate

has chained it so as to be whole and immovable. Wherefore all

^ese things are but names which mortals have given, believing

40 them to be true—coming into being and passing away, being

and not being, change of place and alteration of bright colour.

R. P. 1x9.

Since, then, it has a furthest limit, it is complete on every

side, like the mass of a rounded sphere, equally poised from the

45 centre in every direction ; for it cannot be greater or smaller in

one place than in another. For there is no nothing that could

keep it from reaching out equally, nor can aught that is be more
here and less there than what is, since it is all inviolable. For

the point from which it is equal in every direction tends equally

to the limits. R. P. 120.

' The Way of Belief

50 Here shall I close my trustworthy speech and thought about

the truth- Henceforward learn the beliefs of mortals, giving ear

to the deceptive ordering of my words.

Mortals have made up their minds to name two forms, one
of which they should not name, and that is where they go astray

55 from the truth. They have distinguished them as opposite in

form, and have assigned to them marks distinct from one another.

To the one they allot the fire of heaven, gentle, very light, in

every direction the same as itself, but not the same as the other.

The other is just the opposite to it, dark night, a compact and
60 heavy body. Of these I tell thee the whole arrangement as it

seems likely ; for so no thought of mortals will ever outstrip

thee. R. P. 121.

(9)

Now that aill things have been named light and night, and
the names which belong to the power of each have been assigned

^ For the construction of #<rrt voeiv, see above, p. 1 73, n, 2.
* As IMels rightly points out, the Ionic ^arl^eip is equivalent to

The meaning, I think, is this. We may name things as we
choose, but there can be no thought corresponding to a name that is not
jthe name of something reaL
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to these things and to those, eveiything is full at once of light

and dark night, both equal, since neither has aught to do with

the other.

(10, II)

And thou shalt know the substance of the sky, and all the

signs in the sky, and the resplendent works of the glowing sun’s

pure torch, and whence they arose. And thou shalt learn

likewise of the wandering deeds of the round-faced moon, and of

her substance. Thou shalt know, too, the heavens that surround 5

us, whence they arose, and how Necessity took them and bound
them to keep the limits of the stars . . . how the earth, and
the sun, and the moon, and the sky that is common to all, and
the Milky Way, and the outermost Olympos, and the burning

might of the stars arose. R. P. 123, 124. i,

(12)

The narrower bands were filled with unmixed fire, surd those

next them with night, and in the midst of these rushes their

portion of fire. In the midst of these is the divinity that directs

the course of all things; for she is the beginner of ail painful

birth and all begetting, driving the female to the embrace of the 5

male, and the male to that of the female. R. P. 125.

(X3)

First of aU the gods she contrived Eros. R. P. 125.

(14)

Shining by night with borrowed light,^ wandering round the

earth.

(15)

Always looking to the beams of the sun.

(16)

For just as thought stands at any time to the mixture of its

erring organs, so does it come to men ; for that which thinks

^ Note the curious echo of J/. v* 314. Empedokles has it too (fr, 45),

It appears to be a joke, made in the spirit of Xenophanes, when it was
first discovered that the moon shone by reflected light. Anaxagoras may
have introduced this view to the Athenians (§ 135), but these verses prove

it was not originated by him.
Z2
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is the same, namely, the substance of the limbs, in each and
every man ; for their thought is that of which there is more in

them.^ R. P. laS.

(17).

Oh the right bo3?s ; on the left girls.®

(19)

Thus, according to men’s opinions, did things come into
being, and thus they are now. In time they wiU grow up and
pass away. To each of these things men have assignftd a fivAfi

name. R. P. 129 b.

“It is." 86. In the First Part of his poem, we find Parmenides
chiefly interested to prove that it is

;

but it is not quite
obvious at first sight what it is precisely that is. He sa3rs

simply. What is, is. There can be no real doubt that this

is what we call body. It is certainly regarded as spatially

extended
; for it is quite seriously spoken of as a sphere

(fir. 8, 43). Moreover, Aristotle tells us that Parmenides
believed in none but a sensible reality.® Parmenides does
not say a word about "Being” anywhere,* and it is remark-

* This fragment of the theory of knowledge which was expounded in
the second part of the poem of Parmenides must be taken in
with what we are told by Theophrastos in the " Fragment on Sensation "
(Dox. p. 499 ; cf. p. 193). It appears from this that he said the character
of men's thought depended upon the preponderance of the light or the
dark element in their bodies. They are wise when the light element
predomina^, and fooli^ when the dark gets the upper

* This is a fragment of Parmenides’s embryology. Diels’s fr. 18 is a re-
translation ofthe Latin hexameters of Caelius Aurelianus quoted R. P. 127 a,* b 21, Si (ol irtpl MAwffiF re xal
mpMtrlSvy) tii tS ia,eh. nh axxo vapS. TiiP rOm tUir0yrrwi> oinrtav iro\auSdreiv
efrot ktX. So too Eudemos, in the first book of his Physics (op.
^rnpi. Phys. p. i33» ^5)1 said of Parmenides ; tS ptiv oSv koivSv oOk \iyoi.o^e yi.p a-w tA Twovra, dXV Iknepov Sk rSn> wpo^Xeep, tihtS^«ro fta A TV Syn yip f^rru roOro " browaXit" koI

‘

7 T
i<fxVf^ov<ny cl rowOro.X^. The Neoplato^ts, of course, saw in the One the yovrdr Klxrm,^_d ^phaus c^ the ^here a "mythical figment.’’ See esped^y

Emheit des Parmenideischen Seiendes’’ {JaM. f. M.
Problem der Materie, pp. 50 sgq

"Jilt -T T- das Sein or rSL It iswtet is, das Setende, ce gut est. As to (ri) eZyai it does not occur andhardly could occur at this date.
o^cur, ana
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able that he avoids the term “ god,” which was so freely

used by earlier and later thinkers. The assertion that it is

amounts just to this, that the universe is a plenum ; and
that there is no such thing as empty space, either inside

or outside the world. From this it follows that there can

be no such thing as motion. Instead of endowing the

One with an impulse to change, as Herakleitos had done,

and thus making it capable of explaining the world, Par-

menides dismissed change as an illusion. He showed once

for aU that if you take the One seriously you are bound
to deny everything else. All previous solutions of the

question, therefore, had missed the point. Anaximenes,

who thought to save the imity of the primary substance

by his theory of rarefaction and condensation, did not

observe that, by assuming there was less of what is in

one place than another, he virtually affirmed the existence

of what is not (fr, 8, 45). The Pythagorean explanation

implied that empty space or air existed outside the world,

and that it entered into it to separate the units (§ 53).

It, too, assumes the existence of what is not. Nor is the

theory of Herakleitos any more satisfactory ; for it is based

on the contradiction that fire both is and is not (fr. 6).

The allusion to Herakleitos in the verses last referred

to has been doubted, though upon insufficient grounds.

Zeller points out quite rightly that Herakleitos never sa3^

Being and not-Being are the same (the old translation of

fr. 6, 8) ; and, were there nothing more than this, the refer-

ence might well seem doubtful. The statement, however,

that, according to the view in question, " all things travel in

opposite directions,” can hardly be imderstood of an3rthing

but the “ upward and downward path ” of Herakleitos

(§ 71). And, as we have seen, Parmenides does not attribute

the view that Being and not-Being are the same to the

philosopher whom he is attacking ; he only says that it is

and is not the same and not the same.^ That is the natural

^ See above, 6r. 6, n, 2,
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meaning of the words ; and it furnishes a very accurate

description of the theory of Herakleitos.

87. The great novelty in the poem of Parmenides is the

method of argument. He first asks what is the common
presupposition of all the views he has to deal with, and he

finds that this is the existence of what is not. The next

question is whether this can be thought, and the answer is

that it cannot. If you think at all, you must think of some-

thing. Therefore there is no nothing. Only that can be

which can be thought (fr. 5) ; for thought exists for the sake

of what is (fr. 8, 34).

This method Parmenides carries out with the utmost

rigour. He will not have us pretend that we think what

we must admit to be unthinkable. It is true that if we

resolve to allow nothing but what we can understand, we

come into direct conflict with our senses, which present us

with a world of change and decay. So much the worse

for the senses, says Parmenides. That is the inevitable

outcome of a corporeal monism, and this bold declaration

of it ought to have destroyed that theory for ever. If

Parmenides had lacked courage to work out the prevailing

views of his time to their logical conclusion, and to accept

that conclusion, however paradoxical it might appear,

men might have gone on in the endless circle of opposi-

tion, rarefaction, and condensation, one and many, for

ever. It was the thorough-going dialectic of Parmenides

that made progress possible. Philosophy must now cease

to be monistic or cease to be corporealist. It could not

cease to be corporealist ; for the incorporeal was stiU un-

known. It therefore ceased to be monistic, and arrived

ultimately at the atomic theory, which, so far as we
know, is the last word of the view that the world is body
in motion.*

^ From the point of view we are now taking, it is doubtful if even
Atomism can rightly be called Monism, since it implies the real existence
of space. The most modem forms of Monism are not corporealist, since

they replace body by energy as the ultimate reality.
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88. Parmenides goes on to develop all the consequences The

of the admission that it is. It must be uncreated and inde-
‘*®’^**-

structible. It cannot have arisen out of nothing ; for there

is no such thing as nothing. Nor can it have arisen from

something ; for there is no room for anything but itself.

What is cannot have beside it any empty space in which

something else might arise ; for empty space is nothing,

nothing cannot he thought, and therefore cannot exist.

What is never came into being, nor is an3dhing going to

come into being in the future. “ Is it or is it not ? ” If it

is, then it is now, all at once.

That this is a denial of the existence of empty space was

weU known to Plato. He says Parmenides held " all things

were one, and that the one remains at rest in itself, having

no place in which to move." Aristotle is no less clear.

He la3?s down that Parmenides was driven to take up

the position that the One was immovable Just because no

one had yet ima^;ined there was any reality other than

the sensible.*

That which is, is ; and it cannot be more or less. There

is, therefore, as much of it in one place as in another, and

the world is a continuous, indivisible plenum. From this

it follows at once that it must be immovable. If it moved,

it must move into an empty space, and there is no empty

space. It is hemmed in by whai is, by the real, on every

side. For the same reason, it must be finite, and can have

nothing beyond it. It is complete in itself, and has no

need to stretch out indefinitely into an empty spa<» that

does not exist. Hence, too, it is spherical. It is equally

real in every direction, and the sphere is the only form that

meets this condition. Any othar would he in one direction

more than in another.

^ Plato, TheueU l8o e 3, & r« ir<£rra Anri Jcol imjKOf aitrb ir

ixoy x^pap ip v KiP€Trau This is ea5>licitly stated by MeHssos (fr. 7,

p. but Plato clearly meant to ascribe it to Parmenides as welL

* Arist. De caelo^ i. 298 b 21, quoted above, p. 178, ». 3, and the

other passages there quoted.
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89. To sum up. What is, is a finite, spherical, motion-

less corporeal plenum, and there is nothing beyond it. The

appearances of multiplicity and motion, empty space and

time, are illusions. We see from this that the primary

substance of which the early cosmologists were in search

has now become a sort of “ thing in itself." It never quite

lost this character again. What appears later as the

elements, of Empedokles, the so-called " homoeomeries ” of

Anaxagoras and the atoms of Leuldppos and Demokritos,

is just the Parmenidean " being.” Parmenides is not, as

some have said, the “ father of idealism ”
; on the contrary,

all materialism depends on his view of reality.

90. It is commonly held that, in the Second Part of his

poem, Parmenides offered a dualistic theory of the origin of

things as his own conjectural explanation of the sensible

world, or that, as Gomperz says, " What he offered were the

Opinions of Mortals ; and this description did not merely

cover other people’s opinions. It included his own as well,

as far as they were not confined to the unassailable ground

of an apparent philosophical necessity." ^ Now it is true

that in one place Aristotle appears to countenance a view of

this sort, but nevertheless it is an anachronism.® Nor is it

really Aristotle’s view. He was well aware that Parmenides

did not admit the existence of " not-being ’’ in any degree

whatever ; but it was a natural way of speaking to call the

cosmologyof the Second Part of the poem that of Parmenides.

His hearers would understand in what sense this was meant.

At any rate, the Peripatetic tradition was that Parmenides,

in the Second Part of the poem, meant to give the belief of
" the many.’’ This is how Theophrastos put the matter,

^ Grttk Thinkers, vol. i. pp. 180 sqq,
* Met, A, 5. 986 h 31 (R. P. 121 a). Aristotle's way of putting the

matt^ is due to his interpretation of fr. 8, 54, which he. took to mean
that one of the two forms ** was to be identihed with rb 6v and the other
with rb Cl De gen, corr. A, 3. 318 b 6, d&cnre/) napp^vlbyis \4yei
rb br Kal rb bv eXvat <f>ieK(ap, This last sentence shows clearly that
when Aristotle says JJapfAeviSris, he sometimes means what we should call
** Parmenides.**
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and Alexander seems to have spoken of the cosmology as

something which Parmenides himself regarded as wholly

false.^ The other view comes from the Neoplatonists, and
especially Simplidns, who regarded the Way of Truth as an

accormt of the intelligible world, and the Way. of Opinion

as a description of the sensible. It need hardly be said

that this is almost as great an anachronism as the Kantian

parallelism suggested by Gomperz.® Parmenides himself

tells us in the most -irnequivocal language that there is no

truth at all in the theory which he expounds, and that he

gives it merely as the belief of " mortals." It was this that

led Theophrastos to speak of it as the opinion of “ the

many.”
His explanation however, though preferable to that of

Simplicius, is not convincing dther. “ The many ” are as

far as possible from believing in an elaborate dualism such

as Parmenides esqwunded, and it is a highly artificial

h3q)othesis to assume that he wished to showhow the popular

view of the world could best be systematised. “ The many ”

would hardly be convinced of their error by having their

beliefs presented to them in a form they would certainly

fail to recognise them in. This, indeed, seems the most

incredible interpretation of all. It still, however, finds

adherents, so it is necessary to point out that the bdiefs in

question are only called " the opinions of mortals ” for the

very simple reason that the speaker is a goddess. Further,

we have to note that Parmenides forbids two ways of

research, and we have seen that the second of these, which is

also expressly ascribed to " mortals,” must be the sjretem

of HeraMeitos. We diould expect, then, to find that the

other way is also the S3?stem of some contemporary school,

^ Theophr. Phys, Op, fr. 6 {Dox. p. 482 ; R. P* 121 a)> xariL

iraXXwi^ els t6 y4veciv dwodcuvai tQv patyofjuhtav xouuir rAt

Alexander, cf. Simpl. Phys, p. 38, 24, el di pevdets srdyrj; rods \6ycvs

oferat iKelvovs (’AX^few^dpoj) xrX*

* SimpL Phys. p* 39, 10 (R, P. 121 b), Gomperz, Greek Thinkers,

voL L p. 180.
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and it seems hard to discover any of sufficient importance

at this date except the Pythagorean. Now it is admitted

by every one that there are P3dhagorean ideas in the Second

Part of the poem, and it is therefore to be presumed, in the

absence of evidence to the contrary, that the whole of its

cosmology comes from the same source. It does not appear

that Parmenides said any more about Herakleitos than the

words to which we have just referred, in which he forbids the

second way of inqiairy. He implies, indeed, that there are

really only two ways that can be thought of, and that the

attempt of Herakleitos to combine them was futile.^ In

any case, the Pythagoreans were far more serious opponents

at that date in Italy, and it is certainly to them that we
should expect Parmenides to define his attitude.

It is still not quite clear, however, why he should have

thought it worth while to put into hexameters a view he be-

lieved to be false. Here it becomes important to remember
that he had been a Pythagorean himself, and that the

poem is a renunciation of his former beliefs. In the intro-

ductory verses, he tells us distinctly that he has passed from

darkness into the light. In such cases men commonly feel

the necessity of showing where their old views were wrong.

The goddess teUs him that he must learn of those beliefs

also “ how one ought to pass right through all things and
judge the things that seem to be.” We get a further hint

in another place. He is to learn these beliefs, “ and so no
opinion of mortals will ever get the better of him ” (fr. 8, 6i).

If we remember that the Pythagorean system at this time

was handed down by oral tradition alone, we shall see what
this may mean. Parmenides was founding a dissident

school, and it was necessary for him to instruct his disciples

in the S3^em they might be called upon to oppose. In
any case, they could not reject it intelligently without

^
^ Cf. frs. 4 aad 6, especiaJly the words dtirep iSol amCmu eicrt

ro^nu. The t^iid way, that of Herahleitos, is only added as an after-
tboiq^t— tretr' iiri T^t jcrX.
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a knowledge of it, and this Parmenides had to supply

himself.^

gi. The view that the Second Part of the poem of Theduat

Pjlrmenides was a sketch of contemporary P3rthagorean

cosmology is, doubtless, incapable of rigorous demonstration,

but it can be made extremely probable. The entire history

of P3d;hagoreanism up to the end of the fifth century B.c, is

certainly conjectural ; but, if we find in Parmenides ideas

wholly uncoimected with his own view of the world, and if

we find precisely the same ideas in later P3rthagoreanism,

the most natural inference will be that the later Pytha-

goreans derived these views from their predecessors, and
that they formed part of the original stock-in-trade of the

society. This will be confirmed if we find that they are

developments of certain features in the old Ionian cosmology,

lythagoras came from Samos, and it was not, so far as we
can see, in his cosmological views that he chiefly displayed

originality. It has been pointed out (§ 53) that the idea of

the world breathing came from Anaximenes, andwe need not

be surprised to find traces of Anaximander too. Now, if we
were confined to what Aristotle tells us on this subject, it

would be hard to make out a case ; but his statements

require, as usual, to be examined with care. He says, first

of aU, that the two elements of Parmenides were the Warm
and the Cold.® In this he is so far justified by the fragments

that, since the Fire of which Parmenides speaks is, of coTurse,

warm, the other “ form,” which has aH the opposite qualities,

must of necessity be cold. Here, then, we have the tradi-

tional ” opposites ” of the Milesians. Aristotle’s identifica-

^ I read,xpi7>^ elvai in fr. i, 32 with Diels. The view that

the opimons contained in the Second Part are those of others*

and are not given as true in any sense whatsoever, is shared by Diels,

The objections of Wilamowitz (Hermes, xxxiv. pp. 203 sqq,) do not
appear to me cogent. If we interpret him rightly, Parmenides never
says that " this h3rpothetical explanation is . • . better than that of any
one else."' What he does say is that it is untrue altogether.

* Met, A, 5. 986 b 34, Qepfihv koX Phys, A, 5, 188 a 20; De gen,

corr. A, 3. 318 b 6 ; B, 3. 330 b 14.
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tion of these with Fire and Earth is, however,

though Theophrastos followed him in it.^ Simplicius, who
had the poem before him (§ 85), after mentioning Fire and
Earth, at once adds " or rather Light and Darkness ”

;
®

and this is suggestive. Lastly, Aristotle’s identification

of the dense element with “ what is not,” ® the unreal of the

First Part of the poem, is not easy to reconcile with the view
that it is earth. On the other hand, if we suppose that the

second of the two “ forms,” the one which should not have
been " named,” is the P3rthagorean Air or Void, we get a
very good e^lanation of Aristotle’s identification of it

with " what is not.” We seem,* then, to be justified in

neglecting the identification of the dense element with earth

for the present. At a later stage, we shall be able to see

how it may have originated.* The further statement of

Theophrastos, that the Warm was the efficient cause and
the Cold the material or passive," is not, of course, to be
regarded as historical.

We have seen that Simplicius, with the poem of Par-
menides before him, corrects Aristotle by substituting Light
and Darkness for Fire and Earth, and he is amply borne
out by the fragments he quotes. Parmenides himself calls

one “ form ” Light, Flame, and Fire, and the other Night,
and we have now to consider whether these can be identi-

fied with the Pythagorean Limit and Unlimited. We have
seen good reason to beUeve (§ 58) that the idea of the world
breathing belonged to the earhest form of Pythagoreanism,
and there can be no difficulty in identifying tbis " boundless
breath” with Darkness, which stands very well for the

Phys. A, 5* 188 a ai, ravra Si {OtpiiAv Kal ypvxpSv) wpoirayopeSei irOp xal
yjjy ; Met. A, 5- 986 b 34, oToi' rGp xal yijv \iymr. Cf. Theopbr. Phys.
Op. fr. 6 (Dox. p. 482 ; R. P. tzx a).

* Phys. p. 25, 15, lij UapfteplStjs ir tom rpis 36(wp irCp Kal y^p fiSKXop
pOs K^a-K&ras). So already Plat. Adv. Col. 1114 b. t6 'Kap.xpSp xai axoreipSp.

M». A, 5. 986 b 35, toStup Si kutS /tip tS Sp ri OeppAp rirrei, BdrepoP
Si icotA t4 ft)} Sp. See above, p. 182, ». a.

« See below. Chap. VII. § 147.
* Theophr. Phys. Op. £r. 6 (Dox. p. 482 ; R. P. lai a), followed by

the doxogiaphers.
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Unlimited. " Air ” or mist was alwa37s regarded as the

dark element.^ And that which gives definiteness to the

vague darkness is certainly light or fire, and this may
account for the prominence given to that element by
Hippasos.® We may probably conclude, then, that the

Pythagorean distinction between the Limit and the Un-
limited, which we shall have to consider later (Chap. VII.),

made its first appearance in this crude form. If, on the

other hand, we identify darkness with the Limit, and light

with the Unlimited, as many critics do, we get into insuper-

able difficulties.

92. We must now look at the general cosmical view The

expounded in the Second Part of the poem. The fragments

ai:e scanty, and the doxographical tradition hard to in-

terpret ; but enough remains to show that here, too, we are

on Pythagorean grormd. Aetios says

:

Parmenides hdd that there were bands crosang one another *

and endrding one another, formed of the rare and the dense

element respectivdy, and that between these there were other

mixed bands made up of light and darkness. That which

surrormds them all was solid like a wall, and under it is a fiery

band. That which is in the middle of all the bands is also solid,

and surrounded in turn by a fiery band. The central cirde

of the mixed bands is the cause of movement and becoming to

all the rest. He calls it “ the goddess who directs their course,”

“the Holder of Lots,” and “Necessity.”—^Aet. ii. 7. i (R. P. 126).

93. Now it is quite unjustifiable to regard these “ bands ” The

as spheres. The word cre^avtu can mean “ rims ” or

^ Note the identificatioii of the dense element -with air ” in [Pint.]

Strom, fr. 5 {Dox, p. 581), 5^ ri^v yijv rod wkvov KarappvirTos d4pos

yeyovhau
.

This is pure Anaximenes. For the identification of this
" air " with " mist and darkness/' cf. Chap. I. § 27, and Chap. V. § 107. •

It is to be observed further that Plato puts this last identification into

the month of a Pythagorean {Tim, 52 d).

* See above, p. 109.
* It seems most likely that inXMjkovs here means crossing one

another/' as the Milky Way crosses the Zodiac. The term iTrdWrjXos is

opposed to TrapdWrjXos,
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" brims ” or anything of that sort,^ but it seems incredible

that it should be used of spheres. It does not appear,

either, that the solid circle which sirrrormds all the crowns is

to be regarded as spherical. The expression “ like a wall ”

would be highly inappropriate in that case. * We seem, then,

to be face to face with something like the " wheels ” of

Anaximander, and it is highly probable that P3d;hagoras

adopted the theory from him. Nor is evidence lacking

that the Pythagoreans did regard the heavenly bodies in

this way. In Plato's Myth of Er, which is certainly Pytha-

gorean in its general character, we do not hear of spheres,

but of the “ lips ” of concentric whorls fitted into one another

like a nest of boxes.® In the Timaeus there are no spheres

either, but bands or strips crossing each other at an angle.*

Lastly, in the Homeric Hymn to Ares, which seems to have
been composed under Pythagorean influence, the word
used for the orbit of the planet is &vrv^, which must mean
nm. ®

The fact is, there is no evidence that any one ever adopted
the theory of celestial spheres, till Aristotle turned the

geometrical construction which Eudoxos had set up as a
hypothesis "'to save appearances” rh ^atvofjLeva)

^ As Diels points out, aretpdvni in Homer is used of a golden band in
the hair (S 597) or *the brim of a helmet (H 12). It may be added that it
was used technically of the figure contained between two concentric circles
(Proclus, in JEttcL I. p. 163, 12). It always means something annular.

* It must be remembered that rcTxor is a city-wall or fortification,
and that Euripides uses mKpdvij for a city-wall {Hec. 910). Heath's
remark (p. 69) that ** certainly Parmenides' An was spherical " is irrelevant*
We have nothing to do with his own views here.

* Rep. X. 616 d 5* KtxBdirep ol xddoi ol ets dW^Xovr dppdrrovres ; e I,
ict^/cXovs dutaSev rd xeCKri paiyovras (<r<pov8d\ov5),

* Tim. 36 b 6, Tadrijp odv H)v (rdffratrty waeray dnrXyiv Kard fiijKos crxi<ras^
tUffnp wpbs fUtrifiv dKwripav AXXijXatr oXov (the letter X) irpoaBaXtlDy
KCLTiKappep eis iy kBkX(p.

* Hymn to Ares, 6 : wpavyia xdKXoy iXCaatay
alOdpos iirrairSpois M relpetriy, Ma tre irQXot.

tapXeyies rpLrdrrjs inrkp dvrvyas aUy ixovtrt.

So, in allusion to an essentially Pythagorean view, Ptoclus says to the
planet Venus (h. iv. 17) :

€tr€ Kal iirrd kj^kX^v Mp dyrvyas alBipa yal€it.
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into real things.^ At this date, spheres would not have

served to explain anything that could not be explained

more simply without them.

We are next told that these “bands” encircle one

another or are folded over one another, and that they are

made of the rare and the dense element. We also learn

that between them are " mixed bands ” made up of light

and darkness. Now it is to be observed, in the first place,

that light and darkness are exactly the same thing as the

rare and the dense, and it looks as if there was some con-

fusion here. It may be doubted whether these statements

are based on anything else than fr. 12, which naight certainly

be interpreted to mean that between the bands of fire there

Were bands of night with a portion of fire in them. That

may be right ; but I think it rather more natural to under-

stand the passage as saying that the narrower circles are

surrounded by wider circles of night, and that each has its

portion of fire rushing in the midst of it. These last words

would then be a simple repetition of the statement that the

narrower circles are filled with unmixed fire,® and we should

have a fairly exact description of the “ wheels ” of Anaxi-

mander.

94. “ In the middle of those,” says Parmenides, “ is the The

goddess who steers the course of all things.” Aetios

explains this to mean in the middle of the " mixed bands,”

while Simphdus declares that it means in the middle of all

the bands, that is to say, in the centre of the world.® If is

not hkdy that either of them had an3rthing better to go

upon than the words of Parmenides himself, and these are

ambiguous. Simplicius, as is dear from the language he

I On the concentric spheres of Eudoxos, see Heath, pp. 193 sqq.

^ Such a repetition {waXivdpofda) is characteristic of all Greek style, but
the repetition at the end of tiie period generally adds a new touch to the

statement at the opening. The new touch is here given in the word
terai. I do not press this interpretation, but it seems to me much simpler

than that of Diels, who has to take "night" as equivalent to "earth,"

since he identifies it with the <rrepe6y.

» Simpl. Phys, p. 34, 14 (R, P. 125 b)*
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uses, identified this goddess with the P37thagorean Hestia

or central fire, while Theophrastos could not do that, because

he knew and stated that Parmenides described the earth as

round and in the centre of the world.^ In this very passage

we are told that what is in the middle of all the bands is

solid. The data furnished by Theophrastos, in fact, exclude

the identification of the goddess with the central fire alto-

gether. We cannot say that what is in the middle of all

the bands is solid, and that under it there is again a fiery

band.® Nor does it seem fitting to relegate a goddess to the

middle of a solid spherical earth.

We are further told by Aetios that this goddess was called

Ananke and the " Holder of Lots.” ® We know already

that she “ steers the course of all things,” that is, that she

regulates the motions of the celestial bands.
. Simplicius

adds, unfortunately without quoting the actual words, that

she sends souls at one time from the light to the rmseen

world, at another from the unseen world to the light.* It

would be difficult to describe more exactly what the goddess

does in the Myth of Er, and so here once more we seem to

be on Pjihagorean ground. It is to be noticed further that

in fr. lo we read how Ananke took the heavens and com-

^ Diog. ix. 21,^ irpQros d* (tT&rbs Hjv yiji^ &iri<p7iv€ a'<paipo€iB7} Kcd iv

Ketcrdau Cf. viii. 48 {of P3rthagoras), dXX& fiijv /cal rbv otfpavhv

wpwTOv dvofniffOL KdiFfiov fcal r^v yrjv trrpoyyTiik'nv (cf. Plato, Phaed, 97 d), ws

H Oeb^aa-Tos, UapfietfCdijy, This appears to justify us in ascribing the
doctrine of a spherical earth to Pythagoras (cf. p. iii).

* I do not discuss the interpretation of irepl $ TrdXty irvptbdTfs which
Diels gaye in Parmenides Lehrgedicht, p. 104, and which is adopted in
R. P. 162 a, as it is now virtually retracted. In the later editions of his

Vcrsokratiker (18 A 37) reads koI rb jULecralrarov iratrwv (sc. ruy areipayQp)

trrepeby, wdXip wpthbTjs (sc. (rre^vT?). That is a flat contradiction.
* R. P. 126, where Follebom's ingenious emendation k\xi8q0xov for

K\jfpQdxoy is tacitly adopted. This is based upon* the view that Aetios (or

Theophrastos) was thinking of the goddess that keeps the keys in the
Proem (fr, i, 14). I now think that the KXijpot of the Myth of Er give
the true explanation.

* Sxmpl. Phys^ p. 39* koX rbs ir^pt.weiy rrorb fiby ix ,ro0 ifi^avovi
els rb detb^s (i.e, diSis), srorb Sb ivd'iraXly ijyri<rLv. We should probably
connect this with the statement of Diog. ix. 22 (R. P. 127) that men arose
h’om the sun (reading *^Xiov with the MSS. for the conjecture IXi/os).
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peUed them to hold fast the fixed courses of the stars, anH

that in fr. 12 we are told that she is the beginner of all pairing
and birth. Lastly, in fr. 13 we hear that she created Eros
first of all the gods. So we shall find that in Empedokles it

is an ancient oracle or decree of Ananke that causes the gods
to fall and become incarnate in a cyde of births.^

We should be more certain of the place this goddess
occupies in the universe if we coxild be sure where Ananke
is in the M3dh of Er. Without, however, raising that

vexed question, we may lay down with some confidence

that, according to Theophrastos, she occupied a position

midway between the earth and the heavens. Whether we
believe in the “ mixed bands ” or not makes no difference in

this respect ; for the statement of Aetios that she wasm the

middle of the mixed bands tmdoubtedly implies that she

was between earth and heaven. Now she is identified with
one of the bands in a somewhat confused passage of Cicero,®

and the whole theory of wheels or bands v^is probably
suggested by the Milky Way. It seems to me, therefore,

that we niust think of the Milky Way as a band intermediate

between those of the Sim and the Moon, and this agrees very
well with the prominent way in which it is mentioned in

fr. II. It is better not to be too positive about the other

details, though it is interesting to notice that according to

some it was Pythagoras, and according to others Parmenides,
who discovered the identity of the evening and morning star.®

^ Empedokles, fr. 115.
* Cicero, I>e not. d.i, ii, 28 : "Nam Parmenides quidem commenticinm

quiddam coronae simile e£5.cit {ffre^vTjv appellat), continente ardore lucis
orbem, qui cingat caelum, qnem appellat deum." We may connect -with
this the statement of Aetios, ii. 20, 8, rbv xal t^v <r€\i^P7fy ix tov
yaXa^iov k6kXov dvoKpiBrtyau

® Diog. ix. 23, Kdl BokcZ {HapficpLdTfs) ^pwros 7r€<p<apaKiytu Thv ai^rbr

elyat koX ^wrip6pov, ^apwpiyos iy TrifMrrtp *Aj3rojuyirjfioy€v^

fjtdTtav* ol dk Ilv6ay6pay» Cf. viii. 14 (of Pythagoras), vpC^hy t€ *'Ea^e/>or

Kai ^(i3<r4>6pov rdy airrhv ehretp, &f XLapjxeyiBii^. So Di^ now
reads with all the MSS. (the vnlgate ol d4 ipatri IXap/tei'ldip is due to Casau-
bon). It is not necessary to supx>ose that Parmenides made this state-
ment explicitly in his poem ; there may have been an unmistakable
allusion, as in Empedokles, fr. 129. In that case, we should have a
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Physio-

logy.

192

Besides all this, it is certain that Parmenides went on

to describe how the other gods were bom and how they fell,

an idea which we know to be Orphic, and which may well

have been Pythagorean. We shall come to it again in

Empedokles. In Plato’s Symposium, Agathon couples

Parmenides with Hesiod as a narrator of ancient deeds

of violence committed by the gods.^ If Parmenides was

expounding the Pythagorean theology, this is just what we
diould expect ; but it seems hopeless to explain it on any

of the other theories which have been advanced on the

purpose of the Way of Belief.* Such things belong to

theological speculation, and not to the beliefs of “the many.’’

Still less can we think it probable that Parmenides made up

these stories himsdf to show what the popular view of the

world really implied if properly formulated. We must ask,

I think, that any theory shall account for what was evidently

no inconsiderable portion of the poem.

95. In describing the views of his contemporaries,

Parmenides was obliged, as we see from the fragments, to

say a good deal about ph3rsiological matters. Like every-

thing else, man was composed of the warm and the cold,

and death was caused by the removal of the warm. Some
curious views with regard to generation were also stated.

In the first place, males came from the right side and females

from the left. Women had more of the warm and men of

the cold, a view we shall find Empedokles contradicting.*

It is the proportion of the warm eind cold in men that deter-

lemarkable con&matioii of the view that the A6|^a of Parmenides was
Pythagorean* If, as Achilles say^, the poet Ibykos of Khegion had
anticipated Parmenides in announcing this discovery, that is to be ex-
plained by the fact that Rhegion became for a time, as we shall see, the
chief seat of the Pythagorean school.

^ Plato, Syfftp, c im It is implied that these iraXaia Trpdy/jLtira were
xoXXA Koi plaLOt including itcrofial and deafAol. The Epicurean criticism
of this is partially preserved in Philodemos, De pietate, p. 68, Gomperz

;

and Cicero, De not. d, i. 28 {Dox. p. 534 ; R. P. 126 b).
* For these theories, see § 90.
» For all this, see R* P. 127 a, with Arist. De part, an. B, 2. 648 a 28 ;

De gen. an. A, i, 765 b 19.
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mines the character of their thought, so that even corpses,

from which the warm has been removed, retain a perception

of what is cold and dark.^ These fragments of information

do not tell us much when taken by themselves ; but they

connect themselves in an interesting way with the history

of medicine, and point to the fact that one of its leading

schools stood in close relation with the Pythagorean Society.

Even before the days of Pythagoras, we know that Kroton

was famous for its doctors.® We also know the name of

a very distinguished medical writer who lived at Kroton

in the da3?s between Pythagoras and Parmenides, and the

few facts we are told about him enable us to regard the

physiological views described by Parmenides not as isolated

curiosities, but as landmarks by which we can trace the

origin and growth of one of the most influential of medical

theories, that which explains health as a balance of

opposites.

96. Aristotle tells us that Alkmaion of Kroton ® was a

young man in the old age of Pythagoras. He does not

actually say, as later writers’ do, that he was a Pythcigorean,

though he points out that he seems either to have derived

his theory of opposites from the Pythagoreans or they theirs

from him.* In any case, he was intimately connected with

the society, as is proved by one of the scanty fragments of

his book. It began as follows :
“ Alkmaion of Kroton, son

of Pekithous, spoke these words to Brotiaos and Leon and

Bathyllos. As to things invisible and things mortal, the

gods have certainty ; but, so far as men may infer . .
*

1 Theophr. De sens. 3, 4 (R. P. 129)- * See p. 89, *. 2.

* On A]kmaion» see especially Wachtier, De Alcmaeone CroUmiaia

(Leipzig, 1896).

* Arist. MiU A, 5. 986 a 27 (R. P. 66). In a 30 Diels reads, with

great probability, iy4veTo hrl yipom UvSaySp^. Cf. lambL
V, Pyth. 104, where Alkmaion is mentioned among the ffvyxpovUra»r€t

fM6'ijT€ii<ravr€s Ilv$ay6pq> ir/>e<r/3i5T^ p4ai,

® ^AXKfudav TSLpOTtavvfj^rdBe IXefe Il€ipl0ov vldt Bpiniytp Kal Aiovri koX *

irepi Tiav irepL rCaif ' 0yffrCw, fikv dySpiirois

T€K/iatp€(r0€u xai rd (fr. I, Diels, Vors, 14 B i). The fact that this is not

written in conventional Doric is a strong proof of its genuineness.

13

Alkmaion
of Kroton*
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The quotation unfortunately ends in this abrupt way,
but we learn two things from it. In the first place,

Alkmaion possessed that reserve which marks all the

best Greek medical writers ; and in the second place,

he dedicated his work to the heads of the P3d;hagorean

Society.^

Alkmaion’s importance really lies in the fact tliat he is

the founder of empirical psychology.® He regarded the

brain as the common sensorium, a view which Hippokrates
and Plato adopted from him, though Empedokles, Aristotle,

and the Stoics reverted to the more primitive view that the
heart is the central organ of sense. There is no reason to

doubt that he made this discovery by anatomical means.
We have authority for saying that he practised dissection,

and, though the nerves were not yet recognised as such,

it was known that there were certain “ passages ” {iropoi)

which might be prevented from communicating sensations

to the brain by lesions.® He also distinguished between
sensation and understanding, though we have no means of
knowing where he drew the line between them. His theories

of the special senses are of great interest. We find in Titm

already, what is characteristic of Greek theories of vision

as a whole, the attempt to combine the view of vision as
a radiation proceeding from the eye with that which attri-

butes it to an image reflected in the eye. He knew the
importance of air for the sense of hearing, though he
called it the void, a thoroughly Pythagorean touch. With
regard to the other senses, our information is more

* Brotinos (or Brontiiios) is variously described as tbe son-in-law or
father-in-law of Bythagoras. Leon is one of the Metapontines in the
catalogue of lamblichos (Diels, Vors. 45 a), and Bathyllos is presumably
the Poseidoniate Bathylaos also mentioned there.

* Everythmg bearing on the early history of this subject is brought
togethCT and discussed in Prot Beare’s Greek Theories of Elementary
Cogntiton, to which I must refer the reader for all details.

* Theophr. De sem. 26 (Beare, p. 252, «. i). Our authority for the
ssMtions of Alkmaion is only Chalcidius, but he gets information onsn^ matters from far older sources. The a-ipqi and the inferaTira from

lesions are vouched for by Theophrastos.
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scanty, but sufficient to show that he treated the subject

systematically.^

His astronomy seems very crude for one who stood in

close relations with the Pythagoreans. We are told that he

adopted Anaximenes’ theory of the stm and Herakleitos's

explanation of eclipses.® If, however, we were right in

holding that the Second Part of the poem of Parmenides

represents the view of Pythagoras, we see that he had not

gone very far beyond the Milesians in such matters. His

theory of the heavenly bodies was still " meteorological.”

It is all the more remarkable that Alkmaion is credited with

the view that the planets have an orbital motion in the

opposite direction to the diurnal revolution of the heavens.

This view, which he may have learnt from P3rth^oras,

would naturally be suggested by the difficulties we noted

in the s37Btem of Anaximander.® It doubtless stood in close

connexion with his saying that soul was immortal because

it resembled immortal things, and was always in motion like

the heavenly bodies.* He seems, in fact, to be the author

of the curious view Plato put into the mouth of the P3dha-

gorean Timaios, that the soul has circles in it revolving just

as the heavens and the planets do. This too seems to be

the explanation of his further statement that man dies

because he cannot join the beginning to the end.® The
orbits of the heavenly bodies always come full circle, but

the circles in the human head may fail to complete them-

selves.

Alkmaion’s theory of health as “ isonomy ” is at once

that which most clearly connects him with earlier inquirers

1 The details will be found in Beare, pp. ii sqq. (vision), pp. 93 sg?.

(hearing), pp. 131 sgg. (smell), pp, 180 sqq. (touch), pp. 160 sqq. (taste).

* Aet. ii. 22, 4, wXoTdi' elvot rhv •tpULOV ; 29, 3, xari JrV ToiJj ffKeupoeiSoSs

(rrpoq>ip> Kal t4s weptfcXleretr (4iAetireiv rijr <rt\^prp>).

> Aet. ii. 16, 2, (tcSv fMOTjfuiriKuy rives) rois irKca^as rots isciiAveaiv

died Svfffjuav dvwrdhds dvri^pe<r0cu^ rodrtfi S4 irwo/ioKoyeT xal ’AJ^fwiivv-

For the difficulties in Anaximander's system see p. 69 sq.

* Aiist. Ds an. A, 2. 405 a 30 (R. P. 66 c).

« Arist. Probt. 17, 3. 916 a 33, robs dvffpibirous qn)<rlv 'AJucftaUav Std roSfro

dT6!KKua6ai, Sri 06 SdvavTaijrip> dpx^’' r^.r^et rpoad^at.
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like Anaximander, and also that which had the greatest

influence on the subsequent development of philosophy.

He observed, to begin with, that ” most things human were

two,” and by this he meant that man was made up of the

hot and the cold, the moist and the dry, and the rest of the

opposites.^ Disease was just the “ monarchy ” of any one

of these—^the same thing that Anaximander had called

" injustice ”—while health was the establishment in the

body of a free government with equal laws.* This was the

leading doctrine of the Sicilian school of medicine, and we
^all have to consider in the sequel its influence on the

development of Pythagoreanism. Taken along with the

theory of “ pores,” it is of the greatest importance for later

science.

^ Arist. Met. A, 5. 986 a 27 (R. P. 66).
• Aet. V, 30, I, ’A\KfjLat<av ttjs fjt^v {tyieias ctvai trvpeKrtK^v r^v l<rovofilav

tQv dvv6,ixeu3v^ itypov, iTjpov, ypvxpoO, Bepfxody Trt/cpou, yXvK^ot, xal tQv XotwQPi

r^y S* iy aiJrois p,ovapxto>y vdcrov TrovrjTLK'^v • ^Bopovoibv yhp iKaripov pxivapxio.y.



CHAPTER V

EMPEDOKLES OF AKRAGAS

97. The belief that all things are one was common to the Pluralism,

early lonians ; but now Parmenides has shown that, if this

one thing really is, we must give up the idea that it can take

different forms. The senses, which present to us a world

of change and multiplicity, are deceitful. There seemed to

be no escape from his arguments, and so we find that from

this time onwards all'the thinkers in whose hands philosophy

made progress abandoned the monistic hypothesis. Those

who still held by it adopted a critical attitude, and confined

themselves to a defence of the theory of Parmenides against

the new views. Others taught the doctrine of Herakleitos

in an exaggerated form
;
some continued to expound the

systems of the early Milesians ; but the leading men are all

pluralists. The corporealist hypothesis had proved unable

to bear the weight of a monistic structure.

98. Empedokles was a citizen of Akragas in Sicily. He Date of

was the only native citizen of a Dorian state who plays an

important part in the history of philosophy.^ His father’s

name, according to the best accounts, was Meton.® His

grandfather, also called Empedokles, had won a victory* in

the horse-race at Olympia in 01. LXXI. (496-95 B.c.),* and

^ See, however, Introd. § II (p. 3).

* Aet i. 3, 30 (R. P. 164), ApoUodoros op. Diog. viii. 52 (R. P. 162).

The details of the life of Empedokles are discussed, with a careful criticism

of the sources, by Bidez, La Biographic d’Empidadte (Gaud, 1894).

* For this we have the authority of ApoUodoros (Diog. viii. 51, 52

:

R, P. 162), who follows the Olympic Victors of Eratosthenes, who followed

Aristotle. Herakleides, in his Htpi rhetor (see below, p. 200, n. 5), spoke of

*97
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ApoUodoros fixed the floruit of Empedokles himself in 01 .

LXXXIV. I (444-43 B.c,). That is the date of the foundation

of Thouiioi ; and it appears from the quotation in Diogenes

that the fifth-century biographer, Glaukos of Rhegion,^

said Empedokles visited the new city shortly after its

foundation. But we are not bound to believe that he was

just forty years old at the time. That is the usual assump-

tion of ApoUodoros ; but there are reasons for thinking that

his date is considerably too late.® It is more likely that

Empedokles did not go to Thourioi tiU after his banishment

from Akragas, and he may well have been more than forty

years old when that happened. All, therefore, we can be said

to know is, that his grandfather was still alive in 496 b.c.
;

that he himself was active at Akragas after 472, the date of

Theron’s death
; and that he died later than 444.

99. Empedokles certainly played an important part in

the political events which foUowed the death of Theron.

The Sicilian historian Timaios seems to have treated these

fuUy, and tells some stories which are obviously genuine

traditions picked up about a hundred and fifty years after-

the elder Empedokles as a “ breeder of horses '' (R. P. 162 a) ; and Timaios
mentioned him in his Fifteenth Book. Satyros contused him with Jiis

grandson.
^ Glaukos wrote Uepl rQv woltjtQp Kal fj.ov<rtKuv, and is said to

have been contemporary with Demokritos (Diog. ix. 38) . ApoUodoros adds
(R, P. 162) that, according to Aristotle and Herakleides, Empedokles died

at the age of sixty. It is to be observed, however, that the words ?ri d*

'RpaKX^ldris are Sturz^s conjecture, the MSS. having 5
*

^Hpd/cXetrov, and
Diogenes certainly said (ix. 3} that Herakleitos lived sixty years. On the

other hand, if the statement of Aristotle comes from the Xlcpl TroLririap, it is

not obvious why he should mention Herakleitos at all ; and Herakleides
was one of the chief sources for the biography of Empedokles. The
names are often confused.

* See Diels, “ Empedokles und Gorgias,^' 2 {Bert. Sitzb., 1884). Theo-
phrastos said {Dox, p. 477, 17) that Empedokles was born '' no.t long after

Anaxagoras,'* i .e. not long after 500 b.c. (see below, § 120). As he was
certainly later than Parmenides, this is a fresh ground for following Plato
in m^ng Parmenides some fifteen years older than ApoUodoros does

above, § 84). In general it should be noted that the epoch of Thourioi
6as misled Apollc>doros in many cases. Almost every one who had any-
thing to do with Thourioi (e.g. Herodotos, Protagoras) is said to have
been born in 484 b.c.
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wards. Like all popular traditions, however, they are a

little confused. The picturesque incidents are remembered,

but the essential parts of the story are dropped. Still, we
may be thankful that the “ collector of old wives’ tales,” ^ as

his critics called him, has enabled us to measure the historical

importance of Empedokles for oumelves by showing us how
he was pictured by the great-grandchildren of his contem-

poraries.® All the tales are intended to show the strength

of his democratic convictions, and we are told, in particular,

that he broke up the assembly of the Thousand—perhaps

some oligarchical association or club.® It may have been for

this that he was offered the kingship, which Aristotle teUs us

he refused.* At any rate, we see that Empedokles was the

great democratic leader at Akragas in those days, though we
have no clear knowledge of what he did.

100. But there is another side to his public character

which Timaios found it hard to reconcile with his political

views. He claimed to be a god, and to receive the homage

of his fellow-citizens in that capacity. The truth is,

Empedokles was not a mere statesman ; he had a good deal

of the " medidne-man ” about him. According to Satyros,®

^ He is called ypaovvW^Krpia in Souidas, s.v,

* For instance Timaios {ap. Diog. viii. 64) said that once he was

invited to sup with one of the magistrates. Supper was well advanced,

but no wine was brought in. The rest of the company said nothing,

but Empedokles was indignant, and insisted on its being served. The

host, however, said he was waiting for the Sergeant of the Council. When
that official arrived, he was appointed ruler of the feast. The host, of

course, appointed him. Thereupon he began to give signs of an incipient

tyranny. He ordered the company either to drink or have the wine

poured over their heads. Empedokles said nothing, but next day he

brought both of them before the court and had them put to death

—

both the man who asked him to supper and the ruler of the feast ! The

story reminds us of an accusation of incivisfus under the Terror.

® Diog. viii. 66, Hffrepov 5* o Kal t6 rwv d9poL<rfia

KariKvffe ffvvetrrLb^s iirl in/f rpla. The word idpoLCfio. hardly suggests a

legal council, and awtc-rcurdai suggests a conspiracy.

4 Piog. viii. 63. Aristotle probably mentioned this in his Sophist

Cf. Diog. viii. 57.
5 Diog. viii. 59 (R. P. 162). Satyros probably followed Alkidamas,

Diels suggests {Etnp* u, Gorg, p. 35^) that the <f>v<rLK6 s: of Alkidamas was

a dialogue in which Gorgias was the chief speaker.

Empe-
dokles
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Rhetoric
and
medidne.

feorgias afiEirmed that he had been present when his

master was performing sorceries. We can see what this

means from the fragments of the Purifications. Empe-

dokles was a preacher of the new religion which sought

to secure release from the " wheel of birth ” by purity

and abstinence. Orphicism seems to have been strong

at Akragas in the da}^ of Theron, and there are even

some verjDal coincidences between the poems of Empedokles

and the Orphidsing Odes which Pindar addressed to that

prince.* On the other hand, there is no reason to doubt

the statement of Ammonios that fr. 134 refers to Apollo ;
®

and, if that is so, it points to his having been an adherent

of the Ionic form of the m57stic doctrine, as we have seen

(§ 39) Psdhagoras was. Further, Timaios already knew

the story that Empedokles had been expelled from the

Pythagorean Order for “ stealing discotirses/’ * and it is

probable on the whole that fr. 129 refers to Pythagoras.*

It seems most Ukely, then, that Empedokles preached a

form of P3rthagoreanism which was not considered orthodox

by the heads of the Sodety. The actual marvels related

of him seem to be mere developments of hints in his

poems.®

loi. Aristotle said that Empedokles was the inventor of

Rhetoric ;
* and Galen made him the founder of the Italian

school of Medicine, which he puts on a level with those of

^ See Bidez, p, 115, n. i.

* See below, note in loc.

® Diog. viii. 54 (R. P. 162). * See below, note in loc,

* Timaios told, for instance (a^, Biog. viii. 60), how he weakened the
force of the etesian winds by hanging bags of asses' skins on the trees

to catch them. In fr. in he says that knowledge of science as taught
by him will enable his disciples to control the winds. We are also told

how he brought back to life a woman who had been breathless and
pulsdess for thirty da3^. In fr. in he tells Pausanias that his teaching
will enable him to bring the dead back from Hades. The story^ of the
(Lwvom was given at length in the ILepl v6<r<0p of Herakleides of Pontos,
and Biogenes says that it was related to Pausanias by Empedokles. That
id'^es us a hint of the way in which these stories were worked up. Cf.

the very similar anecdotes about Herakleitos, p. 131, n. 4.
* Biog. viii. 57 (R. p. 162 g).
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Kos and Knidos.^ Both these statements must be considered

in connexion with his political and scientific activity. It is

probable that Gorgias was his disciple, and also that the

speeches, of which he must have made many, were marked
by that euphuism which Gorgias introduced to Athens at a
later date, and which gave rise to the idea of an artistic

prose.® His influence on the development of medicine

was, however, far more important, as it affected not only

medicine itself, but, through it, the whole tendency of

scientific thinking. It has been said that Empedokles
had no successors,® and the remark is true if we confine

ourselves strictly to philosophy ; but the medical school he
foimded was stiU living in the da3?s of Plato, and had con-

siderable influence on him, and stiU more on Aristotle.* Its

fundamental doctrine was the identification of the four

elements with the hot and the cold, the moist and the dry.

It also held that we breathe through all the pores of the

body, and that the act of respiration is closely connected

with the motion of the blood. The heart, not the brain,

was regarded as the orgein of consciousness.® A more

^ Galen, Meth. Med, i. i, iipttav 5’ a^row (tbie schools of Kos and ICnidos)

• . . KoX ol iK T7JS ^IrdXias larpolf ^iXurrLtay re Kal ^EjMreSoKXys xal Uaviraplas

Kal ol Toih-tav iratpou Philistion was the contemporary and Mend of Plato

;

Pausanias is the disciple to whom Bmpedokles addressed his poem.
» See Diels, " Empedokles nnd Gorgias {Berl, Sitzb., 1S84, pp,

343 sqq,). The oldest authority for saying that Gorgias was a disciple

of Emp^okles is Satyros ctp, Diog. viiL 58 (R. P. 162) ; but he seems to

have derived his information from AUddamas, who was the disciple of

Gorgias himself. In Platons Meno (76 c 4-8) the EmpedoHean theory
of effluvia and pores is ascribed to Gorgias,

* Diels {BerU Sitzb,, 1884, p. 343).
^ See M, WeUmann, Fragmentsammiung der griechischen Artzte, voL

i. (Berlin, 1901). According to Wellniann> both Plato (in the Timaeuz)
and DioMes of Karystos depend upon Philistion. It is impossible to

understand the history of philosophy from this point onwards without
keeping the history of medicine constantly in view.

« For the four elements, cf. Anon. lond. xx, 25 (Menon's latrika),

^iXurriiav S’ <der(u iK S' IbeSw tout* icriv iK S' otovxjeIojv’

wvp6Sf dipot, HBaroSy yijs, etieai Si Kal iKdaTOu Svydjxeis, toO Trvpdt rS

dep/idy, Tou Si dipos rS i^vxpSv, tov Si SSarot rS SypSp, t^s Si yfjs tS ^pSp*

For the theory of respiration, see Wellmann, pp. 82 sqq,

;

and for the

heart as the seat of consciousness, ib. pp. 15 sqq.
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Relation

to pre-

decessors.

Death.

external characteristic of the medicine taught by the fol«

lowers of Empedokles is that they still clung to ideas of

a magical nature. A protest against this by a member of

the Koan school has been preserved. He refers to them as

“ magicians and purifiers and charlatans and quacks, who
profess to be very reUgious.” ^

102. In the biography of Empedokles, we hear nothing

of his theory of nature. The only hints we get are some

statements about his teachers. AUddamas, who had good

opportunities of knowing, made him a feUow-student of

Zeno under Parmenides. Theophrastos too made him a

follower and imitator of Parmenides.- But the further

statement that he had " heard ” Pythagoras cannot be

right. No doubt AUddamas said “ Pythagoreans.” ®

Some writers hold that certain parts of the system of

Empedokles, in particular the theory of pores and effluvia

(§ ii8), were due to the influence of Leukippos.® We know,

however, that Alkmaion (§ 96) spoke of “ pores ” in con-

nexion with sensation, and it was more probably from him

that Empedokles got the theory. Moreover, this is more

in accordance with the history of certain other physiological

views whidx are common to Alkmaion and the later Ionian

philosophers. We can generally see that those reached

Ionia throughthe medical schoolwhich Empedokles founded.*

103. We are told that Empedokles leapt into the crater

of Etna that he might be deemed a god. This appears to

be a malicious version ® of a tale set on foot by his adherents

* Hippoir. Hepl Uprjt vivov, c l, niyn t« koX Ka$ipTai xal iyiprai koI

iXa^ints. The whole passage should be read. Cf. Welimann, p. 29 «.
» Diog. viiL 54-56 (R. P. 162).
» Diels, Verhandl. d. 35 Philologenversamml. pp. 104 sqq., Zeller, p. 767.

It would be fatal to the main thesis of the nes± few chapters if it could be
proved that Empedokles was influenced by Leukippos. I hope to show
that Leukippos was influenced by the later Pythagorean doctrine {Chap.
IX. § 171), which was in turn aflected by Empedokles (Chap. VII. § 147).

* For vipot in Alkmaion, cf. Arist. De gen. an. B, 6. 744 a 8 ; Theophr.
De sens. 26 ; and for the way in which his embryological and other views
were transmitted through Empedokles to the Ionian physicists, cf.

Fredrich, Hippokraiische Untersuchungen, pp. 126 sqq.
' R. P. 162 h. The story is always told with a hostile purpose.
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that he had been snatched up to heaven in the night.^

Both stories would easily get accepted ;
for there was no

local tradition. Empedokles did not die in Sicily, but in

the Peloponnese, or, perhaps, at Thourioi. It is not at aU

unlikely that he visited Athens.® Plato represents Sokrates

as familiar with his views in early hfe, and the elder Kritias

adopted one of his characteristic theories.®

104. Empedokles was the second philosopher to expound Writings,

his system in verse, if we leave the satirist Xenophanes out

of accotmt. He was also the last among the Greeks ; for

the forged Pythagorean poems may be neglected. Lucretius

imitates Empedokles in this, just as Empedokles imitated

Parmenides. Of course, the poetical imagery creates a

difficulty for’the interpreter ; but it cannot be said that it is

harder to extract the philosophical kernel from the verses

of Empedokles than from the prose of Herakleitos.

105. We have more abundant remains of Empedokles The

than of any other early Greek philosopher. If we may
trust oxir manuscripts of Diogenes and of Souidas, the

librarians of Alexandria estimated the Poem on Nature and

the Purifications together as 5000 verses, of which about

1 R. P. ib. This was the story told by HeraMeides of Pontos, at the
end of his romance about the

* Timaios refuted the common stories at some length (Diog, viii.

71 sqq,

;

R. P, ib,). He was quite positive that Empedokles never returned
to Sicily after he went to Olympia to have his poem recited to the
Hellenes. The plan for the colonisation of Thourioi would, of course,, be
discussed at Olympia, and we know that Greeks from the Peloponnese
and elsewhere joined it. He may very well have gone to Athens in

connexion with this.

* See my edition of the Phaedo, 96 b 4 n,, and, for Kritias, Arist.

De animat 405 b 6. This is the Kritias who appears in Plato's Timaeus,
and he is certainly not the Kritias who was one of the Thirty, but his

grandfather. The Kritias of the Timaeus is a very old man, who re-

members the events of his boyhood quite well, but forgets what happened
the other day [Tim. 26 b). He also tells us that the poems of Solon were
a novelty when he was a boy {ib. 21 b). It is hard to understand how
he was ever supposed to be the oligarch, though Diels, Wilamowitz, and
E, Meyer seem to have felt no difficulty in the identification. It is clear

too that it must have been the grandfather who exchanged poetical com-
pliments with Anakreon (Diels, Vors,^ ii. p. 81 B i). Kritias of the Thirty

did not live to be an old man. *
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2000 belonged to the former work.i Diels gives about
350 verses and parts of verses from the cosmological poem,
or not a fifth of the whole. It is important to remember
that, even in this favourable instance, so much has been
lost. The other poems ascribed to Empedokles by the
^exandnan scholars were probably not his.®

I give the remains as they are arranged by Diels :

(i)

And .do thou give ear, Pausanias, son of Anchitos the wise !

(2)

For straitened are the powers that are spread over their
bodily parts, and many are the woes that burst in on and
blunt the edge of their careful thoughts ! They behold but a
brief span of a life that is no life,® and, doomed to swift death,
are borne up and fly off fike smoke. Each is convinced of that
alone which he had chanced upon as he is hurried every way,
and idly boasts he has found the whole. So hardly rati these
things be seen by the eyes or heard by the ears of men, so hardly
grasped by their mind ! Howbeit, thou, since thou hast found
thy way hither, shaft learn no more than mortal mind hath
power. R. P. 163.

(3)

to keep within thy dumb heart.

, • Sonidas s.v. "EfnreSoK\^- xal iypaft Si’

’"v P'’ ^ It

—7.
likely, however, that the KaSapfuti extended to 3000 verses,

Sef»
irdjtTa TpurxOua for vevrajKurx^Xta in Diogenes.

396
^ Gedichte des Empedokles " (Bert. Sitgb.. 1898, pp.

declared piog. viii. 58) that he had met with
trage^es by Empedokles ; but see Stein, pp. 5 sqq. The poemon the PetsM Wars, which he also' refers to (Diog. viii. 57) seems to

A, - ,

n«/xrtKow. The same passage, however, is said to
r<«r m MeUor. A. 4. 38a a i. though there too E has
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(4)

But, O ye gods, turn aside from my tongue the madness of
those men. Hallow my Kps and make a pure stream flow from
them I And thee, much-wooed, white-armed Virgin Muse, do
I beseech that I may hear what is lawful for the children of a
day 1 Speed me on my way from the abode of Holiness and drive
my willing car I Thee shall no garlands of glory and honour at

the hands of mortals constrain to Kft them from the ground, on
condition of speaking in thy pride beyond that which is lawful

and right, and so to gain a seat upon the heights of wisdom.
Go to now, consider with all thy powers in what way each

thing is clear. Hold not thy sight in greater credit as compared
with thy hearing, nor value thy resounding ear above the dear
instructions of thy tongue ; and do not withhold thy confidence

in any of thy other bodily parts by which there is an opening for

understanding, but consider everything in the way it is dear.

R. P. 163.

(5)

But it is aK too much the way of low minds to disbeKeve
their betters. Do thou learn as the sure testimonies of my Muse
bid thee, when my words have been divided “ in thy heart.

(6)

Hear first the four roots -of aK things : shining Zeus, Kfe-

bringing Hera, Aidoneus and Nestis whose tear-^ops are a
weU-spring to mortals. R. P. 164.®

(7)

. . . uncreated.

(8)

And I shaK teK thee another thing. There is no substance * of

^ The sense of taste, not speech.
® Clement's reading diarfii/jeivTos may perhaps stand if we take \6y<no

as ** discourse," " argument " (cf. Statpeip), Diels conjectures Btacra^&ipros

and renders " when their speech has penetrated the sieve of thy mind."
» The four " elements " are introduced under mythological names, for

which see below, p, 229, w. 2,

* Plutarch {Adv* CoL 1112 a) says that here means "birth,” as is

shown by its oppo^tion to death, and all interpreters (including myself}

have hitherto followed him. On the other hand, the fragment clearly

deals with and Empedokles cannot have said that there was no
death of moftal things. The evqTd are just perishable combinations of
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any of all the things that perish, nor any cessation for them of

baneful death. They are only a mingUng and interchange of

what has been mingled. Substance is but a name given to these

things by men. R. P. 165.

(9)

But they (hold ?) that when Light and Air (chance ?) to have

been mingled in the fashion of a man, or in the fashion of the

race of wild beasts or of plants or birds, that that is to be bom,

and when these things have been separated once more, they call

it (wrongly ?) woeful death. I follow the custom and call it

so myself.^
(ro) '

Avenging death.

the four elements (cf. fr. 35, ii), and the point is that they are constantly

coming into being and passing away. It is, therefore, impossible, as

pointed out by Prof, Lovejoy {Philosophical Review, xviii. 371 sqq.), to take

davdToto TcXeuTti as equivalent to B&varo^ here, and it may equally well mean
end of death.” Now Aristotle, in a passage where he is carefully dis-

tinguishing the various senses of {MeU A, 4. 1015 a i), quotes this very

verse as an illustration of the meaning twp ^vrtav oi/cia (see further in

the Appendix) . I understand the words 4irl To?<r5’ as equivalent to 4irl rott

dvijTols, and I take the meaning of the fragment to be that temporary

compounds or combinations like flesh, bone, etc., have no of their

own. Only the four ** immortal elements have a tpi^cris which does not

pass away. This interpretation is confirmed by the way Diogenes of

ApoUonia speaks in denjdng the ultimate reality of the "elements.” He
says (fr, 2) el ro^rtav rt ^repov rov 4r4pov, ^repov dv ry IBlq, piityei, i.e. he says

the elements are BvTrrd.

1 I understand this fragment to deal with the ** elements,” of which
and aWiip (Fife and Air) are taken as examples. These are not

subject to birth and death, like the 6injrd of fr. 8, and the application of

the terms to them is as much a matter of convention as the application

of the term to the perishable combinations which are subject to

birth and death. The text is corrupt in Plutarch, and has two or three

lacunae, but the usual reconstructions depart too far from the tradition.

1 suggest the following, which has at least the merit of not requiring the
alteration of a single letter :

ol S\ 5t€ fikv Karb, ptara fiiyhv al&ipi

Karh. dripQv dyporSpojv ykuos h loan’d Bdpvw
ijib KQ/r' aitavCav^ t6t€ pJkv rb yevitrOaL’

eJJre 5* dvoKpivdSuri rdd* ad, dvaSalfiova itStjulov

5 d4fus <o^> Ka\4ov<n, vhfi^ d' irrlpTjfu xal adrds*

I understand rdbe in the fourth verse as referring to the " elements ”

(e,g. Fire and Air), which cannot properly be said to be bom or to die
as their combinations do. I take it that Fire and Air are specially
mentioned because the life of animate creatures depends on them. The
earth and water would never of themselves produce a living being.
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(II, 12)

Fools !—^for they have no far-reaching thoughts—^who deem
that what before was not comes into being, or that aught can

perish and- be utterly destroyed. For it cannot be that aught

can arise from what in no way is, and it is impossible and unheard

of that what is should perish ; for it will always be, wherever 5

one may keep putting it. R. P. 165 a.

(13)

And in the AH there is naught empty and naught too full.

(14)

In the All there is naught empty. Whence, then, could

aught come to increase it ?

(15)

A man who is wise in such .matters would never stunnse in

his heart that as long as mortals live what they call their life, so

long they are, and suffer good and iU ; while before they were

formed and after they have been dissolved they are just nothing

at all. R. P. 165 a.

(16)

For even as they (Strife and Love) were aforetime, so too

they shall be ; nor ever, methinks, will boundless time be

emptied of that pair. R. P. 166 c.

(17)

I shall tell thee a twofold tale. At one time it grew to be

one only out of many ; at another, it divided up to be many
instead of one. There is a double becoming of perishable things

and a double passing away. The coming together of all things

brings one generation into being and destro3?s it ; the other grows 5

up and is scattered as things become divided. And these things

never cease continually changing places, at one time all uniting

in one through Love, at another each borne in different directions

by the repulsion of Strife. Thus, as far as it is thdr nature to

grow into one out of many, and to become many once more 10

when the one is parted asunder, so far they come into being and

thdr life abides not. But, inasmuch as they never cease changing
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their places continually, so far they are ever immovable as they

go round the circle of existence.

But come, hearken to my "words, for it is leamii^ that

15 increaseth wisdom. As I said before, when I declared the heads

of my discourse, I shall teU thee a twofold tale. At one time it

grew together to be one only out of many, at anothier it parted

asunder so as to be many instead of one ;—^Fire and Water and

Earth and the mighty height of Air ; dread Strife, too, apart

so from these, of equal weight to each, and Love in their midst,

equal in length eind breadth. Her do thou contemplate Tjdth thy

mind, nor sit with dazed eyes. It is she that is known as being

implanted in the frame of mortals. It is that makes- them

have thoughts of love and work the works of peace. They call

*5 her by the names of Joy and Aphrodite. Her has no mortal yet

marked moving round among them,^ but do "thou a.ttend to the

undecetful ordering of my discourse.

For all these are equal and alike in age, yet eachhas a. different

prerogative and its own peculiar nature, but they gadn the upper

30 hand in turn when the time comes round. And. nothing comes

into being besides these, nor do they pass away ;
for, if they had

been passing away continually, they would not be now, and, what

could increase this All and whence could it come ? How, too,

could it perish, since no place is empty of these things ? There

35 are these alone; but, running through oneanotlier, theybecome

now this, now that,® and like things evermore. R. P. 166.

(18)

Love.

(19)

Clinging Love.

(20)

This (the contest of Love and Strife) is laaiiifest in. the mass

of mortal limbs. At one time all the limTjs that are the body's

portion are brought together by Love in blooiiiirig lifer's high

5 season ; at another, severed by cniel Strife^ they wander each

alone by the breakers of life's sea. It is the same with plants

Reading rouriv. still think, however, that ECnatz's palaeo-

graphically admirable conjecture pteri Beotmp among the elements)

deserves consideration. " / ® Keeping ftXAore wiiih Diels.
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and the fish that make their homes in the waters, with the beasts

that have their lairs on the hills and the seabirds that sail on
wings- P. P. t73 d.

(21)

Come no^, look at the things that bear witness to my earlier

discourse, if so be that there was any shortcoming as to their

form in the earlier list. Behold the sim, everywhere bright and
warm.;^ and all the immortal things that are bathed in heat and
bright radiance.^ Behold the rain, ever3rwhere dark and cold

;

and from tlae earth issue forth things close-pressed and solid.

When ttiey are in strife all these are difierent in form and
separated ; but tfciey come together in love, and are desired by
one another.

For out of these have sprung all things that were and are

and shall be—trees and men and women, beasts and birds and
the fishes that dwell in the waters, yea, and the gods that live

long lives and are exalted in honour. R. P. 166 i.

For there are these alone, ; but, running through one another,

they take difiereut shapes—^so much does mixture change them.

R. P. 166 g-

(22)

For all of these—^sun, earth, sky, and sea—are at one with

aU their parts that are cast far and wide from them in mortal

things. And even so all things that are more adapted for

mixture are like to one another and united in love by Aphrodite.

Those things, again, that differ most in origin, mixture and the

forms imprinted on each, are most hostile, being altogether

unaccustomed to unite and very sorry by the bidding of Strife,

since it hath wrought their birth.

(2?)

Just as when painters axe elaborating temple-offerings, men
whom wisdom hath well taught their art,—they, when they

have taJkea pigments of many colours with theic hands, mix
them, in due proportion, more of some and less of others, and

1 ilea<5ing ^fjt^pora, 5’ 6<r(r ZBet with Diels. For the word ISos, cf. frs,

62. 5 ; 73, 2. 'The reference is to the moon, etc., which are made of

solidified Air. and receive their light from the fiery hemisphere. See

below, § r 13.

14
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5 from them produce shapes Kke unto all things, making trees and
men and women, beasts and birds and fishes that dwell in the

waters, yea, and gods, that live long lives, and are exalt^ in

honour,—so let not the error prevail over thy mind,i that there

is any other source of all the perishable creatures that appear in

10 countless numbers. Know this for sure, for thou hast heard the

tale from a goddess.®

(24)

Stepping from summit to summit, not to travel only one

path of words to the end. . . .

(25)

What is light may well be said even twice.

(26)

For they prevail in turn as the circle comes round, and pass

into one another, and grow great in their appointed turn. R. P.

i66 c.

Hiere are these alone ; but, running through one another,

they become men and the tribes of beasts. At one time they

5 are all brought together into one order by Love ; at another,

they are carried each in different directions by the repulsion of

Strife, till they grow once more into one and are wholly subdued.
Thus in so far as they are wont to grow into one out of many,

JO and again divided become more than one, so far they come
into being and their life is not lasting; but in so far as

they never cease changing continually, so far are they ever-

more, immovable in the circle.

(27)

There (in the sphere) are distinguished neither the swift limbs
of the sun, no, nor the shaggy earth in its might, nor the sea,

—so fast was the god bound in the close covering of Harmony,
spherical and round, rejoicing in his circxdar solitude.® R. P. 167.

1 Reading 'with Blass (Jahrb.f, kL Phil,, 1883, p. 19) and Diels ;

oih'W firj <r* dvdrTj <pp4ytt KdiVTOrw ktX,

Cf, Hesychios : Kauv&rta* vLKdrw, This is practically what the MSS. of
Simplicius give, and Hesychios has many Empedoklean glosses.

* The " goddess " is, of course, the Muse. Cf. fr. 5.
» The word fjLoyLjj, if it is right, cannot mean rest," but only solitude.

There is no reason for altering irepLiry^i, though Simplicius has irepiyriB^i,.
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(27 a)

There is no discord and no unseemly strife in his limbs.

(28)

But he was equal on every side and quite without end,
spherical and round, rejoicing in his circular solitude.

{29)

Two branches do not spring from his back, he has no feet, no
swift knees, no fruitful parts ; but he was spherical and equal
on every side.

{30, 31)

But when Strife was grown great m the limbs of the god and
sprang forth to claim his prerogatives, in the fulness of the
alternate time set for them by the mighty oath, . . . for aU
the limbs of the god in turn quaked. R. P. 167.

(32)

The joint binds two things.

(33)

Even as when fig juice rivets and binds white milk. . . .

(34)

Cementing ^ meal with water. . . .

(35. 36)

But now I shall retrace my steps over the paths of song that

I have travdled before, drawing from my saying a new saying.

When Strifewas fallen to the lowest depth of the vortex, and Love
had reached to the centre of the whirl, in it do all things come
together so as to be one only ; not all at once, but coming together

at their will each from different quarters ; and, as they mingled,

strife began to pass out to the furthest limit. Yet many
things remained umnixed, alternating with &e things that were

1 The masculine KoKK^as shows that the subject cannot have been

; and Karsten was doubtless right in believing that Empedokles
introduced the simile of a baker here. It is in his manner to take illus-

trations from human arts.
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being mixed, namely, all that Strife not fallen yet retained ; for

it had not yet altogether retired perfectly from them to the

outermost boTindaries of the circle. Some of it still remained

within, and some had passed out from the limbs of the All. But
in proportion as it kept rushing out, a soft, immortal stream of

blameless Love kept running in, and straightway those things

became mortal which had been immortal before, those things

were mixed that had before been unmixed, each changing its

path. And, as they mingled, countless tribes of mortal creatures

were scattered abroad endowed with all manner of forms, a

wonder to behold.^ R, P. 169.

(37)

Earth increases its own mass, and Air swdls the bulk of Air.

{38)

Come, I shall now tell thee first of all the beginning of the

sun,* and the sources from which have sprang all the things we
now behold, the earth and the billowy sea, the damp vapour

and the Titan air that binds his circle fast round all things.

R. P. 170 a.

(39)

If the depths of the earth and the vast air were infinite, a

foolish saying which has been vainly dropped from the lips of

many mortals, though they have seen but a little of the All. . . .®

R. P. 103 b.

(40)

The sharp-daiiing sun and the gentle moon.

(41)

But (the sunlight) is gathered together and circles round the

mighty heavens.

^ We see clearly from this fragment how the dSd^ara (the elements)
are identified with the ^'nnmixed/* and the BvTjrd (the perishable com-
binations) with the " mixed."

* Xhe IMESS. of Clement have dpx^y, and the reading iiXlov dpx"^^
is a mere makeshift. Diels reads ijiTuKd t* dpxfy^> “ the first (elements)
equal in age."

* The lines are referred to Xenophanes by Aristotle, who quotes them
De caelo, B, 13. 294 a 21, See above. Chap. II. p. 125, n. 3.
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(42)

And she cuts off his rays as he goes above her, and casts a
shadow on as much of the earth as is the breadth of the pale-faced

moon.^

(43)

Even so the sunbeam, having struck the broad and mighty
circle of the moon, returns at once, running so as to reach the
sky.

(44)

It flashes back to Ol3nnpos with untroubled countenance.

R. P. 170 c.

(45. 46)

There circles round the earth a round borrowed light, as the

nave of the wheel circles round the furthest (goal).®

(47)

For she gazes at the sacred circle of the lordly sun opposite.

(48)

It is the earth that makes night by coming before the lights.

(49)

... of Kflitaiy, blind-eyed night.

(50)

And Iris biingeth wind or mighty rain from the sea.

(51)

(Fire) swiftly rushing upwards . . .

(52)

And many fir^ bum beneath the earth. R. P. 171 a.

(53r

For so it (the air) chanced to be running at that time, though

often otherwise. R. P. 171 a.

1 I translate Dielses conjecture diretrriyafffy . . . itrr*

* See p. 177, n. i.
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(54)

But the air sank down upon the earth with its long roots.
R. P. 171 a.

(55)

Sea the sweat of the earth. R. P. 170 b.

(56)

Salt was solidified by the impact of the sun’s beams.

(57)

On it (the earth) many heads sprung up without necks aT^4

arms wandered bare and bereft of shoulders. Eyes strayed up
and down in want of foreheads. R: P. 173 a.

(58)

Solitary limbs wandered seeking for union.

(59)

But, as divinity was mingled still further with divinity, these
things ]caned together as each might chance, and many other
things besides them continually arose.

(60)

Shambling creatures with countless hands.

(61)

M^y creatures with faces and breasts looking in different
dir^tions were bom ; some, ofispriz^ of oxen with faces of men,
while others, again, arose as offspring of men with the heads of
oxen, and creatures in whom the nature of women and men was

5 mingled, fumidied with sterile ^ parts. R. P. 173 b.

(62)

Come now, hear how the Fire as it was separated caused the
night-bom shoots of men and tearful women to arise ; for my
tale is not off the point nor uninformed. Whole-natured forms
first arose from the earth, 'having a portion both of water and

^ Heading oTelpois with Diels.
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fire.^ These did the fire, desirous of reaching its like, send up, 5

showing as yet neither the charming form of the limbs, nor yet
the voice and parts that are proper to men. R. P. 173 c.

(63)

. . . But the substance of (the child's) Kmbs is divided
between fhem, part of it in men's (and part in women's body).

(64)

And upon him came desire reminding bim flirough sight.

(65)

. . . And it was poured out in the purified parts ; and when
it met with cold women arose from it.

(66)

The divided meadows of Aphrodite.

(67)

For in its warmer part the womb brings forth males, and
that is.why men are dark and more manly and shaggy.

(68)

On the tenth.day of the eighth month it turns to a white
putrefaction.*

(69)
Double bearing.*

(70)
Sheepskin.^

(71)

But if thy assurance of these things was in any way deficient

as to how, out of Water and Earth and Air and Fire mingled

^ Retaining eiSeot (i,e. f$€os), which is read in the MSS. of Simplicius,

Cf. above, p. 209, i.

* That Empedokles regarded milk as putrefied blood is stated by
Aristotle {De gen. an. A, 8. 777 a 7). The word iriov means pus. There
may be a pun on iru6y, beestings/' but that has its vowel long.

» Said of women in reference to births in the seventh and ninth

months,
* Of the membrane round the foetus.
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together, arose the forms and colours of all those mortal things

that have been fitted together by Aphrodite, and so are now
come into being. . . .

(72)

How tall trees and the fishes in the sea . . .

(73)

And even as at that time Kypris, preparing warmth,^ after

she had moistened the Eaiih in water, gave it to swift fire to

harden it. . . . R. P. 171.

(74)

Leading the songless tribe of fertile fish.

(75)

All of those which are dense within and rare without, having

received a flaccidity of this kind at the hands of Kypris. . . .

(76)

This thou mayest see in the heavy-backed shell-j&sh that

dwell in the sea, in sea-snails and the stony-skinned turtles. In

them thou mayest see that the earthy part dwells on the upper-

most surface of the skin.

(77-78)

It is moisture * that makes evergreen trees flourish with

abundance of fruit the whole year round.

(79)
And so first of all tall olive trees bear eggs. . . ,

(80)

Wherefore pomegranates are late-bom and apples succtilent.

(81)

Wine is the water from the bark, putrefied in the wood.

^ Heading woimnl^owra witli Diels.
» IMs seems clearly to l>e the meaning of here. Cl fr. loo. v. 13.

and p. zzB, n. 2.
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(82)

Hair and leaves, and thick feathers of birds, and the scales

that grow on roighty limbs, are the same thing.

(83)

But the hair of hedgehogs is sharp-pointed and bristles on
their backs.

(84)

And even as when a man thinking to sally forth through a

stormy night, gets him ready a lantern, a flame of blazing J&re,

fastening to it horn plates to keep out all manner of winds, and

they scatter the blast of the winds that blow, but the light leaping

out through them, shines across the threshold with unfailing 5

beams, as much of it as is finer ;
^ even so did she (Love) then

entrap the elemental fire, the round pupil, confined within

membranes and delicate tissues, which are pierced through and

through with wondrous passages. They keep out the deep

water that surrounds the pupU, but they let through the fire, as 10

much of it as is finer. R. P. 177 b.

(85)

But the gentle flame (of the eye) has but a scanty portion

of earth.

(86)

Out of these divine Aphrodite fa^oned unwear3dng eyes.

(87)

Aphrodite fitting these together with rivets of love.

(88)

One vision is produced by both the eyes.

(89)

Know that effluences flow from all things that have come into

being. R. P. 166 h.

* See Beare. p. 16, n. i, where Plato, Tim. 45 b 4 (toS rvp^ i<ra» ri iiip

Kiew oix ftrxfP, "rh Si rapix'^’' ^ aptly 'quoted.
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(90)

So sweet lays hold of sweet, and bitter rushes to bitter;

add comes to add, and warm couples with warm.

(91)

Water fits bettet into wine, but it will not (mingle) with oil.

R. P. 166 h.

(92)
Copper mixed with tin.

(93)

The bloom of scarlet dye mingles with the grey linen.^

(94)

And the black colour at the bottom of a river arises-from the

shadow. The same is seen in hollow caves.

(95)

Since they (the eyes) first grew togelher in the hands of

Kypris.

(96)

The kindly earth recdved in its broad fmmds two pa^ of

gleaming Nestis out of the eight, and four of Hephaistos. So
arose white bones divinely fitted together by the cement of

proportion. R. P. 175.

(97)

The spine (was broken),

(98)

And the earth, anchoring in the perfect harbonrs of Aphrodite,

meets with these in nearly equal proportions, with Hephsdstos
and Water and gleaming Air—either a little more of it, or less

^ On this fragment see Clara E. MUIerd, On the Interpretation of
Empedocles, p. 38, 3.
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of them and more of it. From these did blood arise and the

manifold forms of flesh. R. P. 175 c.

(99)

The bell . . . the fleshy sprout (of the eax),^

(100)

Thus 2 do all things draw breath and breathe it out again.

All have bloodless tubes of flesh ex±ended over the surface of

their bodies ; and at the mouths of these the outermost surface

of the skin is perforated all over with pores closely packed
together, so as to keep in the blood while a free passage is cut 5

for the. air to pass through. Then, when the thin blood recedes

from these, the bubbling air rushes in with an impetuous surge

;

and when the blood runs back it is breathed out again. Just as

when a girl, pla37ing with a water-clock of shining brass, puts the 10

orifice of the pipe upon her comely hand, and dips the water-

clock into the 3delding mass of silvery water—^the stream does not
then flow into the vessel, but the bulk of the air ® inside, pressing

upon the close-packed perforations, keeps it out till she uncovers

the compressed stream ; but then air escapes and an equal 15

volume of water runs in,—^just in the same way, when water

occupies the depths of the brazen vessel and the opening and
passage is stopped up by the human hand, the air outside, striving

to get in, holds the water back at the gates of the ill-sounding

neck, pressing upon its surface, till she lets go with her hand. 20

Then, on the contrary, just in the opposite way to what happened
before, the wind rushes in and an equal volume of water runs out

1 On fr. 99, see Beare, p. 96, n. i.

* This passage is quoted by Aristotle (De respir, 473 b 9), who makes
the curious mistake of taking pivwy for the genitive of pis instead of piv6s.

The locus classicus on the Hepsydra is ProbL 914 b 9 sqq, (where read
odXou for dXXou, b 12). It wa^a metal vessel with a narrow neck {a6\6s)

at the top and with a sort of strainer pierced with holes (Tf^futra,

TpvsHipuoLTa) at the bottom. The passage in the Problems just referred to
attributes this theory of the phenomenon to Anaxagoras, and we shall

see that he also made use of the experiment (§ 13 1).

® The MSS. of Aristotle have iApos here, though the air is called aW'^p

in four other verses of the fragment (w, 5, 7* 18, 24). It is easier to
suppose that Aristotle made a slip in this one verse than that Hmpedokles
should use dijp in a sense he elsewhere avoids (p. 228, 2), and this

suspicion is confirmed by the form d4pos instead of ij4pos* I think,

therefore, that Stein was right in reading aldipos^
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to make room.^ Even so, when the thin blood that surges

through the limbs rushes backwards to the interior, straightway
the stream of air comes in with a rushing swell ; but when the
blood runs back the air breathes out again in equal quantity.

(101)

(The dog) with its nostrils tracking out the fragments of the

beast’s limbs, and the breath from their feet that they leave in

the soft grass.®

(102)

Thus all things have their share of breath and smell.

(103, 104)

Thus have all things thought by fortune's will. . . . And
inasmudh as the rarest things came together in their falL

(105)

(The heart), dwelling in the sea of blood that runs in opposite

directions, where chiefly is what men call thought ; for the

blood round the heart is the thought X)f men. R. P. 178 a.

(106)

For the wisdom of men grows according to what is before

them. R. P. 177.

(107)

For out of these are all things formed and fitted together,

and by these do men think and feelpleasure and pain. R. P. 178.

^ This seems to be the experiment described in ProhL 914 b 26, iiiv

ydLp rts aMjs (r^s K\e>pii5pas) aMpf 'Hiy Ktadlav ifi.irX’fyrai USaros^ iiriKa^Cir

rhv oifKhVf . KwraiTTpiyjrQ iwi rhp ad\6p, od ipiperai rb Hdtap dib rov atiKov

rod ^bfuirof, obK* eddbs iKpei icarb. rbv ab\6vf dXXd

pAKporiptp darepov, c2>j obK bv iirl arbpan rov aUXov, dXX* i}<rr€pov dtb, roiJroi;

^p6ft€vop dvoixd^Tos* The epithet bwrqx^^ ^ best explained as a reference

to the ipvypM or " belching ” referred to at 915 a 7. Any one can
produce this efiect with a water-bottle. If it were not for this epithet,

it would be tempting to read for UrSpo'Co^ and that is actually the

reading of a few MSS.
* On fr. loi, see Beare, p. 135, n. 2.
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(108)

And just so far as they grow to be different, so far do different

thoughts ever present themselves to their minds {in dreams)

R. P. 177 a.

(109)

For it is with earth that we see Earth, and Water with water

;

by air we see bright Air, by fire destroying Fire. By love do we

see Love, and Hate by grievous hate. R. P. 176.

(no)

For if, supported on thy steadfast mind, thou wilt contem-

plate these things with good intent and faultless care, then shalt

thou have all these things in abundance throughout thy life,

and thou shalt gain many others from them. For these things

grow of themselves into thy heart, where is each man’s true 5

nature. But if thou strivest after things of another kind, as it

is the way with men that ten thousand sorry matters blunt their

careful thoughts, soon will these things desert thee when the

time comes round ; for they long to return once more to thdr

own kind ; for know that all things have wisdom and a share of 10

thought.

(Ill)

And thou shalt learn all the drugs that are a defence against

ills and old age ; since for thee alone 'wiU I accomplish all this.

Thou shalt arrest the violence of the weariless winds that arise

to sweep the earth and waste the fields ; and again, when thou

so desirest, thou shalt bring back their blasts in return. Thou 5

shalt cause for men a seasonable drought after the dark rains,

and again thou shalt change the summer drought for streams

that feed the trees as they pour down from the sky. Thou shalt

bring back from Hades the life of a dead man.

PURH^ICATIONS

(112)

Friends, that inhabit the great town looking down on the

yellow rock of Akragas, up by the citadel, busy in goodly works,

harbours of honour for the stranger, men unskilled in meanness.

1 That this refers to dreams, we learn from SimpL an. p, 202, 50.
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all hail. I go about among you an immortal god, no mortal

5 now, honoured among all as is meet, crowned with fillets and
flowery garlands. Straightway, whenever I enter with these in

my train, both men and women, into the flourishing towns, is

reverence done me ; they go after me in countless throngs,

10 asking of me what is the way to gain ; some desiring oracles,

while some, who for many a weary day have been pierced by the

grievous pangs of aU manner of sickness, beg to hear from me
the word of healing. R. P. 162 f.

(113)

But why do I harp on these things, as if it were any great

matter that I should surpass mortal, perishable men ?

{114)

Friends, I know indeed that truth is dn the words I shall

utter, but it is hard for men, and jealous are they of the assault

of belief on their souls.

(115)

There is an oracle of Necessity, an ancient ordinance of the

gods,^ eternal and sealed fast by broad oaths, that whenever one

of the daemons, whose portion is length of days, has sinfully

polluted his hands with blood,^ or followed strife and forsworn

5 himself, he must wander thrice ten thousand seasons from the

abodes of the blessed, being bom throughout the time in all

manners of mortal forms, changing one toilsome path of life for

another. For the mighty Air drives him into the Sea, and the

10 Sea spews him forth on the dry Earth ; Earth tosses him into

the beams of the blaming Sun, and he flings him back to the eddies

of Air, One takes him from the other, and all reject him. One
of these I now am, an exile and a wanderer from the gods, for

that I put my trust in insensate strife. R. P, i8i.

(116)

Charis loathes intolerable Necessity.

^ Necessity is an Orphic personage, and Gorgias, the disciple of

Hmpedokles, says BeOv koI avdyKrjs rj/Tiiplcfi.aaiv {HeL 6),
* I retain <p6vtfi in v, 3 (so too Diels). The first word of v. 4 has been

lost. Diels suggests XekeV, which may well be right, and takes djua/)ri5<rtts

as equivalent to ofiLupr^at. I have translated accordingly.
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(117)

For I have been ere now a boy and a girl, a bush and a bird

and a dumb fish in the sea. R. P. 182.

(118)

I wept and I wailed when I saw the unfamiliar land. R. P.

182.

(119)

From what honour, from what a height Of bKss have I fallen

to go about among mortals here on earth.

(120) -

We have come imder this roofed-in cave.^

(121)

, . . the joyless land, where are Death and Wrath and troops

of Dooms besides ; and parching Plagues and Rottennesses anH
Floods roam in darkness over the meadow of Ate.

(122, 123)

There were® Chthonie and far-sighted HeKope, bloody
Discord and gentle -visaged Hannony, Eallisto and Aischre,

Speed and Tarryii^, lovely Truth and dark-haired Uncertainty,
Birth and Decay, Sleep and Waking, Movement and Immobility,
crowned Majesty and Meanness, Silence and Voice. R. P. 182 a.

(124)

Alas, O wretched race of mortals, sore imblessed : such are

the strifes and groanings from which ye have been bom I

(125)

From living creatures he made them dead, changing their

forms.

1 According to Porphyry* (De antro Nymph. 8), these words were
spoken by the powers " who conduct the soul into the world
Supdfieis). The " cave ” is not originally Platonic but Orphic.

* This passage is closely modeUed on the Catalogue of Nymphs in Iliad
xviii. 39 sqq. Chthonie is found already in Pherekydes (Diog. i, 119).
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(126)

(The goddess) clothing them with a strange garment of

flesh.^

'"(127)

Among beasts they ® become lions that make their lair on the

hills and their couch on the ground ; and laurels among trees

with goodly foliage. R. P. 181 b.

(128)

Nor had they® any Ares for''a god nor Kydoimos, no nor

King Zeus nor Kronos nor Poseidon, but K3rpris the Queen,

. . . Her did they propitiate with holy gifts, with painted

figures* and perfumes of cunning fragrancy, with offerings of

pure mjrrrh and sweet-smelling frankincense, casting on the

groimd libations of brown honey. And the altar did not

reek with pure bull’s blood, but this was held in the greatest

abomination among men, to eat the goodly limbs after tearing

out the life. R. P. 184.

(129)

And there was among them a man of rare knowledge, most
skilled in all maimer of wise works, a man who had won the

utmost wealth of wisdom ; for whensoever he strained with all

his mind, he easily saw everything of all the things that are, in

ten, yea, twenty lifetimes of men.®

^ I have retained dW6yv<ijrt, ttLongh, it is a little liard to interpret.

On the history of the Orphic chiton in gnostic imagery see Bernays,
Thcophf, Sckr, n. 9- It was identified with the coat of skins made by
God for Adam. Cf, also Shakespeare's ** muddy vesture of decay."

* This is the best fieroiK7i<rts (Ael. Nat, an, adi. 7).
* The dwellers in the Golden Age.
* The MSS. of Porphyry have ypairroTs re t^ouru The emendation

of Bemays (adopted in R. P.) does not convince me. I venture to
suggest fiaKTois, on the strength of the story related by Favorinus
{ap, Diog. viii. 53) as to the bloodless sacrifice offered by Empedokles
at Olympia.

* These lines were already referred to Pythagoras by Timaios (Diog.
viii. 54). As we are told (Diog. %b,) that some referred the verses to
Parmenides, it is clear that no name was given.
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(130)

For all things were tame and gentle to man, both beasts and
birds, and frien^y feelings were kindled everywhere. R. P. 184 a.

(131)

If ever, as regards tbe things of a day, immortal Muse, thou
didst deign to take thought for my endeavour, then stand by
me once more as I pray to thee, O Kalliopeia, as I utter a pure
discourse concerning the blessed gods. R. P. 179.

(132)

Blessed is the man who has gained the riches of divine

wisdom ; wretched he who has a dim opinion of the gods in his

heart. R. P. 179.

(133)

It is not possible for us to set God before our eyes, or to

lay hold of him with our hands, which, is the broadest way of

persuasion that leads into the heart of man.

(134)

For he is not furnished with a human head on his body, two
branches do not sprout from his shoulders, he has no feet, no
swift knees, nor hairy parts ; but he is only a sacred and imutter-

able mind flashing through the whole world with rapid thoughts*

R. P. 180.

{135)

(This is not lawful for some and unlawful for others ;) but the

law for all e:stends everywhere, through the wide-rulii^ air and

the infinite light of heaven. R. P. 183.

(136)

Will ye not cease from this iH-sounding slaughter ? See ye

not that ye are devouring one another in the thoughtlessness of

your hearts ? R. P. 184 b.

(137)

And the father lifts up his own son in a changed form and

slays hifn with a prayer. Infatuated fool ! And they run up to

the sacrificers, b^ging mercy, while he, deaf to their cries,

slaughters them in his halls and gets ready the evil feast. In

15
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like manner does the son seize his father, and children thdr

mother, tear out their life and eat the kindred flesh. R. P. 184 b.

(138)

Draining their life with bronze.^

(139)

Ah, woe is me that the pitiless day of death did not destroy

me ere ever I wrought evil deeds of devouring with my lips

!

R. P. 184 b.

(140)

Abstain wholly from laurel leaves,

(141)

Wretches, utter wretches, keep your hands from beans !

(142)

Him will the roofed palace of aigis-bearing Zeus never rejoice,

nor yet the house of . . .

(143)

Wash your hands, cutting the water from the five springs in

the unyielding bronze. R, P. 184 c.

(144)

Fast from wickedness ! R. P. 184 c.

(145)

Therefore are ye distraught by grievous wickednesses, and

will not unburden your souls of wretched sorrows.

(146, 147)

But, at the last, they appear among mortal men as prophets,

song-writers, physicians, and princes ; and thence they rise up
as gods exalted in honour, sharing the hearth of the other gods

and the same table, free from human woes, safe from destiny,

5 and incapable of hurt. R. P. 181 c.

(148)

. . . Earth that envdops the man-

* On fts. 138 and X43 see Vahlen on Aiist. Poet. ai. 1457 b 13, and
Diels in Hermes, xv. p. 173.
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106. At the very outset of his poem, Empedokles speaks Em-

angrily of those who professed to have found the whole ^°p
(fr. 2) ; he even calls this " madness ” (fr. 4). No doubt

he is thinking of Parmenides. His own position is not,

however, sceptical. He only deprecates the attempt to

construct a theory of the universe off-hand instead of trying

to understand each thing we come across “ in the way in

which it is clear ” (fr. 4). And this means that we must
not, like Parmenides, reject the assistance of the senses.

We soon discover, however, that Empedokles too sets up a

system which is to explain eversdhing, though that system

is no longer a monistic one.

It is often said that this system was an attempt to

mediate between Parmenides and Herakleitos. It is not

easy, however, to find any trace of Herakleitean doctrine in

it, and it would be truer to say that it aimed at mediating

between Eleatidsm and the senses. Empedokles repeats,

almost in the same words, the Eleatic argument for the sole

reality and indestructibility of “ what is ” (frs. 11-15)

;

and his idea of the “ Sphere ” seems to be derived from the

Parmenidean description of reality.^ Parmenides had held

that what underlies the iUusory world of the senses was a
corporeal, spherical, continuous, eternal, emd immovable
plenum, and it is from this Empedokles starts. Given the

sphere of Parmenides, he seems to have said, how are we
to get from it to the world we know ? How are we to

introduce motion into the immovable plenum ? Now Par-

menides need not have denied the possibility of motion

within the Sphere, though he was bound to deny all motion

of the Sphere itself ; but such an admission would not have

served to explain anything. If any part of the Sphere were

to move, the room of the displaced body must at once be

taken by other body, for there is no empty space. This,

however, would be of precisely the same kind as the body
it had displaced ; for all “ that is ” is one. The result of

1 CL Emp. frs. 27, 28, with Paxm. fr. 8*
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the motion wotild be precisely the same as that of rest

;

it could accoxint for no change. But is this assumption of

perfect homogeneity in the Sphere really necessary ? Evi-

dently not ; it is simply the old unreasoned feeling that

existence must be one. Nevertheless, we cannot regard the

numberless forms of being the senses present us with as

ultimate realities. They have no of their own, and

are alwa3re passing away (fr. 8), so the only solution is to

assume a Umited number of ultimate forms of reality. We
may then apply all that Parmenides says of What is to each

one of these, and the transitory forms of existence we know

may be explained by their mingling and separation. The

conception of “ elements ” (<rTot%eta), to use a later term,^

was found, md ‘the required formula follows at once. So

far as concerns particular things, it is true, as our senses teU

us, that they come into being and pass away ; but, if we

have regard to the ultimate elements of which they are

composed, we shall say with Parmenides that “ what is " is

uncreated and indestructible (fr. 17). The elements are

immortal, just as the single <f>v<rt^ of the Milesians was
" ageless and deathless.”

The “four 107. The “ fouT roots ” of aH things (fr. 6) which Empe-
****** dokles assumed—^Fire, Air, Earth, and Water—seem to

have been arrived at by making each of the traditional

"opposites”—hot and cold, wet and dry—into a thing

which is real in the full Parmenidean sense of the word. It

is to be noticed, however, that he does not call Air a.'^p,

but aWrip^ and this must be because he wished to avoid

^ For the history of the term <rroix^iov see Diels, Elementum, Eudemos
said [ap, SimpL Phys. p. 7, 13) that Plato was the first to use it, but he
probably got it from the Pythagoreans. The original term was fiofKp^ or

lUa.
* In fr. 17, 18 Diels reads &ir\erop with Sextus and

Simplicius. Plutarch, however, has alOipos, and it is obvious that this

was more likely to be corrupted into ij^pos than vice versa in an enumera-
tion of the elements. In frag. 38, v. 3, which is not an enumeration of

elements, ^p6s ^p ii,e. the misty lower air) is distinguished from Ttrdy

aid^p {i.e, the bright blue sky) in the traditional way. In fr. 78 the re-

ference is clearly to moisture. On fr. 100, 13, see p. 219, n. 3. These
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confusion with what had hitherto been meant by the former

word. He had, in fact, made the discovery that atmospheric

air is a distinct corporeal substance, and is not to be identified

with empty space on the one hand or rarefied mist on the

other. Water is not liquid air, but something quite dif-

ferent.^ This truth Empedokles demonstrated by means
of the Mepsydra, and we still possess the verses in which he

applied his discovery to the e3q>lanation of respiration and

the motion of the blood (fr. loo). Aristotle laughs at those

who try to show there is no empty space by shutting up
air in water-clocks and torturing wineskins. They only

prove, he says, that air is a thmg.® That, however, is

exactly what Empedokles intended to prove, and it was
one of the most important discoveries in the history of

science. It will be convenient for us to translate the

atOiqp of Empedokles by " air ” ; but we must be careful

in that case not to render the word difp in the same way.

Anaxagoras seems to have been the first to use it of atmo-

spheric air.

Empedokles also called the " four roots ” by the names

of certain divinities
—“ shining Zeus, life-bringing Hera,

Aidoneus, and Nestis ” (fr. 6)—though there is some doubt

as to how these names are to be apportioned among the

elements. Nestis is said to have been a ' Sicilian water-

goddess, and the description of her shows that she stands

for Water ; but there is a conflict of opinion as to the other

three. This, however, need not detain us.® We are

are the only passages in which Empedokles seems to speak of idip in the

sense of atmospheric air. ^ Cf. Chap, I, § 27.

* Aiist. Phys, A, 6, 213 a 22 (R. P, 159)* Aristotle only mentions

Anaxagoras by name in this passage ; but he speaks in the plural, and we
know from fr. 100 that the Mepsydra experiment was used by Empedokles,

« In antiquity the Homeric Allegorists made Hera Earth and Aidoneus

Air, a view which has found its way into Aetios from Pc^idonios. It

arose as follows. The Homeric- Allegorists were not interested in the

science of Empedokles, and did not see that his was quite a different

thing from Homer's di5/>. Now this is the dark element, and night Is a
form of it, so it would naturally be identified with Aidoneus. Again,

Empedokles calls Hera and that is an epithet of Earth in
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already prepared to find that Empedokles called the elements
gods ; for all the early thinkers had spoken in this way of
whatever they regarded as the primary substance. We
must only remember that the word is not used in its religious
sense. Empedoldes did not pray or sacrifice to the elements.

Empedokles regarded the “roots of all things” as
eternal. Nothing can come from nothing or pass away
into nothing (fr. 12

) ; what is is, and there is no room for
coming into being and passing away (fr. 8). Further,
Aristotle tells us, he taught that they were unchangeable.^
This Empedokles expressed by sasdng that “they are
always alike. ' Again, the four elements are all “ equal,”
a statement which seemed strange to Aristotle,^ but was
quite intelHgible in the days of Empedokles. Above all
the four elements are ultimate. All other bodies might be
divided tm you came to the elements; but EmpedoHes
could give no further account of these without saying (as
he did not) that there is an element of which Fire and the
rest are in turn composed.®

Homenc Hymns. Another view identified Hera with Air,theo^ of Plato's Craiylus. and Aidonens with Earth. TheHomenc AUegonsts further identified Zeus with Fire, a view to which thev

Em^edfS®
“ ^®^goras, as we shall see, but there is no doubt that inEmpedoMes it meant Air. It seems likely, then, that Knatz is rieht

T>r> I*"- *v. id^
Philologicae Hermanno Vienero dblatae. 1891

tea'vLSn Air of Empedokles was Zeus.

been more^ *bis identification. He refei^^to 4e

to a^r^rthe k"
^ 5-). « that is so. we sh^^ Homenc AUegonsts that Hera is Earth ; and surely

s"eSVtoruse^orrrt^trdct^."^°^^^^ ^^^P^*bet

undlrSdtyl?^ f - so tm/le^^elVL-
of

^ters that toey attribute to Empedokles the doctrine

the Pytoagor^nIandPU+ V i 3^' ^be criticism of

unintelligible to Aris+n+i
made the hypothesis of elements almost

itS .8 h ^ bis successors. As Plato put

tro^lTa) 7 '7^ syllables," let alone " letteS ''

sL7:::L.Ti)" "" -caXo.^«^oix«a (Diels,
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The “ four roots ” axe given as an exhaustive enumera-

tion of the elements (fr. 23 sub fin.) ; for they account for

all the qualities presented by the world to the senses. When
we find, as we do, that the school of medicine which regarded

Empedokles as its founder identified the four elements with

the “ opposites,” the hot and the cold, the moist and the

dry, which foimed the theoretical fotmdation of its system,^

we see at once how the theory is related to previous views

of reality. We must remember that the conception of

quality had not yet been formed. Anaximander had no

doubt regarded his ” opposites ” as things ; though, before

the time of Parmenides, no one had fully realised how much
was implied in sa3dng that anything is a thing. That is

the stage we have now reached. There is stiU no conception

of quality, but there is a dear apprehension of what is

involved in sajing a thing is.

Aristotle twice ® makes the statement that, though

Empedokles assumes four elements, he treats them as two,

opposing Fire to all the rest. This, he says, we can see

for ourselves from his poem. So far as the general theory

goes, it is impossible to see anything of the sort ; but, when

we come to the origin of the world (§ 112), we shall find that

Fire plays a leading part, and this may be what Aristotle

meant. It is also true that in the biology (§§ 114-116) Fire

fulfils a unique function, while the other three act more or

less in the same way. But we must remember that it has

no pre-eminence over the rest : all are equal,

108. The Eleatic criticism had made it necessary to

explain motion.® Empedokles starts, we have seen, from

an original state of the ” four roots,” which only differs from

the Sphere of Parmenides in so far as it is a mixture, not a

homogeneous and continuous mass. It is this that makes

change and motion possible ; but, were there nothing outside

the Sphere which could enter in, like the Pythagorean “ Air,”

^ Philistion put the matter in this way. See p. n. 5.

* Arist. Met A, 4. 985 a 31 ;
gen. corr. B, 3* 33<^ ^ *9 (R* ^<>4 ®)*

» Cf. Introd. § VIII.

Strife and
Love.
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to separate the elements, nothing could ever arise from it.

Empedokles accordingly assumed the existence of such a

substance, and he gave it the name of Strife. But the

effect of this would be to separate all the elements in the

Sphere completely, and then nothing more could possibly

happen ; something else was needed to bring the elements

together again. This Empedokles found in Love’, which he

regarded as the same impulse to union that is implanted in

human bodies (fr. 17, 22 sqq.). He looks at it, in fact, from

a phyaological point of view, as was natural for the founder

of a medical school. No mortal had yet marked, he says,

that the very same Love men know in their bodies had a
place among the elements.

The Love and Strife of Empedokles are no incorporeal

forces. They are active, indeed, but they are still corporeal.

At the time, this was inevitable ; nothing incorporeal had
yet been dreamt of, Natmally, Aristotle is puzzled by
this characteristic of what he regarded as efficient causes.
“ The Love of Empedokles,” he sa3^,^ “ is both an efficient

cause, for it brings things together, and a material cause,

for it is a part of the mixture.” And Theophrastos expressed

the same idea by saying * that Empedokles sometimes gave

an efficient power to Love and Strife, and sometimes put
them on a level with the other four. The fragments leave

no room for doubt that they were thought of as spatial and
corporeal. All the six are called “ equal.” Love is said to

be “ equal in length and breadth ” to the others, and Strife

is described as equal to each of them in weight (fr. 17).

The function of Love is to produce union ; that of Strife,

to break it up again. Aristotle, however, rightly points

out that in another sense it is Love that divides and Strife

that unites. When the Sphere is broken up by Strife, the
result is that all the Fire, for instance, which was contained
in it comes together and becomes one ; and again, when the

^ Arist. Met. A, 10. 1075 b 3.
* Theopbr. Op. fr. 3 (fiox. p. 477; R. P. 166 b).
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elements jire brougM together once more by Love, the mass

of each is divided. In another place, he says that, while

Strife is assumed as the cause of destruction, and does, in

fact, destroy the Sphere, it really gives birth to everything

else in so doing.'- It follows that we must carefully distin-

guish between the Love of Empedokles and that “ attraction

of like for like ” to which he also attributed an important

part in the formation of the world. The latter is not an

element distinct from the others ; it depends on the proper

nature of each element, and is only able to take efiect when
Strife divides the Sphere. Love, on the contrary, produces

an attraction of unities.

109. But, when Strife has separated the elements, what Mixture

determines the direction of their motion ? Empedokles separation,

seems to have given no further explanation thin that each

was “ running ” in a certain direction (fr. 53). Plato

severely condemns this in the Lams,‘ on the groimd that no

room is thxis left for design. Aristotle also blames him for

giving no account of the Chance to which he ascribed so

much importance. Nor is the Necessity, of which he also

spoke, further explained.® Strife enters into the Sphere at

a certain time in virtue of Necessity, or “ the mighty oath
”

(fr. 30) ; but we are told no more about that.

The expression used by Empedokles to describe the

movement of the elements is that they “ run through each

other ” (fr. 17, 34). Aristotle tells us * that he explained

mixture in general by " the symmetry of pores.” And
this is the true explanation of the *' attraction of like for

like.” The “ pores ” of like bodies are, of course, mudi the

same size, and these bodies can therefore mingle easily.

On the other hand, a finer body will " run through ” a coarse

one without becoming mixed, and a coarse body will not be

‘ Me/. A, 4. 985 a *i : r, 4. 1000 a 24 ; b 9 (R. P. i66 i).

* Fla-to, Laws, x. 889 b. The leference is not to Empedokles ex-

cl-usively, but the language ^ows -that Plato is -thirJdng mainly of him.

* Aiist. jD« ^en. corr. B, 6. 334 a i ; Phys. O, 1. 252 a 5 (R. P. 166 k).

* Aiist. De gen. corr. A, 8. 324 b 34 (R. P. 166 h).
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able to enter the pores of a finer one at aU. As Aristotle says,

this really implies something like the atomic theory
; but

there is no evidence that Empedokles himself was conscious

of that. Another question raised by Aristotle is even more

instructive. Are the pores, he asks, empty or full? If

empty, what becomes of the denial of the void ? If fuU,

why need we assume pores at all

^

These questions

Empedokles would have found it hard to answer.

The foTir 110. It wiU be clear from what has been said that we must

distinguish four periods in the cycle. First we have the

Sphere, in which all the elements are mixed together by

Love. Secondly, there is the period when Love is passing

out and Strife coming in, when, therefore, the elements are

partially separated and partially combined. Thirdly comes

the complete separation of the elements, when Love is

outside the world, and Strife has given free play to the

attraction of like for like. Lastly, we have the period when

Love is bringing the elements together again, and Strife is

passing out. This brings us back to the Sphere, and the

cycle begins afresh. Now a world such as ours can exist

only in the second and fourth of these periods. It seems to

be generally supposed that we are in the fourth period
;

®

I hope to show that we are in the second, that when Strife

is gaining the upper hand.

Our world XU- That a world of perishable things {dvrjrd) arises both

of striS ^ second and fourth period is distinctly stated by

Empedokles (fr. 17), and it is inconceivable that he had not

made up his mind which of these worlds is ours. Aristotle

is clearly of opinion that in our world Strife is increasing.

In one place, he says that Empedokles “ holds that the

world is in a similar condition now in the period of Strife

1 Arist. De gen. corr. A, 8. 326 b 6.

* This is the view of ZeUer (pp. 785 sqq.), but he admits that the

external testimony, especially that of Axistoile, is wholly in favour of the

other. His difficulty is with the fragments, and if it can be shown that

these can be interpreted in accordance with Aristotle's statements, the

question is settled.
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as formerly in that of Love,” ^ In another, he tells us that

Empedokles omits the generation of things in the period of

Love, just because it is unnatural to represent this world,

in which the elements are separate, as arising from things

in a state of separation.® This remark can only mean that

Empedokles assumed the increase of Strife, or, in other

words, that he represented the course of evolution as the

disintegration of the Sphere, not as the coming together of

things from a state of separation.® That is what we should

expect, if we are right in supposing that the problem he set

himself to solve was the origin of this world from the Sphere

of Parmenides, and it is also in harmony with the tendency

of such speculations to represent the world as getting worse

rather than better. We have only to conader, then, whether

the details of the system bear out this general view.

112. To begin with the Sphere, in which the " four roots Fonnati(a

of all things ” are mixed together, we note that it is called a

god in the fragments just as the elements are, and that Axis-

totle more than once refers to it in the same way.* We

^ Arist. De gen, corr. B, 6, 334 a 6, rbv Kbcfiw ofjLoiias M
Tc ToO vcIkovs vvv Kal vpbrepov iiri rijs Miss Millerd (InterpfetcUion of

Empedocles, p. 45) adds Theophrastos, De sensu § 20, cvfipaivei db Kal irrl rijs

^tXias eXvai oX(T$ri<nv ^ iprrov rh ffvyKplvc<rdai r&re Kal &Toppuv,

HereM Trjs and r&re imply the antithesis iwl rov T^elxous and vvv, ’
,

® Arist. Ve caelo, r, 2. 301 a 14, €k Steardyrwv Sk xal KLvovpjivutv oitK

€ij\oyov TTOieiv r^v yiv^civ, Btb xal *^p,ir€doK\7js 7rapaXelir€i rijv iwl r^s

Pl\6t7}tos’ od ybp hv ijd^varo avar^crat rhv obpavbv ix

KaTaa’K€vdl^(aVj cdyxpKTiv Bk ttoiQv Bid rijv " ^k BtaK^Kpija^vufv ydp

awiffTTiKetr 6 xbcrfjios rQv aroix^liav {** onr world consists of the elements

in a state of separation Sxtt dvayxalov y&iadai ivbs xal avyxcxpifUvav,^

® It need not mean that Empedokles said nothing about the world of

Love at all ; for he obviously says something of both worlds in fr. 17, It

is enough to suppose that, having described both in general terms, he

went on to treat the world of Strife in detail.

* Arist. De gen, coty. B, 6. 333 b 21 (R. P. id8 e) ; Met. B, 4. 1000 a 28

(R. P. t66 i), Cf. Simpl. Phys, p. 1124, i (R. P. 167 b). In other places

Aristotle speaks of it as the One," Cf. De gen. corr. A, 1* 3^5 ^ 7 (^*

168 e) : Met. B, 4. 1000 a 29 (R, P. 166 i) ; A, 4. 985 a 28 (R. P. ib.).

This involves a slight Aristotelian “ development." It is not the same
thing to say, as Empedokles does, that all things come together into

one," and to say that they come together " into the One." The latter

expression suggests that they lose their identity in the Sphere, and thus

become something like Aristotle's " matter.” As has been pointed out
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must remember that Love itself is a part of this mixture,^

while Strife surrormds or encompasses it on every side

just as the Boundless encompasses the world in earlier

systems. Strife, however, is not boundless, but equal in

bulk to eadk of the four roots and to Love.

At the appointed time, Strife begins to enter into the

Sphere and Love to go out of it (frs. 30, 31). The fragments

by themselves throw little light on this ; but Aetios and the

Plutarchean Stromateis have between them preserved a very

fair tradition of what Theophrastos said on the point.

Empedokles held that Air was first separated out and secondly

Fire. Next came Earth, from which, highly compressed as it

was by the impetus of its revolution. Water gushed forth. From
the water Mist was produced by evaporation. The heavens were
formed out of the Air and the stm out of the Fire, while terrestrial

things were condensed from the other elements. Aet. ii. 6. 3
{Dox. p. 334 ; R. P. 170).

Empedokles held that the Air when separated off from the

original mixture of the elements was spread round in a circle.

After the Air, Fire running outwards, and not finding any other

place, ran up under the solid that sturounded the Air.® There
were two hemispheres, revolving rormd the earth, the one alto-

gether composed of fire, the other of a mixture of air and a little

fire. The latter he supposed to be the Night. The origin of

their motion he derived from the fact of fire preponderating in

one hemisphere owing to its accumulation there. Ps.-Plut.

Strom, fr. 10 {Dox. p. sSa'; R. P. 170 a).

(p. 230, n. 3), it is hard for Aristotle to grasp the conception of irreducible
hleiaents ; but there can be no doubt that in the Sphere, as in their
separation, the elements remain ** what they are " for Empedokles. As
Aristotle also knows quite well, the Sphere is a mixture. Compare the
difficulties about the " One ” of Anaximander discussed in Chap. 1. § 15.

^ This accounts for Aristotle’s statement, which he makes once posi-
tively (Mei. B, I. 996 a 7) and once very doubtfully (Met. B, 4. 1001 a 12).

that Love was the substratum of the One in just the same sense as the
Fire of HeraUeitos, the Air of Anaximenes, or the Water of Thales. He
thinks that all the elements become merged in Love, and so lose their
identity. In this case, it is in Love he recognises his own " matter.”

* For the phrase roO repl t6v iipa rdyov cf. HefH SitUnfs, i. 10, 1,

rpbs rhv vepiixoiTa, •ri.yair. .K. M. s.v. /3i}X6x . . . rbu AvurrAru wiyov koX

repUxirTa, riot rdvra dipa.
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The first of the elements to be separated out by Strife

then, was Air, which took the outermost position surrotmd-

ing the world (cf. fr. 38). We must not, however, take the

statement that it surrounded the world " in a drcle ” too

strictly. It appears that Empedokles regarded the heavens

as shaped like an egg.i Here, probably, we have a trace of

Orphic ideas. At any rate, the outer circle of the Air became

solidified or frozen, and we thus get a crystalline vault as

the boundary of the world. We note that it was Fire which

solidified the Air and turned it to ice. Fire in general had

a solidif3nng power. 2

In its upward rush Fire displaced a portion of the Air

in the upper half of the concave sphere formed by the

frozen sky. This air then sunk downwards, carrying with

it a small portion of the fire. In this way, two hemispheres

were produced ; one, conasting entirely of fire, the diurnal

hemisphere ; the other, the nocturnal, consisting of air with

a little fire.

The accumulation of Fire in the upper hemisphere

disturbs the equilibrium of the heavens and causes them to

revolve ;
and this revolution not only produces the alterna-

tion of day and night, but by its rapidity keeps the heavens

and the earth in thdr places. This was illustrated, Aristotle

teUs us, by the-simile of a cup of water whirled round at the

end of a string.* This experimental illustration is much in

the manner of Empedokles. It has nothing to do with

“ centrifugal force,” but is intended to show that rapid

motion may counteract a tendency to fall.

113. It will be observed that day and night have been The sim,

explained without reference to the sun. Day is the light

earth*

^ Aet* ii. 31, 4 (Dox. p, 363)! > Aet* ii. ii, 2 (R* P* 170 c).

» Aiist. De caelo, B, i. 284 a .24 ; 13. 295 a 16 (R, P. 170 b). Plato,

Phaed* 99 b 6, dtb 6 fUv ns x€pin9eU 75 hrh rov

dii xotei y^p* The expezimeiit with rb h rots kMus Hbtap whidh

ktOk\(p tov Kvd$ov tffepopAvav iroKbAxa Kdru rov xctkxod yipbfjLePOP Upm 0^

^perat xdra, remind US of that with the kUp^dra in £r. zoo.

The point is that the popd of the dlvTi overcomes the 4UiC£ia by its

velocity.
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of the fiery diurnal hemisphere, while night is the shadow
thrown by the earth when the fiery hemisphere is on the

other sid.e of it (fr. 48). What, then, is the sun ? The
Plutarchean Stromateis ^ again give us the answer :

“ The
sun is not fire in substance, but a reflexion of fire like

that which comes from water.” Plutarch himself makes
one of his personages say :

“ You laugh at Empedokles for

saying that the sun is a product of the earth, arising from

the reflexion of the light of heaven, and once more ‘ flashes

back to Ol5rmpos with untroubled cotmtenance.’ ” ® Aetios

says :
® “ Empedokles held that there were two suns : one,

the archet37pe, the fire in one hemisphere of the world, filling

the whole hemisphere alwa5rs stationed opposite its own
reflexion ; the other, the visible sim, its reflexion in the

other hemisphere, that which is filled with air mingled with

fire, produced by the reflexion of the earth, which is rovmd,

on the crystalline sun, and carried roimd by the motion of

the fiery hemisphere. Or, to sum it up shortly, the sun is

a reflexion of the terrestrial fire.”

Hiese passages, and especially the last, are by no means
clear.* The reflexion we call the sun cannot be in the

hemisphere opposite the fiery one ; for that is the nocturnal

hemisphere. We must say rather that the light of the fiery

hemisphere is reflected by the earth on to the fieryhemisphere

itself in one concentrated flash. It foUows that the appear-

ance which we call the sun is the same size as the earth.

We may perhaps explain the origin of this view as follows.

^ pPlut,] Strom, fr. lo {Dox. p, 582, ii ; R. P, 170 c).

* Pint. De Pyth, or, 400 b (R. P. 170 c). I keep the MS. reading
T€pl y^y with Diels.

» Aet, ii. 20, 13 {Dox, p. 350), ’E/47r€5ojcX^s di^o ijXlovs- rbv fibv

dpxirinroy, wvp by iv ry iripfp Tj^uctpaiptip rod KbarpLov^ 7re‘jr\7jp(f}Kbs rb ij/Aitr^HiUptoy^

aUl KOT dyriKpb rg dyravyel^ iavrov reray/ibyoy rby db ^acyS/ieyoy, dvradyetav
iv Mp(p iffiur*pcupi(p T(p rov dipos rod SepfAOfuyods irewXTfptafUytp^ dvb KVKXorepods
rijs jcar* dydKXa(riy yiyvofUvTiv eh rby ^lov rbv KpwrraXXoeid^, o-vparepteX-

Kop^T^v bb rf Kiyfpret rod wptvov, ihs bb Ppaxbw elp^crBcu <ruvre/t6irra, dvrcLByeiav

etyoA rod irjepl rijv y^v m/pbs rbv ijXiov.

* I strongly suspect that the confusion is due to a somewhat captious
criticism by Theophrastos (see below, p. 298, n, i). It would be like

to point out that the theory implied "two suns."
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It had just been discovered that the moon shone by reflected

light, and there is always a tendency to give any novel
theory a wider application than it really admits of. In the
early part of the fifth century B.c., men saw reflected light

ever3rwhere ; some of the Pjrthagoreans held a similar

view (§ 150).

It was probably in this connexion that Empedokles
annoimced that light takes some time to travel, though its

speed is so great as to escape our perception.^
" The moon was composed of air cut off by the fixe ; it

was frozen just like hail, and had its light from the sun.”

It is, in other words, a disc of frozen air, of the same sub-

stance as the sohd sky which surrounds the heavens.

Diogenes says that Empedokles taught it was smaller than

the sun, and Aetios teUs us it was only half as distant from
the earth.^

Empedokles did not explain the fixed stars by reflected

light, nor even the planets. They were made out of the

fire which the air carried with it when forced beneath the

earth by the upward rush of fire at the first separation.

The fixed stars were attached to the frozen air ; the planets

moved freely.®

Empedokles was acquainted (fr. 42) with the true theory

of solar eclipses, which, along with that of the moon’s light,

was the great discovery of this period. He also knew
(fr. 48) that night is the conical shadow of the earth, and not

a sort of exhalation.

Wind was explained from the opposite motions of the

fiery and airy hemispheres. Rain was caused by the com-
pression of the Air, which forced any water there might be

• in it out of its pores in the form of drops. Lightning was

fire forced out from the clouds in much the same way.*

^ Arist. Be sensu, 6. 446 a 28 ; Be an, B, 7. 418 b 20.

2 [Pint,] Strom, fr. 10 {Box. p. 582, 12 ; R. P. 170 c) ; Diog. viii. 77 ;

Aet. ii. 31, I (cl Box, p. 63). » Aet. ii. 13, 2 and ii {Box, pp. 341 sqq.},

* Aet, iii. 3, 7 ; Arist. Meteor, B, 9. 369 b 12, with Alexander's com-
mentary.
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Organic
combina-

Plants*

The earth was at first mixed with water, but the in-

creasing compression caused by the velocity of its revolu-

tion made the water gush forth, so that the sea is “ the

sweat of the earth,” a phrase to which Aristotle objects

as a mere poetical metaphor. The saltness of the sea was

explained by this analogy.^ It is taken for granted that the

earth shares in the rotation of the vortex

114. Empedokles went on to show how the four elements,

mingled in different proportions, gave rise to perishable

things, such as bones, flesh, and the like. These, of course,

are the work of Love ; but this in no way contradicts the

view taken above as to the period to which this world

belongs. Love is by no means banished from the world

yet, though one day it will be. At present, it is still able to

form combinations of elements ; but, just because Strife is

ever increasing, they are aU peiishstble. The important

part played by proportion (\0709) here is no doubt due to

Pythagorean influence.

The possibility of organic combinatioiis depends on the

fact that there is still water in the earth, and even fire

(fr. 5^). ’The warm springs of Sidly were a proof of this,

not to speak of Etna. These springs Empedokles appears

to have explained by one of his characteristic images,

drawn this time from the heating of warm baths.® His

similes are nearly all drawn from hiunan inventions and

manufactures.

115. Plants and animals were formed from the four

elements under the influence of Love and Strife. The

fragments which deal with trees and plants are 77-81 ; and

these, taken along with certain Aristotelian statements and

the doxographical tradition, enable us to make out pretty

1 Alist. Metecr. B, 3. 357 a 24 ; Act. iii. 16, 3 (JR. P. 170 b), Cf. the
c^ear reference in Arist. Meteor, B, i, 353 bn.

* Seneca* Q, Nat, iii. 24, “ facere solemns dracones et miliaria et

complures formas in qnibns acre tenui fistulas stniimus per declive circum-
datas, ut saepe eundem ignem ambiens aqua per tantum fluat spatii

quantum e£hciendo calori sat est. frigida itaque intrat* effluit calida.

idem sub terra Empedocles existimat fieri.”
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fully what the theory was. The text of Aetios is very
corrupt here ; but it may, p>erhaps, be rendered as follows :

Empedokles says trees were the first living creatares to grow
up out of the earth, before the sun was spread out, and before
day and night were distinguished ; from the ssmunetry of their

mixture, they contain the proportion of male and female ; they
grow, rising up owing to the heat which is in the earth, so that
they are parts of the earth just as embryos are parts of the uterus;
fruits are excretions of the water and fire in plants, and those
which have a deficiency of moisture shed their leaves when that
is evaporated by the svunmer heat, while those which have more
moisture remain evergreen, as in the case of the latnrel, the olive,

and the palm ; the differences in taste are due to variations in

the particles contained in the earth and to the plants drawing
different particles from it, as in the case of vines ; for it is not
the difference of the vines that makes wine good, but that of the
soil which nourishes them. Aet. v. 26, 4 (R. P. 172).

Aristotle finds fault with Empedokles .for explaining

the double growth of plants, upwards and downwards, by
the opposite natural motions of the earth and fire contained

in them.^ For “ natural motions ” we must, of course,

substitute the attraction of like for like (§ 109). Theo-

phrastos says much the same thing.® The growth of plants,

then, is to be regarded as an incident in the separation of

the elements by Strife. Some of the fire stiU beneath the

earth (fr. 52) meeting in its upward course with earth, still

moist with water and “ running ” down so as to “ reach its

own kind,” unites mth it, under the iofiuence of the I-ove

still left in the world, to form a temporary combination,

which we call a tree or a plant.

At the beginning of the pseudo-Aristotelian Treatise on

Plants* we are told that Empedokles attributed desire,

sensation, and the capacity for pleasure and pain to plants,

and he rightly saw that the two sexes are combined in them.

^ Arist. De an. B, 4. 415 ^
* Theophr. De caiisis plantarum, i. 12, 5*

» [Aiist.] De plantis. A, i. S15 a 15,

6
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This is mentioned by Aetios, and discussed in the pseudo-

Aristotelian treatise. If we may so far trust that Byzantine

translation from a Latin version of the Arabic^ we get a

hint as to the reason. Plants, we are there told, came into

being “ in an imperfect state of the world,” ® in fact, at a

time when Strife had not so far prevailed as to differentiate

the sexes. We shall see that the same thing applies to the

original race of animals. It is strange that Empedokles

never observed the actual process of generation in plants,

but simply said they spontaneously " bore eggs ” (fr. 79),

that is to say, fruit.

EvotatiMi 116. The fragments which deal with the evolution of
of animals,

gjjjjjjgis (57-62) must be understood in the light of the

statement (fr. 17) that there is a double coming into being

and a double passing away of mortal things. The four

stages are accurately distinguished in a passage of Aetios,®

and we shall see that there is evidence for referring two of

them to the second period of the world’s history and two to

the fourth-

The first stage is that in which the various parts of

animals arise separately. It is that of heads without necks,

arms without shoulders, and eyes without foreheads (fr. 57).

It is clear that this must be the first stage in what we have

called the fourth period of the world’s history, that in which

Love is comingin and Strife passing out. Aristotle distinctly

refers it to the period of Love, by which, as we have seen,

he means the period when Love is increasing.^ It is in

accordance with this that he also saj^ these scattered

members were subsequently put together by Love.®

1 Alfred the Englislunan translated the Arabic version into Latin in

the reign of Henry III. It was retranslated from this version into Greek

at the Renaissance by a Greek resident in Italy.

* A, 2. 817 b 35, “mnndo . . , diminuto et non pexfecto in com-
plemento suo*' (Alfred), » Aet. v. 19, 5 (R. R 173).

i Arist. De caeh, T, 2. 300 b 29 (R. P. 173 a). Cl De gen, an. A, 18.

b 19, where fr. 57 is introduced by the words xaddrep "E/iTedoxX^s

yevvf ^ttI ttjs ^LXirnfrosi So Simplicius, De caelo, p. 587, 18, says fiovvo“

fjt.€\7j in rk yv& cuvh raw Nekovy diaxplcretas 6vTa ivT^avaro,

s Arist. De an. T, 6. 430 a 30 (R. P, 173 a).
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The second stage is that in which the scattered limbs
are united. At first, they were combined in all possible
ways (fr. 59). There were oxen with human heads,
creatures with double faces and double breasts, and all

manner of monsters (fr. 61). Those of them that were
fitted to survive did so, while the rest perished. That is

how the evolution of animals took place in the period of
Love.^

The third stage belongs to the period when the unity of
the Sphere is beiag destroyed by Strife. It is, therefore,
the first stage in the evolution of our world. It begins with
“ whole-natured forms ” in which there is not any distinc-

tion of sex or species,* They are composed of earth and
water, and are produced by the upward motion of fire

seeking to reach its like.

In the fourth stage, the sexes and species have been
separated, and new animals no longer arise from the elements,
but are produced'by generation.

In both these processes of evolution, Empedokles was
guided by the idea of the survival of the fittest. Aristotle
severely criticises this. “ We may suppose,” he says,
“ that all things have fallen out accidentally just as
they would have done if they had been produced for some
end. Certain things have been preserved because they
had spontaneously acquired a fitting structure, while those
whidi were not so put together have perished and are
perishing, as Empedokles says of the oxen with hriman
faces.” ® This, according to Aristotle, leaves too much to
chance. One curious instance has been preserved. Verte-
bration was explained by saying that an early invertebrate
animal tried to turn round and broke its back in so

^ This is well put by Simplicius, De caelo, p, 587, 20. It is /frc tow
N€£icoi/s ijreKpdrei Xotirby ^ , iwl adp 6
iKetva €tw€v^ obx w? iTrtKparabo-Tjs dXX’ fieWo^ijs
iwiKparety. In Phys. p. 37 1, 33, he says the oxen with human heads
were icard Hip Hjs ^tXias

* Cf. Plato, Symp. 189 e,

» Arist. Phys. B, 8. 198 b 29 (R, P. 173 a).
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doing. Tliis was a favourable variation and so survived,^

It should be noted that it clearly belongs to the period of

Strife, and not, like the oxen with human heads, to that

of Love. The survival of the fittest was the law of

evolution in both periods.

Physio- 117. The distinction of the sexes was a result of the
logy-

differentiation brought about by Strife. Empedokles dif-

fered from the theory given by Parmenides in his Second

Part (§ 95) in holding that the warm element preponderated

in the male sex, and that males were conceived in the warmer

part of the uterus (fr. 65). The foetus was formed partly

from the male and partly from the female semen (fr. 63)

:

and it was just the fact that the substance of a new being’s

body was divided between the male and the female that

produced desire when the two were brought together by

sight (fr. 64). A certain synunetry of the pores in the male

and female semen is necessary for procreation, and from

its absence Empedokles explained the sterility of mules.

The children resemble that parent who contributed most to

their formation. The influence of statues and pictures was

also noted, however, as modifying the appearance of the

offspring. Twins and triplets were due to a superabundance

and division of the semen.®

Empedokles hdd that the foetus was enveloped in a

membrane, and that its formation began on the thirty-sixth

day and was complete on the forty-ninth. The heart was

formed first, the nails and such things last. Respiration

did not begin till the time of birth, when the fliaids roimd

the foetus were withdrawn. Birth took place in the ninth

or seventh month, because the day had been originally nine

months long, and afterwards seven. Milk arises on the

tenth day of the eighth month (fr. 68).®

Death was the final separation by Strife of the fire and

' Arist. De part. an. A, i. 640 a 19.

* Aet. V. 10, I ; II, I ; 12, 2 ; 14, 2. Cf. Fredrich, Hippohratische

Uniersuchungen, pp. 126 sqq.

» Aet. V, 15, 3 ; 21, I {Do». p. 190).
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eaxih in the body, each of which had all along been striving

to " reach its own kind.” Sleep was a temporary separation

to a certain extent of the fiery element.^ At death the

animal is resolved into its elements, which either enter into

fresh combinations, or are permanently united with ” their

own kind.” There can be no question here of an immortal

soul.

Even in fife, we may see the attraction of like to like

operating in animals just as it did in the upward and down-

ward growth of plants. Hair is the same thing as foliage

(fr. 82) ; and, generally speaking, the fiery part of animals

tends upwards and the earthy downwards, though there

are exceptions, as may be seen in the case of certain shell-

fish (fr. 76), where the earthy part is above. These excep-

tions are only possible because there is still a great deal of

Love in the world. We also see the attraction of like for

like in the habits of different species of animals. Those

that have most fixe in them fly up into the air ; those in

which earth preponderates take to the earth, as did the dog

which always sat upon a tile.® Aquatic animals are those

in which water predominates. This does not, however,

apply to fishes, 'which are very fiery, and take to the water

to cool themselves.®

Empedokles paid great attention to respiration, and his

explanation of it has been preserved in a continuous form

(fr. 100). We breathe, he held, through all the pores of the

skin, not merely through the organs of respiration. The

cause of the alternate inspiration and expiration of brealh

was the movement of the blood from the heart to the surface

of the body and back again, which was explained by the

Jtlepsydra.

The nutrition and growth of animals is, of course, to be

explained firom the attraction of like to like. Each part

^ Aet. V. *5 , 4 {Dox. p. 437)-
* Aet. V. 19, 5 {Dox, p. 431).. Cf. Etk. Eud. H, i. 1235 ^

» Aiist. De rospir. 14. 477 a 3a ; Theophr. De causis plani. i. ai.
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of the body has pores into which the appropriate food will

fit. Pleasure and pain were derived from the absence or

presence of like elements, that is, of nourishment which

would fit the pores. Tears and sweat arose from a disturb-

ance which curdled the blood,; they were, so to say, the

whey of the blood.i

118. For the theory of perception held by Empedokles

we have the original words of Theophrastos :

Empedokles speaks in the same way of aU the senses, and

sa3rs that perception is due to the " effluences ” fitting into the

passages of each sense. And that is why one cannot judge the

objects of another ; for the passages of some of them are too

wide and those of others too narrow for the sensible object, so

that the latter either hold their course right through without

touching or cannot enter at all. R. P. 177 b.

He tries, too, to explain the nature of sight. He sa3re that the

interior of the eye consists of fire, while round about it is earth

and air,® through which its rarity enables the fire to pass like the

light in lanterns (fr. 84). The passages of the fire and water are

arranged alternately ; through those of the fire we perceive light

objects, through those of the water, dark ; each class of objects

fits into each class of passages, and the colours are carried to

the sight by effluence. R. P. ib.

But eyes are not all composed in the same way ; some are

composed of like elements and some of opposite ; some have the

fire in the centre and some on the outside. That is why some
animals are keen-sighted by day and others by night. Those

whidi have less fire are keen-sighted in the daytime, for the fire

within is brought up to an equality by that without ; those which

have less of the opposite {i.e. water), by night, for then their

deficiency is supplemented. But, in the opposite case, each will

behave in the opposite manner. Those eyes in which fire pre-

dominates will be dazzled in the daytime, since the fire being

still further increased will stop up and occupy the pores of the

water. Those in which water predominates will, he says, suffer

Nutrition, Aet. v. 27, i
; pleasure and pain, Aet. iv. 9, 15 ; v. 28, 1

;

tears and sweat, v. 22, 1.

* That is, watery vapour, not the elemental air or alffijp (§ roy). It is

identical with the " water ” mentioned below. It is unnecessary, there-

fore, to insert xal OSup after rSp with Karsten and Diels.
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the same at night, for the fire mil be obstructed by the water.

And this goes on till the water is separated ofi by the air, for in

each case it is the opposite which is a remedy. The best tempered
and the most excellent vision is one composed of both in

equal proportions. This is practically what he sa37s about

sight.

Heating, he holds, is produced by sound outside, when the

air moved by the voice sounds inside the ear ; for the sense of

healing is a sort of bell sounding inside the ear, which he calls a
“ fleshy sprout." When the air is set in motion it strikes upon

the sohd parts and produces a sound.^ Smell, he holds, arises

from respiration, and that is why those smell most keenly whose

breath has the most violent motion, and why most smell comes

from subtle and light bodies.* As to touch and taste, he does

not lay down how nor by means of what they anse, except that

he gives us an explanation applicable to all, that sensation is

produced by adaptation to the pores. Pleasure is produced by

what is like in its elements and their mixture ;
pain, by what is

opposite. R. P. ib.

And he gives a precisely similar account of thought and

ignorance. Thought arises from what is like and ignorance from

what is unlike, thus implying that thought is the same, or nearly

the same, as perception. For after enumerating how we know

each thing by means of itself, he adds, “for all things axe

fashioned and fitted together out of these, and it is by these men
think and feel pleasure and pain" (fr. 107). And for this

reason we think chiefly with our blood, for in it of all parts

of the body aU the elements are most completely mingled.

R. P. 178.

AU, then, in whom the mixture is equal or nearly so, and in

whom the elements are neither at too great intervals nor too

email or too large, are the wisest and have the most exact per-

ceptions ; and iiose who come next to than are wise in propor-

tion. Hiose who are in the opposite condition are the most

foolish. Those whose elements are separated by intervals and

rare are difll and laborious ; those in whom they are closdy

packed and broken into minute particles are impulsive, they

attempt many things and finish few because of the rapidity with

which their blood moves. Those vriio have a wdl-proportioned

^ Beare, p, 96, i. » Ihidn p. 133.
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mixture in some one part of their bodies •will be clever in that
respect. That is why some are good orators and some good
artificers. The latter have a good mixture in their hands,
and the former in their tongues, and so with all other special

capacities. R. P. ih.

Perception, then, is due to the meeting of an element in

us with the same element outside. This takes place when
the pores of the organ of sense are neither too large nor too

small for the " effluences ” which all things are constantly

gi'ving ofi (fr. 89). Smell was explained by respiration.

The breath drew in along with it the small particles which
fit into the pores. Empedokles proved this by the example
of people •with a cold in their head,^ who cannot smell, just

because they have a difficulty in breathing . We also see

from fr. loi that the scent of dogs was referred to in support

of the theory. Empedokles seems to have given no detailed

accoxmt of smell, and did not refer to touch at all.® Hearing
was explained by the motion of the air which struck upon the

cartilage inside the ear and made it swing and soimd like

a bell.®

The theory of vision * is more complicated ; and, as

Plato makes his Timaios adopt most of it, it is of great

importance in the history of philosophy. The eye -was con-

ceived, as by Alkmaion (§ 96),® to be composed of fire and
water. Just as in a lantern the flame is protected -from the

wind by horn (fr. 84), so the fire in the iris is protected from
the water which surrounds it in the pupil by membranes
wi-th very fine pores, so that, while the fire can pass out,

the water caimot get in. Sight is produced by the fire inside

the eye going forth to meet the object.

Empedokles was aware, too, that " effluences,” as he
called •them, came from things to the eyes as well ; for he
defined colours as ” effluences from forms (or ‘ things ’)

^ Aet. iv. 17, 2 {Dox. p. 407). Beare, p. 133.
* Beare, pp. 161-3. 180-81. * Ibid. pp. 95 sqq.
* Ibid. pp. 14 sqq. » Theophr. De sens. 26.
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fitting into the pores and perceived.” ^ It is not quite

clear how these two accounts of vision were reconciled, or

how far we are entitled to credit Empedokles with the

theory of Plato’s Ttmaeus. The statements quoted seem

to imply something very like it.®

Theophrastos tells us that Empedokles made no dis-

tinction between thought and perception, a remark a^lready

made by Aristotle.® The chief seat of perception was the

blood, in which the four elements are most evenly mixed,

and especially the blood near the heart (fr. 105).* This

does not, however, exclude the idea that other parts of the

body may perceive also ;
indeed, Empedokles held that all

things have their share of thought (fr. 103). But the blood

was specially sensitive because of its finer mixtmre.® From
this it naturally follows that Empedokles adopted the view,

already maintained in the Second Part of the poem of Par-

menides (fr. 16), that our knowledge varies with the varying

constitution of our bodies (fr. 106).

iig. The theoretical theology of Empedokles reminds

us of Xenophanes, his practical religious teaching of Pytha-

goras and the Orphics. We are told in the earlier part of

the poem that certain "gods” are composed of the ele-

ments ; and that therefore though they " live long lives
”

they must pass away (fr. 21). The elements and the Sphere

are also called gods, but that is in quite another sense of the

word, and the elements do not pass away.

If we turn to the religious teaching of the Purifications,

^ The definition is quoted from Gorgias in Plato, Men, 76 d 4. All

our MSS. have diroppoal but Ven. T has in the margin yp.

ypvipuirtav, which may well be an old tradition. The Ionic for '* things
”

is See Diels, Empedokles und Gorgias, p. 439.
* See Beare, Elementary Cognition, p. 18,

» Aiist. De an, r, 3. 427 a 21.

* R. P. 178 a. This was the characteristic doctrine of the Sicilian

school, from whom it passed to Aristotle and the Stoics. Plato and

Hippokrates, on the other hand, adopted the view of Alkmaion (§ 97)

that the brain was the seat of consciousness. At a later date, PhiHstion

of Syracuse, Hato's friend, substituted the pirxfiKbr irvev/xa (''animal

spirits ") which circulated along with the blood. * Beare, p. 253.

Theology
and
religion.
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we find that everything turns on the doctrine of trans-

migration. On the general significance of this enough has

been said above (§ 42) ; the details given by Empedokles are

peculiar. According to a decree of Necessity, “ daemons ”

who have sinned are forced to wander from their home in

heaven for three times ten thousand seasons (fr. 115). He
himself is such an exiled divinity, and has fallen from his

high estate because he put his trust in raving Strife. The
four elements toss him from one to the other with loathing ;

and so he has not only been a human being and a plant,

but even a fish. The only way to purify oneself from the

taint of original sin is by the cultivation of ceremonial

holiness, by purifications, and abstinence from aniTnal

flesh. For the animals are our kinsmen (fr. 137), and it is

parricide to lay hands on them. In all this there are certain

points of contact with the cosmology. We have the
“ mighty oath ” (fr. 115 ; cf. fr. 30), the four elements.

Hate as the source of original sin, and Kypris as queen in

the Golden Age (fr. 128). But these points are not funda-

mental, and the cosmological system of Empedokles leaves

no room for an immortal soul, which is presupposed by the

Purifications. All through this period, there seems to have
been a gulf between men’s religious beliefs, if they had any,

and their cosmological views. The few points of contact

we have mentioned may have been enough to hide this from
Empedokles himself.
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CHAPTER VI

ANAXAGORAS OF KLAZOMENAI

120. All that ApoUodoros tells tis with regard to the date

of Anaxagoras seems to rest on the authority of Demetrios

Phalereus, who said of him, in his Register of Archons, that he i

“ began to be a philosopher ” at Athens at the age of twenty,

in the archonship of KaUias or Kalliades (480-79 b.c.).i

This date was probably derived from a calculation bas9,d on

the philosopher's age at the time of his trial, which Demetrios

had every opportunity of learxdng from sources no longer

extant. ApoUodoros ioferred that Anaxagoras was bom
in 01. LXX. (300-496 B.C.), and he adds that he died at the

age of seventy-two in Ol, LXXXVIII. i (428-27 B.c.).®

He doubtless thought it natural that he should not

survive Perikles, and that he should die the year Plato

was bom.® We have a further statement, of doubtful

origin, but probably due also to Demetrios, that Anaxatgoras

lived at Athens for thirty years. If it is correct, we
get from about 480 to 450 B.c. as the time he lived there.

There can be no doubt that these dates are very nearly

right. Aristotle tdls us * that Anaxagoras was older than

Empedokles, who was probably bom before 490 B.c. (§ 98) ;

^ Diog. ii. 7 (R. P. 148), For the variation in the archon's name, see

Jacoby, p. 244, n, i, and for the chronology generally, see A. E. Tayl<n:

in Classical Quarterly, ad. 81 sqjg., whose arguments appear to me con-

vincing.
• We must read &ySoijKwrT^ with Scaliger to make the figures come

right. • On the statements of ApoUodoros, see Jacoby, pp- 244 sqq^

* Arist. MeL A, 3. 984 an (R. P. 150 a).

251

Date.
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eind Theophrastos said ^ that EmpedoMes was bom " not

long after Anaxagoras." Demokritos, too, said that he
himself was a young man in the old age of Anaxagoras, and
he must have been bom about 460 b.c.*

Early ufe. I2I. Anaxagoras was from Klazomenai, and Theophras-

tos tells us that his father’s name was Hegesiboulos.® The
tradition was that he neglected his possessions to follow

science.* It is certain, at any rate, that already in the

fourth century he was regarded as the type of the man who
leads the

“
theoretic life." ® Of course the story of his

contempt for worldly goods was seized on later by the

historical novelist and tricked out with the usual apoph-

thegms. These do not concern us here.

One incident belonging to the early manhood of Anaxa-

goras is recorded, namely, the fall of a huge meteoric stone

into the Aigospotamos in 468-67 p.c.® Our authorities teU

us he predicted this phenomenon, which is plainly absurd.

But we shall see reason to believe that it may have occa-

sioned one of his most striking departures from the earlier

cosmology, and led to his adoption of the very view for

which he was condemned at Athens, At all events, the fall

of the stone.made a profound impression at the time, and

it was still shown to tourists in the da37s of Pliny and

Plutarch.’

^ Phys. Op. it. 3 {Dox. p. 477), op. Simpl. Phys. p. *5, 19 (R. P. 162 e).

» Diog. ix. 41 (R. P. 187). On the date of Demokritos, see Chap. IX.

§ *71 -

* Phys. Op. it. 4 {Dox. p. 478), repeated by the doxographers.
* Plato, Hipp. ma. 283 a, roifayrloy yhp ’Araiay6p9 pool ov/i^inu

ility KwraheipSivTiav yip air^ xoSXwp KarajueXyo’ot nol diroX^ffOt

rcivTa' oSras aMy iy&qTa <rc^fsfS<u. Cf. Pint. Per. 16.
* Arist. Eth. Nic. K, 9. 1179 a 13. Cf. Eth. Bud. A, 4. 1215 b 6 and

15, 1216 a 10.

* Diog. ii. 10 (R. P. 149 a). Pliny, N.H. ii. 149, gives the date as OL
LXXVIII. 2 ; and Eusebios gives it under Ol. LXXVIII. 3. But cf.

Marm. Par. 57, ip’ oS iy Alyis xora/tois 6 XWot ftrwe . . . (n/ HEH,
ipXOfTos ’ABipniiii QeayeyiSov, wldch is 468—67 B.c. The text of Diog.
ii. II is corrupt. For suggested restorations, see Jacoby, p. 244, -n. 2;
and Diels, Vors. 46 a 1.

’ Pliny, loc. cit., " qui lapis etiam nunc ostenditur magnitudine vAis
colore adusto.” Cf. Plut. Lys. 12, Kal Mia/vrai ... in yOy.
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122. The doxographers speak of Anaxagoras as the pupil Relation

of Anaximenes.^ This can hardly be correct ; Anaximenes

most probably died before Anaxagoras was bom. But it is school,

not enough to say that the statement ^ose from the fact

that the name of Anaxagoras followed that of Anaximenes

in the Successions. We have its original source in a fragment

of Theophrastos himself, which states that Anaxagoras had

been “ an associate of the philosophy of Anaximenes.” 2

Now this expression has a very distinct meaning if we accept

the view as to “ schools ” of science set forth in the Intro-

duction (§ XIV.). It means that the old Ionic school sur-

vived the destruction of Miletos in 494 B.C., and continued

to flourish in the other cities of Asia. It means, further,

that it produced no man of distinction after its third great

representative, and that " the philosophy of Anaximenes ”

was still taught by whoever was now at the head of the

society.

At this point, then, it may be well to indicate briefly the

conclusions we shall come to in the next few chapters with

regard to the development of philosophy during the first

half of the fifth century b.c. We shall find that, while the

old Ionic school was still capable of training great men, it

was now powerless to keep them. Anaxagoras went his own
way ; Melissos and Leukippos, though they stiU retained

enough of the old views to bear witness to the source of their

inspiration, were too strongly influenced by the Eleatic

dialectic to remain content with the theories of Anaximenes.

It was left to second-rate minds like Diogenes to champion

the orthodox system, while third-rate minds like Hippon
^ Cicero, JDe not, d, i. 26 (after PMlodemos), " Anaxagoras qui accepit

ab Anaximene disciplinam (l.c. dii^Kovae)

;

Diog. i. 13 (R. P. 4) and ii. 6;
Strabo, xiv. p. 645, KXafo/t^cos 5* ijrupwp^s *Apa^ay6p(ts 6

*Apa^Lfjtivovs ofiikTfr^ ; Enseb. P.E. p, 504 ; [Galen] Hist, Phil, 3

;

V Augustine, De civ, Dei, viii. 2.

a Phys, Op, fr, 4 {Dox, p. 478), "Apaiay6pas pJkv

KXa^op^i'io; KMPtam^iTas rijt ptkocoiplcLS kt\. In his &fth edition

(P» 973» 2) Zeller adopts the view given in the text, and confirms it

by comparing the very similar statement as to Leukippos,

Uapfisvldy T^s piKo<rQ<p[ai, See below. Chap. IX. § 172.
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Anaxa-
goras at

Athens,

of Samos went back to the cruder theory of Thales. The
details of this anticipatory sketch will become clearer as we
go on ; for the present, it is only necessary to call the

reader’s attention to the fact that the old Ionic Philosophy

now forms a sort of backgroimd to our story, just as Orphic

and P5d:hagorean religious ideas have done in the preceding

chapters.

123. Anaxagoras was the first philosopher to take up
his abode at Athens. We are not informed what brought

him there in the year of Salamis. He was, however, a
Persian subject ; for Klazomenai had been reduced after

the suppression of the Ionian Revolt, and it seems likely

enough that he was in the Persian army.^

Anaxagoras is said to have been the teacher of PeriMes,

and the fact is placed beyond the reach of doubt by the

testimony of Plato. In the Phaedrus * he makes Sokrates

say :
" For all arts that are great, there is need of talk and

discussion on the parts of natTiral science that deal with

things on high ; for that seems to be the source which in-

spires high-mindedness and efiectiveness in every direction.

Perikles added this very acquirement to his original gifts.

He fell in, it seems, with Anaxagoras, who was a scientific

man
; and, satiating himself with the theory of things on

high, and having attained to a knowledge of the true nature

of mind and intellect, which was just what the discomses

of Anaxagoras were mainly about, he drew from that source

whatever was of a nature to further him in the art of speech.”

Hiis clearly means that Perikles associated with Anaxagoras

before he became a prominent pohtician. So too Isokrates

says that PeriMes was the pupil of two “ sophists,” Anaxa-

1 That might explain the charge of " Medism ” which was perhaps
brought against him at his trial (§ 124). It is also, perhaps, significant
that Apollodoros (and probably Demetiios of Phsileron) spoke of him as
twenty years old kotA riiv S!^p(ov Sidfieunr, which means, of course, the
crossing of the Hellespont, and would hardly be relevant if Anaxagoras
had not been with Xerxes then. It is certainly diflScult to see what else

could bring a young Klazomenian to Athens at that date.
* 270 a (R. P, 148 c).
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goras and DamonA There can be no doubt that the teaching

of Damon belongs to the youth of Perikles,® and it is to be

inferred that the same is true of that of Anaxagoras,

A more difficult question is the alleged relation of

Euripides to Anaxagoras, The oldest authority for it is

Alexander of Aitolia, poet and librarian, who lived at the

court of Ptolemy Philadelphos (c. 280 b.c.). He referred to

Euripides as the “ nursling of brave Anaxagoras.” ® The

famous fragment on the blessedness of the scientific life

might just as weU refer to any other cosmologist as to Anaxa-

goras, and indeed suggests more naturally a thinker of a

more primitive type.^ On the other hand, it is likely enough

that Anaxagoras did not develop his system aU at once,

and he doubtless began by teaching that of Anaximenes.

Besides there is one fragment which distinctly expounds the

central thought of Anaxagoras, and could hardly be referred

to any one else,®

124, It is clear that, if we adopt the chronology of The trial.

Demetrios of Phaleron, the trial of Anaxagoras must be

placed early in the political career of Perikles.® That is

the tradition preserved by Sat57ros, who says that the

^ Isokrates, Hepl dvTLBStrewsj 235, HepiKXys 5^ Bvwv (<ro^t<rroty) iyivcro

fiadTjT^s, *Ava^(xy6pov re rod KXa^Ofxevlov Kal AdfKavos*

^ Pamon (or Damomdes) must have been politically active about

460 B.c. (Meyer^ Gesch, des Altert. iii, 567 ; Wilamowitz, AristoteUs und
Athen, i. 134), so that he must have been bom about 500 b.c. He was
ostracised before 443 b.c, according to Meyer, and an ostralcon with

the name of Damon son of Damonides has been found (Bniclmer, Arch,

Anz,t 1914, p. 95)- If "we suppose that he was ostracised in 445 and re-

turned in 435, his subsequent relations with Sokrates are quite natural.

Plato can hardly have known him personally. On the whole subject,

see Rosenberg in Nette Jahrb, xxxv. p. 205 sqq,

* Gell. XV. 20, ** Alexander autem Aetolus hos de Euripide versus

composuit ; 6 5
’

^Ava^ayBpov rp6^ifios xcuou (so Valckenaer for d/}xa^ou)

icrX. * See Introd. p. 10, n, 3. ® R. P. 150 b.

« The trial of Anaxagoras is generally referred to the period just before

the Peloponnesian War. That is how it was represented by Ephoros

(reproduced by Died. xii. 38), and the same account is followed by
Plutarch (V. Per, 32). The pragmatic character of the chronology of

Ephoros is, however, su|&ciently established, and we cannot infer any-

thing from it. Sotion, who made Kleon the accuser, must also have

assumed a late date for the trial.
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accuser was Thoukydides, son of Melesias, and that the

charge was impiety and. Medism.^ As Thoukydides was

ostracised in 443 B.C., that would make it probable that the

trial of Anaxagoras took place about 450 b.c., and would

bring it into connexion with the ostracism of the other

teacher of Perikles, Damon. “ If that is so, we understand

at once why Plato never makes Sokrates meet with

Anaxagoras. He had handed his school over to Archelaos

before Sokrates was old. enough to take an interest in

scientific theories.^ We do learn from Plato, however,

what the charge of impiety was based on. It was that

Anaxagoras taught the sun was a red-hot stone, and

the moon earth,* and we shall see that he certainly did

hold these views (§ 133). For the rest, the most likely

account is that he was got out of prison and sent away

by Perikles.5 We know that such things were possible at

Athens.

Driven from his adopted home, Anaxagoras naturally

went back to Ionia, where at least he would be free to teach

what he pleased. He settled at Lampsakos, a colony of

Miletos, and we shall see reason to believe that he foimded

a school there. If so, he must have hved at Lampsakos for

some time before his death.® The Lampsakenes erected an

altar to his memory in their market-place, dedicated to

Diog. ii. 12, ^drvpo^ S* rots 'Biois OovkvSISov <fyfi<Tlp

dlKTtv, dpTt,Tro\iT€VOfJt^pov ry nepticXec- jcoi otf p^vov dtrcpelas d\Xd Kal /ATjdLfffAoO*

Kai dirbyra KaTa5LKa<r07jvai $avdT(p*

* This would be in complete agreement with the statement that

Anaxagoras lived thirty years at Athens (p. 251). For the ostracism of

Damon, see p. 255, n. 2.

» The well-known passage of the Phaedo (97 b 8 sqq,) distinctly

implies that Anaxagoras had left Athens when Sokrates was still quite

young. He hears of his doctrine only at second-hand (from Archelaos ?)

and he at once procures the book of Anaxagoras and reads it. If Anaxa-

goras had still been at Athens, it would have been a simple matter for

Sokrates to seek him out and question him, and it would have made an

excellent subject for a Platonic dialogue. The fact that Plato does make
Sokrates meet Parmenides and Zeno and does not make him meet Anaxa-

goras is clearly signMcant. ^ Apol, 26 d.

» Pint. Nic. 23 (R. P. 148 c). Cf. Per, (R. P. 148).

« See the account of Archelaos in Chap. X. § 191.
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Mind and Truth ; and the anniversary of his death was long

kept as a holiday for school-children, it was said at his own
request.^

125. Diogenes includes Anaxagoras in his list of philo- writings,

sophers who left only a single book, and he has also preserved

the accepted criticism of it, namely, that it was written " in

a lofty and agreeable style.” ^ There is no evidence of any
weight to set against this testimony, which comes ultimately

from the librarians of Alexandria.® The story that Anaxa-
goras -wrote a treatise on perspective as applied to scene-

painting is most improbable ;
* and the statement that he

composed a work dealing with the quadrature of the circle

is a misunderstanding of an expression in Plutarch.® We
learn from the passage in the Apology, referred to above,

that the works of Anaxagoras could be bought at Athens
for a drachma ; and that the book was of some length may
be gathered from the -way in which Plato makes Sokrates

go on to speak of it.® In the sixth century a.d. Simplicius

had access to a copy, doubtless in the library of the Academy;
and it is to him we owe the preservation of all our fragments,

with one or two very doubtful exceptions. Unfortunately

his quotations seem to be confined to the First Book, that

dealing -with general principles, so that we are left somewhat
in the dark as to the treatment of details.

1 The oldest authority for the honours paid to Anaxagoras is AUddamas,
the pupil of Gorgias, who said these were stiE kept up in his own time.
Arist. Rhet. B, 25, 1398 b 15.

* Diog. i. 16 ; ii. 6 (R. P, 5 ; 153).
» Schaubach {An. Claz. Fragm. p. 57) fabricated a work entitled rh
Kexiveov out of the pseudo-Aristotelian De plantis, 817 a 27. But the

Latin version of Alfred, which is the original of the Greek, has simply et

idea dicit lechineon ; and this seems to be due to failure to make out the
Arabic text from which the Latin was derived. Cf, Meyer, Gesch, d»

Boi. i. 60.

* Vitruvius, vii. pr. ii. A forger, seeking to decorate his production
with a great name, would think at once of the philosopher who was said
to have taught Euripides.

« Pint. De exilio, 607 f. The words merely mean that he used to
draw figures relating to the quadrature of the circle on the prison floor.

« ApoL 26 d-e. The expression
j
8t/9Xfa perhaps implies that it filled

more than one roll.

17
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126. I give' the fragments according to the text and

arrangement of Diels

:

(1) All things were together, infinite both in number and in

smallness ; for the small too was infinite. And, when aU things

were together, none of them could be distinguished for their

smallness. For air and aether prevailed over all things, being

both of them infinite ; for amongst all things these are the greatest

both in quantity and size.^ R P. 151.

(2) For air and aether are separated off from the mass that

surrounds the world, and the surrounding mass is infinite in

quantity. R. P. ib.

(3) Nor is there a least of what is smaU, but there is always a

smaller ; for it cannot be that what is should cease to be by being

cut.^ But there is also always something greater than what is

great, and it is equal to the small in amount, and, compared with

itself, each thing is both great and small. R. P. 159 a.

(4) And since these things are so, we must suppose that there

are contained many things and of all sorts in the things that are

uniting, seeds of all things, with all sorts of shapes and colours

and savours (R. P. ib.), and that men have been formed in them,

and the other animals that have life, and that these men have

inhabited cities and cultivated fields as with us ; and that they

have a sun and a moon and the rest as with us ; and that thdr

earth brings forth for them many things of all kinds of which

they gather the best together into their dwellings, and use them

(R. P. 160 b). Thus much have I said with regard to separating

off, to diow that it will not be only with us that things are

separated off, but elsewhere too.

But before they were separated off, when all things were

together, not even was any colour distinguishable : for the

mixture of all things prevented it—of the moist and the dry,

and the warm and the cold, and the light and the dark, and of

much earth that was in it, and of a multitude of innumerable

seeds in no way like each other,- For none of the other things

^ Simplicius tells us this was at the begiuxiing of Book I. The
sentence quoted by Diog. ii. 6 (R. P, 153) is not a fragment of Anaxagoras,
but a summary, like the wdyra pei ascribed to Herakleitos (Chap. III.

* Zeller's ro,u^ still seems to me a convincing correction of the MS.
t6 /ti7, which Diels retains.
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either is like any other. And these things being so, we must
hold that all things are in the whole. R. P. 151.^

(5) And those things having been thus decided, we must
know that all of them are neither more nor less ; for it is not

possible for them to be more thtin all, and all are always equal.

R. P. 151.

(6) And since the portions of the great and of the small are

equal in amount, for this reason, too, all things will be in every-

thing ; nor is it possible for them to be apart, but all things have
a portion of ever3hhing. Since it is impossible for there to be a

least thing, they cannot be separated, nor come to be by them-

selves ; but they must be now, just as they were in the beginning,

all together. And in all things many things are contained, and
an equal number both in the greater and in the smaller of the

thiixgs that are separated off.

(7) . . . So that we cannot know the number of the things

that axe separated off, either in word or deed.

(8) The things that aire in one world are not divided nor cut

off from one another with a hatchet, nd.ther the warm from the

cold nor the cold from the warm. R. P. 155 e.

(g) ... as th^e things revolve and are separated off by
the force and swiftness. And the swiftness makes the force.

Their swiftness is not like the swiftness of any of the things that

are now among men, but in every way many times as swift.

(10) How can hair come from what is not hair, or flesh from

what is not flesh ? R. P. 155, f, n. i.

(11) In ever5rthing there is a portion of everything except

Nous, and there are some things in which there is Nous also.

R. P. 160 b.

(12) All other things partake in a porticm of eversrthing,

while Nous is infinite and self-ruled, and is mixed with nothing,

but is alone, itself by itself. For if it were not by itself, but -were

mixed with anything else, it would partake in all things if it were

mixed with any ; for in everything there is a portion of every-

thing, as has been said by me in what goes before, and the things

mixed with it would hinder it, so that it would have power over

nothing in the same way that it has now being alone by itself.

For it is the thinnest of all things and the purest, and it has all

^ I had already pointed ont in the first edition that Simplicius quotes

this three times as a continuous fragment, and that we are not entitle

to break it up. Diels now prints it as a single passage.
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knowledge about everyibing and the greatest strength ; and
Nous has power over all things, both greater and smaller, that

have life. And Nous had power over the whole revolution, so

that it began to revolve in the beginning. And it began to

revolve first from a small beginning ; but the revolution now
extends over a larger space, and will extend over a larger still.

And all the things that are mingled together and separated off

and distinguished are aU known by Nous. And Nous set in

order all things that were to be, and all things that were and are

not now and that are, and this revolution in which now revolve

the stars and the sun and the moon, and the air and the aether

that are separated off. And this revolution caused the separat-

ing off, and the rare is separated off from the dense, the warni

from the cold, the light from the dark, and the dry from the

moist. And there are many portions in many things. But no
thing is altogether separated off nor distinguished from anything

else except Nous. And all Nous is alike, both the greater and
the smaller ; while nothing else is like anything else, but each

single thing is and was most manifestly those things of which it

has most in it. R. P. 153.

(13) And when Nous began to move things, separating off

took place from all that was moved, and so much as Nous set in

rrtotion was all separated. And as things were set in motion and

separated, the revolution causedthem to be separated much more.

(14) And Nous, which ever is, is certainly there, where every-

thing else is, in the surrounding mass, and in what has been

united with it and separated off from it.^

(15) The dense and the moist and the cold and the dark came
together where the earth is now, while the rare and the warm
and the dry (and the bright) went out towards the further part

of the aether.^ R. P. 156.

(16) From these as they are separated off earth is soKdified ;

for from mists water is separated off, and from water earth.

From the earth stones are solidified by the cold, and these rush

outwards more than water. R. P. 156.

(17) The Hdlenes follow a wrong usage in speaking of coming

1 Simplicius gives fr. 14 thus (p. 157, 5) : 6 voOf Sera ^<rrl re kdpra

Kal vvv iariv* Diels now reads 0 povsy 6s iarrt, rb Kdpra Kal vvv iertp*

The correspondence of del . xai pup is strongly in favour of this.

* On the text of fr. 15, see R. P. 156 a. I have followed Schom in

adding xal rb Xajairpbp from Hippolytos.
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into being and passing away ; for nothing comes into being or

passes away, but there is mingling and separation of things

that are. So they would be right to call coming into being

mixture, and passing away separation. R P. 150.

(18) It is the sun that puts brightness into the moon.

(19) We call raiiibow the reflexion of the sun in the clouds.

Now it is a sign of storm ; for the water that flows round the

doud causes wind or pours down in rain.

(20) With the rise of the Dogstar (?) men begin the harvest

;

with its setting they begin to till the fields. It is hidden for

forty days and nights.

(21) From the weakness of our senses we are not able to judge

the truth.

(21a) What appears is a vision of the unseen.

(21J) (We can make use of the lower animals) because we
use our own experience and memory and wisdom and art.

(22) What is called “ birds’ milk ” is the white of the egg.

127. Thfe system of Anaxagoras, like that of Empedokles, Aaaxa-

aimed at reconciling the Eleatic doctrine that corporeal

substance is unchangeable with the existence of a world

which everywhere presents the appearance of coming into

being and passing away. The conclusions of Parmenides

are frankly accepted and restated. Nothing can be added

to all things
; for there cannot be more than all, and all is

always equal (fr. 5). Nor can anything pass away. What

men commonly call coming into being and pas^g away

is really mixture and separation (fr. 17).

It is in every way probable that Anaxagoras derived his

theory of mixture from his younger contemporary, whose

poem may have been published before his own treatise.^

In any case, we have seen that the opinions of the latter

were known at Athens before the middle of the fifth century.

We have seen how Empedokles sought to save the world of

^ I do not now think, however, that this is the meaning of the words

Tots ipyois G<FT€pos in Anst. A, 3* 9^4 ^ any

rate Theophrastos did not take them so ; for he imitates the passage in

speaking of Plato {Dost. 484, 19), of whomhesa3rs ToiJrots imy€v6p.€uof UXdruv

ry fjt^v dwdfiei irpdTcpm, rots fJcrre/ws. It seems that he

understood the Aristotelian formula as "inferior in his achievements.*’
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appearance by maintaining that the opposites—^hot and

cold, moist and dry

—

were things, each one of which was

real in the Parmenidean sense. Anaxagoras regarded this

as inadequate. Everything changes into everything else,^

the things of which the world is made are not “ cut off with

a hatchet ” (fr. 8) in this way. On the contrary, the true

formula must be : There is a portion of everything in every-

thing (fr. ii).

128. A part of the argument by which Anaxagoras

sought to prove this point has been preserved in a corrupt

form by Aetios, and Diels has recovered some of the original

words from the scholiast on St. Gregory Nazianzene. " We
use a simple nourishment,” he said, “ when we eat the fruit

of Demeter or drink water. But how can hair be made of

what is not hair, or flesh of what is not flesh ? ” (fr. lo).^

That is just the sort of question the early Milesians must

have asked, only the physiological interest has now definitely

replaced the meteorological. We shall find a similar train

of reasoning in Diogenes of Apollonia (fr. 2).

The statement that there is a portion of everything in

everjdhing, is not to be understood as referring simply to

the original mixture of things before the formation of the

worlds (fr. i). On the contrary, even now “ all thii^ are

together,” and everything, however small and however

great, has an equal number of “ portions ” (fr. 6). A
Waller particle of matter could only contain a smaller

number of portions, if one of those portions ceased to be

;

but if anything is, in the full Parmenidean sense, it is

impossible that mere division diould make it cease to be

(fr. 3). Matter is infinitely divisible ;
for there is no least

thing
, any more than there is a greatest. But however

great or small a body may be, it contains just the same

number of *' portions,” that is, a portion of everything.

129. What are these " things ” of which everythmg

* Arist. JPhys. A, 4. 187 b i (R. P. 155 a).

* Aet. i. 3, 5 {Dox. p. 279). See R. P. 155 f and n. i. I read ito/wroi'

with Usener.
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contains a portion ? It once was usual to represent the

theory of Anaxagoras as if he had said that wheat, for

instance, contained small particles of flesh, blood, bones,

and the like ; but we have just seen that matter is infinitely

divisible (fr. 3), and that there are as many “ portions ” in

the smallest particle as in the greatest (fr. 6). That is fatal

to the old view. However far we carry division, we can

never reach anything “ unmixed,” so there can be no such

thing as a particle of simple nature, however minute.

This difficulty can only be solved in one way.’*^ In fr. 8

the examples given of things which are not ” cut ofi from

one another with a hatchet ” are the hbt and the cold ; and

elsewhere (frs. 4, 15), mention is made of the other traditional

" opposites.” Aristotle says that, if we suppose the first

principles to be infinite, they may either be one in kind, as

with Demokritos, or opposite.® Simplicius, following Por-

ph3uy and Themistios, refers the latter view to Anaxagoras ;
®

and Aristotle himself implies that the opposites of Anaxa-

goras had as much right to be called first principles as the

” homoeomeries.” *

It is of those opposites, then, and not of the different

forms of matter; that everything contains a portion. Every

1 See Tannery, Science helline, pp. 283 sqq. I still think that Tanner's
interpretation is substantially right, though his statement of it requires

some modification. It is, no doubt, difficult for us to think of the hot

and cold, dry and wet as " things ” {xp^fuiTa) ; but we must remember

that, even when the notion of quality (irot6Tijs) had been defined, this

vvay of survived. Galen ^X)e ncU, j&Cm i. 3 , 4) still quite clear

on the point that it is the qwxiities which are eternal. He says oi

Tares etvai fthr iv aftrg (t§ {nroKeiiUvo oCtrlf) ^oifKovrai t4s etn&np-as^

afteTap\-/jTovs Si xal irphrrovs aiSivos, koX t&s rpeurofiivas ra&ras dWouSirets tj

SioKpleei re koX ffvyxpteei ylyveeSal is ’Avofayupos.

* Arist. Phys. A, 2. 184 b 21, ^ ofirws Qa-trep Aijm^kjchtos, rh yipos Ip,

(rx^pari Si i) etSet Sia4>epa6<ras, i) Kal ipavrlas.

* Phys. p. 44, 1. He goes on to refer to SepfiuTrp-as . . . eal

\ivxp&-rnras ^phrrfris re Koi .SypArnras popirrrrds re Kai irvepSTriTas xal t&s

axxos kutA woiSroTa ipaprcinrras. He observes, however, t^t AlexandCT

rejected this interpretation and -took Starpepoieas i} koX ipopHas closely

together as both referring to Demokntos.
« Phys. A, 4. 187 a 25, tSp pip {’kpo^aySpap} Hretpa xoteip r

A

re Spotopepn

Kol T&poPTla. Aristotle’s own theory' only difiers from this in so far as

he makes 8X17 prior to the epop-ria.
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particle, however large or however small, contains every

one of those opposite qualities. That which is hot is also

to a certain extent cold. Even snow, Anaxagoras af&rmed,

was black ;
^ that is, even the white contains a certain

portion of the opposite quality. It is enough to indicate

the connexion of this with the views of Herakleitos (§ 80).

2

Seeds. 130. The difference, then, between the theory of Anaxa-

goras and that of Empedokles is this. Empedokles had

taught that, if you divide the various things which make up

this world, and in particular the parts of the body, such as

flesh, bones, and the Hke, far enough, you come to the four
“
roots " or elements, which are, accordingly, the ultimate

reality. Anaxagoras held that, however far you may divide

any of these things—and they are infinitely divisible—^you

never come to a part so small that it does not contain

portions of all the opposites. On the other hand, everything

can pass into everything else just because the " seeds,” as

he called them, of each form of matter contain a portion of

ever5d:hing, that is, of all the opposites, though in different

proportions. If we are to use the word “ element ” at all,

it is these seeds that are the elements in the system of

Anaxagoras.

Aristotle expresses this by saying that Anaxagoras

regards the ojiotofiepfj as a-roi^eta.^ We have seen that

the term a-roixeiov is of later date than Anaxagoras, and it

^ Sext. Pyrrh, i. 33 (R. P. 161 b).

2 The connexion was already noted by the eclectic Herakleitean to

whom I attribute Xlepl dialms, i. 3-4 (see above. Chap. III. p. 150, w. 2).

Cf. the words dXXi^Xwy rb pjhf ttO/) airh rod Hbaros rb bypbv

ybp iv TTVpl bypbrrjs' rb db ijbiop airb roO irvpbs rb ^rjpbp* ^vl ybp Kal iv

iibart ^if)p6y,

® Arist. De gen, corr. A, i, 314 a 18, 6 ptkv yb^p (Anaxagoras) rb.

bp.OLopt.epT} aroLxeioi. rl07i<riv, olov birrovv Kal crdpKa xal pLveXbp, Kal rCbv SKKtav S>v

Martp <rvptavvpt.op rb pibpos iariv. This was, of course, repeated by
Theophrastos and the doxographers ; but it is to be noted that Aetios,

supposing as he does that Anaxagoras himself used the term, gives it an
entirely wrong meaning. He says that the bpotop^peiaL were so called

from the likeness of the particles of the rpo^'b to those of the body {Dox,

279 a 21 ; R. P. 155 f). Lucretius, i. 830 sqq. (R. P. 150 a) has a similar

account of the matter, derived from Epicurean sources. Obviously, it

cannot be reconciled with what Aristotle says.
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is natural to suppose that the word ofMotofieprj is also only

Aristotle’s name for the “ seeds.” In his own system, the

ofioiofiepf} are intermediate between the elements {a-roixeta),

of which they are composed, and the organs {Spyava), which
are composed of them. The heart cannot be divided into

hearts, but the parts of flesh are flesh. That being so,

Aristotle’s statement is quite intelligible from his own point

of view, but there is no reason for supposing that Anaxa-
goras expressed himself in that particular way. All we
are entitled to infer is that he said the “ seeds,” which he

substituted for the “ roots ” of Empedokles, were not the

opposites in a state of separation, but each contained a
portion of them all. If Anaxagoras had used the term
“ homoeomeiies ” himself, it would be very strange that

Simplicius should quote no frs^pnent containing it.

The difference between the two S3^tems may also be

regarded from another point of view. Anaxagoras was not

obliged by his theory to regard the elements of Empedokles
as primary, a view to which there were obvious objections,

especially in the case of earth. He explained them in quite

another way. Though everything has a portion of every-

thing in it, things appear to be that of which there is most
in them (fr. 12 sub fin.). We may say, then, that Air is

that in which there is most cold. Fire that in which there is

most heat, and so on, without giving up the view that there

is a portion of cold in the fire and a portion of heat in the

air.^ The great masses which Empedokles had taken for

elements are really vast collections of aU manner of “ seeds.”

Each of them is, in fact, a iravtnrepp.ia.^

1 Cf. above, p. 263.
® Arist. De gen, corr. A, i. 314 a 29. The word travtTw^pfda was used

by Demokritos (Aiist. De an. A, 2. 404 a S ; R. P. 200), and it occurs in the

Hepl dtairris {loc. cit). It seems natural to suppose that it was used by
Anaxagoras himself, as he used the term cvipiuara. Much difficulty has

been caused by the apparent inclusion of Water and Fire among the

6fioiop€p7i in Aiist. Met, A, 3. 9^4 a ii (R, P. 150 a). Bonitz under-

stands the words Kaddvep Vdup ^ vup to mean as we have just seen that

Fire and Water do in the system of Empedokles/* In any case, Kaffdvep

goes closely with oCrw, and the general sense is that Anaxagoras applies
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"An
things

together.”

131. From all this it follows that, when " all things

were together,” and when the different seeds of things were

mixed together in infinitely small particles (fr. i), the

appearance presented would be that of one of what had

hitherto been regarded as the primary substances. As a

matter of fact, they did present the appearance of “ air and

aether ”

;

for the qualities (things) which belong to these

—i.e. the hot and the cold, prevail in quantity over all other

things in the universe, and ever3rthing is most obviously

that of which it has most in it (fr. 12 sub fin.). Here, then,

Anaxagoras attaches himself to Anaximenes. The primary

condition of things, before the formation of the worlds, is

much the same in both ; only, with Anaxagoras, the original

mass is no longer the primary substance, but a mixture of

innumerable seeds divided into infinitely small parts.

This mass is infinite, like the air of Anaximenes, and it

supports itself, since there is nothing surrounding it.^

Further, the “ seeds ” of all things which it contains are

infinite in number (fr. i). But, as the innumerable seeds

may be divided into those in which the portions of cold,

moist, dense, and dark prevail, and those which have most

of the wami, dry, rare, and light in them, we may say

that the original mass was a mixture of infinite Air and

of infinite Fire. The seeds of Air, of course, contain

" portions ” of the “ things ” that predominate in Fire; and

vice versa ; but we regard everything as being that of which

it has most in it. Lastly, there is no void in this mixtxue,

an addition to the theory made necessary by the arguments

of Parmenides. It is, however, worthy of note that Anaxa-

goras added an experimental proof of this to the purely

dialectical one of the Eleatics. He used the Uepsydra

to the oftotofiep^ what is really true of the (troix^ta- It would be better to

delete the comma after irvp and add one after ^7}<rL, for a’vyKplcra Kal diaKpLcrei

fi6yov is explanatory of oijrw . . . xaddirep* In the next sentence^ I read

awTitas for with Zeller (Arch, ii, 261). See also Arist. De caelo,

r, 3, 302 b I (R. P. 150 a), where the matter is very clearly put.

1 Arist. Phys, r, 5. 205 b i (R. P. 154 a).
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experiment as Empedokles had done (fr. too), and
showed the corporeal nature of air by means of inflated

skins.^

132. Like Empedokles, Anaxagoras required some Nous,

external cause to produce motion in the mixture. Body,
Parmenides had shown, would never move itself, as the

Milesians had assumed. Anaxagoras called the cause of

motion by the name of Nous. It was this which made
Aristotle say that he " stood out like a sober man from the

random talkers that had preceded him,” * and he has often

been credited with the introduction of the spiritual into

philosophy. The disappointment expressed by Sokrates

in the Phaedo as to the way in which Anaxagoras worked out

the theory should, however, make us pause to reflect before

accepting too exalted a view of it. Plato ® makes Sokrates

say : “I once heard a man reading a book, as he said, of

Anaxagoras, and saying it was Mind that ordered the world

and was the cause of all things. I was delighted to hear

of this cause, and I thought he really was right, . . . But
my extravagant expectations were all dashed to the ground

when I went on and found that the man made no use of

Mind at all. He ascribed no causal power whatever to it

in the ordering of things, but to airs, and aethers, and waters,

and a host of other strange things.” Aristotle, of course

with this passage in mind, says :
* “ Anaxeigoras uses Mind

as a deus ex machina to accormt for the formation of the

world ; and whenever he is at a loss to explain why anything

necessarily is, he drags it in. But in other cases he makes

an3?thing rather than Mind the cause.” These utterances

may well suggest that the Nous of Anaxagoras was some-

thing on the same level as the Love and Strife of Empedokl^,

^ Phy$. Z, 6. 213 a 22 (R. P. 159). We have a full discussion of the

experiments with the klepsydra in J^ohL 914 b 9 sqq,^ a passage which
we have already used to illustrate Empedokles, fr. 100. See above,

p. 219, n. 2.

« Arist. Met, A, 3. 984 b 15 (R. P. 152).
® Plato, Phaed, 97 b S (R, P. 155 d).

* Arist. Met, A, 4. 985 a 18 (R. P. 155 d).
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and this will be confirmed when we look at what he has to

say about it.

In the first place. Nous is unmixed (fr. 12), and does not,

like other things, contain a portion of everything. This

would hardly be worth saying of an immaterial mind ; no

one would suppose that to be hot or cold. The result of

its being rmmixed is that it “ has power over ” everything,

that is to say, in the language of Anaxagoras, it causes things

to move.i Herakleitos had said as much of Fire, and Empe-
dokles of Strife. Further, it is the “ thinnest ” of all things,

so that it can penetrate everywhere, and it would be mean-

ingless to say that the immaterial is " thinner ” than the

material. It is true that Nous also " knows all things ”
;

but so, perhaps, did the Fire of Herakleitos,® and certainly

the Air of Diogenes.® ZeUer holds, indeed, that Anaxagoras

meant to speak of something incorporeal ; but he admits

that he did not succeed in doing so,* and that is historically

the important point. Nous is certainly imagined as occupy-

ing space ;
for we hear of greater and smaller parts of it

(fr. 12).

The truth probably is that Anaxagoras substituted Nous

for the Love and Strife of Empedokles, because he wished

to retain the old Ionic doctrine of a substance that “ knows ”

all things, and to identify that with the new theory of a

substance that “ moves ” all things. Perhaps, too, it was

his increased interest in physiological as distinguished from

purely cosmological matters that led him to speak of Mind

rather than Soul. The former word certainly suggests to

the Greek an intimate cormexion with the living body which

^ Arist. Phys, 0, 5. 256 b 24, Kal ^Ava^aybpas opdQs rbv vovv

ATra&Tj <l>6.<rKWv xai djunr/jj eJyai, eweiB'i^ep Kivijaretas dpx^v abrbv Troiet elvat'

ydp St,v fi6v(as klvoItj dKlvTjros &v Kal Kparotj} djuay^s Cbv, This is only quoted for

the meaning of Kpareiv, Of course, the words dKivrjTos Cbv are not meant
to be historical, and stiU less is the interpretation in De an, r, 4. 429 a
18. Diogenes of Apollonia (fr. 5) couples vvb rodrov irdvra Kv^epvdtrdai

(tl^ old Milesian word) with wdvr<av KpareZv,
^

If we retain the MS. elb^vat in fir, i. In any case, the name rb aotpbv

implies as much. ® See fr. 3, 5. * Zeller, p. 993.
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the latter does not. But, in any case, the originality of

Anaxagoras lies far more in the theory of substance than in

that of Nous.

133. The formation of a world starts with a rotatory Formation

motion which Nous imparts to a portion of the mixed mgcs
in which “ all things are together ” (fr. 13), and this rotatory

motion gradually extends over a wider and wider space.

Its rapidity (fr. 9) produced a separation of the rare and the
dense, the cold and the hot, the dark and the light, the
moist and the dry (fr. 15). This separation produces two
great masses, the one consisting mostly of the rare, hot,

light, and dry, called the “ Aether "
; the other, in which

the opposite qualities predominate, called “Air” (fr. i).

Of these the Aether or Fire ^ took the outside while the Air

occupied the centre (fr. 15).

The next stage is the separation of the air into clouds,

water, earth, and stones (fr. 16) . In this Anaxagoras follows

Anaximenes closely. In his account of the origin of the

heavenly bodies, however, he showed himself more original.

We read at the end of fr. 16 that stones “ rush outwards
more than water,” and we learn from the doxographers that

the heavenly bodies were explained as stones tom from the

earth by the rapidity of its rotation and made red-hot by
the speed of their own motion.® Perhaps the fall of the

meteoric stone at Aigospotamoi had something to do with
the origin of this theory. It will also be observed that it

necessarily implies the rotation of the flat earth along with
the ** eddy ” {SivT)).

134. 'Drat Anaxagoras adopted the ordinary Ionian Inatuact-

theory of iimumerable worlds is clear from fr. 4, which we
have no right to regard as other than continuous.® The

^ Note that Anaxagoras says “ air
** where Empedokles said aether/'

and that " aether " is with him equivalent to fire. Cf, Aiist, De caeh, r, 3,

302 b 4, rb ybp irvp Kot rhv al$4pa wpo<rayop€i&€i raM and ib. A* 3. 270 b 24,
Ayaiaybpas Sb Karaxp^cu tQ dpbjmn ro&rtp ob JcaXcDs" ybp cU$i^
wvpbs.

» Aet. ii. 13, 3 {DoiV. p. 341 ; R. P. 157 c).

® See above, p. 259, n, 1,
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Cos-
mology.

words that it was not only with us that things were

separated off, but elsewhere too '' can only mean that Nous

has caused a rotatory movement in more parts of the bound-

less mixture than one . Aetios certainly includes Anaxagoras

among those who held there was only one world ^
; but this

testimony cannot be considered of the same weight as that

of the, fragments. Zeller^s reference of the words to the

moon is very improbable. Is it likely that any one would

say that the inhabitants of the moon " have a sun and

moon as with us ^

135. The cosmology of Anaxagoras is clearly based upon

that of Anaximenes, as will be seen from a cpmparison of

the following passage of Hippolytos ® with the quotations

given in Chap. I. (§ 29) :

(3) The earth is flat in shape, and remains suspended because

of its size and because there is no vacuum.^ For this reason the

air is very strong, and supports the earth which is borne up by it.

(4) Of the moisture on the surface of the earth, the sea arose

from the waters in the earth (for when these were evaporated the

remainder turned salt),® and from the rivers which flow into it.

(5) Rivers take their being both from the rains and from the

waters in the earth ; for the earth is hollow and has waters in

its cavities. And* the Nile rises in summer owing to the water

that comes down from the snows in Ethiopia.®

1 Aet. ii. I, 3 {Dox. p. 327).

^ Further, it can be proved that this passage (fr. 4) occurred quite near

the beginning of the worh;. Cf. Simpl. Phys, p. 34, 28 ^er 6\Lya

dpx^s roO wpdn-ov Ucpl <f>v<r4m, p. 156, I, Kal dXLyti (after fr, 2),

which itself occurred, fter oKlyov (after fr. i), which was the beginning of

the book. A reference to other worlds would be quite in place here,

but not a reference to the moon.
» Ref. i. 8, 3 (Box. p. 562).

* This is an addition to the older view occasioned by the Eleatic denial

of the void.

« The text is corrupt here, but the general sense can be got from

Aet. iii. 16. 2.

« The MS. reading is iv roTs UpKTois, for which Diels adopts Fredrichs*

iv roh dvTapKTiKOLs. I have thought it safer to translate the iv kldiof^lq,

of Aetios (iv, i, 3). This view is mentioned by Herodotos (ii. 22).

Seneca {N.Q. iv. 2, 17) points out that it was adopted by Aischylos [Suppl.

559, fr. 300, Nauck), Sophoktes (fr. 797), and Euripides {Hel. 3, fr. 228),

who would naturally take their opinions from Anaxagoras.
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(6) The sun and the moon and all the stars are fiery stones

carried round by the rotation of the aether. Under the stars

are the sun and moon, and also certain bodies which revolve

with them, but are invisible to us.

(7) We do not feel the beat of the stars because of the great-

ness of their distance from the earth ; and, further, they are not

so warm as the sun, because they occupy a colder region. The
moon is below the sim, and nearer us.

(8) The sun surpasses the Peloponnesos in size. The moon
has not a light of her own, but gets it from the sun. The course

of the stars goes imder the earth.

(9) The moon is eclipsed by the earth screening the sun’s

light from it, and sometimes, too, by the bodies below the moon
coming before it. The sxm is eclipsed at the new moon, when the

moon screens it from us. Both the sun and the moon turn back
in their courses owing to the repulsion of the air. The
moon turns back frequently, because it cannot prevail over
the cold.

(10) Anaxagoras was the first' to determine what concerns
the eclipses 9.nd the illumination of the sun and moon. And he
said the moon was of earth, and had plains and ravines in it.

The Milky Way was the reflexion of the light of the stars that
were not illuminated by the stm. Shooting stars were sparks, as
it were, which leapt out owing to the motion of the heavenly
vault.

(11) Winds arose when the air was rarefied by the sun, and
when things were burned and made their way to the vault of
heaven and were carried off. Thimder and lightning '^vere pro-
duced by heat striking upon clouds.

(12) Earthquakes were caused by the air above striking on
that beneath the earth ; for the movement of the latter caused
the earth which floats on it to rock.

All this confirms the statement of Theophrastos,
that Anaxagoras had belonged to the school of An-
aximenes. The flat earth floating on the air, the
dark bodies below the -moon, the explanation of the
solstices and the " turnings back ” of the moon by
the resistance of air, the explanations of wind and of
thunder and lightning, are all derived from the Mil^cign
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As to the moon’s light and the cause of eclipses, it

was natural that Anaxagoras should be credited at - Athens
with these discoveries. On the other hand, it seems
very unlikely that they were made by a believer in a
flat earth, and there is suf&cient evidence that they are

really Pythagorean.^

136. “ There is a portion of everything in everything

except Nous, and there are some things in which there is

Nous also ” (fr. ii). In these words Anaxagoras laid down
the distinction between animate and inanimate things. He
tells us that it is the same Nous that " has power over,”

that is, sets in motion, all things that have life, both the

greater and the smaller (fr. 12) . TheNous in living creatures

is the same in all (fr. 12), and from this it followed that the

different grades of intelligence we observe in the animal and
vegetable worlds depend entirely on the structure of the

body. The Nous was the same, but it had more oppor-

tunities in one body than another. Man was the wisest of

animals, not because he had a better sort of Nous, but

because he had hands.® This is in accordance with the

previous development of thought upon the subject. Par-

menides, in his Second Part (fr. 16), had already made
the thought of men depend on the constitution of their

limbs.

As aU Nous is the same, we are not surprised to find that

plants were regarded as living creatures. If we may trust

the pseudo-Aristotelian Treatise on Plants ® so far, Anaxa-

goras argued that they must feel pleasure and pain in

coimexion with their growrth and with the fall of their leaves.

Plutardi says * that he called plants " animals fixed in the

earth.”

Both plants and animals originated in the first instance

from the iravtnrepfiia. Plants arose when the seeds of

1 See p. 177, n, i.

2 Arist. De part, an. A, lo. 687 a 7 (R, P. 160 b).

« [Arist.] De plant A, i. 815 a 15 (R. P. 160).

* Plut. Q.N, I (R. P. 160), . . . iyyeiop.
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them which the air contained were brought down by

the rain-water,^ and animals originated in a similar way.^

Like Anaximander, Anaxagoras held that animals first arose

in the moist element.®

137. In these scanty notices we seem to see traces of a Peroep-

polemical attitude towards Empedokles, and the same may
be observed in what we are told of the theory of perception

adopted by Anaxagoras, especially in the view that percep-

tion is of contraries.* The account which Theophrastos

gives of this ® is as follows :

But Anaxagoras sa}^ that perception is produced by opposites

;

for like things cannot be effected by like. He attempts to give a.

detailed enumeration of the particular senses. We see by means
of the image in the pupil ; but no image is cast upon what is of

the same colour, but only on what is different. With most living

creatures things are of a different colour to the pupil by day,

though with some this is so by night, and these are accordingly

keen-sighted at that time. Speaking generally, however, night

is more of the same colour with the eyes than day. And an
image is cast on the pupil by day, because light is a concomitant
cause of the image, and because the prevailing colour casts an
image more readily upon its opposite.®

It is in the same way that touch and taste discern their

objects. That which is just as warm or just as cold as we are
neither warms us nor cools us by its contact ; and, in the same
way, we do not apprehend the sweet and the sour by Tnf>ar>Q of
themselves. We know cold by warm, fresh by salt, and sweet
by sour, in virtue of our deficiency in each ; for all these are in
us to begin with. And we smeU and hear in the same manner ;

the former by means of the accompanying respiration, the latter
by the sound penetrating to the brain, for the bone which sur-
rounds this is hollow, and it is upon it that the sound falls.^ •

And all sensation implies pain, a view which would seem to
be the consequence of the first assumption, for aH nnlilrA things

^ Theophr, Hist, Plant, iii. i, 4 (R. P. 160).
2 Irenaeus, Adv, Haer. ii. 14, 2 (R, P. 160 a).
* Hipp. Ref. i. 8, 12 (Dox. p. 563).
* Beare, p. 37. b Theophr. De sensu, 27 $qq. (JOox, p. *507^
® Beare, p. 38. » Beare, p. 208,

i8
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produce pain by their contact. And this pain is made percept-
ible by the long continuance or by the excess of a sensation.
Brilliant colours and excessive noises produce pain, and we cannot
dwell long on the same things. The larger animals are the more
sensitive, and, generally, sensation is proportionate to the size

of the organs of sense. Those animals which have large, pme,
and bright eyes, see large objects and from a great distance, and
contrariwise.^

And it is the same with hearing. Large aniTnals pjti >i«»ar
great and distant sounds, while less sounds pass impercrfved

;

small animals perceive small sounds and those near at hand.®
It is the same too with smell. Rarefied air has more sTvion

;

for, when air is heated and rarefied, it smells. A large animal

when it breathes draws in the condensed air along with the
rarefied, while a small one draws in the rarefied by itself ; so
the large one perceives more. For smeU is better perceived when
it is near than when it is far by reason of its being more con-
densed, while when dispersed it is weak. But, roughly speaking,
large animals do not perceive a rarefied smeU, nor sman animals

a condensed one.®

This theory marks in some respects an advance on that

of Empedokles. It was a happy thought of Anaxagoras to

make sensation depend upon irritation by opposites, and to

connect it with pain. Many modem theories are based upon
a similar idea.

That Anaxagoras regarded the senses as incapable of

reaching the trath of things is shown by the fragments
preserved by Sextus. But we must not, for all- that, ttun
him into a sceptic. The saying preserved by Aristotle*

that “ things are as we suppose them to be,” has no value
at all as evidence. It comes from some collection of apoph-
thegms, not from the treatise of .Anaxagoras himself

; and
it had, as likely as not, a moral application. He did say
(fr. 2i) that “ the weakness of our senses prevents our
discerning the truth,” but this meant simply that we do
not see the “ portions ” of everything which are m every-

^ Beare, p. 209.
® Tbid. p. 137.

* Ibid. p. 103.
» Met. A. 5. 1009 b 25 (R. P. i6i a).
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thing ; for instance, the portions of black which are in the

white. Our senses simply show us the portions that prevail.

He also said that the things which are seen give us the

power of seeing the invisible, which is the very opposite

of scepticism (fr. 21a).



CHAPTER VII

THE PYTHAGOREANS

The
Pytha-

gorean

school

138. After losing their supremacy in the Achaian cities,

the Pythagoreans concentrated themselves at Rhegion
; but

the school founded there did not maintain itself for long,

and only Archytas stayed behind in Italy. Philolaos and
Lysis, the latter of whom had escaped as a young man from
the massacre of Kroton, had already found their way to
Thebes.i We know from Plato that Philolaos was there

towards the close of the fifth century, and Lysis was after-

wards the teacher of Epameinondas.® Some of the Pytha-
goreans, however, were able to return to Italy later. Philo-

laos certainly did so, and Plato implies that he had left

Thebes some time before 399 b.c., the year Sokrates was put
to death. In the fourth century, the chief seat of the school
is the Dorian city of Taras, and we find the Pythagoreans
heading the opposition to Dionysios of Syracuse. It is to
this period that the activity of Archytas belongs. He was
the friend of Plato, and almost realised the ideal of the
philosopher king. He ruled Taras for years, and Aristoxenos
tells us that he was never defeated in the field of battle.®

I^bl. V. Pyth. 251. The ultimate authority for all this is Tipiaios,

reading ‘Xpxirov to 'Apxlvitov (as Diels
oes after Beckm^). We are dealing with a later generation, and the

ence opeM with ol Sk Xotjroi twit UvSayopeloty, i.e. those other than
ATCtoppos Md Lysis, who have been dealt with in the preceding section.

° Piato, Phaed. 61 d 7 ; e 7 ; and for Lysis, Aristo-
xenos in Iambi. V. Pyth. 250 (R. P. 59 b).

^toxenos himself came from Taras.

,

oiy 0 Damon and Phintias (told by Aristoxenos) belongs to this

276
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He was also the inventor of mathematical mechanics. At

the same time, P3rthagoreanism had taken root in the East.

Lysis remained at Thebes, where Simmias and Kebes had

heard Philolaos, while the remnant of the Pythagorean school

of Rhegion settled at Phleious. Aristoxenos was personally

acquainted with the last generation of this school, and

mentioned by name Xenophilos the ChaUddian from Thrace,

with Phanton, Echekrates, Diokles, and Pol37mnastos of

Phleious. They were all, he said, disciples of Philolaos and

Eurytos,^ and we learn from Plato that Simmias and Kebes

of Thebes and Echekrates of Phleious were also associates of

Sokrates.2 Xenophilos was the teacher of Aristoxenos, and

lived in perfect health at Athens to the age of a hundred

and five.®

139. This generation of the school really belongs, how- PhUoiaos.

ever, to a later period
;

it is with Philolaos we have now to

deal. The facts we know about his teaching from external

sources are few in number. The doxographers, indeed,

ascribe to him an elaborate theory of the planetary system,

but Aristotle never mentions his name in connexion with

that. He gives it as the theory of “ the Pythagoreans ” or

of " some Pythagoreans.” * It seems natural to suppose,

however, that the Pythagorean elements of Plato’s Phaedo

and Gorgias come mainly from Philolaos. Plato makes

Sokrates express surprise that Simmias and Kebes had not

learnt from him why it is unlawful for a man to take his

life,® and it seems to be implied that the Pythagoreans at

Thebes used the word “ philosopher ” in the special sense of

1 Diog. viii. 46 (R. P. 62).

* The whole mise en seine of the Phaedo presupposes this, and it is

quite incredible that Plato should have misrepresented the matter,

Simmias and Kebes were a little younger than Plato and he could hardly

have ventured to introduce them as disciples of Sokrates if they had not

in fact been so. Xenophon too {Mem. i. 2. 48) includes Simmias and Kebes

in his list of genuine disciples of Sokrates, and in another place (iii. ii, 7)

he t^n!^ xis that they had been attracted from Thebes by Sokrates and

never left his side.

® See Aristoxenos ap, Val. Max. viii. 13, ext. 3 ; and Souidas

* See below, §§ 150-152, * Plato, Pkaed, 61 d 6.
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a man who is seeking to jfind a way of release from the burden

of this life.i It is probable that Philolaos spoke of the body
(<rw/*a) as the tomb {(rfjfjui) of the soul.^ We seem to be
justified, then, in holding that he taught the old P3rtha-

gorean religious doctrine in some form, and that he laid

special stress bn knowledge as a means of release. That

is the impression we get from Plato, who is far the best

authority we have.

We know further that Philolaos wrote on “ numbers ”
;

for Speusippos followed him in the account he gave of the

P3rthagorean theories on that subject.® It is probable

that he busied himself mainly with arithmetic, and we can

hardly doubt that his geometry was of the primitive type

described in an earlier chapter. Emytos was his disdple,

and we have seen (§ 47) that his views were still very crude.

We also know now that Philolaos wrote on medicine,*

and that, while apparently influenced by the theories of the

Sicilian school, he opposed them from the Pythagorean

standpoint. In particular, he said that our bodies were

composed only of the warm, and did not participate in the

1 This appears to follow from the remark of Simmias in Phaed. 64 b.

The whole passage would be pointless if the words <f>i\6(TO(pos, <f>iKo<TO(f>€iv,

<pi\oa‘o<l>la had not in some way become familiar to the ordinary Theban
of the fifth century. Now Hexaldeides Pontikos made Pythagoras invent

the word, and expound it in a conversation with Leon, tyrant of Sikyon

or PkJeious. Cf. Diog, i, 12 (R. P. 3), viii. 8 ; Cic. Tusc. v, 3. 8. Cf. also

the remark of Alkidamas quoted by Arist. Rhet, B, 23, 1398 b^ 18,

dfia 61 irpOfTT^rai <f>i\6(ro<pot iyivovro xal e^5ai^6y7j<r€y tj 7r<5Xts.

* For reasons which will appear, I do not attach importance in this

connexion to Philolaos, fr. 14 Diels=23 MuUach (R. P. 89), but it does

seem likely that the fivdoKoyCw KOfi\f/bs of Gorg, 493 a 5 (R. P. 89 b)

is responsible for the whole theory there given. He is certainly, in any
case, the author of the rerprjpJpos wlSost which implies the same general

view. Now he is called Urtat 2«k6X6s nt ^ TraXt/f6s, which means he was
an Italian ; for the ^k€\6s rts is merely an allusion to the 'Zlk€\6s

dy^p worl rdv par^p of Timokreon, We do not know of any Italian

from whom Sokrates could have learnt these views except Philolaos or one

of his associates,
* See above. Chap. II. p. 102, n. 2.

* It is a good illustration of the defective character of our tradition

(Introd. p. 26) that this was quite unknown till the publication of the

extracts from Menon's latrika contained in the Anonymus Londinensis.

See Diels in Hermes^ xxviii, pp, 417 sqq^
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cold. It was only after birth that the cold was introduced

by respiration. The connexion of this with the old Pytha-

gorean theory is clear. Just as the Fire in the macrocosm
draws in and limits the cold dark breath which surrounds

the world (§ 53), so do our bodies inhale cold breath from

outside. PhUolaos made bile, blood, and phlegm the causes

of disease ; and, in accordance with this theory, he had to

deny that the phlegm was cold, as the Sicilian school held.

Its etymology proved it to be warm. We shall see that it

was probably this preoccupation with the medicine of the

Sicilian school that gave rise to some of the most striking

developments of later P3rthagoreanism.

140. Such, so far as I can judge, was the historical

PhUolaos, though he is usually represented in a very different

light and has even been called a predecessor of Copernicus.

To rmderstand this, we must trun our attention to the story

of a literary conspiracy.

We have seen that there are one or two references to

PhUolaos in Plato,^ but these hardly suggest that he played

an important part in the development of Pythagorean

science. The most elaborate account we have of this is put

by Plato into the mouth of Timaios the Lokrian, of whom
we know no more than he has chosen to teU us. It is clear

at least that he is supposed to have visited Athens when
Sokrates was stUl in the prime of life,® and that he must

have been practically a contemporary of PhUolaos. It

hardly seems likely that Plato should have given him the

credit of discoveries which were really due to his better-

known contemporary. However, Plato had many enemies

and detractors, and Aristoxenos was one of them. We know
he made the extraordinary statement that most of the

Republic was to be found in a work by Protagoras,® and he

^ See p. 276, n. 2, and p. 278, n. 2.

® This follows at once from the fact that he is represented as conversing

with the elder Kritias (p. 203, n. 3), who is very aged, and with Hermokrates,
who is qnite young.

3 Diog. iii. 37. For similar charges, cf. Zeller, Plato, p. 429, n, 7.

Plato

and the
Pytha-
goreans-
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seems also to be tie original source of the story that Plato

bought “ three Pythagorean books ” from Philolaos and

copied the Timae^ts out of them. According to this, the
“ three books ” had come into the possession of Philolaos

;

and, as he had fallen into great poverty, Dion was able to

buy them from him, or from his relatives, at Plato’s request,

for a hundred winae.^ It is certain, at any rate, that this

story was already current in the third century ; for the

siUographer Timon of Phleious addresses Plato thus :
“ And

of thee too, Plato, did the desire of discipleship lay hold.

For many pieces of silver thou didst get in exchange a small

book, and starting from it didst learn to write Timaeus.” ^

Hermippos, the pupil of Kallimachos, said that “ some

writer ” said Plato himself bought the books from the

relatives of Philolaos for forty Alexandrian minae and

copied the 'limaem out of it; while Satyros, the Aiist-

archean, says he got it through Dion for a htmdred minae?

There is no suggestion in any of these accounts that the book

was by Philolaos himself ; they imply rather that what

Plato bought was either a book by P3?thagoras, or at any

rate authentic notes of his teaching, which had come into

the hands of Philolaos. In later times, it was generally

supposed that the forgery entitled The Soul of the World,

which goesby the name of Timaios the Lokiian, was meant ;
^

but it has now been proved that this cannot have existed

earlier than the first century A..D. Moreover, it is plain that

it is based on Plato’s Timaeus itself, and that it was written

in order to holster up the story of Plato’s plagiarism. It

does not, however, fulfi.1 the most important requirement,

that of being in three books, which is always an essential

feature of that story.®

^ Iambi. F- Pyth. 199. Diels is clearly right in ascribing the story to

Aristoxenos {Arch. iii. p. 461, ft. 2G).
* Timon, fr. 54 (Diels), ap. Cell. iii. 17 (R. P. 60 a).

For Hermippos and Satyros, see Diog. iii. 9 ; \dii. 84, 85.

So Iambi, in ISficom. p. 105, ii ; Proclus, in Tim, p. i, Diehl.
® They are -rd dpvXa^fueva, rpial^ipkla (Iambi. V, JPyth. 199), rd

Tpla ^ip\£a (Diog. viii. 15).
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Not one of the writers just mentioned professes to have

seen these famous “ three books ”
;
^ but at a later date

there were at least two works which claimed to represent

them. Diels has shown how a treatise in three sections,

entitled JlaiBevriKov, TrokLTiKov, (pvo'iKov, was composed in

the Ionic dialect and attributed to Pythagoras. It was

largely based on the Tlvdayopiical airoffxIic-eK of Aristoxenos,

but its date is uncertain.® In the first century B.C.,

Demetrios Magnes professes to quote the opening words

of the work published by Philolaos.® These, however,

are in Doric. Demetrios does not actually say this

work was written by Philolaos himself, though it is

no doubt the same from which a nrunber of extracts

are preserved under his name in Stobaios and later

writers. If it professed to be by Philolaos, that was

not quite in accordance with the original story
;
but it

is easy to see how his name may have become attached

to it. We are told that the other book which passed under

the name of Pythagoras was really by Lysis.^ Boeckh has

shown that the work ascribed to Philolaos probably con-

sisted of three books also, and Proclus referred to it as the

Bakchai,^ a fanciful Alexandrian title which recalls the
“
Muses ”

of Herodotos. Two of the extracts in Stobaios

bear it. It must surely be confessed that the whole story

is very suspicious.

141. Boeckh argued that all the fragments preserved

rmder the name of Philolaos were genuine ; but no one will

now go so far as that. The lengthy extract on the soul is

given up even by those who maintain the genuineness of the

^ As Bywater said (/. Phil, i, p. 29), tiie history of this work "reads
like the history, not* so much of a book, as of a literary ignisfatuus floating

before the minds of imaginative writers."
® Diels, " Ein gefalschtes P3^hagorasbuch " {Arch, iii. pp. 451 sqq.),
® Diog, viii. 85 (R. P. 63 b). Diels

j
reads irpGrrov \ ixSovvai, ruv ILvda-

yopLKdv ^L^Xla /cal iTiypd^^ai Ileply^ifcreias,

* Diog. viii. 7.
® Proclus, Enel, p. 22, i5^(Friedlein). Cf. Boeckh, Philolaos, pp.

36 sqq, Boeckh refers to a sculptured group of three Bakchai, whom he
supposes to be Ino, Agaue, and Autonoe,

The
"Frag-
ments of

Philolaos.''
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rest.^ It cannot be said that this position is plausible.

Boeckh saw there was no ground for supposing that there

ever was more than a single work, and he drew the conclu-

sion that we must accept all the remains as genuine or

reject aU as spurious.® As, however, many scholars

still maintain the genuineness of most of the fragments,

we cannot ignore them altogether. Arguments based on

their doctrine would, it is true, present the appearance

of a vicious circle at this stage, but there are two serious

objections to the fragments, which may be mentioned at

once.

In the first place, we must ask whether it is likely that

Philolaos should have written in Doric ? Ionic was the

dialect of science and philosophy till the time of the Pelo-

ponnesian War, and there is no reason to suppose the early

P5d:hagoreans used any other.® Pythagoras was himself an

Ionian, and it is not likely that in his time the Achaian

states in which he formded his Order had adopted the Dorian

dialect.* Alkmaion of Kroton seems to have written in

Ionic.® Diels says that Philolaos and then Arch3rtas were

the first Pythagoreans to use the dialect of their homes ;
*

but Philolaos can hardly be said to have had a home, and it

is hard to see why an Achaian refugee at Thebes should

^ The passage is given in R. P. 68. For a fiill discussion of this and

the other fragments, see Bywater, " On the Fragments attributed to

Philolaiis the Pythagorean " (/. PMl. i. pp. 21 sqq^,

2 Boeckh, Philolaos, p. 38. Diels {Vors. p. 246) distinguishes the

Bahchai from the three books Ilepl ^i5<rios {ih, p. 239). As, however, he

identifies the latter with the ” three books “ bought from Phfiolaos, and

regards it as genuine, this does not seriously affect the argument.
® See Diels in Arch. iii. pp, 460 sqq.

On the Achaian dialect, see O. Hoffmann in CoUitzand Bechtel, Dialekt-

Inschriften, voL ii, p. 151. • How slowly Doric penetrated into the Chalkidian

states may be seen from the mixed dialect of the inscription of Mikythos

-of Rhegion {DiaL-Inschr. iii. 2, p. 498), which is later than 468-67 b .c .

There is no reason to suppose that the Achaian dialect of Kroton was less

tenacious of life. We can see from Herodotos that there was a strong

prejudice against the Dorians there.

* The scanty fragments contain one Doric (or Achaian ?) form,

(fr, i), but Alkmaion calls himself which is very significant ; for

KportavL^ras is the Achaian as well as the Doric form. Arch. iii. p, 460.
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write in Doric.^ Nor did Arch3rtas write in the Laconian
dialect of Taras, but in what may be called

” common
Doric,” and he is a generation later th^ Philolaos, which
makes a great diSerence. In the time of Philolaos and
later, Ionic was stiU used even by the citizens of Dorian

states for scientific purposes. The Syracusan historian

Antiochos wrote in Ionic, and so did the medical writers of

Dorian Kos and Knidos. The forged work of Pythagoras,

which some ascribed to L37sis, was in Ionic ; and so was
the book on the Akousmata attributed to Androkydes,®

which shows • that, even in Alexandrian times, it was
believed that Ionic was the proper dialect for Pythagorean
writings.

In the second place, there can be no doubt that one of

the fragments refers to the five regular solids, four of which
are identified with the elements of Empedokles.® Now
Plato tells us in the Republic that stereometry had not been
adequately investigated at the time that dialogue is supposed
to take place,* and we have express testimony that the five

” Platonic figure," as they were called, were discovered in

the Academy. In the Scholia to Euclid we read that the

P5rihagoreans only knew the cube, the p3rramid (tetra-

hedron), and the dodecahedron, while the octahedron and

1 He is distinctiy called a Krotoniate in the eictracts from Menon’s
’larpiKd (cf. Diog. viii. 84). It is true that Aiistoxenos called him and
Enrytos Tarentines (Diog. viii. 46), bnt this only means that be ^ttled at

Taras after leaving Thebes. These variations are common in the case of

migratory philosophers. Enrytos is also called a Krotoniate and a Meta-
pontine (Iambi. V. Pyth. 148, a66). Cf. also p. 330, n. i on Lenldppos,
and p. 351, M. I on Hippon.

® For Androkydes, see Diels,- Vors. p. 281. As Dids points ont {Arch.

iii. p. 461), even Inman has sufficient sense of style to make Pythagoras

speak Ionic.
* Cf. fr. 12=20 M. (R. P. 79), which I read as it stands in the MS. of

Stobaios, but bracketing an obvious adscript or dittography, koI t4

T4 <r4>o^p9 ctiitaTa rirre irrl [r4 ir rp irvp, OSup koX yS, xal Aitp,

Kal i Tos e<l>alpat HhKhs vep,irT6p. In any case, we are not justified in

reading t4 pir tS.s (r^oUpcLs with Diels. For the identification of

the four elements with four of the regular solids, cf. § I47< a-nd for the

description of the fifth, the dodecahedron, cf. § 148.
* Plato, 528 b.
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The
Problem.

the icosahedron were discovered by Thealtetos.^ This sufB.-

ciently justifies us in regarding the " fragments of Philolaos
”

with suspicion, and all the more so as Aristotle does not

appear to have seen the work from which these fragments

come.®

142. We must look, then, for other evidence. From

what has been said, it will be clear that it is above all from

Plato we can learn to regard Pythagoreanism sympatheti-

cally. Aristotle was out of sympathy with Pythagorean

ways of thinking, but he took great pains to understand

them. This was because they played so great a part in the

philosophy of Plato and his successors, and he had to make

the relation of the two doctrines as clear as he could to

himself and his disciples. What we have to do, then, is

to interpret what Aristotle tells us in the spirit of Plato,

and then to consider how the doctrine we thus arrive at is

related to the systems which preceded it. It is a delicate

operation, no doubt, but it has been made much safer by

recent discoveries in the early history of mathematics and

medicine.

1 Heiberg's Euclid, vol. v. p. 654, i, iv rQ rovriari

T(p iy\ ypdcperaL rk 'KeySfj^em HK&ruvos e (rxi^A^ara, & aOroO otK l<rny,

rpla 8k tQv 7rpo€(,p7jfJLkv<i)v e crxTjjudTwv rwv UvBayopeluv icrlv, S re

fcal 17 irvpo^pXs ko,1 t6 8(adeKde8poVf Oeain^rov 8k t6 re SKrdcdpov koX t6

elKOffdeSpov, It is no objection to this that, as Newbold points out (Arch.

xix. p. 204), the inscription of the dodecahedron is more difficult than that

of the octahedron and icosahedron. We have no right to reject the definite

testimony quoted above (no doubt from Eudemos) on grounds of a priori

probability. As a matter of fact, there are Celtic and Etruscan dodeca-

hedra of considerable antiquity in ihe Louvre and elsewhere (G. Loria,

Scienze esatte, p, 39), and the fact is significant in view of the connexion

between Pythagoreanism and the North which has been suggested.

2 Philolaos is quoted only once in the Aristotelian corpus, in Eth. Eud,

B, 8. 1225 a 33 dW &<rir€p eXvaC rims \6yovs Kpelrrovs

which looks like an apophthegm. His name is not even mentioned any-

where else, and this would be inconceivable if Aristotle had ever seen

a work of his which expounded the Pythagorean system. He must have

known the importance of Philolaos from Plato's Phaedo^ and would certainly

have got hold of his book if it had existed. It should be added that

Tannery held the musical theory of our fragments to be too advanced for

Philolaos. It must, he argued, be later than Plato and Archytas (Rev. de

Phil, xxviii. pp. 233 His opinion on such a point is naturally of

the greatest weight.
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Zeller has cleared the ground by eliminating the Platonic

elements which have crept into later accotmts of the system.

These are of two kinds. First of all, we have genuine

Academic formulae, such as the identification of the Limit

and the Unlimited with the One and the Indeterminate

Dyad ;
^ and secondly, there is the Neoplatonic doctrine

which represents the opposition between them as one
between God and Matter.® It is not necessary to repeat

Zeller’s arguments here, as no one will now attribute the

doctrine in that form to^^ the P3rthagoreans.

This simplifies the problem, but it is still very dijB&cult.

According to Aristotle, the p3rthagoreans said Things
are numbers, though that is not the doctrine of the

fragments of “ Philolaos.” According to them, things

have number, which makes them knowable, while their

real essence is something unknowable.® We have seen

reason for believing that Pythagoras himself said Things
are numbers (§ 53), and there is no doubt as to what
his followers meant by the formula ; for Aristotle says

they used it in a cosmological sense. The world, accord-

ing to them, was made of numbers in the same sense

as others had said it was made of “ four roots ” or
" innumerable seeds.” It will not do to Hismisg fTiig

as mysticism. The P3d;hagoreans of the fifth century
were scientific men, and must have meant something quite

definite. We shall, no doubt, have to say that they
used the words Things are numbers in a somewhat non-
natural sense, but there is no difficulty in that. The
Pythagoreans had a great veneration for the actual words
of the Master (awro? e<^a) ; but such veneration is often

1 Aristotle says distinctly A, 6. 987 b 35) that " to set np a dyad
instead of the unlimited regarded as one, and to make the unlimited con^t
of the great and small, is distinctive of Plato."

» Zeller, p. 369 sgq. (Eng. trans. p. 397 sqq.).
» For the doctrine of " Philolaos," cf. fr. i (R. P. 64) ; and for the un-

knowable Twr TTpaypAranr, See fr. 3 (R. P. 67). It has a suspicions
resemblance to the later GKt), which Aristotle would hardly have failed to
note. He is always on the look-out for anticipations of ((X?/.
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Aristotle

on the

Numbers.

accompanied by a singular licence of interpretation. We
shall start, then, from what Aristotle tells us about the

numbers.

143. In the first place, Aristotle is quite clear that

Pythagoreanism was intended to be a cosmological system

like the others. “ Though the Pythagoreans,” he tells us,

" made use of less obvious first principles and elements

the rest, seeing that they did not derive them from sensible

objects, yet all their discussions and studies had reference to

nature alone. They describe the origin of the heavens,

and they observe the phenomena of its parts, aU that happens

to it and all it does.” ^ They apply their first principles

entirely to these things, “ agreeing apparently with the

other natural philosophers in holding that reality^was just

what could be perceived by the senses, and is contained

within the compass of the heavens,” * though " the

first principles and causes they made use of were really

adequate to explain realities of a higher order than the

sensible.” ®

The doctrine is more precisely stated by Aristotle to be

that the elements of niimbers are the elements of things,

and that therefore things are numbers.* He is equally

positive that these “ things ” are sensible things,* and indeed

that they are bodies,® the bodies of which the world is con-

1 Arist. Met. A, 8. 989 b 29 (R. P. 92 a).

® Arist. Mete A, 8. 990 a 3, 6fio\oyodvTes rois dX\oc$ 4*v<rto\6y<Ki 6n rd*

7’ y TOUT* iarlv 5<rov al<r67}T6v i(rTi xai TrepitlXrjtpev 6 KaXoi^fievos oipavds,

® Met. ib, 990 a 5, r4j 5 * alrlas /cal rds &px^h tbcrirep etwofieVf iKavhs

Xiyovffiv iira,vap7]vat koX M r4 ivur^pia rCav Kai fiSXKQV ^ rois irepl

\6yois &p/ioTro^<ras,

® Mete A, 5. 986 a Z, t4 ruv dpiffptiay eroixeca rwy 6vrbav (rroix^ia irdvrtjav

tnriXapov eXvai; N, 3. 1090 a 22, etvai piJkv dpidftobs iirotrf&av rd 6vt€Ij oi)

XWpto-ro^s 5^, dW dpiBfiQv rd Bvra..

* Mete M, 6 . 1080 b 2, te>s 4k tQp dpi.9p.Ccv 4vv7ra.pxdvT(av Svra rd aladifrd ;

ib, Z080 b 17, die Todrov (rev pabrfpanKov dptdpov) rds aMjirds oMas vvv€<FTdvo.L

^ioaLve

• Met. M, 8. 1083 b II, rd erdap^ra. 4( dpi9pCdy etvoL irvyKeipeva ;
ib. b 17,

4k€ivo(. bk rhv dpiOptbp' rd bvra. Xdyova’iv rd yovv detapdjpxira wpordvrovri roU

(TdipjOLffw d| iKeLwp bprm rQv dpiBpwv ; N, 3. 1090 a 32, /card p.4vTOi rb

woieip d| dpL0pMP rd <pv<riKd ffibpara, 4k ixbprup fidpos prjdb Kov^bmiTa. ^ovra

Kov^Ttpra. Kal pdpos.
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structed.^ This construction of the world out of nmnbers

was a real process in time, which the Pythagoreans described

in detail.®

Further, the numbers were intended to be mathematical

numbers, though they were not sepmated from the things

of sense.® On the other hand, they were not mere predicates

of something else, but had an independent reality of their

own. " They did not hold that the limited and the rm-

hmited and the one were certain other substances, such as

fire, water, or anything else of that sort ; but that the

unlimited itself and the one itself were the reality of the

things of which they are predicated, and that is why they

said that number was the reality of everything." * Accord-

ingly the numbers are, in Aristotle's own language, not

only the formal, but also the material, cause of things.®

Lastly, Aristotle notes that the point in which the

Pythagoreans agreed with Plato was in giving numbers an

independent reality of their own ; while Plato differed from

the Pythagoreans in holding that this reality was distin-

guishable from that of sensible things.® Let us consider

these statements in detail.

144. Aristotle speaks of certain " elements " {a-roixeta)

of numbers, which were also the elements of things. That

is clearly tiie key to the problem, if we can discover what it

means. Primarily, the " elements of number ” are the Odd
and the Even, but that does not seem to help us much. We
find, however, that the Odd and Even were identified with

the Limit and the Unlimited, which we have seen reason to

regard as the original prindples of the Pythagorean cosmo-

^ Met A, 5. 986 a 2, rbv 5Xoj/ obpavhv appiavlav eXvai kuI dpiBfUv; A, 8.

990 a 21, rbv dpudpJbv rovrov od <rwi<TTriK€V 6 Kbirfiotl M, 6. I080 b 18, rbv

ydp 8\ov obpavbp KaracrKevd^ovcrip dpidp-Qp; De caelo, T, I. 300 ^ Tots

dpiBpSnf ffvPLffrdcri rbp obpa,v6v* ^ploi ydp r^v dptBpQp (rvpKrrSurtpf

&cr7r€p TUP UvBayopeltjp tipis.

^ Met If, 3. 1091 a 18, KoffpovotovtTi Kal ^vo'ikQs podXoprai \iyeLP,

» Met M, 6. 1080 b 16 ; 3. 1090 a 20.

^ Arist. Met A, 5. 987 a 15. ® Met ib. 986 a 15 (R, P. 66).

• Met At 6. 987 b 27, 6 pip {JJXdTtap) roi)s dpiBpobs vapd rA alcrBrfrd^

ol 5* {oi ILvBaybpeioi) dptBpobs eXval (ftaatp abrd rd aieBTjTd.

The
elements
of
numbers.
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logy (§ 53). Aristotle tells us that it is the Even which gives

things their unlimited character when it is contained in

them and limited by the Odd,^ and the commentators are

at one in imderstanding this to mean that the Even is in

some way the cause of infinite divisibility. They get into

difficulties, however, when they try to show how this can

be. Simplicius has preserved an explanation, in all proba-

bility Alexander’s, to the effect that they called the even

number imlimited " because every even is divided into

equal parts, and what is divided into equal parts is unlimited

in respect of bipartition ; for division into equals and halves

goes on oA infinitum. But, when the odd is added, it limits

it ; for it prevents its division into equal parts.” 2 Now it

is plain that we must not impute to the P5dhagoreans the

view that even numbers can be halved indefinitely. They

must have known that the even n\ambers 6 and 10 can only

be halved once. The explanation is rather to be found in a

fragment of Aristoxenos, where we read that “ even numbers

are those which are divided into equal parts, while odd

numbers are divided into unequal parts and have a middle

term.” ® This is still further elucidated by a passage which is

quoted in Stobaios and ultimately goes back to Poseidonios.

It runs :
“ When the odd is divided into two equal parts,

a unit is left over in the ndddle ; but when the even is so

divided, an empty fiLeld is left, without a master and without

a number, showing that it is defective and incomplete.” *

1 Met. A, 5. 986 a 17 (R. P. 66) ; Phys. r, 4. 203 a 10 (R. P. 66 a).

* Simpl. Phys, p. 455, 20 (R, P. 66 a). I owe the passages which I

have Tised in illustration of this subject to W. A. Heidel, " ll^pas and direipov

in the Pythagorean • Philosophy " {Arch. xiv. pp. 384 sqq.). The general

principle of my interpretation is the same as his, though I think that,

by bringing the passage into connexion with the numerical figures, I have

avoided the necessity of regarding the words ^ ykp els t<ra koX dialpeins

isr &w€tpov as " an attempted elucidation added by Simplicius."

* Aristoxenos, fr. 81, ap. Stob. i. p. 20, 1, iK tQv 'Apta-ro^^vov ILepl

dipidpiTrriKys, . . Twv dpiSp^wv ApnoL el<riv oi els ttra diatpoiHfiej/OLf irepufftral

Bk ol eis 6.VL<ra #cal puiaov ^ovres.
^ [Pint.] ap. Stob. i. 22, 19, #cal els tioLipovpLivQsv I'cra rov fikv

vepur<Tov pLovcts ir piiTiplTrepietrri^ rev Bk dprlov k€v^ XeLverat d^dicTroros

Kal avdpiBfios^ cE>s Bat ivBeovs xal dreXovs Bvtos^
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Again, Plutarch says :
“ In the division of numbers, the

even, when parted in any direction, leaves as it were

within itself ... a field ;
but, when the same thing is

done to the odd, there is always a middle left over from

the division.” ^ It is clear that all these passages refer

to the same thing, and that can hardly be anything else

than the ” terms ” or dots with which we are already

familiar (§ 47). The division must fall between these;

for, if it meets with an indivisible unit, it is at once

arrested.

145. Now there can be no doubt that by his Unlimited

Pythagoras meant something spatially extended ; for he

identified it with air, night, or the void. We are prepared,

then, to find that his followers also thought of the Unlimited

as extended. Aristotle certainly regarded it so. He argues

that, if the Unlimited is itself a reality, and not merely the

predicate of some other reality, then every part of it must
be unlimited too, just as every part of air is air.® The same
thing is implied in his statement that the P5rthagorean

Unlimited was outside the heavens.® Further than this, it

is not safe to go, PhUolaos and his followers cannot have

regarded the Unlimited as Air ; for, as we shall see, they

adopted the theory of Empedokles as to that “ element,”

and accounted for it otherwise. One of them, Xouthos,

argued that rarefaction and condensation implied the void

;

without it the universe would overflow.* We do not know,
however, whether he was earlier than the Atomists or not.

^ Plut, De E apud Delphos, 3®^ y^P ro/mts r(av dpi$fji,(avy

6 fjiJkv dprios wdvTjj dfXardfAevos ^iroXe^ircc rtvd S^KTiiciiy dpx^v otov iy iavrf
Kal x^P^* raT^b iraBbvri fU<rov del irepUam rifs P€fju:/j<re<a$

ybvifjLov, The words which I have omitted in translating refer to the
further identification of Odd and Even with Male and Female. The
passages quoted by Heidel might be added to. Cf., for instance, what

.

Nikomachos says (p. 13, 10, Hbche), icm dpriov pthf d 6t6p re eh ddc

f<ra SiaipeB^vat fiovdbos piffop vapepyrtwro^ffi, vepurrhy 5k rb 5vpdp€P0P

eh ddo f<ra pepi<rB7)Pai did t^p trpoeiprfpkPTjp ttjs popddos pteciretav. He significantly

adds that this definition is 4k rijs drjpiJ^dovs iiroX'^^petas.

» Arist. Phys, T, 4. 204 a 20 sgq., especially a 26, dXXi pifp &ffvep dkpos

d^p pipos, odrw kcU dtr^ipop dvelpov^ eX ye oMa i^rrl Ktd dpx^/j*

s See Chap. II. § 53. * Ar. Phys, A, 9- 216 b 25, Kvpapetrb SXop,

19

The
numbers
spatial.
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The
numbers
as magni-
tudes.

It is enough to say that the Pythagoreans meant by the

Unlimited the res extensa.

As the Unlimited is spatial, the Limit must be spatial

too, and we should expect to find that the point, the line,

and the surface were regarded as forms of the Limit. That
was the later doctrine ; but the characteristic feature of

P5dJiagoreanism is just that the point was not regarded as

a limit, but as the first product of the Limit and the Un-
limited, and was identified with the arithmetical unit

instead of with zero. According to this view, then, the

point has one dimension, the line two, the surface three, and

the solid four.’- In other words, the P5rthagorean points

have magnitude, their lines breadth, and their surfaces

thickness. The whole theory, in short, turns on the defini-

tion of the point as a unit J* having position ” (/iovA? diaiv

exova-a).^ It was out of such elements that it seemed possible

to construct a world.

146. This way of regarding the point, the line, and the

surface is closely bound up with the practice of representing

numbers by dots arranged in symmetrical patterns, which

we have seen reason for attributing to the P5^hagoreans

(§ 47). Geometry had already made considerable advances,

but the old view of quantity as a sum of units had not been

revised, and so the point was identified with i instead of

with o. That is the answer to Zeller's contention that to

regard the Pytheigorean numbetrs as spatial is to ignore the

fact that the doctrine was originally arithmetical rather than

geometrical. Our interpretation takes full account of that

^ Cf, Speusippos in the extract preserved in the Theologumena arith-

metical p. 61 (Diels, Vors. 32 A 13), rb yi/tiv yhp a crriyfA'ifj, rb db /3 ypatifi'h*

y rpiyuvov, ri bb B vvpafi.lt. We know that Speusippos is following

Philolaos here. Arist. Met, Z, ii. 1036 b 12, koX di^dvouirt v6.vra els

robs dpt6fjt.obSf /cal ypafififfs rbv \byou rbv rthv dbo eXvaL <j>a<nv. The matter is

clearly pnt by Produs in Eucl. I, p. 97, I9> rb fibv a-rffietov dvdXoyov riBevrai

fjMvdbi, r^v Sb ypap.pibpt Svdbi, ttjv 5b ivi^dveiav rj rpi&Bi xai rb a-repebu ry

revpdSi. icalrot ye ojs Siatrrard Xap^dvovres fiovaScK^ fibv ebp-^copev ypapp.'^p,

dva5LKbiv Bb rV ivKpdpeiap^ rpLaSiKbp db rb arepeop.

* The identification of the point with the unit is referred to by Aristotle,

Phys, B, 3. 227 a 27.
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fact, and indeed makes the peculiarities of the whole system
depend on it. Aristotle is very decided as to the P5rthagorean
points having magnitude. “ They construct the whole world
out of numbers,” he tells us, “ but they suppose the units

have magnitude. As to how the first unit with magnitude
arose, they appear to be at a loss.” ^ Zeller holds that this

is only an inference of Aristotle’s,® and he is probably right

in this sense, that the Pythagoreans never felt the lieed of

sa3dng in so many words that points had magnitude. It

does seem probable, however, that they called tbftm

oyKot.^

^Uer, moreover, allows, and indeed insists, that in the
Pythagorean cosmology the nmnbers were spatial, but he
raises difiSculties about the other parts of the system. There
are other things, such as the Soul and Justice and Oppor-
tunity, which are said to be numbers, and which cannot be
regarded as constructed of points, lines, and smfaces.^

Now it appears to me that this is just the meaning of a pas-

sage in which Aristotle criticises the P3d:hagoreans. They
held, he says, that in one part of the world Opinion prevailed,

while a little above it or below it were to be fotmd Injustice

or Separation or Mixture, each of which was, according to

them, a number. But in the very same regions of the
heavens were to be found things having magnitude which
were also numbers. How can this be, since Justice has no
magnitude ? ® This means surely that the P3rthagoreans

^ Arist. Met. M, 0. 1080 b 18 sqq., 1083 b 8 sqq. ; De caelo, r, i. 300 a 16
(R, P. 76 a), 2 ZeUer, p. 381.

® Zeno in his fourth argument about motion, which, we shall see (§ 163),
was directed against the Pythagoreans, used 6yKOL for points* Aetios, i, 3,

19 (R* P. 76 b), says that Ekphantos of Syracuse was the first of the
Pythagoreans to say that their units were corporeal. Cf. also the use of
6yKoi in Plato, Farm, 164 d, and Galen, Hist. PhiL 18 {Box* p. 6x0), *H/)a-

kXcIBtjs 6 HovTiKbi teal *AicrK\7jindd7fs 6 Btdvvbs &vdpfiavs 6yK0V5 rds dpxds 6iro-

rLOevrai, tQv SXav, * Zeller, p. 381.
® Arist. Met. A, 8. 990 a 22 (R. P. 81 e). I read and interpret thus

:

** For, seeing that, according to them. Opinion and Opportunity are in
a given part of the world, and a little above or below them Injustice and
Separation and Mixture,—^in proof of which they allege that each of these
is a number,—and seeing that it is also the case (reading cv/jLpaUvtf with
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had failed to give any clear account of the relation between

these more or less fanciful analogies and their geometrical

construction of the universe.

The 147. We seem to see further that what distinguished

the P3d;hagoreanism of this period from its earlier form was
elements,

jj. sought to adapt itself to the new theory of “ elements.”

This is what makes it necessary to take up the consideration

of the system once more in connexion with the pluralists.

When the Pythagoreans returned to Southern Italy, they

would find views prevalent there which demanded a partial

reconstruction of their own system. We do not know that

Empedokles founded a philosophical society, but there can

be no doubt of his influence on the medical school of these

regions ; and we also know now that PMlolaos played a part

in the history of medicine.’- This gives us the clue to what

formerly seemed obscure. The tradition is that the P3rtha-

goreans explained the elements as built up of geometrical

figures, a theory we can study for ourselves in the more

developed form it attained in Plato’s Timaeus? If they

were to retain their position as the leaders of medical

study in Italy, they were bound to account for the

elements.

Bonitz) that there is already in that part of tlie world a number of com-
posite magnitudes composed of the Limit and the Unlimited), because

those affections (of number) are attached to their respective regions ;

—

(seeing that they hold these two things), the question arises whether the

number which we are to understand each of these things (Opinion, etc.) to

be is the same as the number in the world the cosmological number)
or a different one." I cannot doubt that these are the extended numbers
which are composed (<ruj'/<rrarat) of the elements of number, the limited

and the unlimited, or, as Aristotle here says, the " affections of number,"
the odd and the even. ZeUer's view that " celestial bodies " are meant
comes near this, but the application is too narrow. Nor is it the number
(irX^^os) of those bodies that is in question, but their magnitude {yu^yeSoi).

For other views of the passage see Zeller, p. 391, n. i.

1 All this has been put in its true light by the pubHcatioD of the extract

from Mcnon's ’larpt/cd, on which see p. 278, n. 4.

* In Aet. ii. 6, 5 (R. P. 80) the theory is ascribed to Pythagoras, which
is an anachronism, as the mention of " elements " shows it must be later

than Empedokles. In his extract from the same source, Achilles says

ol which doubtless represents Theophrastos better.
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We must not take it for granted, however, that the

Pythagorean construction of the elements was exactly

the same as that we find in Plato’s Timaeus.. As we
have seen, there is good reason for believing they

only knew three of the regular solids, the cube, the

P3rramid (tetrahedron), and the dodecahedron.^ Now
Plato makes Timaios start from fire and earth,^ and
in the construction of the elements he proceeds in

such a way that the octahedron and the icosahedron

can easily be transformed into pyramids, wjjile the cube

and the dodecahedron cannot. From this it follows

that, while air and water pass readily into fire, earth

cannot do so,* and the dodecahedron is reserved for another

purpose, which we shall consider presently. This would

exactly suit the Pythagorean system ; for it would leave

room for a dualism of the kind outlined in the Second Part

of the poem of Parmenides. We know that Hippasos made
Fire the first principle, and we see from the Timaeus how
it would be possible to represent air and water as forms of

fire. The other element is, however, earth, not air, as we
have seen reason to believe that it was in early Pytha-

goreanism. That would be a natural result of the discovery

of atmospheric air by Empedokles and of his general theory

of the elements. It would also explain the puzzling fact,

which we had to leave tmexplained above, that Aristotle

identifies the two “ forms ” spoken of by Parmenides with

Fire and Earth.*

. 148. The most interesting point in the theory is, however,

the use made of the dodecahedron. It was identified, we
are told, with the “ sphere of the universe,” or, as it is put

^ See above, p. 283. » Plato, Tim. 31 b 5,

® Plato, Tim. 54 04. It is to be observed that in Tim. 48 b 5 Plato

says of the construction of the elements oitSels ttw yiv^aiv avr&v fiefii^uvKev^

which implies that there is some novelty in the theory as Timaios states it.

If we read the passage in the light of what has been said in § 141, we shall

be inclined to believe that Plato is making Timaios work out the P5rtha-

gorean doctrine on the lines of the discovery of Theaitetos,

^ See above. Chap. IV. p. 186.

The
dodeca-
hedron.
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in the Philolaic fragment, with the
“ huH of the sphere.” i

Whatever we may think of the authenticity of the fragments,

there is no reason to doiibt that this is a genuine Pythagorean

expression, and it must be taken in close coimexion with

the word " keel ” applied to the central fire.^ The structure

of the world was compared to the building of a ship, an idea

of which there are other traces.® The key to what we are

told of the dodecahedron is also given by Plato. • In the

Phaedo, which must have been written before the doctrine

of the regular solids was fully established, we read that the
“ true earth,’* if looked at from above, is “ many-colotued

like the balls that are made of twelve pieces of leather.” *

In the Timaeus the same thing is referred to in these words :

“ Further, as there is stiU one construction left, the fifth,

God made use of it for the universe when he painted it.” ®

The point is that the dodecahedron approaches more nearly

to the sphere than any other of the regular solids. The
twelve pieces of leather used to make a ball would all be

regular pentagons ; and, if the material were not flexible

» Aet. ii. 6. 5 (R. P. So) ;
" PhUolaos,” fr. I2 (= 20 M. ; R. P. 79). On

the oKkAs, see Gundermann in Rhein. Mus. 1904, pp. 145 sqq. In the

Pythagorean myth of Plato's PoUticus, the world is regarded as a ship, of

which God is the Ku^^pirfyrTis {272 e sqq.)* The irbvros d.vop.oibi'jp’os (273 d)

is jnst the &Trupov.

* Aet. h. 4, 15, 5ircp Tp6irews dimiv wpovvefidXero ry rod wayTbs <!ar^Lpq>

6 Siijjj.iovpybs debs.
* Cl the inro^iJbfiaTa of Plato, Rep. 616 c 3. As HXti generally means

** timber '' for sMpbnilding (when it does not mean firewood), I suggest
that we should look in this direction for an explanation of the technical use
of the word in later philosophy, Cf. Plato, Phileh. 54 c i, yepic-eats . . ,

ivcKa . . . Traa'av-iShTjv waparldep'Oai iroertv, which is part of the answer to the
question vbrepa ir\ol<av vavirTjylap iv€Ka pys ylyv€<r6at pmWov ^ vXotcu

yavTrrjytcLs ; {ib. b 2) ; Tim, 69 a 6, ola riKTCGiv srapdKeirat,.

* Plato> Phaed. no b 6,- &<nrep ol dcoSeKdaKvrw apa^pat., the meaning
of which phrase is quite correctly explained by Plutarch, Plat, q, 1003 b,

Kal ydbp fj^dXtarra r<p TrXij^ct r&v <rTOtx€^wv, dfJ.ptXbTup’u db rvtv ytaviQv t^v

ebBUriijra dicipvybv ebKafisr^s i<rrL [rd dcS^ejcdeSpo?'}, Kal ry Trepcrdcrei &<rv€p al

dofdeKdiTKvrot irpcupai KVKXorepks ytyverat Kcd TrepiXijTrriKdp.

^ Kato, Tim, 55 c 4, Neither this passage nor the last can refer to the
Zodiac, which would be described by a dodecagon, not a dodecahedron.
What is implied is the division of the heavens into twelve pentagonal fields,

in which the constellations were placed. For the history of such methods
see Newbold in Arch. xix. pp. 198 sqq.
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like leather, we should have a dodecahedron instead of a

sphere. That proves that the dodecahedron was weU

known before Theaitetos, and we may infer that it was

regarded as forming the " timbers ” on which the spherical

hulk of the heavens was built.

The tradition confirms in an interesting way the import-

ance of the dodecahedron in the P5d;hagorean system.

According to one account, Hippasos was drowned at sea for

revealing “ the sphere formed out of the twelve pentagons.” ^

The Pythagorean construction of the dodecahedron we
may partially infer from the fact that they adopted the

pentagram or pentalj>ha as their symbol. The use of this

figure in later magic is well known ; and Paracelsus still

employed it as a s3mabol of health, which is exactly what the

P3rthagoreans called it.®

149. The view that the soul is a " harmony,” or rather Tho^soui

an attunement, is intimately connected with the theory of mony.”

the four elements. It cannot have belonged to the earliest

form of Pythagoreanism ; for, as shown in Plato’s Phaedo,

it is quite inconsistent with the idea that the soul can exist

independently of the body. It is the very opjwsite of the

belief that " any soul can enter any body.” ® On the other

hand, we are told in the Phaedo that it was accepted by

Simmias and Kebes, who had heard Philolaos at Thebes, and

by Echekrates of Phleious, who was the disciple of Philolaos

and Eur5rtos.* The account of the doctrine given by Plato

is quite in accordance with the view that it was of medial

origin. Simmias says :
“ Our body being, as it were, strung

and held together by the warm and the cold, the dry and the

^ Iambi. 7. Pyth, 247. Cf. above, Chap. II, p. 106, i.

* See Gow, Short History of Greek Mathematics, p. 15 1, and the

passages there referred to, adding Schol. Luc. p. 234, 21, Rabe, rb

T€vr6jypafL}j.ov\ cJrt rh iv t-J (XVVudeLq. XeybfLevov Tr€Prd\<pa a-J^fipoXov ijv vpbt aXXijXovs

Tlvdayopeimv dpayvQjpia’TLKbv koX roimp ip raXs eirtcroXats The
Pythagoreans may quite well have known the method given by Euclid

iv. II of dividing a line in extreme and mean ratio, the so-called golden

section.”

^ Arist. De an. A, 3. 407 b 20 (R. P. 86 c).

4 Plato, Phaed. 85 e sqq, ; and for Echekrates, ih, 88 d*
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moist, and things of that sort, our soul is a sort of tempera-

ment and attunement of these, when they are mingled with

one another well and in due proportion. If, then, our soul

is an attunement, it is clear that, when the body has been

relaxed or strung up out of measure by diseases and other

iUs, the soul must necessarily perish at once.” ^ This is

clearly an application of the theory of Alkmeuon (§ 96), and
is in accordance with the views of the Sicilian school. It

completes the evidence that the Pythagoreanism of the

end of the fifth century was an adaptation of the old doctrine

to the new principles introduced by Empedokles.

It is further to be observed that, if the soul is regarded

as an attunement in the P3rthagorean sense, we should expect

it to contain the three intervals then recognised, the fointh,

the fifth and the octave, and this makes it extremely

probable that Poseidonios was right in saying that the

doctrine of the tripartite soul, as we know it from the

Republic of Plato, was really P3rthagorean. It is quite

inconsistent with Plato’s own view of the soul, but agrees

admirably with that just explained.®

150. The planetary system which Aristotle attributes to

” the Pythagoreans ” and Aetios to Philolaos is sufficiently

remarkable.® The earth is no longer in the middle of the

world ; its place is taken by a central fire, which is not to

1 Hato, Phaed. 56 b 7-c 5.
* See J. L, Stocks, Plaio and the Tripartite Soul {Mind N,S., No. 94,

1915, pp. 207 sqq,). Plato himself points to the connexion in Rep,

443 5 crwapfjUKravra rpla, 5j'ra, ^arirep &povs rpets apfiovlas vedrijs

T€ Kal {fwdrrjs xal icclI cl d^Xa Arra fX€ToJ^i> rvyxAvet. hvra iji,e, the

movable notes). Now there is good ground for believing that the state-

ment of Aristides Quintilianus (ii. 2) that the 6ufUK6v is intermediate

between the \oyiK6v and the AXoyov comes from the musicianDamon (Deiters,

De Arisiidis Quint, fontibus, 1870), the teacher of Perikles (p. 255, n. 2), to

whom the Platonic Sokrates refers as his authority on musical matters, but
who must have died when Plato was quite young. Moreover, Poseidonios

(ap. Galen, De Hipp, et Plat, pp. 425 and 478) attributed the doctrine of the

tripartite soul to Pythagoras, atrod fikv rod UvBaydpov avyypdfifuvro^ o^derbs

ets ijfias biaffip^ofjiAvov^ rcK/ixupdfievos db cf (bv bviot rwv fMuB’ijrCbv abrov ycypApatriv,

» For the authorities see R. P. 81-83. The attribution of the theory
to Philolaos is perhaps due to Poseidonios. The **

three books ** were
doubtless in existence by his time.
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be identified with the sun. Round this fire revolve ten

bodies. First comes the Antichthon or Counter-earth, and
next the earth, which thus becomes one of the planets. After

the earth comes the moon, then the sun, the planets, and
the heaven of the fixed stars. We do not see the central

fire and the antichthon because the side of the earth on
which we live is always turned away from them. This is to

be explained by the analogy of the moon, which always

presents the same face to us, so that men living on the other

side of it would never see the earth. This implies, of course,

from our point of view, that these bodies rotate on their

axes in the same time as they revolve roimd the central

fire,^ and that the antichthon revolves round the central fire

in the same time as the earth, so that it is always in opposi-

tion to it.^

It is not easy to accept the statement of Aetios that this

system was taught by Philolaos. Aristotle nowhere men-
tions him in connexion with it, and in the Phaedo Sokxates

gives a description of the earth and its position in the world

which is entirely opposed to it, but is accepted without demur
by Simmias the disciple of Philolaos.® It is imdoubtedly

a Pythagorean theory, however, and marks a noticeable

advance on the Ionian views current at Athens. It is clear

too that Sokrates states it as something of a novelty that the

earth does not require the support of air or an3dJiing of the

sort to keep it in its place. Even Anaxagoras had not been

able to shake himself free of that idea, and Demokdtos stiU

^ Plato makes Timaios attribute an axial rotation to the heavenly bodies,

which must be of this kind {Tim^ 40 a 7). The rotation of the moon upon
its axis takes the same time as its revolution round the earth ; but it comes
to the same thing if we say that it does not rotate at all relatively to its

orbit, and that is how the Greeks put it. It would be quite natural for

the Pythagoreans to extend this to all the heavenly bodies. This led
ultimately to Aristotle's view that they were all fixed {ivSebefUya) in
corporeal spheres.

* This seems more natural than to suppose the earth and counter-
earth to be always in conjunction. Cf. Aet. iii. 11, 3, r^v oUovfiiyriv yrjv

ivaurLas KeifUvjjv kqX irepupepOfiiPTjp r%
* Plato, Phaed. 108 e 4 sqq, Simmias assents to the geocentric theory

in the emphatic words koX 6p0Qt ye.
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held it along with the theory of a fiat earth. The natural

inference from the Phaedo would certainly be that the theory

of a spherical earth, kept in the middle of the world by
its equilibrium, was that of Philolaos himself. If so, the

doctrine of the central fire would belong to a later generation.

It seems probable that the theory of the earth’s revolu-

tion round the central fire really originated in the account

of the stm’s light given by Empedokles. The two things

are brought into close connexion by Aetios, who says that

Empedokles believed in two STons, while “ Philolaos ” believed

in two or even in three. His words are obscure, but they

seem to justify us in holding that Theophrastos regarded the

theories as akin.^ We saw that Empedokles gave two

inconsistent explanations of the alternation of day and

night (§ 113), and it may weU have seemed that the solution

of the difficulty was to make the sun shine by refiected light

from a central fire. Such a theory would, in fact, be the

natural issue of recent discoveries as to the moon’s light

and the cause of its eclipses, if these were extended to the

sun, as they would almost inevitably be.

The central fire received a number of mythological

names, such as the “ hearth of the world,” the “ house,” or
‘‘ watch-tower ” of Zeus, and “ the mother of the gods.” ®

That was in the manner of the school, but it must not blind

^ Aet. ii. 20, 13 (Chap. VI. p. 238, n, 3) compared -with 12

6 Ilvdaydpcios iraXoeLd^ rhv ijlkiov^ rov ip iry Kdfffjup

wpbs T^p avraiyeuap^ diTjOovpra di wpbs ijpoLs rb tpQs, iba-re rpbvop rtpk

diTTobs ijXlovs yLyP€<r^ac^ t6 re iv ry oiipav(p Trupwbcs Kal rb dx* airov

wvpoeidbs Karb. rb icoiTTpoeidis • el fu/i rty Kai rptrop Xi^ei rijp dx6 rod

ivbrrrpOM /car’ dvdKXa<r4v biQxrrreipofJi^prjy Trpbs ijfias abyi^p. This is not, of

course, a statement of any doctrine held by '* Philolaos,” but a rather

captious criticism such as we often find in Theophrastos- Moreover,
it is pretty clear that it is inaccurately reported. The phrase rb ip T<p

Kb(rpi.(p TTvp, if used by Theophrastos, must surely mean the central

fire, and rb ip r^ obpaptp wpQdes must be the same thing, as it very
well may, seeing that Aetios tells us himself (ii. 7. 7, R- P. 81) that
** Philolaos ” used the term obpapos of the sublunary region. It is true that
Achilles says rb vvptbdes Kal diavyis Xap^dpopra dp<a0€P dwb rov deplov

TTvpbs, but his authority is not sufficiently great to outweigh the other
considerations.

® Aet- i. 7, 7 (R. P. 81). Proclus in Tim. p. 106, 22 (R. P. 83 e).
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us to the fact that we are dealing with a scientific hypothesis.

It was a great thing to see that the phenomena could best

be “ saved ” by a central luminary, and that the earth must
therefore be a revolving sphere like the other planets. ^

Indeed, we are tempted to say that the identification of the

central fire with the sun was a detail in comparison. It is

probable, at any rate, that this theory started the train of

thought which made it possible for Aristarchos of Samos to

reach the heliocentric hypothesis,® and it was certainly

Aristotle’s successful reassertion of the geocentric theory

which made it necessary for Copernicus to discover the truth

afresh. We have his own word for it that he started from
what he had read about the Pythagoreans.®

In the form in which it was now stated, however, the

theory raised almost as many difficulties as it solved, and it

did not maintain itself for long. It is clear from Aristotle

that its critics raised the objection that it failed to " save the

phenomena ” inasmuch as the assumed revolution of the

earth would produce parallaxes too great to be negligible,

and that the PjiJiagoreans gave some reason for the belief

that they were negligible. Aristotle has no clear account

of the arguments on either side, but it may be pointed out

that the earth was probably supposed to be far smaller than

it is, and there is no reason why its orbit should have been

thought to have an appreciably greater diameter than we
now know the earth itself to have.*

^ Aristotle expresses this by saying that the Pythagoreans held t^v . . .

iv tQv da-rptav ipepapLiviiv vepl rb p-^aov yi5/cra re Kal itp^pau 'jroieTv

{De caelo, B, 13. 293 a 23).
* I do not discuss here the claims of Herakleides to be the real author

of the heliocentric hypothesis.
» In a letter to Pope Paul topemicus quotes Pint, Plac. iii. 13, 2—3

(R. P. 83 a) and adds Inde igitur occasionem nactus^ coepi et ego de terrae

mobilitate cogitare,

^ Cf, Ar.r £>e caelo, B, 13^ 293 b 25 ydp obn Many ij yrj KivrpoUy dW*
dwix^t Tb ijiitapoUpLav aiMjs SXov, ob&iv ktaXOeLV otevrai rd paivdfieya av/i^alveiv

bjxoitas fiTf KATOLKodaLV iifsZv MttI kivTpov^ &<nr€p kdy et ivl roO pukaov 9jv ij

obSbv ydp vOy voieiy biridjjKoy rbiv rifuaretav aTrbxovra^ rff^ds bidperpov*

(Of course the words Tb i^pucrpalptov S\ov refer to Aristotle's own
theory of celestial spheres ; he really means the radius of its orbit.)
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A truer view of the earth’s dimensions would naturally

suggest that the alternation of night and day was due to

the earth's rotation on its own axis, and in that case the

earth could once more be regarded as in the centre. It does

not appear that Aristotle knew of any one who had held this

view, but Theophrastos seems to have attributed it. to

Hiketas and Ekphantos of S3rracuse, of whom we know
very little othmwise.^ Apparently they regarded the

heaven of the fixed stars as stationary, a thing Aristotle

would almost have been bound to mention if he had ever

heard of it, since his own S3ratem turns entirely on the diurnal

revolution.

Both' theories, that of the earth’s revolution round a
central fire and that of its rotation on its own axis, had the

effect of making the revolution of the fixed stars, to which
the Pythagoreans certainly adhered, very difficult to

account for. They must either be stationary or their

motion must be something quite different from the diurnal

Now it is inconceivable that any one should have argued that, since

the geocentric parallax is negligible, parallax in general is negligible.

On jl±Le other hand, the geocentric Pythagorean (the real Philolaos ?), who^e
vie'^s are expounded by Sokrates in the Phaedo, appears to have made a
spe^l point of saying that the earth was irdfifitya (109 a 9), and that would
miike the theory of the central fire very diificxilt to defend. If Philolaos

w|ls one of the Pythagoreans who held that the radius of the moon's orbit

is lonly three times that of the earth's (Pint. De an, procr, 1028 b), he cannot
h^ve used the argument quoted by Aristotle.

^ Aet. iii. 13, 3 ‘HjoaKXcfSi/s 6 XLoPTiKbt Kal "E/c^aj^Tos- 6 ILvdaySpeios KLPov<ri

pJkv iHjp y^v * 0^ jLwJy ye fiera^artKQs, dWd TpeirriKtas [1. <rT/)eirrt/c«s] rp6xov BIkt^v

iv7l^ovi<rfJL4vrfPf durb dvo’fxQv iir* df'aroXds vepl rb tSiov abrrjs Kivrpov, Cicero

attributes thesame doctrine to Hiketas (Acad. pr. ii. 39}, but makes nonsense
of it by saying that he made the sun and moon stationary as well as the

fixed stars. Tannery regarded Hiketas and Ekphantos as fictitious person-
ages from a dialogue of Herakleides, but it seems clear that Theophrastos
recognised their existence. It may be added that the idea of the earth's

rotation was no novelty. The Milesians probably (§21) and Anaxagoras
certainly (p. 269) held this view of their flat earth. AH that was new was
the application of it to a sphere. If we could be sure that the geocentric
Pythagoreans who made the earth rotate placed the central fire in the
interior of the earth, that would prove them to be later in date than the
system of Philolaos." Simplicius appears to say this (De oaelo, p. 51a

9 and he may be quoting from Aristotle's lost work on the Pytha-
goreans. The point, however, is doubtful.
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revolution.^ It was probably this that led to the abandon-

ment of the theory.

In discussing the views of those who hold the earth to

be in motion, Aristotleonly mentions one theoryas alternative

to that of its revolution round the central fire, and he says

that it is that of the Timaeus. According to this the earth

is not one of the planets but " at the centre,” while at the

same time it has some kind of motion relatively to the axis

of the universe.^ Now this motion can hardly be an axial

rotation, as was held by Grote ;
® for the whole cosmology

of the Timaeus implies that the alternation of day and night

is due to the diurnal revolution of the heavens.* The fact

that the earth is referred to a little later as "the guardian and
artificer of night and day ”

® proves nothing to the contrary,

since night is in any case the conical shadow of the earth,

which is thus the cause of the alternation of day and night.

So far, Boeckh and his followers appear to be in the right.

^ The various possibilities are enumerated by Sir T. L. Heath (Arist'-

archus^ p. 103). Only two are worth noting. The nniverse as a whole
might share in the rotation of the dnr^oLvis, while the sun, moon and planets
had independent revolutions in addition to that of the universe. Or the
rotation of the dLwXavis might be so slow as to be imperceptible, in which
case its motion, " though it is not the precession of the equinoxes, is some-
thing very like it ” (Heath, loc^ cit).

* Arist. De cctelo, B, 13. 293 b 5, ^pioi 6^ xal k€lix4p7Jv irrl rov Kivrpov

if^aaiv a^r^p tKK^o'Oai xal KtP€t(r0ai wcpi t6p Sih vaprbs Tcrafi^pop 7r6Xoy,

&a"jr€p ip T0 y^ypaicrat. The text and interpretation of this

passage are guaranteed by the reference in the next chapter {296 a 25)
ol 5' M Tov puitrov d4pT€S tKK€<rdai Kal KiP€i<r6a£ ipaai wepl t6p irbXop fxd<rop.

All attempts to show that this refers to something else are futile.

We cannot, therefore, with Alexander, regard xal KiveurdaL as an inter-

polation in the first passage, even though it is omitted in some MSS.
there. The omission is probably due to Alexander’s authority. More-
over, when read in its context, it is quite clear that the passage gives

one of two alternative theories of the earth’s motion, and that this

motion, like the revolution round the central fire, is a motion of

translation (0opi£), and not an axial rotation.

» Plato*$ Doctrine respecting the Rotation of the Earth (i860).

^ Plato, Tim, 39 c I, p^p odp ijpipa re yiyopep ofhias Kal

ravra, if rijs fuas xal tppopi/juayrdrrts KvkX'i^etPs weploSos, This refers to
the revolution of the circle of the Same," i.e. the equatorial circle, and is

quite unambiguous.
® Plato, Tim, 40 c I <p6\aKa Kal $ijfJuovpybp pvkt6s re koX if/idpas

ifiTjxo.p'^aro. On this cf. Heath, Aristarchus, p. 178.
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When, however, Boeckh goes on to argue that the word
tXXofj,evi)v in the Timaeus does not refer to motion at ah,

but that it means " globed ” or “ packed ” round, it is quite

impossible for me to foUow him. Apart from ah philo-

logical considerations, this interpretation makes nonsense of

Aristotle’s line of argument. He says^ that, if the earth

is in motion, whether “ outside the centre ” or “ at the

centre,” that cannot be a " natural motion ”
; for, if it

were,. it would be shared by every particle of earth, and we
see that the natural motion of every clod of earth is “ down,”

i.e. towards the centre. He also says that, if the earth is

in motion, whether “ outside the centre ” or " at the centre,’’

it must have two motions like evej^dhing else but the
“ first sphere,” and therefore there would be excursions in

latitude {rrapoSoi) and “ turnings back ” {rpoTraC) of the

fixed stars, which there are not. It is clear, then, that

Aristotle regarded the second theory of the earth’s move-

ment as involving a motion of translation equally with the

first, and that he supposed it to be the theory of Plato’s

Timaeus. It is impossible to believe that he can have

been mistaken on such a point.®

When we turn to the passage in the Timaeus itself, we
find tib.at, when the text is correctly established, it completely

corroborates Aristotle’s statement that a motion of transla-

tion is involved,® and that Boeckh’s rendering is inadmissible

^ Aiist. De caeiOf B, 14. 296 a 29 sqq. The use of the word iyiroKeiirbts^va,

of the apparent motion of the planets from west to east is an interesting

survival of the old Ionian view (p. 70). The idea that the earth must have

two motions, if it has any, is based on nothing more than the analogy of

the planets (Heath, Aristarchus, p. 241).
® Aristotle must have been a member of the Academy when the

Timaeus was published, and we know that the interpretation of that dia-’^

logue was one of the chief occupations of the Academy after Plato's death.

If he had misrepresented the doctrine by introducing a motion of transla-

tion, Alexander and Simplicius would surely have been able to appeal to

an authoritative protest by ICrantor or another. The view which Boeckh
finds in the Timaeus is precisely Aristotle's own, and it is impossible to

believe that he could have failed to recognise the fiict or that he should

have misrepresented it deliberately.

« The best attested reading in Tim. is yijp Sk rpwftiip fUu ijpxripap^

DsXofju^pTiv dk rijp irepi rbr bth wavrbs vb\ov reraiUvw. The article
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on grammatical and lexicologi<^ grounds.^ We Eave there-

fore to ask what motion of translation is compatible with the

statement that the earth is “ at the centre,” and there seems

to be nothing left but a motion up and down (to speak loosely)

on the axis of the universe itself. Now the only clearly

attested meaning of the rare word is just that of

motion to and fro, backwards and forwards.^ It may be

added that a motion of this kind was familiar to the Pytha-

goreans, if we may judge from the description of the waters

in the earth given by Sokrates in the Phaedo on the authority

of some unnamed cosmologist.®

What was this motion intended to explain ? It is

impossible to be certain, but it is clear that the motions of

the circles of the Same and the Other, i.e. the equator and
the ecliptic, are inadequate to " save the appearances.” So

far as they go, all the planets should either move in the

is in Par. A and also in the Palatine excerpts, and it is dijB&cnlt to suppose
that any one would interpolate it. On the other hand, it might easily be
dropped, as its meaning is not at once obvious. It is to be explained, of
course, like r^v iirl ddvarop or Xenophon^S wpoeXrjXvddros . . . rijv 7rp6s rd
<f>poi'ipia, and implies a path of some kind, and therefore a movement of

translation.
1 In the first place, the meaning glohatam, ** packed," " massed " would

have to be expressed by a perfect participle and not a present, and we
find accordingly that Simplicius is obliged to paraphrase it by the
perfect participle, SedefiivTi or dedecrfMjfUvTj, Sir T, L. Heath's ** wound "

{Aristarchus^ p. 177) ought also to be " winding," In the second place,

though Par. A has elXXopJvTjv, the weight of authority distinctly favours

IXXofiipTjv, the reading of Aristotle, Proclus and others. The verbs etXXea

(etXXa), €tXw and tXXoj are constantly confused in MSS, It is not, I think,

possible to regard tXXo; as etymologically connected with the other verbs.

It seems rather to go with lXX6s and CXXaipwt which are both used in

Hippokrates. For its meaning, see below, n, 2 .

® Cf. Soph, Ant, 340 lXXopi,4vwy dpdrptav Iros eZs ^ros, clearly of the
ploughs going backwards and forwards in the furrows. Simplicius

makes a point of the fact that Apollonios Rhodios used lXX6p.€vos in the
sense of "shut in," ** hound/*' €lpy6fi€yos (cf. Heath, Aristarchus, p. 175,

n, 6) . That, however, cannot weigh against the probability that the scribes,

or even Apollonios himself, merely fell into the common confusion. Unless
we can get rid of the article r^v and the testimony of Aristotle, we must
have a verb of motion.

8 Cf. Plato, Phaed. in 04, where we are told that there is an aldbpa in

the earth, which causes the waters to move up and down in Tartaros,

which is a chasm extending from pole to pole. See my notes in loc.
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ecliptic or remain at an invariable distance from it, and this

is far from being the case. Some explanation is required of
their excursions in latitude, i.e. their alternate approaches
to the ecliptic and departures from it. We have seen (p. 63)
that Anaximander already busied himself with the “ turnings
back ” of the moon. Moreover, the direct and retrograde
movements of the planets are clearly referred to in the
Timaeus a few lines below.i We are not bound to show in

detail that a motion of the Mnd suggested would account for

these apparent irregularities ; it is enough if it can be made
probable that the fifth-century lythagoreans thought it

could. It may have seemed worth while to them to explain

the phenomena by a regular motion of the earth rather than

by any waywardness in the planets ; and, if so, they were at

least on the right track.

To avoid misunderstanding, I would add that I do not
suppose Plato himself was satisfied with the theory which
he thought it appropriate for a Pythagorean of an earlier

generation to propound. The idea that Plato expoxmded his

own personal views in a dialogue obviously supposed to take
place before he was bom, is one which, to me at least, is quite

incredible. We know, moreover, from the unimpeachable^
authorityof Theophrastos,who was a member of the Academy
in Plato’s later years, that he had then abandoned the

geocentric hypothesis, though we have no information as to
1 Proclns, in his commentary, explains the wpox<ap^iX€is and iwava-

KVK\'!^<r€is of 'Tim. 20 c as equivalent to irpoTroSicrfioi and ifiro-trodurpu^l.

In a corrigendum prefixed to his Aristarchus, Sir T. L. Heath disputes
interpretation, and compares the application of the term i7ravaKVK\oi(jsvov

to the planet Mars in Rep. 617 b, which he understands to refer merely to
its " circular revolution in a sense contrary to that of the fixed stars/' It
is to be observed, however, that Theon of Smyrna in quoting this passage
has the words /4<£\t<rra rQv SXKtav after iTroLvo.KVK\o^fjL€vov, which gives
excellent sense if retrogradation is meant. In fact Mars has a greater arc
of retrogradation than the other planets (Duhem, SysUme du monde, vol. i.

p. 61). As I failed to note this in my text of the Republic, I should hke
to make amends by giving two reasons for believing that Theon has pre-
served Plato's own words. In the first place he is apparently quoting from
Derkyllides, who first established the text of Plato from which ours is

derived. In the second place yu<£Xt<rra twv dWtav is exactly fifteen letters,

the normal length of omissions in the Platonic text.
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what he supposed to be in the centre of our systeniA It

seems clear too from the Laws that he must have attributed

an axial rotation to the earth.®

151. The existence of the anticMhon was also a h3T)othesis

intended to account for the phenomena of eclipses. In one

place, indeed, Aristotle says the P5d;hagoreans invented it in

order to bring the number of revolving bodies up to ten ;
®

but that is a mere sally, and Aristotle really knew better.

In his work on the Pythagoreans, he said that eclipses of the

moon were caused sometimes by the intervention of the earth

and sometimes by that of the antichthon ; and the same

statement was made by Philip of Opous, a very competent

authority on the matter.* Indeed, Aristotle shows in another

passage how the theory originated. He teUs us that some

thought there might be a considerable number of bodies

revolving round the centre, though invisible to us because of

the intervention of the earth, and that they accounted in

this way for there being more eclipses of the moon than of

the sun.® This is mentioned in close connexion with the

antichthon, so Aristotle clearly regarded the two h3^otheses

as of the same nature. The history of the theory seems to

be this. Anaximenes had assumed the existence of dark

‘ Plut. Plat, quaest. 1006 c (cf. V. Numae, c. ii). It is important to

remember that Theophrastos was a member of the Academy in Plato’s

last years.

* In the passage referred to (822 a 4 sqq.) he maintains that the planets

have a simple circular motion, and says that this is a view which he had not

heard in his youth nor long before. That must imply the rotation of the

earth on its axis in twenty-four hours, since it is a denial of the Pythagorean

theory that the planetary motions are composite. It does not follow that

we must find this view in the Timaeus, which only professes to give the

opinions of a fifth-century Pythagorean.
3 Arist. Met. A, 5. 986 a 3 (R. P. 83 b),

* Aet. ii. 29, 4, tQv Ilvdayopel<av nv^s. Karot ttjp
^

XptffTOTfKeiov loTOpCav

Kal T^v 4>tXi7r7roi» rod ’Orrowriov a.Trh<po.<nv avravyeLq Kal avricppd^ei ror^

fikv TT}s rori di rijs dvrix^ovos (efcXeiVety rijv (r^Kiivviv).

3 Arist. De caelo, B, 13. 293 b 21, ivloi^ U Ka.1 wXeiw (rdyfiara

TOiavra eyd^x^^^^^ ^dpecrOai irepl rd pAtrov ijpTy &d7j\o, Sid rriv ^TrnrpSo'dTjffiv

7^5 717s. Si6 KoX rds TTjs (reXitvrii ^/cXel^cts TrXetous ^ rds toO ^\lov ylyp€<rdaL

(pacriv * r(dv ydp ^^popAvuiv iKaarov dvri^pd/rrew avnfjvj dXX’ oi> p.6vov

yvv

The
antichthon.

20
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planets to account for lunar eclipses (§ 29), and Anaxagoras
had revived that view (§ 135). Certain Pythagoreans 1 had
placed these dark planets between the earth and the central

fire in order to accoxmt for their invisibility, and the next
stage was to reduce them to a single body. Here again we
see how the Pythagoreans tried to simplify the hypotheses of

their predecessors.

153. We have seen (§ 54) that the doctrine commonly,
but incorrectly, known as the “ harmony of the spheres

”

may have originated with Pythagoras, but its elaboration

must belong to a later generation, and the extraordinary

variations in our accounts ofit must be due to the conflicting

theories of the planetary motions which were rife at the end
of the fifth and the beginning of the fourth centuries b.c.

We have the express testimony of Aristotle that the P3rtha-

goreans whose doctrine he knew believed that the heavenly
bodies produced musical notes in their coxirses. Further,

the pitch of the notes was determined by the velocities of

these bodies, and these in turn by their distances, which were
in the same ratios as the consonant intervals of the octave.

Aristotle distinctly implies that the heaven of the fixed stars

takes part in the celestial symphony ; for he mentions “ the

sun, the moon, and the stars, so great in magnitude and in

number as they are,” a phrase which cannot refer solely or

chiefly to the five planets.® We are also told that the slower

bodies give out a deep note and the swifter a high note, and
the prevailing tradition gives the high note of the octave to

1 It is not e^ressly stated that they were Pythagoreans, but it is natural
to suppose so. So, at least, Alexander thought (Simpl. De caelo, p. 515,
25)*

« Axist. De caelo, B, 9. 290 b, I2 sqq, (R. P. 82). Cf. Alexander, In met,

p. 39, 24 (from Aristotle's work on the P3rthagoreans) rwy ykp <T<ati4.T(av
Twv wepl rb p^irov 4>€popi.4v<av iv dva\oylq. rbs awocrdcreLS ^bvrtav . , .

voioiiVTiav bb Kal rj/dtpov iv rip KLveiirdat rwp fjibv ^pabvriptav )3apz/v, rwv db

raxvripiap There are all sorts of difficulties in detail. We can
hardly attribute the identification of the seven planets (including sun
and moon) with the strings of the heptachord to the P37thagoreans of
date ; for Mercury and Venus have the same mean angular velocity as the
Sun, and we must take in the heaven of the fixed stars.
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the heaven of the fixed stars, which revolves in twenty-fonr

hours. Saturn, of course, comes next ; for, though it has a

slow motion of its own in a contrary direction, that is

“ mastered ” {KpareiTat) by the diurnal revolution. The

other view, which gives the highest note to the Moon and

the lowest to the fixed stars, is probably due to the theory

which substituted an axial rotation of the earth for the

diurnal revolution of the heavens.^

153. We have still to consider a view, which Aristotle Things

sometimes attributes to the Pythagoreans, that things were
" like numbers.” He does not appear to regard this as “^“bets.

inconsistent with the doctrine that things are numbers,

though it is hard to see how he could reconcile the two.^

There is no doubt, however, that Aristoxenos represented

the P3rthagoreans as teaching that things were like numbers,®

and there are other traces of an attempt to make out that

this was the original doctrine. A letter was produced,

1 For the various systems, see Boeckh, Kleine Schriften, vol, iii. pp.

169 and Carl Jan, " Die Harmonie der SphS,ren " ^PhiloL 1893,

pp, 13 sqq.). There is a sufficient acconnt of them in Aristarchus,

pp. 107 sqq,f where the distinction between absolute and relative velocity

is clearly stated, a distinction which is not appreciated in Adam's note

on Rep, 617 b (vol. ii, p. 452), with the result that, while the heaven of

the fixed stars is rightly regarded as the vhrq (the highest note), the Moon

comes next instead of Saturn—an impossible arrangement. The later

view is represented by the '' bass of Heaven's deep Organ " in the ninefold

harmony " of Milton's Hymn on the Nativity (xiii.). At the beginning of

the Fifth Act of the Merchant of Venice, Shakespeare makes Lorenzo ex-

pound the doctrine in a truly Pythagorean fashion. According to him,

the harmony " in the soul ought to correspond with that of the heavenly

bodies (**such harmony is in immortal souls"), but the*' muddy vesture

of decay " prevents their complete correspondence. The Timaeus states

a similar view, and in the Book of Homage to Shakespeare (pp. 58 sqq,) I

have tried to show how the theories of the Timaeus may have reached

Shakespeare. There is no force in Martin's observation that the sounding

of all the notes of an octave at once would not produce a harmony. There

is no question of harmony in the modem sense, but only of attunement

(aptiovia) to a perfect scale.

^ Cf. especially Met, A, 6. yBj, b 10 (R. P. 65 d). It is not quite the

same thing when he says, as in A, 5- 985 h 23 sqq. (R. P. ib,), that they

perceived many likenesses in things to numbers. That refers to the

numerical analogies of Justice, Opportunity, etc.

3 Aristoxenos ap, Stob. i, pr* 6 (p. 20), Ilv0ay6pas . . . vdvro.

ir/3d7/MtTtt dTTCtfcd^ojv rots dpidfiots.
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pturporting to be by Theano, the wife of Pythagoras, in

which she says that she hears many of the Hellenes think

P5rthagoras said things were made of number, whereas he

really said they were made according to number.^

When this view is uppermost in his mind, Aristotle seems

to find only a verbal difference between Plato and the

P5rthagoreans. The metaphor of “ participation ” was

merely substituted for that of " imitation.” This is not

the place to discuss the meaning of the so-called “ theory of

ideas ”
;
but it must be pointed out that Aristotle’s ascrip-

tion of the doctrine of “ imitation ” to the Pythagoreans is

abimdantly justified by the Phaedo. 'When Simmias is asked

whether he accepts the doctrine, he asks for no explanation

,
of it, but replies at once and emphatically that he does. The

view that the equal itself is alone real, and that what we call

equal things axe imperfect imitations of it, is quite familiar

to him,^ and he is finally convinced of the immortality of the

soul just because Sokrates makes him see that the theory of

forms imphes it.

It is also to be observed that Sokrates does not introduce

the theory as a novelty. The reality of the ” ideas ” is the

sort of reality ” we are always talking about,” and they are

explained in a peculiar vocabulary which is represented as

that of a school. The technical terms are introduced by such

formulas as " we say.” ® "Whose theory is it ? It is usually

supposed to be Plato's owm, though some call it his ” early

theory of ideas,” and say that he modified it profoundly in

later life. But there are serious difficulties in this view.

1 Stob. Eel. i. p. 125, 19 (R. P. 65 d).
3 Plato, Phaed. 74 a sqq.

3 Cf. especially the words 6 dpvKovfj^v del (76 d 8). The phrases ai3rd 6

iariv, a^irb Ka$" avrd, and the like are assumed to be familiar. " We ”

define reality bymeans of question and answer, in the course of which we "

give an account of its being \6yov bidofi^v rov eXvai, 78 d i, where

\6yop . . . rod eXvai is equivalent to \6yov rijs odtrias) . When we have done
this, " we " set the seal or stamp of aM 5 upon it (75 d 2). Tech-
nical terminology implies a school. As Diels puts it {Elementum^ p. 20),

it is in a school that the simile concentrates into a metaphor, and the

metaphor condenses into a term."
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Plato is very careful to tell us that he was not present at the

conversation recorded in the Phaedo. Did any philosopher

ever propound a new theory of his own by representing it as

already familiar to a nmnber of distinguished living con-

temporaries ? ^ It is not easy to believe that. It would be

rash, on the other hand, to ascribe the origin of the theory

to Sokrates, and there seems nothing for it but to suppose

that the doctrine of “ forms ” (etS??, IBkai) originally took

shape in Pythagorean circles, though it was further developed

by Sokrates. There is nothing startling in this. It is a

historical fact that Simmias and Kebes were not only Pytha-

goreans but disciples of Sokrates, and there were, no doubt,

more “ friends of the ideas ” ® than we generally recognise.

It is certain, in any case, that the use of the words dZri and

IZiai to express ultimate realities is pre-Platonic, and it

seems most natural to regard it as of Pythagorean origin.

We have really exceeded the limits of this work by tracing

the history of Pythagoreanism down to a point where it

becomes practically indistinguishable from the theories which

Plato puts into the mouth of Sokrates ; but it was necessary

to do so in order to put the statements of our authorities in

their true light. Aristoxenos is not likely to have been

mistakp.ri with regard to the opinions of the men he had

known personally, and Aristotle’s statements must have had

some foundation.

1 In the Parmenides Plato makes Sokrates expound the theory at a date

•which is carefully marked as at least twenty years before his o-wn birth.

* Plato, Soph. 248 a 4. Proclus says {In Farm. iv. p. 149, Cousin)

Ipf f/Ip yhp Kol Taph TOiS HvBayopeLots ij vepl twv elSuw Beotplctf KtU SrjXot

K<d aBrds fr So4>un^ rwr elddv tplXovt irpoirayopeiui/ roiis ir ’IraKUp (rofaiii,

dW’ 8 76 fi&Xurra irpee^eiaas Koi SMppdjBriv iiroW/ievos ri etdT} Jia>KpiiTi}S

i<rrlv. This is not in itself authoritative ; but it is the only statement

on the subject that has come down to us, and Proclus (who had the tradition

of the Academy at his command) does not appear to have heard of any

O'Qier interpreta'tion of 'the phrase. In a later passage (v. p. 4» Co'usin) he

says itwas natural for Parmenides to ask Sokrates whether he had thought

of the theory for himself, since he might have heard a report of it.



CHAPTER VIII

THE YOUNGER ELEATICS

154. The systems we have just been studying were all funda-

decessors. mentally pluralist, and they were so because Parmenides had

shown that, if we take a corporeal monism seriously, we must

ascribe to reality a number of predicates inconsistent with

our experience of a world which everywhere displays multi-

plicity, motion, .and change
(§ 97). The four “ roots ” of

Empedokles and the innumerable “ seeds ” of Anaxagoras

were both of them conscious attempts to solve the problem

Parmenides had raised (§§ 106, 127). There is no evidence

indeed, that the Pythagoreans were directly influenced by

Parmaiides, but it has been shown (§ 147) how the later form

of their system was based on the theory of Empedokles.

Now it was just this prevailing pluralism that Zeno criticised

from the Eleatic standpoint; and his arguments were

especially directed against Pythagoreanism. Melissos, too,

criticises Pythagoreanism
; but he tries to find a common

ground with his adversaries by maintaining the old Ionian

thesis that reality is infinite.

I. Zeno of Elea

Life. 155. According to Apollodoros,i Zeno flourished in

01 . LXXIX. (464-460 B.C.). This date is arrived at by

making him forty years younger than Parmenides, which is

^ Diog. ix. 29 (R. P. 130 a). ApoUodoros is not expressly referred to

for Zeno’s date ; but, as be is quoted for his father's name (ix. 25 ; R. P.

130), there can be no doubt that he is also the source of the floruit.

310
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in direct conflict with the testimony of Plato. We have

seen already (§ 84) that the meeting of Parmenides and Zeno

with the young Sokrates cannot well have occurred before

449 B.C., and Plato tells us that Zeno was at that time
“ nearly forty years old.” ^ He must, then, have been bom
about 489 B.C., some twenty-five years after Parmenides.

He was the son of Teleutagoras, and the statement of

ApoUodoros that he had been adopted by Parmenides is

only a misunderstanding of an expression of Plato’s Sophist.^

He was, Plato further tells us,* tall and of a graceful

appearance.

Like Parmenides, Zeno played a part in the politics of

his native city. Strabo, no doubt on the authority of

Timaios, ascribes to him some share of the credit for the

good government of Elea, and says that he was a Pytha-

gorean.* This statement can easily be explained. Par-

menides, we have seen, was originally a P5rthagorean, and

the school of Elea was naturally regarded as a mere branch

of the larger society. We hear also that Zeno conspired

against a t3nrant, whose name is differently given, and the

. story of his courage under torture is often repeated, though

with varying details.®

156. Diogenes speaks of Zeno’s ” books,” and Souidas writings,

gives some titles which probably come from the Alexandrian

librarians through Hesychios of Miletos.® In the Parmenides

Plato makes Zeno say that the work by which he is best

known was written in his youth and published against his

will.’ As he is supposed to be forty years old at the time of

1 Plato, Parm. 127 b (R. P. in d). The visit of Zeno to Athens is

confirmed by Pint. Per. 4 (R. P. 130 e), where we are told that PeriMes

" heard ” him as well as Anaxagoras. It is also alluded to in Ale. 2. 119 a,

where we are told that Pythodoros, son of Isoiochos, and Eallias, son of

Kalliades, each paid him 100 minae for instruction.

» Plato, Soph. 241 d (R. P. 130 a).

» Plato. Parm., loc. cit. * Strabo, vi. p. 252 (R. P. in c).

» Diog. ix. 26, 27, and the other passages referred to in R. P. 130 c.

The original of the account given in the tenth book of Diodoros is doubtless

Timaios. • Diog. ix. 26 (R. P. 130) ; Souidas s.v. (R. P. 130 d).

1 Plato, Parm. 128 d 6 (R. P. 130 d).
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the dialogue, this must mean that the book was written

before 460 b.c., and it is very possible that he wrote others

after it.^ If he wrote a work against the “ philosophers,” as

Souidas says, that must mean the Pjrthagoreans, who, as we
have seen, made use of- the term in a sense of their own.^

The Disputations (’'EptSe?) and the Treatise on Nature may,
or may not, be the same as the book described in Plato’s

Parmenides.

It is not likely that Zeno wrote dialogues, though certain

references in Aristotle have been supposed to imply this. In

the Physics * we hear of an argument of Zeno’s, that any
part of a heap of millet makes a sound, and Simplicius illus-

trates this by quoting a passage from a dialogue between

Zeno and Protagoras.* If our chronology is right, it is quite

possible that they may have met ; but it is most unlikely

that Zeno should have made himself a personage in a dialogue

of his own. That was a later fashion. In another place

Aristotle refers to a passage where “ the answerer and Zeno

the questioner ” occurred,® a reference which is most easily

to be understood in the same way. AUddamas seems to have

written a dialogue in which Gorgias figured,® and the exposi-

tion of Zeno’s arguments in dialogue form must always have

been a*tempting exercise.

Plato gives us a clear idea of what Zeno’s youthful work
was like., It contained more than one ” discourse,” and

‘ The most remarkable title given by Souidas is rdv

SokK4ovs. Of course Zeno did not write a commentary on Empedokles,
but Diels points out (Berl. Sitzb., 1884, p. 359) that polemics against philo-

sophers were sometimes called i^TjY^treis, - Cf. the 'Bpakkelrov i^Tjy^orets of

Herakleides Pontikos and especially his Ilpds t6v Atjjj^kpitov i^rfyi^a-eis (Diog.

V. 88). ^

2 See above, p. 278, «. i. It hardly seems likely that a later writer

would make Zeno argue irp6s roi/s 4>i\o<r6(f>ovs, and the title given to the
book at Alexandria must be based on something contained in it.

® Arist. Phys, H, 5. 250 a 20 (R. P. 13 1 a).

^ Simpl. Phys. p. 1108, 18 (R, P. 131). If this is what Aristotle refers

to, it is hardly safe to attribute the KcyxpirTjs \6yos to Zeno himself.

The existence of this dialogue is another indication of Zeno's visit to Athens
at an age when he could converse with Protagoras, which agrees very well
with Plato's representation of the matter.

» Aiist. Soph. El. 170 b 22 (R. P. 130 b). • Chap. V. p. 199, n. 5.
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these discourses were subdivided into sections, each dealing

with some one presupposition of his adversaries.^ We owe
the preservation of Zeno’s arguments on the one and many
to SimpUcius.® Those relating to motion have been pre-

served by Aristotle ;
® but he has restated them in his own

language.

157. Aristotle in his Sophist * called Zeno the inventor Dialectic,

of dialectic, and that, no doubt, is substantially true, though

the beginnings at least of this method of arguing were con-

temporary with the foundation of the Eleatic school. Plato ®

gives us a spirited account of the style and purpose of Zeno’s

book, which he puts into his own mouth

;

In reality, this writing is a sort of reinforcement for the

argument of Parmenides against those who try to tmn it into

ridicule on the ground that, if reality is one, the argmnent be-

comes involved in many absiurdities and contradictions. This

writing argues against those who uphold a Many, and gives them

back as good and better than they gave ; its aim is to show that

their assumption of multiplicity will be involved in still more

absurdities than the assumption of unity, if it is sufficiently

worked out.

The method of Zeno was, in fact, to take one of his

adversaries* fundamental postulates and deduce from it two

contradictory conclusions.® This is what Aristotle meant

1 Plato, Farm. lay d. Plato speaks of the first Mdeais of the first

X570S, which shows that the book was really divided into separate sections.

Proclus (in loc.) says there were forty of these \670c altogether.

® Simplicius expressly says in one place (p. 140, 30; R. P, 133)

that he is quoting icarA, I see no reason to doubt this, as the

Academy would certainly have a copy of the work. In that case, the use

of the Attic dialect by Zeno is significant.

» Aiist. Phys, Z, 9. 239 b 9 $qq. * Cf. Diog, ix. 25 (R. P. 130).

® Plato, Farm. 128 c (R. P. 130 d). If historians of philosophy had

started from this careful statement of Plato's, instea<^of from Aristotle's

loose references, they would not have failed to understand his arguments,

as they all did before Tannery.
« The technical terms used in Plato's Parmenides seem to be as old as

Zeno himself. The is the provisional assumption of the truth of

a certain statement, and^ takes the form kt iroWd iari or the like. The
word does not mean the assumption of something as a foundation, but the

setting before one's self of a statement as a problem to be solved (Ionic
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Zeno and
Pytha-
goreanism.

by calling him the inventor of dialectic, which is just the

art of arguing, not from true premisses, but from premisses

admitted by the other side. The theory of Parmenides had
led to conclusions which contradicted the evidence of the

senses, and Zeno’s object was not to bring fresh proofs of

the theory itself, but simply to show that his opponents’ view

led to contradictions of a precisely similar nature.

158. That Zeno’s dialectic was mainly directed against

the P3d;hagoreans is certainly suggested by Plato’s statement,

that it was addressed to the adversaries of Parmenides, who
held that things were " a many.” x Zeller holds, indeed,

that it was merely the popular forin of the belief that things

are many that Zeno set himself to confute ;
® but it is surely

not tnie that ordinary people beheve things to be “ a many ”

in the sense required. Plato tells us that the premisses of

Zeno’s arguments were the beliefs of the adversaries of

Parmenides, and the postulate from which all his contra-

dictions are derived is the view that space, and therefore

body, is made up of a number of discrete units, which is just

the Pythagorean doctrine. We know from Plato that Zeno’s

book was the work of his youth.® It follows that he must

have written it in Italy, and the Pythagoreans are the only

people who can have criticised the views of Parmenides there

and at that date.*

It will be noted how much clearer the historical position

of Zeno becomes if we follow Plato in assigning him to a later

date than is usual. We have first Parmenides, then the

iirodiiTdiu, Attic wpcd4(r6ai). li the conclusions (rd avfjL^alvovTa) which

necessaxily follow from the tnr69e<rif are impossible, the {/wddea-is is

“destroyed*' (cf. Plato, Rep. 533 c 8, ris ^Tro94<r€i5 d.vaipov<ra). The
author of the Ilepl dpxafi;? larpiK^i (c. i) knows the word i&7r6^e<rty in a

similar sense.

^ The view that Zeno's arguments were directed against Pythagoreanism

has been maintained in recent times byTannery (Science helline, pp. 249 sqg.),

and Baumker (Das Problem der McUerie, pp. 60 sqq.).

* Zeller, p. 589 (Eng. trans. p. 612), » Parm,^ loc. cit.

4 Empedokles has been suggested. He was about the same age as Zeno,

indeed (§ 98), and he seems to criticise Parmenides (§ 106), but the argu-

ments of Zeno have no special applicability to his theories. Anaxagoras

is still less likely.
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pluralists, and then the criticism of Zeno. This, at any rate,

seems to have been the view Aristotle took of the historical

development.^

159. The polemic of Zeno is clearly directed in the first

instance against a certain view of the tmit. Eudemos, in his

Physics^ quoted from him the saying that " if any one could

teU him what the tmit was, he would be able to say what
things are.” The commentary of Alexander on this, pre-

served by Simplicius, is quite satisfactory. “ As Eudemos
relates,” he says, “ Zeno the disciple of Parmenides tried to

show that it was impossible that things could be a many,

seeing that there was no unit in things, whereas ‘ many ’

means a number of units.” ® Here we have a clear reference

to the P3rthagorean view that everything may be reduced to

a sum of units, which is what Zeno denied.

160. The fragments of ‘ZIeno himself also show that this

was his line of argument. I give them according to the

arrangement of Diels.

(I)

If what is had no magnitude, it would not even be. . . .

But, if it is, each one must have a certain magnitude and a certain

thickness, and must be at a certain distancefrom another, and the

same may be said of what is in front of it ; for it, too, will have

magnitude, and something will be in front of it.* It is all the

same to say this once and to say it always ; for no such part of it

1 Aiist. Phys. A, 3. 187 a i (R. P. 134 b). See below, § 173.

* Simpl. Phys. p. 138, 33 (R. P. 134a).

® Simpl. Phys. p. 99, 13, ds yhp Ivropst, ijyijfflv (’AX^JdJ'Spos), ESSi/pos,

6 HappevlBov ypiipipos Hreiparo Seucvivai in pAi ottp re rh 6vra woWi,

ttpai Tip piiSip etpai ip tois oS<riP ip, t4 Si woXXi irX^ffos sTpcu ipdSap.

This is the meaning of the statement that Zeno Svipptt, rh ip which

is not Alexander's (as implied in R. P. 134 a), bnt goes back to

no less an authority than Eudemos. It must be read in connexion

with the words riip yip (rnypiiv ^stUp hiyei, (SimpL Phys. p. 99, ii).

* I formerly rendered " the same may be said of what surpasses it in

smallaess ; for it too will have magnitude, and something will surpass it in

smaUness." This is Tannery’s rendering, but I now agree with Diels in

thinking that to piyeSos and n'joo^eu' to irdxos. 2Jeno is

showing that the Pythagorean point must have three dimensions.

What is

the unit ?

The
Frag-
ments.
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will be the last, nor will one thing not be as compared with

another.^ So, if things are a many, they must be both small

and great, so small as not to have any magnitude at all, and so

great as to be infinite. R P. 134.

(2)

For if it were added to any other thing it would not make it

any larger ; for nothing can gain in magnitude by the addition

of what has no magnitude, and thus it follows at once that what
was added was nothing.® But if, when this is taken away from

another thing, that thing is no less ; and again, if, when it is

added to another thing, that does not increase, it is plain that

what was added was nothing, -and what was taken away was

nothing. R. P. 132.

(3)

If things are a many, they must be just as many as they are,

and ndther more nor less. Now, if they are as many as they

are, they will be finite in number.

If things are a many, they will be infinite in number

;

for there will alwa3rs be other things between them, and others

again between these. And so things are infinite in number.

R. P. 133.®

The unit. 161. If we hold that the unit has no magnitude—^and

this is required by what Aristotle calls the argument from

dichotomy,*—^then everything must be infinitely small.

Nothing made up of units without magnitude can itself have

any magnitude. On the other hand, if we insist that the

units of which things are built up are something and not

nothing, we must hold that everything is infinitely great.

^ Reading, with Diels and the MSS,, oihe Urepov trpbs irepop oi/K ^<rrat.

Gomperz's conjecture (adopted in R. P.) seems to me arbitrary.
a Zeller marks a lacuna here. Zeno must certainly have shown that

the subtraction of a point does not make a thing less ; but he may have
done so before the beginning of our present fragment.

This is what Aristotle calls " the argument from dichotomy ** (Phys,
A, 3. 187 a I ; R. P. 134 b). If a line is made up of points, we ought to
be able to answer the question, " How many points are there in a given
line ? " On the other hand, you can always divide a line or any part of it

into two halves ; so that, if a line is made up of points, there will always
be more of them than any number you assign. ® See last note.
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The line is infinitely divisible ; and, according to this view,

it will be made up of an infinite number of units, each of

which has some magnitude.

That this argument refers to points is proved by an
instructive passage from Aristotle’s Metaphysics,'^ We read

there

—

If the unit is indivisible, it will, according tp the proposition

of Zeno, be nothing. That which neither makes anything larger

by its addition to it, nor smaller by its subtraction from it, is not,

he says, a real thing at all ; for clearly what is real miist be a
magnitude. And, if it is a magnitude, it is corporeal ; for that

is corporeal which is in every dimension. The other things,

i.e. the plane and the line, if added m one way will make things

larger, added in another they will produce no effect ; but the

point and the unit cannot make things larger in any way.

From all this it seems impossible to draw any other

conclusion than that the " one ” against which Zeno argued

was the " one ” of which a number constitute a " many,”
and that is just the Pythagorean unit.

162. Aristotle refers to an argument which seems to be Space,

directed against the Pythagorean doctrine of space,^ and
Simplicius quotes it in this form :

*

If there is space, it will be in something ; for all that is is in

something, and what is in something is in space. So space will

be in space, and this goes on ad infinitum, therefore there is no
space. R. P. 135.

What Zeno is really arguing against here is the attempt

to distinguish space from the body that occupies it. If we
insist that body must be in space, then we must go on to ask

what space itself is in. This is a " reinforcement ” of the

Parmenidean denied of the void. Possibly the argument that

1 Arist. Met. B, 4. 1001 b 7.

» Arist. Phys. A, i. 209 a 23 ; 3. 210 b 22 (R. P. 135 a).

» Simpl. Phys. p. 562, 3 (R. P. 135). The version of Eudemos is

given in Simpl. Phys. p. 563, 26, d(toi yitp tS,i> t6 6v iro5 tTveu- el 6

t6vos tuv dvTuti, voO ebi; oixoCv in SKTup T6ir<p xdKeTvos Sij iv IDiX<e /cal

oOrus els ri srpltaa.
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ever37thing must be " in ” something, ormust have something
beyond it, had been used against the Parmenidean theory of

a finite sphere with nothing outside it.

163. Zeno’s arguments on the subject of motion have

been preserved by Aristotle himself. The system of Par-

menides made all motion impossible, and his successors had
been driven to abandon the monistic h3^othesis in order to

avoid this very consequence. Zeno does not bring any fresh

proofs of the impossibility of motion ; all he does is to show

that a pluralist theory, such as the Pythagorean, is just as

unable to explain it as was- that of Parmenides. Looked at

in this way, Zeno’s arguments are no mere quibbles, but mark
a great advance in the conception of quantity. They are as

follows

:

(1) You cannot cross a race-course.^ You cannot traverse

an infinite number of points in a finite time. You must traverse

the half of any given dfetance before you traverse the whole, and

the half of that again before you can traverse it. This goes on
ai infinitum, so that there are an infinite number of points m
any given space, ahd you caimot touch an infinite number one by
one in a finite time.®

(2) Achilles will never overtake the tortoise. He must first

reach the place from which the tortoise started. By that time

the tortoise will have got some way ahead. Achilles must then

make up that, and again the tortoise will be ahead. He is

always coming nearer, but he never makes up to it.®

The “ hypothesis ” of the second argument is the same

as that of the first, namely, that the line is a series of points

;

but the reasoning is complicated by the introduction of

another moving object. The difference, accordingly, is not

a half every time, but diminishes in a constant ratio. Again,

the first argument shows that, on this h3q)othesis, no moving

object can ever traverse any distance at all, however fast it

^ Arist. Top, 9, 8, 160 b 8, (X670S), firt o^/c ivB^xerai Kiveiffdai

oiud^ TO crrddiov dceXBeTu,

2 Arist. Fhys, Z, 9, 239 b ii (R, P. 136). Cf. Z, 2. 233 an; a 21

(R. P. 136 a).

® Arist. P/iys. Z, 9. 239 b 14 (R. P. 137).
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may move ; the second emphasises the fact that, however

slowly it moves, it will traverse an infinite distance.^

(3) The arrow in flight is at rest. For, if ever3rthing is at

rest when it occupies a space equal to itself, and what is in flight

at any given moment alwa3rs occupies a space equal to itself, it

cannot move.®

Here a further complication is introduced. The moving
object itself has length, and its successive positions are not

points but lines. The first two arguments are intended to

destroy the hypothesis that a line consists of an infinite

nmnber of indivisibles ; this argument and the next deal

with the h3?pothesis that it consists of a finite ® number of

indivisibles.

(4) Half the time may be equal to double the time. Let

us suppose three rows of bodies,* one of which (A) is at

rest while the other two (B, C) are moving with equal

velocity in opposite directions (Fig. i). By Ihe time they

are all in the same part of the course, B will have passed

twice as many of the bodies in C as in A (Fig. 2).

FIG. I. FIG. 2.

A ••••
C ••••
Therefore the time which it takes to pass C is twice as long as

the time it takes to pass A. But the time which B and C take

1 As Mr. Jourdaia puts it (Mind, 1916, p. 42), " the first argument
shows that motion can never begin ; the second argument shows that the

slower moves as fast as the faster,” on the hypothesis that a line is infinitely

divisible into its constituent points.

* Phys. Z, 9, 239 b 30 (R. P. 138) ; ib. 239 b 5 (R. P. 138 a). The
latter passage is corrupt, though the meaning is plain. I have translated

Zeller's version of it : el ydp, <lni<Tlv, iipepuei Tray Sroo' § xard rb tffoy, tan. S'

&el rb <f>epb/JLevoy ey vSy Karb. rb taov, &KlvT{rov «.t.X. Of course del

means “ at any time,” not ** alwa3rs,” and Karb. rb iaov is, literally,
“ on

a level with a space equal (to itself).” For other readings, see Zeller,

p. 598, n. 3 ; and Diels, Vors. 19 a 27.
s See Jorndain (loc. cit.).

* The word is a-yKot ; cf. Chap. VII. p. 291, n. 3. The name is very

appropriate for the Pythagorean units, which Zeno had shown to have
leng^, breadth, and thickness (fr. i).
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to reach the position of A is the same. Therefore double the

time is equal to the half.^

According to Aristotle, the paralogism here depends on

the assumption that an equal magnitude moving with equal

velocity must move for an equal time, whether the magni-

tude with which it is equal is at rest or in motion. That is

certainly so, but we are not to suppose that this assumption

is Zeno's own. The fourth argument is, in fact, related to

the third just as the second is to the first. The Achilles adds

a second moving point to the single moving point of the first

argument ; this argument adds a second moving line to the

single moving line of the arrow in flight. The lines, however,

are represented as a series of units, which is just how the

P5rthagoreans represented them ; and it is quite true that, if

lines are a sum of discrete units, and time is similarly a series

of discrete moments, there is no other measure of motion

possible than the number of units which each unit passes.

This argument, like the others, is intended to bring out

the absurd conclusions which follow from the assumption

that all quantity is discrete, and what Zeno has really done

is to establish the conception of continuous quantity by a

reductio ad ahsurdum of the other hypothesis. If we re-

member that Parmenides had asserted the one to be con-

tinuous (fr. 8, 25), we shall see how accurate is the account of

Zeno’s method which Plato puts into the mouth of Sokrates.

II. Melissos of Samos

5. 164. In his Life of Perikles, Plutarch teUs us, on the

authority of Aristotle, that the philosopher Melissos, son of

Ithagenes,was the Samian general who defeated theAthenian

1 Aiist. Phys. Z, 9. 239 b 33 (R. P. I39)- I have had to express the

argument in my own way, as it is not fully given by any of the authorities.

The figure is practically Alexander’s (Simpl. Phys, p. ioi6, 14), except

that he represents the 6yK0L by letters instead of dots. The conclusion is

plainly stated by Aristotle {loc, cit.), <rvfMfialv€Lv o^erat ta-ov elvai xP^vop

rtfi dLT\a^l(f3 rhv i}jULi<rup, and, however we explain the reasoning, it must

be so represented as to lead to the conclusion that, as Mr, Jourdain puts

it (loc, cit,), a body travels twice as fast as it does.”
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fleet in 441/0 b.c. ;
^ and it was no doubt for this reason that

ApoUodoros fixed his floruit in 01 . LXXXfV. (444-41 b.c.).®

Beyond this, we really know nothing about his life. He is

said to have been, like Zeno, a disciple of ParAenides
;
* but,

as he was a Samian, it is possible that he was originally a

member of the Ionic school, and we shall see that certain

features of his doctrine tend to bear out this view. On
the other hand, he was certainly convinced by the Eleatic

dialectic, and renounced the Ionic doctrine in so far as it

was inconsistent with that. We note here the effect of

the increased facility of intercourse between East and
West, which was secured by the supremacy of Athens.

165. The fragments which we.have come from Simplicius, The Frag-

and are given, with the exception of the first, from the text

of Diels.*

(la) If nothing is, what can be said of it as of something

real ? “

(i) What was was ever, and ever shall be. For, if it had

come into being, it needs must have been nothing before it came

^ Pint. Per, 26 (R. P. 14 1 b), from Aristotle's '2afjLl<ap iroXiTela.

2 Diog. ix. 24 (R. P. 14 1). It is possible, of course, that ApoUodoros

meant the first and not the fourth year of the Olympiad, That is his

usual era, the foimdation of Thourioi. But, on the whole, it is more
likely that he meant the fourth ; for the date of the vavapxl<x> would be

given with precision. See Jacoby, p. 270.

» Diog. ix. 24 (R. P. 141).

* It is no longer necessary to discuss the passages which used to appear

as frs. 1-5 of Melissos, as it has been proved by A. Pabst that they are

merely a paraphrase of the genuine fragments {De Melissi Samiifragmentis,

Bonn, 1889). Almost simultaneously I had independently come to the

conclusion (see the first edition, § 13®)* ZeUer and Diels have both

accepted Pabst's demonstration, and the supposed fragments have been

relegated to the notes in the last edition of R. P. I stiU believe, however,

that the fragment which I have numbered la is genuine. See next

note.

® This fragment is from the beginning of the paraphrase which was

so long mistaken for the words of Melissos (Simpl. Phys. p. 103, 18 ; R. P,

142 a), and Diels has removed it along with the rest. I beUeve it to

be genuine because Simplicius, who had access to the original, introduces

it "by the words Apxerat toC <rvyypdfifioiTos o(Jtws, and because it is thoroughly

Eleatic in character. It is quite natural that the first words of the book

should be prefixed to the paraphrase.
21
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into being. Now, if it were nothing, in no wise could an3rthing

have arisen out of nothing. R. P. 142.

(2) Since, then, it has not come into being, and since it is,

was ever, and ever shall be, it has no beginning or end, but is

without limit. For, if it had come into being, it would have had
a beginning (for it would have begun to come into being at

some time or other) and an end (for it would have ceased to

come into being at some time or other) ; but, if it neither began
nor ended, and ever was and ever shall be, it has no beginning

or end ; for it is not possible for anything to be ever without all

being. R. P. 143.

(3) Further, just as it ever is, so it must ever be infinite in

magnitude. R. P. 143.

(4) But nothing which has a beginning or end is either eternal

or infinite. R. P. 143.

(5) If it were not one, it would be bounded by something
else. R. P. 144 a.

(6) For if it is (infinite), it must be one ; for if it were two, it

could not be infinite ; for then they would be bounded by one
another.^ R. P. 144.

(6a) (And, since it is one, it is alike throughout ; for if it were
unlike, it would be many and not one.) *

(7) So then it is eternal and infinite and one and all alike.

And it cannot perish nor become greater, nor does it suffer pain
or grief. For, if any of these things happened to it, it would no
longer be one. For if it is altered, then the real must needs not be
all alike, but what was before must pass away, and what was not
must come into being. Now, if it changed by so much as a single

hair in ten thousand years, it would all perish in the whole of

time.

Further, it is not possible either that its order should be
changed ; for the order which it had before does not perish, nor
does that which was not come into being. But, since nothing is

either added to it or passes away or is altered, how can any real

1 This fragment is quoted by Simpl. De caelo, p. 557, 16 (R. P. 144).
The insertion of the word " infinite " is justified by the paraphrase (R. P.
144 a) and by M.X.G. 974 a 11, ir3j> Sk Aweipov <li<> ^Xvai- el ykp Sio

7r\eL(i} etjj, Trepar hv elyat ravra Trpbs &WrjXa.
2 I have ventured to insert this, though the actual words are nowhere

quoted, and it is not in Diels. It is represented in the paraphrase (R. P.
145 a) and in 974 a 13 (R. P. 144 a).
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tMng have had its order changed ? For if anything became
different, that would amount to a change in its order.

Nor does it suffer pain ; for a thing in pain could not all be.

For a thing in pain could not be ever, nor has it the same power
as what is whole. Nor would it be alike, if it were in pain ; for it

is only from the addition or subtraction of something that it

could feel pain, and then it would no longer be alike. Nor could
what is whole feel pain ; for then what was whole and what
was real would pass away, and what was not would' come
into being. And the same argument applies to grief as to

pain.

Nor is an3rthing empty. For what is empty is nothing. What
is nothing caimot be.

Nor does it move ; for it has nowhere to betake itself to, but
is full. For if there were aught anpty, it would betake itself

to the empty. But, since there is naught empty, it has nowhere
to betake itself to.

And it caimot be dense and rare ; for it is not possible for

what is rare to be as full as what is dense, but what is rare is at

once emptier than what is dense.

This is the way in which we must distinguish between what
is fun and what is not full. If a thing has room for anything

else, and takes it in, it is not full ; but if it has no room for any-

thing and does not take it in, it is full.

Now, it must needs be full if there is naught empty, and if it

is fuU, it does not move. R. P. 145.

(8) This argument, then, is the greatest proof that it is one

alone ; but the following are proofs of it also. If there were a

many, these would have to be of the same kind as I say that the

one is. For if there is earth and water, and air and iron, and gold

and fire, and if one thing is living and another dead, and if things

are black and white and all that men say they really are,—if that

is so, and if we see and hear aright, each one of these must be

such as we first decided, and they cannot be changed or altered,

but each must be just as it is. But, as it is, we say that we see

and hear and understand aright, and yet we bdieve that what is

warm becomes cold, and what is cold warm ; that what is hard

turns soft, and what is soft hard ; that what is living dies, and

that things are bom from what lives not ; and that all those

things are changed, and that what they were and what they are

now are in no way alike. We think that iron, which is hard, is
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Theory of

reality.

rubbed away by contact with the finger ;

^ and so with gold and
stone and everything which we fancy to be strong, and that

earth and stone are made out of water ; so that it turns out that

we neither see nor know realities. Now these things do not agree

with one another. We said that there were many things that

were eternal and had forms and strength of their own, and yet we
fancy that they all suffer alteration, and that they change from
what we see each time. It is clear, then, that we did not see

aright after all, nor are we right in believing that aU these things

are many. They would not change if they were real, but each

thing would be just what we believed it to be ; for nothing is

stronger than true reality. But if it has changed, what was has

passed away, and what was not is come into being. So then, if

there were many things, they would have to be just of the same
nature as the one. R. P. 147.

(9) Now, if it were to exist, it must needs be one ; but if it

is one, it cannot have body ; for, if it had body it would have
parts, and would no longer be one. R. P. 146.®

(10) If what is real is divided, it moves ; but if it moves, it

cannot be. R. P. 144 a.®

166. It has been pointed out that Melissos was not

perhaps originally a member of the Eleatic school ; but he

certainly adopted all the views of Parmenides as to the true

nature of reality with one remarkable exception. He appears

to have opened his treatise with a reassertion of the Par-

menidean " Nothing is not ” (fr. xa), and the arguments by
which he supported this view are those with which we are

already familiar (fr. i). Reality, as with Parmenides, is

eternal, a point which Melissos expressed in a way of his own.

He argued that since everything that has come into being

has a beginning and an end, everything that has not come
into being has no beginning or end. Aristotle is very hard

on him for this simple conversion of a universal affirmative

^ Reading ofiovpitav with Bergk. Diels keeps the MS. 'hfwv pi(av ; Zeller

(p, 613, li. i) conjectures Ott’ toO p^m,
2 I read d fikv odv etrj with E F for the el fih 6v etri of D. The

which still stands in R. P. is a piece of local colour due to the editors.
Diels also now reads odv,

* Diels now reads dXXa with E for the dpa of F, and attaches the word
to the next sentence.
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proposition ;
^ but, of course, his beKef was not founded on

that. His whole conception of reality made it necessary for

him to regard it as eternal,® It would be more serious if

Aristotle were right in believing, as he seems to have done,

that Melissos inferred that what is must be infinite in space,

because it had neither beginning nor end in time.® As,

however, we have the fragment which Aristotle interprets in

this way (fr, 2), we are quite entitled to understand it for

ourselves, and I cannot see anything to justify Aristotle's

assumption that the expression “ without limit ” means

without limit in space.*

167. MeHssos did indeed differ from Parmenides in hold- Eeauty

ing that reality was spatially as well as temporally infinite

;

but he gave an excellent reason for this behef, and had no

need to support it by such an extraordinary argument. What
he said was that, if it were limited, it would be limited by

empty space. This we know from Aristotle himself,® and

it marks a real advance upon Parmenides. He had thought

it possible to regard reality as a finite sphere, but it would

have been difficult for him to work out this view in detail.

He would have had to say there was nothing outside the

sphere ; but no one knew better than he that there is no

1 Arist. Phys. A, 3. 186 a 7 (R. P. 143 a). The false conversion is also

mentioned in Soph. El, 168 b 35 *&•)• So Rndemos op. Simpl,

Phys. p. log, 24, ou yAp, el tA yeubpevov dpxh" tA p.ii yevbpaim) dpxV
oix Ix^i, pSXKov Si rd pi) lx®*" iyivero.

® The real reason is given in the paraphrase in Simpl. Phys. p. 103, 21

(R. P. 142 a), (TvyxiepetTat yip koI toOto iwo tuv pvoucCiv, though Melissos

himself would not have put it in that way. He regarded himself as a

pva-iKbs like the rest ; but, from the time of Aristotle, it was a common-

place that the Eleatics were not pwixol, since they denied motion.
' ® Cf . especially Soph. El. 168 b 39. ^ rairi. Svra TqJ ipx^ ^X‘^1

yeyoyis kccI to ‘^eirepo/Tpivov* The same point is made in 167 b 13 and 181 a 27.

‘ The words dXX’ 6,we^pbv i<m mean simply " but it is without limit,"

and this is simply a repetition of the statement that it has no beginning or

end. The nature of the limit can only be determined by the context, ^d
accordingly, when Melissos does introduce the subject of spatial infinity,

he is careful to say t6 piyeBos ixeipov (fr. 3).

s Arist. Gen. Con. A, 8. 325 a 14, if koX dKivijTOK ri wav elvai 4>a<Ti cal

iwetpov ivtoi • rd ydp wipas wepaiveiv &v wpbs rS k«v6v. That this, refers

to Melissos has been shown by Zeller (p, 612, n. 2).
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such thing as nothing. Melissos saw that you cannot imagine

a finite sphere without regarding it as surrounded by an

infinite empty space ;
^ and as, in common with the rest of

the school, he denied the void (fr. 7), he was forced to say

reality was spatially infinite (fr. 3) . It is possible that he was

influenced in this by his association with the Ionic school.

From the infinity of reality, it follows that it must be

one ; for, if it were not one, it would be boimded by some-

thing else (fr. 5). And, being one, it must be homogeneous

throughout (fr . 6a) , for that is what wemean by one. Reality,

then, is a single, homogeneous, corporeal plenum, stretching

out to infinity in space, and going backwards and forwards

to infinity in time.

Opposi-
Eleatidsm was always critical, and we are not

tionto without indications of the attitude taken up by Melissos
lonians*

towards contemporary systems. The flaw which he found

in the Ionian theories was that they all assumed some want

of homogeneity in the One, which was a real inconsistency.

Further, they all allowed the possibility of change ; but, if

all things are one, change must be a form of coming into

being and passing away. If you admit that a thing can

change, you cannot maintain that it is eternal. Nor can the

arrangement of the parts of reality alter, as Anaximander,

for instance, had held ; any such change necessarily involves

a coining into being and passing away.

The next point made by Melissos is somewhat peculiar.

Reality, he says, cannot feel sorrow or pain ; for that is

always due to the addition or subtraction of something,

which is impossible. It is not easy to be sure what this

refers to. Perhaps it is to the theory by which Anax-

agoras explained perception.^

1 Note the disagreement with Zeno (§ 162).
2 See p. 273. It is clear that Anaxagoras made considerable use of

pain (7r<5vos), and it is possible that his doctrine, summed up in the words
del TTOpet rb (Arist. Eth. Nic. H, 15. 1 154 b 7) had a wider application

than appears from his remains. Aristotle (De caelo, B, i. 284 a 15) makes
a point of the obpavbs being dnovot.
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Motion in general ^ and rarefaction and condensation

in particular are impossible ; for both imply tbe existence

of empty space. Divisibility is excluded for the same

reason. These are the same arguments as Parmenides

employed.

169. In nearly aU accounts of the system of Melissos, we opposi-

find it stated that he denied the corporeality of what is real,

—an opinion which is supported by a reference to fr. 9, which goreans.

is certainly quoted by Simplicius to prove this very point.®

If, however, our general view as to the character of early

Greek philosophy is correct, the statement must seem in-

credible. And it will seem even more surprising when we

find that in the Metaphysics Aristotle says that, while the

unity of Parmenides seemed to be ideal, that of Melissos was

material.® Now the fragment, as it stands in the MSS. of

SimpMcius,^ puts a purely hypothetical case, and would most

naturally be imderstood as a disproof of the existence of

something on the ground that, if it existed, it would have to

be both corporeal and one. This cannot refer to the Eleatic

One, in which Melissos himself believed ; and, as the argu-

ment is almost verbally the same as one of Zeno’s,® it is

natural to suppose that it also was directed against the

P3rthagorean assumption of ultimate units. The only

possible objection is that Simplicius, who twice quotes the

1 The view of Baumker that Melissos admitted dvnx€ptcrra<rts or motion

in plena (Jahrb.f, kl Phil, 1886, p, 541 ; Das Problem der Maierie, p. 59)

depends upon some words of Simplicius {Phys. p. 104, 13), o^x dwariiv

dia wk^povs KivucFdai, (hs eirl tQ>v awfjidrwv TK^yonev /crX. These words were

formerly turned into Ionic and passed off as a fragment of Melissos. They

are, however, part of Simplicius's own argument against Alexander, and

have nothing to do with Melissos at all.

« See, however, Baumker, Das Problem der Maferie, pp. 57 sqq„ who

remarks that e6p (or 6v) in fr. 9 must be the predicate, as it has no article.

In his fifth edition (p. 61 1, n, 2) ZeUer adopted the view here taken.

He rightly observes that the hypothetical form el bv ety speaks for it,

and that the subject to etrt must be 'dKatrrov tQv ttoXKQv, as with Zeno.

» Met A, 5 * 986 b iS (R. R loi).

4 Brandis changed the et-rj to lo-rt, but there is no warrant for this.

B Cf. Zeno, fr, i, especially the words ei dk i<rrLv, dvdym fKaoroK

fAiy€d6s rt teal irdxos*
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fragment, certainly took it in the sense usually given to

itA But it was very natural for him to make this mistake.

" The One ” was an expression that had two senses in the

middle of the fifth century b.c. ; it meant either the whole

of reality or the point as a spatial unit. To maintain it in

the first sense, the Eleatics were obliged to disprove it in the

second ; and so it sometimes seemed that they were speaking

of their own " One ” when they really meant the other. We
have seen that the very same dif&culty was felt about Zeno’s

denial of the “ one.” *

170. The most remarkable fragment of Mehssos is,

perhaps, the last (fr. 8). It seems to be directed against

Anaxagoras ; at least the language seems more applicable

to him than any one else. Anaxagoras had admitted

(§ I37» that, so far as our perceptions go, they do not

agree with his theory, though he held this was due solely

to their weakness. Melissos, taking advantage of this

admission, urges that, if we give up the senses as the test

of reality, we are not entitled to reject the Eleatic theory.

With wonderful penetration he points out that if we are to

say, with Anaxagoras, that things are a many, we are bound

also to say that each one of them is such as the .Eleatics

declared the One to be. In other words, the only consistent

pluralism is the atomic theory.

Melissos 'has been unduly depreciated owing to the

criticisms of Aristotle ; but these, we have seen, are based

mainly on a somewhat pedantic objection to the false con-

version in the early part of the argument. Melissos knew

nothing about the rules of conversion ; and he could easily

have made his reasoning formally correct without modif3dng

his system. His greatness consisted in this, that not only

was he the real systematiser of Eleaticism, but he was also

able to see, before the pluralists saw it themselves, the only

way in which the theory that things are a many could be

1 Simpl. Pliys, pp. 87, 6, and no, i.

2 See above, § 159, p. 315, n, 3.
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consistently worked out.^ It is significant that Polybos, the

nephew of Hippokrates, reproaches those “ sophists ” who
taught there was only one primary substance with putting

^e doctrine of Melissos on its feet.” ®

^ Baumker, op. cit. p. 58, 3 : That Melissos was a weakling is

a fable convenue that people repeat after Aristotle, who was unable to

appreciate the Eleatics in general, and in particular misunderstood Melissos

not inconsiderably/'
® llepl dvOpcbirov^ c. I, dXX’ ^jjLoiye BoK^ovcnv 61 toiovtol &vdp(ovoL

adrol ewuroi>ff KarafidWetv ip tolclv opofxaari tC^p \6y<av aBrlay irrrb Acvyetrlrfs,

rbv di UeXLffffov \6yov 6p$ovp. The metaphors are taken from wrestling,

and were current at this date (cf. the KarapaWopres of Protagoras). Plato

implies a more generous appreciation of Melissos than Aristotle's. In

Theaet. 180 e 2 , he refers to the Eleatics as M^Xt<rcroi re Kal IXapfiepldat,

and in 183 e 4 he almost apologises for giving the pre-eminence to

Parmenides.

T
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CHAPTER IX

LEUKIPPOS OF MILETOS

Lenidppos 171. We have seen (§§ 31, 122) that the school of Miletos

Demo- did not come to an end with Anaximenes, and it is a striking

fact that the man who gave the most complete answer to the'

question first asked by Thales was a Milesian.’- It is true

that the very existence of Leukippos has been called in

question. Epicurus is reported to have said there never was

such a philosopher, and the same thing has been maintained

in quite recent times. * On the other hand, Aristotle and

Theophrastos certainlymade him the originator of the atomic

theory, and they can hardly have been mistaken on such a

point. Aristotle was specially interested in Demokritos, and

his native Stageiros is not very far from Abdera, the seat of

the Atomist school.

1 Theophrastos said he was an Eleate or a Milesian (R. P. 185), while

Diogenes (ix. 30) says he was an Eleate or, according to some, an Abderite.

These statements are just like the discrepancies about the native cities of

p5rthagoreans already noted (Chap. VII. p. 283, n. i). Diogenes adds

that, according to others, LeuMppos was a Melian, which is a common con-

fusion. Aetios (i. 7. i) calls Diagoras of Melos a Milesian (cf. Dox. p. 14).

Demokritos was called by some a Milesian (Diog. ix. 34; R. P. 186)

for the same reason that Leukippos is called an Eleate. We may also

compare the doubt as to whether Herodotos called himself a Halikar-

nassian or a Thourian.
* Diog. X. 13 (R. P. 185 b), dXX’ A^^Kiinrdv tlvo. yeyeprjffdal <p7j<Tt

^i\6<rcipop oCre airbs (sc. ^EirlKovpos) oiJT€**Epfjuipxo^- This led E. Rohde to main-
tain that Leukippos never existed {Kl. Schr, i. 205), but this is to make
too much of a characteristic Epicurean sally. I suggest that Epicurus said

something like AcCkittwov ei yiyovev oT5a, which would be idiomatic

Greek for '"I (purposely) ignore him,*' I decline to discuss him."
(Cf. Dem. De cor* § 70 'Zippiov db /cal Aopia-Kov Kal r^v Tl€TrapiiBov

irbpdri<rLu . . . obB' et yiyovep oX8a*) That would be just like EpicuruS.

330
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The question is intimately bound up with that of the

date of Demokritos, who said that he himself was a yopng

man in the old age of Anaxagoras, a statement which makes

it unlikely that he founded his school at Abdera much before

420 B.C., the date given by ApoUodoros for Ydsfloruit?- Now
Theophrastos stated that Diogenes of Apollonia borrowed

someof hisviews fromAnaxagoras and some fromLeukippos,^

which must mean that there were traces of the atomic theory

in his work. Further, Diogenes is parodied in the Clouds of

Aristophanes, which was produced in 423 b.c., from which it

follows that the work of Leukippos must have become known

before that date. What that work was, Theophrastos also

tells us. It was the Great Diakosnws usually attributed to

Demokritos.® This means further that what were known

later as the works of Demokritos were really the writings of

the school of Abdera, and included, as was natural, the works

of its founder. They formed, in fact, a corpus like that which

has come down to us under the name of Hippokrates, and

it was no more possible to distinguish the authors of the

different treatises in the one case than it is in the other.

Theophrastos found Leukippos described as an Eleate

in some authorities, and, if we may trust analogy, that means

he had settled at Elea.® It is possible that his emigration

1 E>iog. ix. 41 (R. P. 187). As Diels says, tlie statement suggests ttiat

Anaxagoras was dead wlien Demokritos wrote. It is probable, too, tbat

this is what made ApoUodoros fix his floruit just forty years after that of

Anaxagoras (Jacoby, p. 290). "We cannot make much of Uie statement

of Demokritos that he wrote the 'ULiKphs Suixocr/ios 75° years after the

fall of Troy ; for we cannot teU what era he used (Jacoby, p. 292).

* Theophr. afl. Simpl. Phys. p. 25, i (R. P. 206 a).

8 This was stated by Thrasylos in his list of the tetralogies in which he

arranged the works of Demokritos, as he did those of Plato. He gives

Tetr. iii. thus : (1) M^as Sidxixrfujs {S» ol vepl Qeb<ppairTov AevKimrov

^ac-lr eTrai) ; (2) Mixpds 3idKO<r/MS ; (3) Ko<riunfpa<piv 5 (4) Hepi

r\avfrav. The two SidxocpMi would only be distinguished as jiiyas ^d
fuxpbs when they came to be included in the same corpus. A quotation

from the n«pl voO of Leukippos is preserved in Stob. i. 160. The phr^e

if rots AevKlmrov KaXov/jitvois 'Kbyois in MJC.G. 980 a 8 ^ms to refer

to Arist. De gen. corr. A, 8. 325 a 24, AeiiKonros 5’ tx^ v-tidT) XAyows ktX.

Cf. Chap. II. p. 126, «. r.

* See above, p. 330, «, i.
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was connected with the revolution at Miletos in 450-49 B.c.i

In any case, Theophrastos says distinctly that he had been

a member of the school of Parmenides, and his words suggest

that the founder of that school was then still at its head.®

He may quite well have been so, if we accept Plato’s

chronology.® Theophrastos also appears to have said that

Leukippos “ heard ” Zeno, which is very credible. We shall

see, jat any rate, that the influence of Zeno on his thinking is

unmistakable.^

The relations of Leukippos to Empedokles and Anax-

agoras are more difficult to determine. It has become part

of the case for the historical reality of Leukippos to say that

there are traces of atomism in the systems of these men

;

but the case is strong enough without that assumption. The
chief argument for the view that Leukippos influenced

Empedokles is that drawn from the doctrine of “ pores ”
;

but we have seen that this originated with Alkmaion, and
it is therefore more probable that Leukippos derived it from

Empedokles.® Nor is it at all probable that Anaxagoras

knew an3d:hing of the theory of Leukippos. It is true that

he denied the existence of the void ; but it does not follow

that any one had already maintained that doctrine in the

atomist sense. The early P3rthzigoreans had spoken of a

void too, though they had confused it with atmospheric air

;

and the experiments of Anaxagoras with the kUpsydra and
the inflated skins would only have had any point if they were
directed against the Pythagorean theory.® If he had really

^ Cf. [Xen.] "Xe. ?roX. 3, ii. The date is fixed by CJ.A. i. 22 a.

2 Theophr. ap, SimpL Phys. p. 28, 4 (R. P. 185). Note the difier-

eace of case in KOLvujvjjiroLS YLapfLevLdy rrjs <pL\oaro<f>ia.s and xoLvtaPi^a’as ttjs

’Ava^tfi^vovs ipt\o(ro^Casj which is the phrase used by Theophrastos of
Anaxagoras (p. 253, n, 2). The dative seems to imply a personal relation-
ship. It is quite inadmissible to render “ was familiar with the doctrine of
Parmenides/' as is done in Gomperz, Greek Thinkers^ voL i. p. 345.

* See § 84*
* Cf. Diog. ix. 30, o0ros i^Kov<T€ (R. P. 183 b) ; and Hipp.

Ref. i. 12, I, Ae^KLTTTros . . , Zi^pcapos eraipos,
® See above. Chap. V. p. 194, n. 3,
e See above. Chap. VI. § 131 ; and Chap. VII. § 145.
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wished to refute Leukippos, he woxild have had to use

arguments of a very difierent kind.

172. Theophrastos wrote of Leukippos as follows in the xheo-

First Book of his Ofinions :

atomic

Leukippos of Elea or Miletos (for both accounts are given tiieory-

of him) had associated with Parmenides in philosophy. He did

not, however, follow the same path in his explanation of things

as Parmenides and Xenophanes did, but, to all appearance, the

very opposite (R. P. 185). They made the All one, immovable,

uncreated, and finite, and did not even permit us to search for

what is not

;

he assumed iimumerable and ever-moving elements,

namely, the atoms. And he made their forms infinite in number,

since there was no reason why they should be of one kind rather

than another, and because he saw. that there was unceasing

becoining and change in things. He held, further, that what is

is no more real than what is not, and that both are alike causes

of the things that come into being ; for he laid down that the

substance of the atoms was compact and full, and he called them

what is, while they moved in the void which he called what is not,

but affirmed to be just as real as what is. R. P. 194.

173. It will be observed that Theophrastos, while noting Leuidppos
^

3JD.d. tllC

the affiliation of Leukippos to the Eleatic school, points out Eleatics.

that his theory is, fvima facie?- just the opposite of that

maintained by Parmenides. Some have been led by this to

deny the Eleaticism of Leukippos altogether ; but this denial

is really based on the view that the system of Parmenides

was “metaphysical,” coupled with a great reluctance to

admit that so scientific a hypothesis as the atomic theory

can have had a “ metaphysical ” origin. This is merely a

prejudice, and we must not suppose Theophrastos himself

believed the two theories to be so far apart as they

^ The words 5o/cet do not imply assent to the view introduced by

them ; indeed they are constantly used in reference to beliefs which the

writer does not accept. The translation methinks ” in Gomperz, Greek

Thinkers, vol. i. p. 345, is therefore most misleading, and there is no

justification for Brieger’s statement {Hermes, xxxvi. p. 165) that Theo-

phrastos dissents from Aristotle's view as given in the passage about to

be quoted.
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seem.^ As this is really the most important point in the

history of early Greek philosophy, and as, rightly under-

stood, it furnishes the key to the whole development,

it is worth while to transcribe a passage of Aristotle ®

which explains the historical connexion in a way that

leaves nothing to be desired.

Leukippos and Demokritos have decided about all things

practically by the same method and on the same theory, taking

as their starting-point what naturally comes first. Some of the

ancients had held that the real must necessarily be one and

immovable ; for, said they, empty space is not real, and motion

would be impossible without empty space separated from

matter ; nor, further, could reality be a many, if there were

nothing to separate things. And it makes no difference if any

one holds that the AH is not continuous, but discrete, with its

parts in contact {the Pythagorean view), instead of holding that

reality is many, not one, and that there is empty space. For,

if it is divisible at every point there is no one, and therefore no

many, and the Whole is empty {Zeno) ; while, if we say it is

divisible in one place and not in another, this looks like an

arbitrary fiction ; for up to what point and for what reason will

part of the Whole be in this state and be fuU, while the rest is

discrete ? And, on the same grounds, they further say that

there can be no motion. In consequence of these reasonings,

then, going beyond perception and overlooking it in the belief

that we ought to follow the argument, they say that the All is

one and immovable {Parmenides), and some of them that it is

infinite {Melissos), for any limit would be bounded by empty
space. This, then, is the opinion they expressed about the truth,

and these are the reasons whidh led them to do so. Now, so far

as arguments go, this conclusion does seem to follow ; but, if

we appeal to facts, to hold such a view looks like madness. No
one who is mad is so far out of his senses that fire and ice appear

to him to be one ; it is only things that are right, and things that

1 This prejudice is apparent all through Gomperz’s Greeh Thinkers, and
seriously impairs the value of that fascinating, though somewhat imagina-
tive work. It is amusing to notice that Brieger, from the sam^ point of

view, regards the custom of making Anaxagoras the last of the Fresocratics

as due to theological prepossessions {Hermes, xxxvi. p. 1S5).

» Arist. De gen. corr. A, 8. 324 b 35 (R. P. 193).
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appear right from habit, in which madness makes some people

see no difference.

LeuMppos, however, thought he had a theory which was in

harmony with sense, and did not do away with coming into being

and passing away, nor motion, nor the multijdicity of things. He
conceded this to experience, while he conceded, on the other

hand, to those who invented the One that motion was impossible

without the void, that the void was not real, and that nothing of

what was real was not real.
“ For,” said he, ” that which is

strictly speaking real is an absolute plenum ; but the plenum is

not one. On the contrary, there are an infinite number of them,

and they are invisible owing to the smallness of their bulk. They

move in the void (for there is a void) ; and by their coming

together they effect coming into being; by their separation,

passing away.”

In this passage Tt&ao and Melissos are not named, but

the reference to them is unmistakable. The argument of

Zeno against the Pythagoreans is clearly given ; and Melissos

was the only Eleatic who made reality infinite, a point which

is distinctly mentioned. We are therefore justified by
Aristotle’s words in explaining the genesis of Atomism and

its relation to Eleaticism as follows. Zeno had shown that

all pluralist systems yet known, and especially Pytha-

goreanism, were imable to stand before the arguments from

infinite divisibility which he adduced. Melissos had used

the same argument against Anaxagoras, and had added, as

a reducHo ad ahsurdum, that, if there were many things, each

one of them must be such as the Eleatics held the One to be.

To this Leukippos answers, “ Why not ? ” He admitted the

force of Zeno’s arguments by setting a limit to divisibility,

and to each of the “ atoms ” which he thus arrived at he

ascribed all the predicates of the Eleatic One ; for Par-

menides had shown that if it is, it must have these predicates

somehow. The same view is implied in a passage of Aris-

totle’s Physics.^ “ Some,” we are there told, “ surrendered

to both arguments, to the first, the argument that all things

1 Arist. Phys. A, 3. 187 a i (R. P. 134 b).
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are one, if the word is is used in one sense only {Parmenides),

by affirming the reality of what is not ; to the second, that

based on dichotomy {Zeno), by introducing indivisible magni-

tudes.” Finally, it is only by regarding the matter in this

way that we can attach any meaning to another statement

of Aristotle’s that Leukippos and Demokritos, as well as the

P5rthagoreans, virtually make all things out of numbers.^

Leukippos, in fact, gave the Pythagorean monads the

character of the Parmenidean One.

174. We must observe that the atom is not mathe-

matically indivisible, for it has magnitude ; it is, however,

physically indivisible, because, like the One of Parmenides,

it contains no empty space.® Each atom has extension, and

all atoms are exactly alike in substance.® Therefore aU

differences in things must be accounted for either by the

shape of the atoms or by their arrangement. It seems

probable that the three wa3rs in which differences arise,

namely, shape, position, and arrangement, were already

distinguished by Leukippos ; for Aristotle mentions his name
in connexion with them.* This explains, too, why the atoms

are called “ forms ” or " figures,” a way of speaking which is

clearly of Pythagorean origin.® That they are also called

^ Arist. De caelOf r, 4. 303 a 8, rp^vov ydp rwa Kal o^roi (Ae^Knnros

Kai Arfp.bKpt.rot) wdvra rd 6vra ttoiovo-lv dpiOpLoitt Kal dpcdpLuv. This also

serves to explain the statement of Herakleides attributog the theory

of corporeal 6yKoi to the Pythagorean Ekphantos of Syracuse (above,

p. 291, n. 3).

2 The Epicureans misunderstood this point, or misrepresented it in

order to magnify their own originality (see Zeller, p. 857, n. 3).

® Arist. De caelo, A, 7. 275 b 32, r^v Si <j>dtrtv etyaL ipacriv aiirwv piav.

Here can only have one meaning. Cf. Phys, F, 4. 203 a 34,

{ArfpoKplrtp) rb KOtvbv trCopM. irdvrtav earlv dpxh-
« Arist. Met A, 4. 985 b 13 (R. P. 192) ; cf. De gen. corr. A, 2, 315 b 6.

As Diels suggests, the illustration from letters is probably due to Demo-
kritos. It shows, in any case, how the word aroixsiop came to be used for
" element.'" We must read, with Wilamowitz, rb db Z rou H dbaei for

rb bk Z Tov N 94<t€i, the older form of the letter Z being just an H laid

upon its side (Diels, Elementum, p. 13, n. i).

® Demokritos wrote a work, Uepl IbeQv (Sext. Math. vii. 137 ; R. P.

204), which Diels identifies with the TLepl rtav Biatpepbvrtav (>v<rpLCov of

Thrasylos, Tetr, v. 3, Theophrastos refers to Demokritos, iv rots vepl

Ttav elBtdv {De sensibus, § 51). Pint. Adv. Col. iiil a, eXvai db irdvra ris
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^ is quite intelligible if we remember what was said of

that word in the Introduction (§ VII.). The differences in

shape, order, and position just referred to account for the

" opposites,” the “ elements ” being regarded rather as

aggregates of these {'rravairepiiiaC), as by Anaxagoras.®

175, Leukippos affirmed the existence both of the Full The void,

and the Empty, terms which he may have borrowed from

MeUssos.® He had to assume empty space, which the

Eleatics had denied, in order to make his explanation of the

nature of body possible. Here again he is developing a

Pythagorean view. The Pythagoreans had spoken of the

void, which kept the units apart ; but they had not dis-

tinguished it from atmospheric air (§ 53), which Empedokles

had shown to be a corporeal substance (§ 107) . Parmenides,

indeed, had formed a clearer conception of space, but only to

deny its reality Leukippos started from this. He admitted,

indeed, that space was not real, that is to say, corporeal

;

but he maintained that 'it existed ah the same. He hardly,

it is true, had words to express his discovery in ; for the verb
" to be ” had hitherto been used by philosophers only of

body. But he did his best to make his meaning clear by

sa3dng that “ what is not ” (in the old corporealist sense)

" is ” (in another sense) just as much as ” what is.” The

void is as real as body.

176. It might seem a hopeless task to disentangle the cosmo-

cosmology of Leukippos from that of Demokritos, with

which it is generally identified ; but that very fact affords

a valuable clue. No one later than Theophrastos was able

to distinguish their doctrines, and it follows that all definite

drdfiovs, tdias iw* a^rou Ka\ovpi4vas (so the MSS, ; Wyttenbach ; <^>

Diels). Herodian has Ldia , , . t6 iXdxt><rTov <rw^a (Diels, Vors.

55 B 141). So Axist. Phys, r, 4, 203 a 21, (A7ffi6KpLToi^ iK TravarireppXa,^

reap {direipa iroieT rd (rroix^Ta). Cf. Ve gen, corr. A, 2. 315 b 7
(R, P. 196).

1 Arist. Phys, O, 9- 265 b 25 ; Simpl. Phys. p, 1318, 33, ravra yjkp

{rd dropM, (Tiafiara) iK^ivoi iKdXovu,

* SimpL Phys, p, 36, i (Diels. Vors, 54 A 14), and R. P. 196 a.

® Arist. Met, A, 4. 985 b 4 (R, P. 192). Cf. Melissos, fr. 7 suh fin,

22
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statements about Leukippos in later writers must, in the long

run, go back to him. If we follow this up, we shall be able

to give a fairly clear account of the system, and we shall even

come across some views which are peculiar to Leukippos and
were not adopted by Demokritos.^

The fixller of the doxographies in Diogenes, which comes
from an epitome of Theophrastos,^ is as follows ;

He says that the AU is infinite, and that it is part full, and
part empty. These (the full and the empty), he says, are the

dements. From them arise innumerable worlds and are resolved

into them. The worlds come into being thus. There were
borne along by “ abscission from the infinite ” many bodies of all

sorts of figures
“
into a mighty void," and they being gathered

together produce a single vortex. In it, as they came into

collision with one another and were whirled round in all manner
of wa37S, those which were alike were separated apart and came
to their likes. But, as they were no longer able to revolve in

equilibrium owing to their multitude, those of them that were
fine went out to the external void, as if passed through a sieve ;

the rest stayed together, and becoming entangled with one
another, ran down together, and made a first spherical structure.

This was in substance like a membrane or skin containing in

itself all kinds of bodies. And, as these bodies were borne roimd
in a vortex, in virtue of the resistance of the middle, the surround-
ing membrane became thin, as the contiguous bodies kept
flowing together from contact with the vortex. And in this way
the earth came into being, those things which had been borne
towards the middle abiding there. Moreover, the containing
membrane was increased by the further separating out of bodies
from outside ; and, being itself carried roimd in a vortex, it

further got possession of all with which it had come in contact.
Some of these becoming entangled, produced a structure, which
was at first moist and muddy ; but, when they had been dried
and were revolving along with the vortex of the whole, they were
then ignited and produced the substance of the heavenly bodies.

‘ Cf. Zeller, “ Zu Leukippos " {Arch. xv. p. 138).
* Diog. ix. 31 sqg. (R. P. 197, 197 c). This passage deals expressly with

Leukippos, not with Demokritos or even “ I.eukippos and Demokritos;"
For the distinction between the " summary *' and “ detailed " doxographies
in Diogenes, see Note on Sources, § 15.
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The circle of the sun is the outermost, that of the moon is nearest

to the earth, and those of the others are between these. And all

the heavenly bodies are ignited because of the swiftness of their

motion ; while the sim is also ignited by the stars. But the

moon only receives a small portion of fire. The sun and the

moon are echpsed . . . (And the obliquity of the zodiac is pro-

duced) by the earth being inclined towards the south ; and the

northern parts of it have constant snow and are cold and frozen.

And the sun is eclipsed rarely, and the moon continually, because

their circles are unequal. And just as there are coinings into

being of the world, so there are growths and decays and passings

away in virtue of a certain necessity, of the nature of which he

gives no dear account.

As it comes substantially from Theophrastos, this passage

is good evidence for the cosmology of LeuMppos, and it is

confirmed by certain Epicurean extracts from the Great Dia-

Jiosmos?- These, however, give a spedally Epicurean turn to

some of the doctrines,and must therefore be usedwith caution.

177. The general impression we get from the cosmology

of LeuMppos is that he either ignored or had never heard of

the great advance in the general view of the world which was

due to the later P3rthagoreans. He is as reactionary in his

detailed cosmology as he was daring in his general physical

theory. We seem to be reading once more of the specula-

tions of Anaximenes or Anaximander, though there are traces

of EmpedoMes and Anaxagoras too. The explanation is not

hard to see, LeuMppos would not learn a cosmology from

his Eleatic teachers ; and, even when he found it possible to

construct one without giving up the Parmenidean view of

reality, he was thrown back upon the older systems of Ionia.

The result was unfortunate. The astronomy of Demokritos

was still of this childish character. He believed the earth

was flat and rested on the air.

This is what gives plausibility to Gomperz’s statement

that Atomism was “the ripe fruit on the tree of the old Ionic

1 See Aet. i. 4 {Dox. p. 289 ; Vors. 54 a 24 ; Usener, Epicurea, tc. 308).

Epicurus himself in the second epistle (Diog. x. 88 ; Usener, p. 37» 7)
<l'-'otes

the phrase airorofL^v Mxov<ra dir6 rov dTreipov.

Relation
to Ionic

cosmo-
logy.
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The
eternal

motion.

doctrine of matter which had been tended by the Ionian

physiologists.” ^ The detailed cosmology was certainly such

a fruit, and it was possibly over-ripe ; but the atomic theory

proper, in which the real greatness of Leukippos comes out,

was wholly Eleatic in its origin. Nevertheless, it will repay

us to examine the cosmology too ; for such an exeimination

will serve to bring out the true nature of the historical

development of which it was the outcome.

178. Leukippos represented the atoms as having been

always in motion. A-iistotle puts this in his own way. The
atomists, he says,

”
indolently ” left it unexplained what

was the source of motion, and did not say what sort of motion
it was. In other words, they did not decide whether it was
a “ natural motion ” or impressed on them “ contrary to

their nature.” * He even said that they made it " spon-

taneous,” a remark which has given rise to the erroneous

view that they held it was due to chance.® Aristotle does

not say that, however ; but only that the atomists did not
explain the motion of the atoms in any of the ways in which
he himself explained the motion of the elements. They
neither ascribed to them a natural motion like the circular

motion of the heavens and the rectilinear motion of the four

elements in the sublunary region, nor did they give thpui a
forced motion contrary to their own nature, hke the upward
motion that may be given to the heavy elements and the
downward that may be given to the light. The only frag-

ment of Leukippos which has survived is an express flpnial

of chance. " Naught happens for nothing,” he said, ” but
everything from a ground and of necessity.” *

1 Gomperz, Greek Thinkers, vol. i. p, 323.
2 Arist. Phys. 0, i, 252 a 32 (R. P. 195 a) ; De caelo, r, 2. 300 b 8 (R. P.

195) ; Met A, 4. 985 b 19 (R. P. ih,),

s Arist. Phys. B, 4. 196 a 24 (R.-p. 195 d). Cicero, De nat d, i. 66
(R. P. ib.). The latter passage is the source of the phrase **

fortuitous
concourse ** {concurrere=(rvvTp4x€iv).

^ Aet. i. 25, 4 [Dox, p. 321), A«?winros irdvra Kar* dvdyKr^v, r^v S* adrijv
Mpxeiv €lpxLpfJ.iv7)v. Xiyci ykp iv rtp ILepl vov- Oifdh xpm^ ylyperat,
dXXa Trdvra iK X6you re Kal inr dpdyKnjs.
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Speaking historically, all this means that LeuMppos did

not, like Empedokles and Anaxagoras, find it necessary to

assume a force to originate motion. He had no need of

Love and Strife or Mind, and the reason is clear. Though
Empedokles and Anaxagoras had tried to explain multi-

plicity and motion, they had not broken so radically as

Leukippos with the Parmenidean One. • Both started with

a condition of matter in which the “ roots ” or “ seeds
”

were mixed so as to be “ all together,” and they therefore

required something to break up this unity. Leukippos,

who started with an infinite number of Parmenidean " Ones,”

so to speak, required no external agency to separate them.

What he had to do was just the opposite. He had to account

for their coming together, and there was nothing so far to

prevent his return to the old idea that motion does not

require any explanation at all.^

This, then, is what seems to follow from the criticisms

of Aristotle and from the nature of the case ; but it is not

consistent with Zeller’s opinion that the original motion of

the atoms is a fall through infinite space, as in the system of

Epicurus. This view depends, of course, on the further

belief that the atoms have weight, and that weight is

the tendency of bodies to fall, so we must now consider

whether and in what sense weight is a property of the

atoms.

179. As is well known, Epicurus held that the atoms The

were naturally heavy, and therefore fell continually in the the^^o^.

infinite void. The school tradition is, however, that the
“
natural weight ” of the atoms was an addition made by

Epicurus himself to the original atomic system. Demokritos,

we are told, assigned two properties to atoms, magnitude and

form, to which Epicurus added a third, weight.® On the

1 Intiod. s VIII.
* Aet. i. 3 , 1

8

(of Epicurus), rots trdifjMcrL rpia raOra,

pdpos. A7]fji6Kpiros fih ydp iKeye SiJo, jjAyeOSs re Kal

6 dk 'ETrkoupos roihois Kal rpirov pdpos irpoff^driKev * dvdyKT} ydp, <f>Tf}al,

Ktpeurdat rd trt&fmTa ry rod fidpovs irXrjyy * ivel ("or else") 0^ KivrjS’^aeratg
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other hand, Aristotle distinctly says that Demokritos held

the atoms were heavier " in proportion to their excess,” and

this seems to be explained by the statement of Theophrastos

that, according to him, weight depended on magnitude.^

Even so, however, it is not represented as a primary property

of the atoms in the same sense as magnitude.

It is impossible to solve this apparent contradiction

without referring briefly to the history of Greek ideas about

weight. It is clear that lightness and weight would be among

the very first properties of body to be distinctly recognised

as such. The necessity of lifting burdens must very soon

have led men to distinguish them, though no doubt in a

crude form. Both weight and lightness would be thought

of as things that were in bodies. Now it is a remarkable

feature of early Greek philosophy that from the first it was

able to shake itself free from this idea. Weight is never

called a “ thing ” as, for instance, warmth and cold are

;

and, so far as we can see, not one of the thinkers we have^

studied hitherto thought it necessary to give any explanation

of it at all, or even to say anything about it.® The motions

and resistances which popular theory ascribes to weight are

ih. 12, 6, LfifxbKpiros rb. vpQyrd ip^cri (nifiara, ravra 5’ rb. voffrd, j8<£pos

fji,kv obK KiveicrOai 5k icar* bX\7]\oTVTrLav 4v direlpip. Cic. De fato,

20, '' viin motus habebant (atomi) a Democrito impiilsionis qiiam

plagam ille appellat, a te. Epicure, gravitatis et ponderis.” These
passages represent the Epicurean school tradition, which would hardly

misrepresent Demokritos on so important a point. His works were still

accessible. It is confirmed by the Academic tradition in De fin. i. 17 that

Demokritos taught the atoms moved in infinite inani, in quo nihil nec

summum nec infimum nec medium nec extremum sit." This doctrine,

we are quite rightly told, was " depraved " by Epicurus.
^ Arist. De gen. corr. A, 8. 326 a 9, Kalroi papijrepbv ye xarb r^v bvepox^v

tp7j<riv eXvatr ArifibKpLTOs ^kolctov twv ddiaLp&rbtv. I cannot believe this

means anything else than what Theophrastos says in his fragment on
sensation, § 61 (R. P. 199), papb ph/ o5v koX Kovtftov rtp peykSei Biaipet

ArfpdKpiros.

® In Aet. i. 12, where the placita regarding the heavy and light are

given, no philosopher earlier than Plato is referred to. Parmenides
(fir. 8, 59) speaks of the dark element as kp^piBh. Empedokles (fr. 17)

uses the word drbXavTov. I do not think that there is any other

place where weight is even mentioned in the fragments of the early

philosophers.
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all explained in some other way. Aristotle distinctly declares

that none of his predecessors had said an5rthing of absolute

weight and lightness. Theyhad only treated of the relatively

light and heavy.^

This way of regarding the notions of weight and

lightness is clearly formulated for the first time in

Plato’s Timaeus.^ There is no such thing in the world,

we are told there, as “ up ” or " down.” The middle

of the world is not “ down ” but ” just in the middle,”

and there is no reason why any point in the circtim-

ference should be said to be " above ” or ” below ”

another. It is really the tendency of bodies towards their

kin that makes us call a falling body heavy and the

place to which it falls ” below.” Here Plato is really

giving the view taken more or less consciously by his pre-

decessors, and it is not till the time of Aristotle that it is

questioned.* For reasons which do not concern us here,

Aristotle identified the circumference of the heavens with

” up ” and the middle of the world with “ down,” and

equipped the elements with natural weight and lightness

that they might perform their rectilinear motions between

them. As, however, Aristotle believed there was only one

world, and did not ascribe weight to the heavens proper, the

effect of this reactionary theory on his cosmical system was

not great ; it was only when Epicurus tried to combine it

with the infinite void that its true character emerged. It

seems to me that the nightmare of Epicurean atomism can

only be explained on the assumption that an Aristotelian

doctrine was violently adapted to a theory which really

1 Arist. De caelo, A» I- 308 a 9, ir^pl fikv odv rtav dTrXws (pap4(av

Kal KC^ipbov) otBkv dpTjrou irapd tQp irphrepov,

» Plato, Tim. 61 c 3 sqq,

,
® Zeller says (p. 876) that in antiquity no one ever understood by weight

anything else than the property of bodies in virtue of which they move

downwards ; except that in such systems as represent all forms of matter

as contained in a sphere, above is identified with the circumference and
“ below with the centre. As to that, I can only say that no such theory

ot weight is to be found in the fragments of the early philosophers or is

anywhere ascribed to them, while Plato expressly denies it.
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excluded itA It is totally unUke anything we meet with in

earlier days.

This suggests at once that it is only in the vortex that

the atoms acquire weight and lightness,* which are, after aU,

only popular names for facts which can be further analysed.

We are told that Leukippos held one effect of the vortex to

be that like atoms were brought together with their likes.®

Here we seem to see the influence of Empedokles, though the
“ likeness ” is of another kind. It is the finer atoms that

are forced to the circumference, while the larger tend to the

centre. We may express that by saying that the larger are

heavy and the smaller light, and this will amply account for

ever3rthing Aristotle and Theophrastos say ; for there is no
passage where the atoms outside the vortex are distinctly

said to be heavy or Ught.*

There is a striking confirmation of this view in the

atomist cosmology quoted above.® We are told there that

the separation of the larger and smaller atoms was due to

the fact that they were “ no longer able to revolve in equi-

librium OAving to their number,” which implies that they had
previously been in a state of

“ equilibrium ” or “
equipoise.”

Now the word la-oppoTria has no necessary implication of

^ The AristoteKan criticisms which may have affected Epicurus are such
as we find in De caelo. A, 7. 275 b 29 sqq. Aristotle there argues that, as
Leukippos and Demokritos made the of the atoms one, they were
bound to give them a single motion. That is just what Epicurus did, but
Aristotle’s argument implies that Leukippos and Demokritos did not.

Though he gave the atoms weight, even Epicurus could not accept Aris-

totle’s view that some bodies are naturally light. The appearance of
lightness is due to the squeezing out of the smaller atoms by
the larger.

* In dealing with Empedokles, Aristotle expressly makes this distinction,

Cf, De caelo^ B, 13, especially 295 a 33 sqq., where he points out that
Empedokles does not account for the weight of bodies on the earth (otJ yb.p

^ ye dlvTj' wXTjcrcdtei irpbs iffids), nor for the weight of bodies before the
vortex arose (wplv yevicrdai dlvjfv).

* Diog. loc. cit. (p. 338).
* This seems to be in the main the view of DyroE, Demokritstudien

(1899). PP- 31 sqq,, though I should not say that lightness and weight only
arose in connexion with the atoms of the earth (p. 35}. If we substitute
'' world " for '' earth," we shall be nearer the truth.

* See above, p. 338.
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weight in Greek. A p<yjri^ is a mere leaning or inclination in

a certain direction, which is the cause rather than the effect

of weight. The state of la-oppom-la is therefore that in which
the tendency in one direction is exactly equal to the tendency
in any other, and such a state is more naturally described as

the absence of weight than as the presence of opposite weights

neutralising one another.

Now, if we no longer regard the “ eternal motion” of the

premundane and extramundane atoms as due to their weight,

there is no reason for describing it as a fall. None of our
authorities do as a matter of fact so describe it, nor do they
tell us in any way what it was. It is safest to say that it is

simply a confused motion this way and that.^ It is possible

that the comparison of the motion of the atoms of the soul

to that of the motes in a sunbeam coming through a window,
which Aristotle attributes to Demokritos,® is really intended

as an illustration of the original motion of the atoms still

surviving in the soul. The fact that it is also a P3rthagorean

comparison ® so far confirms this ; for we have seen that

there is a real connexion between the Pythagorean monads
and the atoms. It is also significant that the point of the

comparison appears to have been the fact that the motes in

the sunbeam move even when there is no wind, so that it

would be a very apt illustration indeed of the motion inherent

^ This view was independently advocated by Brieger {Die Urbewegung
der Atome und die Weltentstehung bei Leucipp ui/id Demohrit, 1884) and
Liepmann {Die Mechanik der Leudpp^Demokritschen Atome, 1885), both
of whom unnecessarily weakened their position by admitting that weight
is an original property of the atoms. On the other hand, Brieger denies
that the weight of the atoms is the cause of their original motion, while
Liepmann says that before and outside the vortex there is only a latent
weight, a Pseudoschwere, which only comes into operation in the world.
It is surely simpler to say that this weight, since it produces no effect, does
not yet exist. Zeller rightly argues against Brieger and liepmann that,
if the atoms have weight, they must fall ; but, so far as I can see, nothing
he says tells against their theory as I have restated it. Gomperz adopts
the Brieger-Liepmann explanation. See also Lortzing, Bursians Jahresber.,

1903, pp. 136 sqq,
a Arist. De an* A, 2. 403 b 28 sqq* (R. P. 200),
* Ibid. A, z, 404 a 17 (R. P. 86 a).
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in the atoms apart from the secondary motions produced by

impact and collision.

180. But what are we to say of the vortex itself which

produces these effects ? Gomperz observes that they seem

to be “ the precise contrary of what they should have been

by the laws of physics ”
; for, " as every centrifugal machine

would show, it is the heaviest substances which are hurled

to the greatest distance.” ^ Are we to suppose that Leu-

kippos was ignorant of this fact, which was known to Empe-
dokles and Anaxagoras ? ^ We know from Aristotle that all

those who accounted for the earth being in the centre of the

world by means of a vortex appealed to the analogy of eddies

in wind or water,* and Gomperz supposes that the whole

theory was an erroneous generalisation of this observation.

If we look at the matter more closely, we can see, I think,

that there is no error at all.

We must remember that all the parts of the vortex are

in contact, and that it is just this contact {inrl’^avensi) by

which the motion of the outermost parts is communicated

to those within them. The larger bodies are more able to

resist this communicated motion than the smaller, and in

this way they make their way to the centre where the motion

is least, and force the smaller bodies out. This resistance is

surely just the avripeKri'i tow /Ltco-ow which is mentioned in

the doxography of LeuMppos,* and it is quite in accord-

ance with this that, on the atomist theory, the nearer a

heavenly body is to the centre, the slower is its revolution.®

That is just the point which, as we have seen,® Anaxi-

mander would seem not to have observed. There is

^ Gomperaf, Greek Thinkers, i, p. 339,
* For Empedokles, see Chap. V. p. 237 ; Anaxagoras, see Chap. VI,

p. 269.
* Aiist. De cctelo, B, 13* 293 a 10, rai&TTjp yhp r^v cUrlav (sc. t^v

dtvrf<Tiv) irdpres iK rOv iv rots ^ypoTs Kai wept rhv dipa evp^avvbvTiiOV •

iv ToiJrots ydp del <fp4peTai rd fiel^ta Kai rd pap&repa vpbs rh fUaov r^s divifs*

* Diog. ix. 32. Cf. especially the phrases Qr Kard r^p rod pbeov

dpripeiirip rrepLbivovfiivap, avfiiULepbPTWP del rOv avyexQv /car* iTrlrpavaiP r^s dipTfs,

and evppepdPTCjp rwp ivex^ipnap ivi rh pAaop,

* Cf. Lucr. V. 621 sqq. • See p. 69.
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no question of “ centrifugal force ” at all, and the analogy

of eddies in air and water is in reality quite satis-

factory.

i8i. When we come to details, the reactionary character The earth

of the atomist cosmology is very manifest. The earth was

shaped like a tambourine, and floated on the air.^ It was

inclined towards the south because the heat of that region

made the air thinner, while the ice and cold of the north

made it denser and more able to support the earth.® This

accounts for the obliquity of the zodiac. Like Anaximander

(§ 19), LeuMppos held that the sun was farther away than

the stars, though he also held that these were farther away

than the moon.® By this time the occultation of the planets

by the moon must have been observed. There seems to

be no very clear distinction between the planets and

the fixed stars. Leuldppos appears to have known the

theory of eclipses as given by Anaxagoras.® Such other

pieces of information as have come down to us are mainly of

interest as* showing that, in some important respects, the

doctrine of Leuldppos was not the same as that taught

afterwards by Demokiitos.®

183. Aetios expressly attributes to Leukippos the Percep-

doctrine that the objects of sense-perception exist " by

law ” and not by nature.® This must come from Theo-

1 Aet. iii. 3, 10, quoted above, p, 79, n, i.

^ Aet. iii. 12, I, AeijKnnros wapeKT€<retp r^v 'yrpf els tSl iiii.ecrrijj.ppiv6. fi4pr}

dik T^v ip rots fiecrTjfiPpLPois dpaidTrpra, dre 5^ w€Trr)y6r<i}p rwv popelwp did rb

rots KpvpLots, rwp 5i dPTi0ir(av vejrvptafUvwv.

® Diog. ix. 33, etvai db rbv rod ijKlov ki^kXop i^ibrarop, rhv $k rijs (reX'ffvrfs

TTpoffyeibraroVi <jobs Siy tQp dWup fiera^b to^ojp.
* From Diog. loc, cit [supra, p. 339), it appears that he dealt with the

question of the greater frequency of lunar as compared with solar eclipses.

® Diels pointed out that Leuldppos’s explanation of thunder

[vvpbs ipavoXi/jpdipros viperi vaxvr&rois Hktctuxtiv l(Txvpdv ppopr^p diroreXeip

dvotpaiverai, Aet. iii. 3, lo) is quite different from that of Demohritos

[ppoPT^v . , , iK (TvyKplfLaros dvwpuakov rb wepietX'opbs airb vi<ttos irpbs r^v

Kdrta popdv iK^La^opLipov, ib. ii). The explanation given by Leukippos

is derived from that of Anaximander, while Demokritos is influenced by
Anaxagoras. See Diels, 35 Philol.-Vers. 97, 7.

® Aet. iv. 9, 8, 61 fihv dWoi <f>^<r€i rd airdTirdf KeiKiwos bi A'tipJiKpiros

KoX Atoyipris pbfiip* See Zeller, Arch, v. p. 444.
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phrastos ; for, as we have seen, all later writers quote

Demokritos only. A further proof of the correctness of the

statement is that we also find it attributed to Diogenes of

Apollonia, who, as Theophrastos tells us, derived some of

his views from Leukippos. There is nothing surprising in

this. Parmenides had already declared the senses to be

deceitful, and said that colour and the like were only
“ names,” ^ and Empedokles had also spoken of coming into

being and passing away as only a name.® It is not likely

that Leukippos went much further than this. It would

probably be wrong to credit him with Demokritos’s clear

distinction between " true-bom ” and “ bastard ” know-

ledge, or that between the primary and secondary qualities

of matter.® These distinctions imply a definite theory of

knowledge, and all we are entitled to say is that the germs

of it were already to be found in the writings of Leukippos

and his predecessors. Of course, these do not make Leu-

kippos a sceptic any more than Empedokles or Anaxagoras,

whose remark on this subject (fr. 2ia) Demokritos is said to

have quoted with approval.*

There appear to be sufi&cient grounds for ascribing the

theory of perception by means of simulacra or etSoXa, which

played such a part in the systems of Demokritos and

Epicurus, to Leukippos.® It is a natural development of

the Empedoklean theory of “ effluences ” (§ ii8) . It hardly

seems likely, however, that he went into detail on the subject,

and it is safer to credit Demokritos with the elaboration of

the theory.

1 chap. IV. p. 176. The remarkable parallel quoted by Gomperz
(p. 3121) from Galileo, to the effect that tastes, smells, and colours non sieno

altro che puri nomi should, therefore, have been cited to illustrate Par-
menides rather than Demokritos.

* See p. 206, fr. 9. » For these see Sext. Math, vii. 135 (R. P. 204).
* Sext. vii. 140, “ ybkp rh (pacrdpeva,** &s prjaiv *Ava^cLy6paSf

tv iirl A7fp.6KpiTos ivaivet.

® See Zeller, “ Zu Leukippos ” (Arch, xv. p. 138). The doctrine is

attributed to him in Aet. iv. 13, i (Dox. p. 403) ; and Alexander, De sensu,

pp. 24, 14 and 56, 10, also mentions his name in connexion with it. This
must come from Theophrastos.
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183. We have seen incidentally that there is a wide import-

divergence of opinion among recent writers as to the place Leukippos.

of Atomism in Greek thought. The question at issue is

really whether Leukippos reached his theory on what are

called “ metaphysical groimds,” that is. from a considera-

tion of the Eleatic theory of reality, or whether, on the

contrary, it was a pure development of Ionian science. The

foregoing exposition will suggest the true answer. So far

as his general theory of the physical constitution of the world

is concerned, it has been shown, I think, that it was derived

entirely from Eleatic and Pythagorean sources, while the

detailed cosmology was in the main a more or less successful

attempt to make the older Ionian beliefs fit into this new

physical theory. In any case, his greatness consisted in his

having been the first to see how body must be regarded if

we take it to be ultimate reality. The old Milesian theory

had found its most adequate expression in the system of

Anaximenes (§ 31), but of course rarefaction and condensa-

, tion cannot be clearly represented except on the hypothesis

of molecules or atoms coming closer together or going farther

apart in space. Parmenides had seen that very clearly

(fr. 2), and it was the Eleatic criticism which forced Leu-

kippos to formulate his system as he did. Even Anaxagoras

took account of Zeno’s arguments about divisibility (§ 128),

but his system of qualitatively different “ seeds,” though

in some respects it goes deeper, lacks that simplicity which

has always beeil the chief attraction of atomism.



CHAPTER X

ECLECTICISM AND EEACTION

The 184. With Leukippos our story should come to an end;

ruptcy of for he had answered the question first asked by Thales. We
have seen, however, that, though his theory of matter was

of a most original and daring kind, he was not equally

successful in his attempt to construct a cosmology, and this

seems to have prevented the recognition of the atomic theory

for what it really was. We have noted the growing influence

of medicine, and the consequent substitution of an interest

in detailed investigation for the larger cosmological views of

an earlier time, and there are several treatises in the Hippo-

kratean cov'pus which give us a clear idea of the interest

which now prevailed.^ Leukippos had shown that “ the

doctrine of Melissos,” * which seemed to make aU science

impossible, was not the only conclusion that could be drawn

from the Eleatic premisses, and he had gone on to give a

cosmology which was substantially of the old Ionic type.

The result at first was simply that all the old schools revived

and had a short period of renewed activity, while at the same

time some new schools arose which sought to accommodate

the older views to those of Leukippos, or to make them more

available for scientific purposes by combining them in an

eclectic fashion. None of these attempts had any lasting

importance or influence, and what we have to consider in

' Cf. what is said in Chap. IV. p. 130, ». 2, of the Tlepl Stalros.

The llepi iySpiitrov and the llepl ipxcUijt larpiK^i are invaluable

documents for the attitude of scientific men to cosmological theories at

this date. * Cf. Chap. VIII. p. 329, «. 2.

350
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this chapter is really one of the periodical “ bankruptcies of

science ” which mark the close of one chapter in its history

and announce the beginning of a new one.

I. Hippon of Samos

185. Hippon of Samos or Kroton or Rhegion belonged to

the Italian school of medicine.^ We know very little indeed

of him except that he was a contemporary of Perikles. From
a scholiast on Aristophanes ^ we learn that Kratinos satirised

him in his Panoptai

;

and Aristotle mentions him in the

enumeration of early philosophers given in the First Book of

the Metaphysics,^ though only to say that the inferiority of

his intellect deprives him of aU claim to be reckoned among
them.

With regard to his views, the most precise statement is Moisture,

that of Alexander, who doubtless follows Theophrastos. It

is to the effect that he held the primary substance to be

Moisture, without deciding wheiher it was Water or Air.*

We have the authority of Aristotle® and Theophrastos,

represented by Hippol5d;os,* for saying that this theory was

supported by ph^fsiological arguments of the kind common
at the time, and the arguments tentatively ascribed to

Thales by Aristotle are of this kind (§ 10). His other

views belong to the history of Medicine.

Till quite recently no fragment of Hippon was known
to exist, but a single one has now been recovered from the

1 Aristoxeaos said he was a Samian (R. P, 219 a). In Menon^s lairika

he is called a Krotoniate, while others assign him to Rhegion (Hipp. Mef. i.

16) or Metapontion (Censorinns, De die nat. 5, 2). This variation implies

that he belonged originally to the Pythagorean school. The evidence of

Aristoxenos is, in that case, all the more valuable. Hippon is mentioned

along with Mehssos as a Samian in lamblichos's Catalogue of Pythagoreans

{V, Pyth. 267).

® Schol. on CloudSt 94 sqq,

® Arist. Met. A, 3. 9S4 a 3 (R. P. 219 a).

4 Alexander in Met, p. 26, 21 (R. P. 219).

5 Arist. De an. A, 2. 405 b 2 (R. P. 220).

« Hipp. Ref, i. 16 (R. P. 221).
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Geneva Scholia on HomerA It is directed against the old

assumption that the " waters under the earth ” are an
independent source of moisture, and runs thus

:

The waters we drink are all from the sea ; for if wells were
deeper than the sea, then it would not, doubtless, be from the

sea that we drink, for then the water would not be from the sea,

but from some other source. But as it is, the sea is deeper than

the waters, so all the waters that are above the sea come from

it. R. P. 219 b.

We observe here the 'universal assumption that water

tends to rise from the earth, not to sink into it.

Along with Hippon, Idaios of Himera may just be men-

tioned. We know nothing of him except from Sextus,® who
says he, held air to be the primary substance. The fact that

he was a Sicilian is, however, suggestive.

II. Diogenes of Apollonia*

Date. 186. After discussing the three great representatives of

the Milesian school, Theophrastos went on to say :

And Diogenes of ApoUonia, too, who was almost the latest

of those who gave themselves up to these studies, wrote most of

his work in an eclectic fashion, agredng in some points with

Anaxagoras and- in others with LeuMppos. He, too, sa}^ that

the primary substance of the universe is Air infinite and eternal,

from which by condensation, rarefaction, and change of state,

the form of everything else arises. R. P. 206 a.*

* Schol. Geftav. p. 197, 19. Cf. Diels in Areh. iv. p. 653. The extract

comes from the 'OnnifUKi of Krates of MaUos.
* Sext. Adio. Math. ix. 360.
* Stephanos of Byrantion s.v. ’AroXXuvia says this was ApoUonia in

Crete, but that seems improbable. Zeller doubted it on the ground that
Diogenes wrote in Ionic, but Ionic was the regular dialect for scientific

works, and we cannot found on that. On .the other hand, it seems much
more likely in itself that he came from ApoUonia on the Fontos, a Milesian

colony which regarded Anaximander as its founder (p. 52, w. i). Aelian
(V. H. ii. 31) calls him Aioyivijs i which shows that he took this view.

* On this passage see Diels, " Leukippos und Diogenes von ApoUonia ’’

{Rhein. Mus. xlii. pp. i sqq.), Natorp’s view that the words are merely
those of SimpUcius {ib. pp. 349 sqq.) can hardly be maintained.
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This passage shows that the Apolloniate was somewhat

later in date than the statement in Laertios Diogenes ^ that

he was contemporary with Anaxagoras would lead us to

suppose, and the fact that his views are satirised in the Clouds

of Aristophanes points in the same direction.®

187. Simplicius afBirms that Diogenes wrote several works, writiugs.

though he allows that only one survived till his own day,

namely, the Uepl tf>vcrea)<s.^ This statement is based upon

references in the surviving work itself, and is not to be lightly

rejected. In particular, it is very credible that he wrote a

tract Against the Sophists, that is to say, the pluralist cos-

mologists of the day.* That he wrote a Meteorology and a

book called The Nature ofMan is also quite probable. This

would be a physiological or medical treatise, and perhaps the

famous fragment about the veins comes from it.®

188. The work of Diogenes seems to have been preserved The

in the Academy
;

practically all the fairly extensive frag-

ments which we still have are derived from Simplicius. I

give them as they are arranged by Diels ;

(1) In the beginning any discourse, it seems to me that one

should make one’s starting-point something indisputable, and

one’s expression simple and d^nified. R. P. 207.

(2) My view is, to sum it all up, that all things are differentia-

tions of the same thing, and are the same thing. And this is

obvious ; for, if the things which are now in this world—earth,

and water, and air and fire, and the other things which we see

^ Diog. ix. 57 (R. P. 206). The statement of Antisthenes, the miter
of Successions, that he had “ heard " Anaximenes is due to the usual

confusion. He was doubtless, like Anaxagoras, " an associate of the

philosophy of Anaximenes.” Cf. Chap. VI. § 122.

* Aristoph. Clouds, 227 sqq,, where Sokrates speaks of '* mixing his

subtle thought with the kindred air," and especially the words ^

plq;
I

i\K€i wpbs abr^v iKfidSa Trjs tftpovrLSos, For the see Beare,

P* ^59 -

» SimpL Phys, p, 151, 24 (R. P. 207 a).

* Simplicius says Upbs 4>virtd\6yovs, but he adds that Diogenes called

them <ro<t>i(rral, which is the older word. This is, so far, in favour of the

genuineness of the work.
® Diels gives this as £r. 6 {Vors. 51 b 6). I have omitted it, as it really

belongs to the history of Medicine.

23
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existing in this world—^if any one of these things, I say, were
different from any other, different, that is, by having a substance

peculiar to itself ; and if it were not the same thing that is often

changed and differentiated, then things could not in any way
mix with one another, nor could they do one another good or

harm. Neither could a plant grow out of the earth, nor any
animal nor anything else come into being unless things were
composed in such a way as to be the same. But all these things

arise from the same thing ; they are differentiated and take

different forms at different times, and return again to the same
thing. R. P. 208.

(3) For it would not be possible for it without intelligence to

be so divided, as to keep the measures of all things, of winter

and summer, of day and night, of rains and winds and fair

weather. And any one who cares to reflect will find that every-

thing else is disposed in the best possible manner.- R. P. 210.

(4) And, further, there are still the foUowmg great proofs.

Men and all other animals live upon air by breathing it, and this

is their soul and their intelligence, as will be clearly shown in this

work ; while, when this is taken away, they die, and their intelli-

gence fails. R. P. 210.

(5) And my view is, that that which has intelligence is what
men call air, and that all things have their course steered by it,

and that it has power over all things. For this very thing I hold

to be a god,^ and to reach everywhere, and to dispose everything,

and to be in eveiything ; and there is not an3rthing which does

not partake in it. Yet no single thing partakes in it just in the

same way as another ; but there are many modes both of air

and of intelligence. For it undergoes many transformations,

warmer and colder, drier and moister, more stable and in swifter

motion, and it has many other differentiations in it, and an
infinite number of colours and savours. And the soul of all

living things is the same, nam^y, air warmer than that outside

us and in which we are, but much colder than that near the sun.

And this warmth is not alike in any two kinds of living creatures.

^ The MSS. of Simplicius have l^0os, not Beds; but I adopt Usener's
certain correction. It is confirmed by the statement of Theophrastos that
Diogenes caUed the air within us " a small portion of the god (de Sens.

42) ; and by Philodemos {Dox. p. 536), where we read that Diogenes prais^
Homer, rbv a4pa yiip atrrby Ala vofjJitip ^alv, iireidij irdv cldivai rbv Ala Tiiyei

(c£. Cic. Nat. D. i. 12, 29).
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nor, for the matter of that, in any two men ; but it does not .

differ much, only so far as is compatible with their being alike.

At the same time, it is not possible for any of the things which

are differentiated to be exactly like one another till they all once

more become the same.

(6) Since, then, differentiation is multiform, living creatures

are multiform and many, and they are like one another neither

in appearance nor in intelligence, because of the multitude of

differentiations. At the same time, they all live, and see, and

hear by the same thing, and they all have their intelligence from

the same source. R. P. 211.

(7) And this itself is an eternal and undying body, but of

those things^ some come into being and some pass away.

(8) But this, too, appears to me.to be obvious, that it is both

great, and mighty, and eternal, and undying, and of great

knowledge. R. P. 209.

That the chief interest of Diogenes was a physiological

one, is clear from his elaborate account of the veins, pre-

served by Aristotle.® It is noticeable, too, that one of his

arguments for the underlying unity of aU substances is that

without this it would be impossible to understand how one

thing could do good or harm to another (fr. 2). In fact, the

writing of Diogenes is essentially of the same character as a

good deal of the pseudb-Hippokratean literature, and there

is much to be said for the view that the writers of these

curious tracts made use of him very much as they did of

Anaxagoras and Herakleitos.®

189. like Anaximenes, Diogenes regarded Air as the Cos-

primary substance ; but we see from his arguments that he

lived at a time when other views had become prevalent.

1 The' MSS, of Simplicius have ry but surely the Aldine rwv is

right. * Arist. Hist, An, r, 2. 51 1 b 30.

* See Weygoldt, " Zu Diogeues von Apollonia (Arch, i, pp. 161 sgq.),

Hippokrates himself represented just the opposite tendency to that of those

writers. His great achievement "was the separation of medicine from

philosophy^ a separation most beneficial to both (Celsus, x. pr.). This is

why the Efippokratean corpus contains some works in which the '' sophists

are denounced and others in whici their writings are pillaged. To the

latter class belong the Hepi dtaiTTfi and the Uepl 4>vcQp

;

to the former,

especially the llepl larptKijs*
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He speaks clearly of the four Empedoklean elements (fr. 2),

and he is careful to attribute to Air the attributes of Nous
as taught by Anaxagoras (fr. 4). The doxographical tradi-

tion as to his cosmological views is fairly preserved :

Diogenes of ApoUonia makes air the element, and holds that

all things are in motion, and that there are innumerable worlds.

And he describes the origin of the world thus. When the All

moves and becomes rare in one place and dense in another, where
the dense met together it formed a mass, and then the other

things arose in the same way, the lightest parts occup3dng the

highest position and producing the sun. [Plut.] Strom, fr. 12

(R. P. 215).

Nothing arises from what is not nor passes away into what
is not. The earth is round, poised in the middle, having received

its shape through the revolution proceeding from the warm and
its solidification from the cold. Diog. ix. 57 (R. P. 215).

The heavenly bodies were like pumice-stone. He thinks

they are the breathing-holes of the world, and that they are

red-hot. Aet. ii. 13, 5 = Stob. i. 508 (R. P. 215).

The sim was like pumice-stone, and into it the rajrs from the

aether fix themselves. Aet. ii. 20, 10. The moon was a pumice-
like conflagration. Ib. ii. 25, 10.

Along with the visible heavenly bodies revolve invisible

stones, which for that very reason are nameless ; but they often

fall and are extinguished on the earth like the stone star which
fdl down flaming at Aigospotamos.^ Ih. ii. 13, 9.

We have here nothing more than the old Ionian doctrine

with a few additions from more recent sources. Rarefaction

and condensation still hold their place in the explanation of

the opposites, warm and cold, dry and moist, stable and
mobile (fr. 5). The differentiations into opposites which Air

may undergo are, as Anaxagoras had taught, infinite in

number ; but all may be reduced to the primary opposition

of rare and dense. We may gather, too, from Censorinus ®

that Diogenes did not, like Anaximenes, speak of earth and
water as arising fromAir bycondensation, but rather of blood,

^ See Chap. VI. p. 252, n. 6.

* Censorinus, de die natali, 6, i {Dox, p. 190).
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flesh, and bones. In this he followed Anaxagoras (§ 130) j

as it was natural that he should. That portion of Air, on

the other hand, which was rarefied became fiery, and pro-

duced the sun and heavenly bodies. The circular motion of

the world is due to the intelligence of the Air, as is also the

division of all things into different forms of body and the

observance of the " measures ” by these forms.^

Like Anaximander (§ 30), Diogenes regarded the sea as

the remainder of the original moist state, which had been

partially evaporated by the sun, so as to separate out the

remaining earth.® The earth itself is roxmd, that is to

say, it is a disc : for the language of the doxographers

does not point to the spherical form.® Its solidification

by the cold is due to the fact that cold is a form of

condensation.

Diogenes did not hold with the earlier cosmologists that

the heavenly bodies were made of air or fire, nor yet with

Anaxagoras, that they were stones. They were, he said,

pumice-like, a view in which we may trace the influence of

Leukippos. They were earthy, indeed, but not solid, and

the celestial fire permeated their pores. And this explains

why we do not see the dark bodies which, in common with

Anaxagoras, he held to revolve along with the stars. They

really are solid stones, and therefore caimot be penetrated

by the fire. It was one of these that fell into the Aigos-

potamos. Like Anaxagoras, Diogenes aflarmed that the

inclination of the earth happened subsequently to the rise

of animals.*

We are prepared to find that Diogenes held the doctrine

of innumerable worlds ; for it was the old Milesian belief,

and had just been revived by Anaxagoras and Leukippos.

He is mentioned with the rest in thePlacita ; and if Simplicius

classes him and Anaximenes with Herakleitos as holding the

Stoic doctrine of successive formations and destructions of

^ On the " measures ** see Chap. III. § 72.

* Theophr. dp, Alex, in Meteor, p. 67, i {Dope. p. 494)*
3 Diog. ix. 57^(R- P. 215). ^ Aet. ii. 8, i (R. P. 215).
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a single world, he has probably been misled by the

“ accommodators.” ^

Animals igo. Living creatures arose from the earth, doubtless

under the influence of heat. Their souls, of course, were

air, and their differences were due to the various degrees

in which it was rarefied or condensed (fr. 5). No special

seat, such as the heartjDr the brain, was assigned to the soul

;

it was simply the warm air circulating with the blood in the

veins.

The views of Diogenes as to generation, respiration, and

the blood, belong to the history of Medicine ;
® his theory of

sensation too, as it is described by Theophrastos,® need only

be mentioned in passing. Briefly stated, it amounts to this,

that dl sensation is due to the action of air upon the brain

and other organs, while pleasure is aeration of the blood.

But the details of the theory can only be studied properly in

connexion with the Hippokratean writings ; for Diogenes

does not really represent the old cosmological tradition, but

a fresh development of reactionary philosophical views

combined wdth an entirely new enthusiasm for detailed

investigation and accum\alation of facts.

III. Archelaos of Athens

Anaxa- IQI- The last of the early cosmologists was Archelaos of

goreaas. Athens, who was a disciple of Anaxagoras.* He is also said,

by Aristoxenos and Theophrastos, to Have been the teacher

of Sokrates, and there is not the slightest reason for

doubting it.® There is no reason either to doubt the tradition

^ SimpL Phys. p. 1121, 12. See Chap. I. p. 59.

^ See Censoiinus, quoted in Dox. p. 191 sq.

3 Theophr. de Sens. 39 sqq. (R. P. 213, 214). For a full account, see

Beare, pp. 41 sqq., 105, 140, 169, 209, 258, As Prof. Beare remarked,

Diogenes " is one of the most interesting of the pre-Platonic psychologists
"

(p. 258). * Diog. ii. 16 (R. P. 216).

^ See Chiappelli in A rch. iv. pp, 369 sqq. Ion of Chios said that Sokrates

accompanied Archelaos to Samos (fr. 73 Kopke). If this refers to the siege

of Samos, it is interesting to think of the youthful Sokrates serving against

a force commanded by Melissos.
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that Archelaos succeeded Anaxagoras in the school at Lamp-
Seikos.^ We certainly hear of Anaxagoreans,® though their

fame was soon obscured by the rise of the Sophists, as we
call them.

102. On the cosmology of Archelaos, Hippolsdos* Cos-

writes as follows :

moiogy,

Archelaos was by birth an Athenian, and the son of ApoUo-
doros. He spoke of the mixture of matter in a similar way to

Anaxagoras, and of the first principles likewise. He held,

however, that there was a certain nnxture immanent even in

Nous. And he held that there were two efficient causes which

were separated off from one another, namely, the warm and the

cold. The former was in motion, the latter at rest. When the

water was liquefied it flowed to the centre, and there bang burnt

up it turned to earth and air, the latter of which was borne

upwards, while the former took up its position below. These,

then, are the reasons why ihe earth is at rest, and why it came
into being. It lies in the centre, being practically no appreciable

part of the universe. (But the air rules over all things),* being

produced by the burning of the fire, and from its original com-

bustion comes the substance of the heavenly bodies. Of these the

sun is the largest, and the moon second ; the rest are of various

sizes. He says that the heavens were inclined, and that then

the sun made light upbn the earth, made the air transparent,

and the earth dry ; for it was originally a pond, being high at

the circumference and hoUow in the centre. He adduces as a

proof of this hollowness that the sun does not rise and set at the

same time for all peoples, as it ought to do if the earth were level.

As to animals, he sa3re that when the earth was first being warmed

in the lower part where the warm and the cold were mingled

together, many living creatures appeared, and especially men, all

having the same manner of life, and deriving their sustenance

1 Bnseb. P. E. p. 504, c 3, i % ’XpxPiaos iv Jiafti/iKif SteSi^ro tJji'

crxoK^v Tov ^Ava^ay6pov,
* 'Apa^ay6peL0L are mentioned by Plato [Cra^. 409 b 6), and in the Awro-ol

\6yo(, (of. p. 29, «. 3). It is also to be noted that Plato {Farm, 126 a, b)

represents certain <j>CK6<To<pot. from Klazomenai as coining to Athens after

the deatb of Sokrates for the purpose of getting an accurate account of the

famous conversation between Parmenides and the young Sokrates (§ 84)

«

» Hipp. Ref, i. 9 (R. P. 218).

^ Inse^ng rbv 5’ d^joa Kpokrew rod ircw'T6s, as suggested by Roeper.
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from the slime ; they did not live long, and later on generation

from one another began. And men were distinguished from the

rest, and set up leaders, and laws, and arts, and cities, and so

forth. And he says that Nous is implanted in all animals alike

;

for each of the animals, as well as man, makes use of Nous, but

some quicker and some slower.

It is clear from this that, just as Diogenes had tried to

introduce certain Anaxagorean ideas into the philosophy of

Anaximenes, so Archelaos sought to bring Anaxagoreanism

nearer to the old Ionic views by supplementing it with the

opposition of warm and cold, rare and dense, and by stripping

Nous of that simplicity which had marked it off from the

other “ things ” in his master’s system. It was probably

for this reason, too, that Nous was no longer regarded as

the maker of the world.^ Leukippos had made such a force

unnecessary. It may be added that this twofold relation

of Archelaos to his predecessors makes it very credible that,

as Aetios tells us,* he believed in innumerable worlds ; both

Anaxagoras and the older lonians upheld that doctrine.

Con- ig3. The cosmology of Archelaos, like that of Diogenes,

has all the characteristics of the age to which it belonged

—

an age of reaction, eclecticism, and investigation of detail.*

Hippon of Samos and Idaios of Himera represent nothing

more than the feeling that philosophy had run into a blind

alley, from which it could only escape by tr5dng to get back.

The Herakleiteans at Ephesos, impenetrably wrapped up as

they were in their own system, did little but exaggerate its

paradoxes and develop its more fanciful side.‘ It was not

enough for Kratylos to say with Herakleitos (fr. 84) that

you cannot step twice into the same river
;
you could not do

1 Aet. i. 7, i4=Stob. i. 56 (R. P. 2x7 a). * Aet. ii. i, 3.

* Windelband, § 25. The period is well described by Fredrich, Hippo-

hraHsche Uniersuchuf^en, pp. 130 sqq. It can only be treated fuUy in

connexioii witk the Sophists.

^ For an amusing picture of the Herakleiteans see Plato, Theaet. 179 e.

The new interest in language, which the study of rhetoric had called into

life, took with them the form of fantastic and arbitrary etymologising, such

-15 is satirised in Plato's Cratylus,
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so even once.i The fact is that philosophy, so long as it

clung to its old presuppositions, had nothing more to say

;

for the answer of Leukippos to the question of Thales was

really final.

It wiU be observed that all these waning systems found

their way to Athens, and it was there, and there alone that

the divergent theories of Ionia and the West came into

contact. Such questions as whether the earth was round

or flat, and whether “what we think with” was Air or Blood,

must have been hotly debated at Athens about the middle

of the fifth century B.c,, when Sokrates was yotmg. On any
view of him, it is surely incredible that he was not interested

in these controversies at the time, however remote they may
have seemed to him in later life. Now, in the Phaedo, Plato

has put into his mouth an autobiographical statement in

which he tells us that this was actually the case,® and the

list of problems there given is one that can only have occupied

men's minds at Athens and at that date.® All the scientific

schools end at Athens, and it was the Athenian Sokrates who
saw that the questions they had raised could only be met by
making a fresh start from another point of view.

^ Arist. Met, r, 5. 1010 a 12. He refused even to speak, we are told,

and only moved his finger.

* Plato, Phaedo, 96 a sqq,

» I have tried to show this in detail in my notes on the passage in my
edition of the Phaedo (Oxford, 1911). Itisa remarkable proof of Plato's

historical sense that he should have been able to give an account of the

state of scientific opinion at Athens some twenty-five years before his own
birth, without, so far as I can see, a single anachronism.





APPENDIX
ON THE MEANING OF <E>v<rt9

The account which I have given (pp. lo sqq.) of the meaning of

the term in early Greek philosophy 1ms been criticised by

Professor W. A. Heidel in a paper entitled Hepi <H-«a)s, A ^dy

of th& Conception of Nature among tke Pre-Socrattcs. It is an

exceedingly valuable paper, and I cannot find that it contams

anything inconsistent with my view, though the writer apparently

thinks it does. The only point at issue, so far as I can see, is

that Professor Heidel assumes that the original meaning of

is “growth,” which seems to me extremely doubtful. No doubt

the verb ^ means I grow,

but the simple root <^v is the equivalent of the Imtin > and the

English 6e, and need not necessarily have this derivative me^mg.

There is an interesting article in support of my view by

Professor Lovejoy in the Philosophical R^ew,vo\. PP'

3

9

sqq,, and Mr. Beardslee has recently examined Ae “i®

<fl« in Greek writers of the fifth century B.c. in a

tion (University of Chicago Press, 1918). ^

acknowledging the value of the work, I can only say that I do not

find its results^inconsistent with the account I have given. I have

never questioned the obvious fact that the word <^^‘5

history,̂ and developed me^ings quite different from that which

it may have had for an Ionian.

I^should almost be willing to rest the <mse for this on the

fragment of Euripides quoted on p. 10, wh^e .Ae significant

1 is given .0 bnt .t be weU

to coUect here some of the passages on which I also rely.

I Plato, Laws 891 C I, KivSwevei yap o Xeywv ravro wp Krt

^p KoX yJjv Kal d^pa wpSra iiyetada,, t5v wavrw «vac, Ka. ^AW rawa aird. 892 c 2, fva^v fSov^vrai.^ A*y«v

lip om dfip, M S'

Xeyoif olv etvai Bw^epovrm <i>vcret.

1 Proceedings tke American Academy ofArts and Sciences, vol. xlv. No. 4.
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In 891 c 7 the use of ^v<rLs here criticised is expressly said to

be that of oirocroi rw Tepl €cj>7j^avT0 (yjTriiidrm.

2. Ar. Phys^ B, i. 193 a 9^ SoKet S* ^ <j>v(TLs /cat rj ova-la rm
(f>v(r^L ovrm Ivtois €iva6 rh Tp&rov ivvTrdpxov cKdcm^ dppvdpLKrrov

Kad' lavro, otov kXlvtjs rh ^vkov, dvSpidvro^ 8^ 0 )(a\K6s,

(rYipL€tov 84 <fyq(rtv ’Avrt^Sv ort, et ns /caropu^cte Kklvriv Kal kdfSoi

SvvafiLV rj <npr€8a)V <3orTe dvetvat /Skao’TOV^ ovk av ycvecr^at Kkmjv
dkkd ^vkov.

Antiphon the Sophist was a contemporary of Sokrates.

3. Ar. Piys» A, *6. 189 b 2, ot (itav nvd (fyvcrcv eti/at Aeyovrcs •

rh irSivj otov v8(t>p rj irvp ^ t8 /icra^i) tovtwv. B, I. 193 a 21, 01

[liv wvpy ot 8€ yrjVf ot 8^ aepa <^a<rtv, ot Se v8mp^ ot 8^

ot 8c Travra raCra rrjv ^wtv etvat r^v rm ovtcov. T,

€VLa TOVTCOV,

4. 203 a 16,

ot 8c irepl ^TxrccDS act Trdvns wort^cacrtv Ircpav rtva <^wtv

drr€ip(p Ttov k^yopivm (rroix^imy otov vScjp rj dcpa ^ rh /tcra^v

ro'vriov.

4. Ar. A, 4. 1014b 16, (j^vcris Acycrat cva /Jtev rpoTrov

rwv <j>vofi€V<i>v y€V€(riSi otov ct rts Iflrc/crctvas Acyot to t;.

There is no doubt that this means that, to Aristotle, ^v<ris did

not immediately suggest the verb <j)vo[mL That has a long v and
<^i;crts has a short u We need not discuss the question whether

Aristotle’s difficulty is a real one or not. A|1 that concerns us is

that he felt it

5. Aristotle, HporpcTTreKos, fr. 52 Rose (c^. Iambi. Protr. p. 38.

22 Pistelli), opr06<us 8c Kal t5v irepl (co-rt ns cn/xcActa /cat

TC^v^j)* TToAi) yap rporepov dvayKatov tQv alnSiv Kal t5v crroix^lm

etvat <l>p6v7]crtv fj r5v wrcpov. ov yap raCra rm d/cpcop ovS^ l/c

tot5tci>v TOr Trpwra T€<f>vK€Vy dkk* cKCtvcov /cat 8t* eKeivm rSAAa
ytyvcrat koX crvvhrarat <^av€pa)s. ctrc yap 7rvp eir drjp etr dpidpths

€?TC aAAac rtvcs <j[>vo*cts airtat Kal rrp&rat rQv dAAtov, d8i!vaTov Ttoi'

dAAcDV n ytyv(*)<r/c€cv c/cctva^ aypoowras’ ttws ydp av ns ^ Aoyov

yv(i)pt{bi (rvkka/3ds dyvo5v, ^ rawas kiricrrairo pLrjSev rm aroixyim

ctSws ;

The importance of this passage for our purpose is that it is

from a popular work, in which the phraseology is Acadenfic {e,g.

the use of ^povTjo-ts for what Aristotle himself called cro^^ta).

The usage of Theophrastos is the same, but of course he simply

reproduces Aristotle.
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Aahmes, i8 46
Abaris, 81, 90 n, 2

Abdera, school of, 61, 330 $q.

Abstinence, Orphic and P^hagorean,

93> 95*; Empedokiean, 250
Academy, 29 ;

library of, 33, 116, 171

353
Accommodation {cvvoLKeiujcr^ilt 32, 142,

358
Achaians, 2 n, z, 4, 81 ;

of Pelo-

ponnesos, 92 ;
dialect, 282 n. 4

Achilles and the tortoise, 318
Achilles, M(rayu)Yfi, Sources § 9 (p. 34),

191 n. 3, 292 n, 2, 298 n. i

Adrastos, 24 n, 2

Aegean civilisation, survivals of, 2, 3,

15, 21 n, 2, 39, 80

Aether. See alBiip

Aetios, Sources § 10 (p. 35)

Ages of the world, 5

Aigospotamos, meteoric stone of, 252,

269, 357
Ainesidemos, 152

Air, identified with mist or vapour,

62, 64, 68, 74 sq., 109, no, I53>

187 n. I, 216 n, 2, 219 ft. 3 >
228 ft. 2,

246 ft. 2 ;
identified with the void,

109, 186, 194, 229; atmospheric,

109, 229, 266 5^., 269, 289, 293, 337

Akousmata, 96, 98, 283
Akousmatics, 94, 96, 98

Akragas, 3, 197 Hq*
Alexander, writer of Successions,

Sources § 17 (p. 37)

Alexander Aetolus, 255

Alexander Aphrodisiensis, Sources § 7

(p. 33); on Anaximander, 64; on

Xenophanes, 116 ft. i, 126; on the

Pythagoreans, 107 ft. i, 288, 306

ftft. I and 2 ;
on Parmenides, 183 ;

on

Zeno, 320 ft. I
;
on Hippon, 351

Alkidamas, 86, 199 ft. 5, 201 ft. 2, 202,

257 ft. I, 278 ft. I, 312

Alkmaion of Kroton, 86, iio ft. 2, 153,
193-196, 202, 248, 282 ft. 5, 296, 332

AHegorists, Homeric, 49 ft. i, 116 ft. 2
Amasis, 40, 88

Amber, 48 ft. i, 50
Ameinias, 170

Anakreon and Kritias, 203 ft. 3
Anaxagoras, 251-275

; and Euripides,

10, 255 ; and Sokrates, 256, 267

;

and Perikles, 254 sqq.; and Zeno,

349; and Anaximenes, 253, 266,

269, 270, 271 ; and Herakleitos, 264,
268 ; and Empedokles, 261, 264, 263,
267, 268, 273 sq,

;

and Leukippos,

331 ; relation to the Eleatics, 182,

261, 310 ; on the rise of the Nile,

45 ; on the moon’s light, 177 ft. i

;

on edipses, 306 ; on rSyoSf 326 ft. 2

;

primitive cosmology of, lu, 297
Anaxagoreans, 29 ft. 3, 359 n. 2
Anaximander, 50-71 ; as an observer

in marine biology, 26 ; and Xeno-
phanes, 114

Anaximenes, 72-79, i79 ; school of,

79f 253, 305, 330, 353 I

Androkydes, 283
Andron of Ephesos, 87
Anecdotes, of Thales, 46 ft. 4; of

Xenophanes, 113 ft. 2, 115 ft. 3;
of Herakleitos, 115 n. 3, 131 ft. 4;
of Empedokles, 200 ft. 5

Animals, Anaximander, 26, 70 sqq,;

Empedokles, 242 sqq,
; Anaxagoras,

272 sq,

;

Diogenes of Apollonia, 358
Antichthon, 297, 305 sq,

Antisthenes, writer of Successions,

Sources § 17 {p. 37)
Antonins Diogenes, 87 ft. 2

Apollo, an Achaian god, 4
Apollo Hyperboreios, 4, 81, 87 ft. 3,

90, 200

Apollodoros, Sources § 21 (p. 38) ; on
Thales, 44 ft. 2 ; on Anaximander,

365
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51: ; on Anaximenes, 72 ; on P3rtha-
goras, 88 n. 2 ; on Xenophanes,
1 13; on Herakleitos, 130; on
Parmenides, 169 ; on Empedokles,
197 nn. I and 2, 198 ; on Anaxagoras,
251, 254 n. I, 331 n. XI on Zeno,
310 sq. ; on Melissos, 321 ; on
Leukippos, 33X ; on Demokritos,
331 I

ApoUonia, 52, 352 n- 3
ApoUonios of Tyana, 87 2, 95
Apophthegms, of Thales, 50 3 ; of

Herakleitos, 50 n* 3 ;
of Anaxa-

goras, 252, 274 ; of Philolaos, 284
n. 2

Appearances, saving, 28, 188
Arcadian and Cypriote dialect, 4 ft. 2
Archelaos, 256, 358-360 ; and Anaxa-

goras, 360
Archippos, 91, 276 n. i

Arehytas, 276 ; on Eurytos, 100 ft. 2 ;

definition of harmonic mean, 106
ft. 2

Aristarchos of Samos, 299
Aristeas of Prokonnesos, 81, 90 ft. 2
Aristophanes, on Thales, 47 ft. i ; on

Atvor, 61 ft. 3 ; on Diogenes of Apol-
lonia, 331, 353

Aristotle, Sources § 2 (p. 31) ; on the
rise of the Nile, 45 ; on Egyptian
mathematics, 15 ft. 4, 19 j on Baby-
lonian astronomy, 23 ft. 2 ; on
** theologians,” 7 ; on Ionian
monism, 9 ft. 2 ; on Thales, 46
n. 4, 47-50 ; on Anaximander, 53,
55 sq,, 57, 60 ft. 4, 63 sg., 66 ft. i ;

on Anaximenes (?), 77 ; on Pytha-
goras, 86, 87 ft. 3, 90 ft. *2, 97
ft. 3 ; on Xenophanes, ns ft. 2,
3CI5 f». 3$ IS4 126 sq. ; on
Hippasos, 109, 142 ; on Hera-
kleitos, 133 ft. 1, 140 ft, 2, 142, 144
ft. I, 146, 151, 157, X58, 159; on
Parmenides, 170, 178 ft. 3, 18 1, 182,
185 sq. ; on Alkmaion, 193, 196

;

on Empedokles, 158 ft. i, 199, 200,
229, 230, 231, 232> 233* 234* 335,
236 ft. I, 237, 239 ftft. I and 4, 240,
24X, 24^> S43« 244> ^49 ! on Anaxa-
goras, 25X, 252 ft. 5, 257 n. I, s6x
ft, X, 262 ft. I, 263, 264 ft. 3, 265,
267, 268 ft. I, 269 ft. X ; on the
Pythagoreans, 92 ft. 2, 107, 277,
284 sqq., 289, 290 ft. X, 29X sqq.,

305, 306, 307 ; on Eiirytos, xoo
ft. 2 ; on Zeno, 3x2, 313, 3x7, 3x8 sqq.

;

on Melissos, 324 sq., 327, 328 ; -on
Teukippos, 330, 334 sq., 335 sq.,

336 ; on Hippon, 351 ; on Diogenes
of ApoUonia, 355 ; on Demokritos,
34a; on ^avity, 340, 343; on
eternal motion, 12 ; on the diurnal

revolution, 13 ft. i ; on the celestial
spheres, 188 ; on the substance of
the heavens, 15 ft. 1, 27 ft, i ; on
the motion of the earth, 299 sqq.;
on the galeus levis, 70 ft. 2, 71 ft. a •

on the theoretic life, 83, 98 ; on the
mysteries, 84 ft, 4 ; misunder-
standings of Platonic humour,
Sources § 2 (p. 32), 48 ft, 2, 127, 170

;

IIporpe7rre/c6s, 83 ft. 2 ; on triangular,
square, and oblong numbers, 100 sq.,

103 ft. 2 ; on incommensurability,
105 ft. 2 ; doctrine of the Mean,
112 ft. 2

[Aristotle] de Mundo, 164
[Aristotle] de Planiis, 241, 242 ft. r,

257 n. 3, 272
Aristoxenos, on Pythagoras, 86, 87

5 , 89, 91, 93 ftft. 4 and 5, 94 n. i,

99 Xj 307 3 > on the Pytha-
goreans, 97 ft. 4, 277, 288 ft. 3, 309

;

on Eurytos, 100 ft. x, 277 ; on
Arehytas, 276; on Philolaos, 283
ft. I ; JlvdayopLKal dTrotpdcreis, 92
tt. 3» 98, 281 ; on Hippon, 351 ft. i

;

on Plato, 279 sq.

Arithmetic, Egyptian, 19 ; Pytha-
gorean, 99 sqq.

;

Euclidean, 106
Amobius, Sources § 16 (p. 37)
Aipedonapts, 20, 105
Astrology, 24 n. x
Astronomy, Babylonian and Greek,

21 sq. See Heavenly bodies. Sun,
Moon, Planets, Stars, Earth,
Eclipses, Geocentric and Helio-
centric hypotheses

Atheism, 50
Athenagoras, Sources § 9 (p. 34)
Athens, meeting-place of Ionian and

Italiote science, 321, 361 ; Par-
menides and Zeno at, 169, 311 ft. x ;

Empedokles at, 203 ; Anaxagoras
at, 254 sqq.

Atomism, x8o n. i, 182, 336 sqq. See
Leukippos

Atoms, movement of, 13, 61, 340,
345 sq. ; weight of, 34X sq.

Augustine, Sources § x6 (p. 37)

Babylonia astronomy, 21 sqq., X57 ;

prediction of eclipses, 42 sq.
Beans, taboo on, 93 ft. 5
Bias, X40
Biology. See Animals, Plants
Blood, Empedokles, 201, 229, 247 ;

Diog^ies of Apollonia, 355 : Sicilian
school of medicine, 249 n! 4

Boundless* See direipov
Brain, Alkmaion, X94 ; Empedokles,

20X, 249 ; Plato and Hippokrates,
249 n. 4

Breath. See Respiration
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Breath of the world, 75» 108, 138, 185
sq., 231

Brotinos, 194

Calendar, Babylonian, 22 ; Thales, 47
Cave, Orphic, 83 n, 3, 223 n, i

Centum and sai&m languages, 2 i

Chaos, 7 I

Cicero, Sources § 12 (p. 35) ; on Stoic
** accommodation,’* 32 n. i ; on
Th^es, 49 sq. ; on Anaximander, 60

;

on Anaximenes, 78; on Pythagoras,

89 3 ; on Parmenides, 191 n, 2,

192 «. I ; on Anaxagoras, 253 n. i

;

on Atomism, 341 n. 2
Clement of Alexandria, 16
Comic poets on Pythagoreans, 94 3
Condensation. See Rarefaction
Conflagration. See iKir6pta<n.s.

Constellations, names of, 21 tt. 2
Continuity, 320
Copernicus, 299 n. 3
Cosmogonies 7

‘

Croesus, Solon and, 24, 113 ;
Milesians

and, 39 sqq,

Cyril, Sources § 9 (p. 34)

Damasias, 44
Damaskios, 7 3
Damon, 255 t*. 2, 256, 296 n. 2
Darkness, 74$ 109, I55i 186, 187, ^37$

239
Death, Herakleitos, 137 8, 138,

153 sq.

;

Parmenides, 193 ; Alk-
maion, 195 ; Empedokles, 244 sq.

Dekad, Z02
Delos, 80, 81, 90 n. 2
Demetrios Magnus, on Philolaos, 281
Demetrios Phalereus, on Thales, 44;
on Anaxagoras, 251

Demokritos, not a “ pre-Socratic,”

I I ; date of, 25a 2, 33i

;

on Egyptian mathematics, 20 ; on
Anaxagoras, 252, 33^* 348 ; and
Leukippos, 331 ;

Epicurus, 341
sq.

;

primitive cosmology of, 79
in, 297 sq„ 339

Derkyllides, 42 i, 3^4 i

Diagonal and side of square, Z05

Dialectic, Eleatic, 180, 313 sqq.

Diels, Doxographi graeci, Sources § 6

(P- 33) ; on ApoUodoros, Sources § 21

(P. 38)
Dikaiarchos, on Pythagoras, 86, 89 n. 4,

92
Diodorps of Aspendos, 95
Diogenes of Apollonia, 352-358, 64, 79»

145 n. i; and Empedokles, 356;
and Anaxagoras, 356 sq. ; and
Leukipposj 357 * . x

Diogenes Laertios, Sources § 15 (P* 37),

§ 20 (p. 38) ; on Herakleitos, 147
sq.

Dionysos, 81
Distances, measurement of inaccessible,

46
Divisibility, 262, 264, 316 sq.t 327, 335,

349
Dodecahedron, 284 n. i, 293 sqq.

Dorians, 2 n. i, 89 sq.

Doric dialect, 281, 282 sq.

Doxographers, Sources § 6 (p. 33
sqq.)

Earth, shape of, 23 n. 3, 66, 79 i,

III, 190 n. I, 298, 347; originally

moist, 26, 63 sqq.f 65, 240 ; motion
of, 66 n. 3, 69, 299 sqq., 305, 307

;

Thales, 47 ; Anaximander, 65 sq.

;

Anaximenes, 77 ; Ps^hagoras, ni

;

Xenophanes, 125 ; Empedokles, 240 ;

Anaxagoras, 271 ; Pythagoreans,
300 sqq. ; Leukippos, 347 ; Dio-
genes of Apollonia, 357. See
Geocentric hypothesis

Echekrates, 85, 277i 295
Eclipses, 22 ; Babylonian predictions

of, 42 ; Thales, 41 sq., 113 n. 1

;

Anaximander, 67 n. a; Anaximenes,
78; Xenophanes, 122; Herakleitos,

67 n. 2, 148 ;
Alkmaion, 195

;

Empedokles, 239 ; Anaxagoras, 271,

272 ; Pythagoreans, 298, 305 ; Leu-
kippos, 347

Ecliptic. See Obliquity
EfQluences. See d’jroppoal.

Egypt, 3, 15, x6; Thales and, 44;
Pythagoras and, 88

Egyptian mathematics, 15 ; arith-

metic, 18 ; geometry, 19
Ekphantos, 291 n. 3, 300 n. i, 336 n. 1

Elea, 169; era of, 113, i7o ; Xeno-
phanes and, ii3$ X15, 127

;

Parmenides and, 169 ; Zeno and,
3XX

Eleatics. See Parmenides, Zeno,
Melissos ; Plato on, 29 n. 2, 127

;

Leukippos and the, 331, 333 sqq.,

349
Elements, 12 n. 2, 53> 55 sq., 201 n. 5$

206 n. I, 228 sqq.,, 283, 292 sq.

See Roots, Seeds, eWos, l$ia, fioppi/j,

OToixetop
Embryology, Parmenides, 178 n. 2,

192 ; Empedokles, 244
Empedokles, 197-250 : was he a

Dorian ? 3 ; at Athens, 203 ; and
Orphidsm, 200,249$^.; and medicine,
201 sq.; and Pyttiagoras, 200, 224
ft. 5 ; and Xenophanes, 125, 212
n. 3 ; and Parmenides, 182, 202,

,224 n. 5, 227 sqq., 249, 3x0 ; and
Zeno, 202 ; and Leukippos, 202,
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332 ; and Gorgias, 201, 249 n. i ;

on “ air and darkness, 237
Engineering. Ionian, 40 n. i

Ephesos, 130
Ephoros, on Anaxagoras, 255 n, 6

Epicharmos, 113 w. 2, 116, 127 n, 3,

152 n, 1

Epicureans, Sources § 12 (p. 36)

Epicurus, on innumerable worlds, 59 ;

on Leukippos, 330 n, 2, 339 ; atomic
theory of, 341 343 ^5'-

Epimenides, 7, 97> na ; evaporation,

49. See &va$vfjLLaets

Equinoxes, 21, 42 n, i, 5i> 3oi ^ *

precession of the, 22 w. i

Er, myth of, 188, 190, 191
Eratosthenes, Sources § 21 (p. 38)

;

on Anaximander’s map, 51 ; on
Pythagoras, 88 n. i

Eros, in Hesiod, 7 ; in Parmenides, 191
Ethics, origin of, i

Euclid, arithmetic, 106 ; i. 47, 105

;

iv. II, 295 n. 2

Eudemos of Rhodes, on Thales, 42
n. I, 44 n, 4, 45 4 s^nd 5 ;

on
Anaximander, 66 n. 3 ; on Pytha-
goras, 104 3 ; on Parmenides, 178

n, 3 ; on Zeno, 315 3 ; on Melissos,

325 n, 1; on the term croixstov,

228 n, X
Eudoxos, spheres of, 62 n. i, 188

;

theory of proportion, 106
Euripides, on 10 ; and Anaxa-

goras, 255
Euxytos, 99 Sq., 100 n, i, 107, 277»

278, 283 n, I

Eusebios, Sources § 9 (p. 34), § 14

(p- 38), § 16 (p. 37) ; on Mosaic
origin of Greek philosophy, 16

Euthymenes of Massalia, 45
Evans, Sir Arthur, 2 ». i, 4 2
Even and Odd, 287 sqq.

Evolution, Anaximander, yx ; Empe-
dokles, 242 sqq,

;

Anaxagoras, 272 sq,

Examyes, 41
Experiment, 27. See Klepsydra

Figures, numerical, 100 ;
** Arabic,”

100 n. 3 ,

Fire, fed by moisture, 49, 64 i, 150,
156 n. I ; Hippasos, 109 ; Hera-
kleitos, 145

Fire, central, 190, 296 sqq.

Floruit, See
Flux, Herakieiteah, 145 sq.

Forgeries, Pythagorean, 92 n, 3,
280 sqq.

Fossils, Xenophanes on, 26, 123 sq,

Galen, Sources § 9 (p. 34),
Empedokles, 200

Galeus levis, 70 n. 2, 71 n, 2

Geocentric hypothesis, 23, 27 sq., zzx,
190, 297 n. 3, 299 sqq., 304 sq.

Geometry, Egyptian, 19 sq.

;

of
Thales, 45 sq.

;

of Pythagoras,
104 sq,

Glaukos of Rhegion, igS n, 1

Gnomon, the carpenter’s tool, 21 n. i

;

the astronomical instrument, 26 w. i,

42 I, 51 w. 4 ; in geometry and
arithmetic, 21 n, i, 103

God, gods, in Homer, 4 ; in Hesiod,
5, 14 ; non-religious use of the word,
14, 80 ; fall of gods, 81 ; Thales,
48, 50 ; Anaximander, 60

;

Anaximenes, 78 ; Xenophanes, 128
sq,

;

Herakleitos, 167 ; Parmenides
(avoids the term), 179 ; Empedokles,
230» 235» 249 ; Diogenes of ApoUonia,
354 I

Golden Section, 295 n. 2
Gorgias and Empedokles, 198 n. 2,

199 n, 5, 200, 201, 222 n. 1, 249 n. i

Great Year, 156 sqq.

Greek, origin of the name, 2 n. i

;

Greek language, ib.

Harmonic mean, 106 n. 2
Harmonics, 98, 306 sq,
** Harmony of the Spheres,” no, 306

307 n, I. See Soul and &puovla.
Hearing, sense of, Alkmaion, 195 n. 1;
Empedokles, 247, 248 ; Anaxagoras,
273 sq.

Heart, Alkmaion, 194 ; Empedokles,
201

Heavenly bodies, Anaximander, 62
sqq., 66 sqq . ; Anaximenes, 75 sqq.

;

Pythagoras, no sq.; Xenophanes,
121 sqq.

;

Herakleitos, 148 sqq.
;

Parmenides, 187 sq.

;

Alkmaion,
195 ; Empedokles, 237 sqq.

;

Anaxa-
goras, 271 sq. ; Leukippos, 347 ;

Diogenes of ApoUonia, 357
Hekataios, in Egypt, 17 n, x

;

on
Thales (?), 45, 50 ; and Anaxi-
mander’^s map, 51 ; Herakleitos on,
134

Heliocentric hypothesis, 23, 299 sqq,
Herakleides of Pontos, on Pythagoras,

95 nn, 2 and 3, 98 n. 3, 278 n, x; on
Empedokles, 197 n, 2, 198 n. i,

200 n. 5, 203 n, I, 312 n. x; on
Ekphantos, 336 i ; on the earth’s
motion, 300 n. x

Herakleides Lembos, Sources § 17
(P- 37)

Herakleiteans, 29 n, i, 145 n, x, 166
n, 2, 360 n. 4

Herakleitos, 130-168 : on Homer, 136,
141, 162, 164 ; on Hesiod, 134, 136 ;

on Archilochos, 141 ; on Hekataios,
134 ; and Anaximenes, 146 ; on

on
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Pythagoras, 85, 87 ». 5, 88, 97, 130,
^3^9 i34> 135 5 ; on Xenophanes,
114, 130, 134 ; and Protagoras, i66 ;

reference to the “ three lives,** 98
n. 3, 140 n. 3 ; apophthegms, 50 fu 3

Herakleitos, the Homeric Aliegorist,
on Thales, 49 n, i

Hermippos, Sources § 18 (p. 37), 280
Hermodoros of Ephesos, 130, 131 n, i,

140 sq,

Hermol^ates, 279 ». 2
Herodotos, on Homer and Hesiod,

6 ; on Egyptian induences, 15 ;

on Egyptian geometry, 19 ; on
the rise of the Nile, 44 ; on the
gnomon, 51 4 ; on Orphicism, 88 ;

on the Hyperboreans, 81 ; on
Abaris and Aristeas, 81 ; on Solon
and Croesus, 24 ; on Lydian in-
fluences, 39 ; on Thales, 40-44, 46 ;

on Pythagoras, 85, 87 n, 5, 88 ; on
the foimdation of Elea, 113 n. 5;
on Empedokles (?), 88 n. 5 ; on
Anaxagoras, 270 6

Hesiod, 5 sq., 14. See Xenophanes
Hieron, 113
Hiketas, 300 «. i
Hippasos, 94 n. 2, 106 «. i, 109 n. 6,

142, 187, 293, 295
Hippokrates of Kos, on Ionian
monism, 9 n. 2, 26 ; on Empedokles,
202 ; on the brain, 249 n. 4 ; llepl
dipuv ifddrctjy rdwtav, 74 w. 2 ; Ilepl
dpxairjs larpiKijs, 355 n. 3

[Hippokrates] irepl dcalryjs, 150 ».
2, 151, 156, 162, 164, 264 n. 2, 265

2, 350 n. I, 355 «. 3
Hippolytos, Sources § 13 (p. 36) ; on

Anaximander, 51, 54 n, 2 ; on Anaxi-
menes, 78 ; on Herakleitos, 142 ;

on Anaxagoras, 270 sq,
Hippon of Samos, 351-352 ; and Thales,

48 n. 3, 351 ; and the Pythagoreans,
351 n, I

Hippys of Rhegion, 109 «, 6
Homer, 4 sqq.

; on the soul, 81. See
Xenophanes, Herakleitos

Homeric allegorists, 49 n, i, 229 n. 3
Hylozoism, 12 n. 3
Hyperboreans, 81, 90 n. 2
Hypotenuse, 105

lamblichos. Life of Pythagoras, 86 sq,,

97 I, 100 n, 1.% on numerical
symbolism, 10 1 nn, i and 2

Ibykos, 191 n. 3
Idaios of Himera, 352

Ideas,” theory of, 308 sq.
Immortality, 84, 154, 195, 245, 250
Incommensurability, 105
Indian philosophy, 18, 82 n. 2. See

Transmigration

369

Infinity, Anaximander, 53 sqq. ; Xeno-
phanes, 124 sqq. ; Parmenides, 181 ;

Melissos, 325 sq. See Divisibility,
direipov

Injustice. See ddixla
Intermediate. See
Intervals, musical, 106 sq., 112. See
Octave

lonians, 3 ; pessimism of, 8 ; secu-
larism of, 13 80 ; as engineers,
40 n. I ; primitive cosmology of,
III

Ionic dialect, 72, 281, 282 sq., 352 n. 3
Irenaeus, Sources § 16 (p. 37)
Irrationals, loi, 105
Isokrates,

• ^tXoo-o^ta in, 83 ; on
Pythagoras, 88, 95 n. i

; on
Anaxagoras and Damon, 254, 255
n, I

Italiote philosophy, 80

Justice. See dUrj

Kallimachos, on Thales, 41 n. 2
Kebes and Simmias, 277 n. 2, 295, 309
Kebes, ILtva^, on Pythagoras and

Parmenides, 170 ,

Klepsydra, 27, 219 2, 220 n. 1, 229,
245, 267 n. I, 332

Korybantes, 97 sq.
Kratinos, 351
Kratylos, 360 sq.
Xritias the elder, 203 h. 3, 279 fi, 2
Kritias of the Ihirty, 203 n. 3
Kroton, 89, 193
Kylon, 90 n, i, 91

Laertios Diogenes. See Diogenes
Laertios

Lampsakos, school of, 256, 359
X^ukippos, 330-349 » and the lonians,.

339 sq., 349 ; and the Eleatics, 182,.
331 sq., 333 sqq., 337, 341, 349 ; and
Empedokles, 202, 332 ; and Anaxa-
goras, 332, 347; and the Pytha-
goreans, 337, 339, 345 ; and Diogenes
of ApoUonia, 348 ; and Demokritos,
337 sq., 347 n. 5, 348

Light, 186, 239. See Sun, Moon
Lightning and Thunder, Anaximander,

68 ; Anaximenes, 76 ; Empedokles,
239

Limit. See wipas
Lives, the three, 98, 140 n. 3
Logic, origin of, i
Love, in Hesiod, 7*; in Parmenides,

191 ; in Empedokles, 231 sqq.
Lucretius, on Empedokles, 203 ; on

Anaxagoras, 264 n. 3 ; on Demo-
kritos, III n. I

Lydia, 39 sq., n8
Lysis, 91, 276, 277f 281, 283

24
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Magnet, Thales on the, 48, 50
Man, Anaximander, 70 sg, ; Hera-

Meitos, X51 $g.

Map, Anaximander’s, 51
Marmor Parium, on Pythian era, 44

n, 3 ; on the meteoric stone of
Aigospotamos, 252 n, 6

Materialism, 182
Matter. See
Mean, Harmonic, 106 2 ; Aristotle’s

doctrine of the, ri2
Measures, 134 n, 4> ^35 150 sq,^

x6i, 357
Medicine, Pythagorean, 97, 193

;

Alkmaion, 193 $qq,\ Empedokles,
200 231 ; Philolaos, 278

Melissos, 320 - 329 ; and Parmeni-
des, x8x, 32 X, 324 ; and the lonians,
321, 326 ; and the Pythagoreans,
327 ; and Anaxagoras, 320 «. 2,

. 32S, 335
Melissos^ Xenophanes, and Gorgias,

126 n. X, 322 nn» z and 2
Menon, Tarpticd, 48 3» 20 x n, 5,

278 n. 4, 283 w. I, 292 n. I, 351 n. i
Metapontion, 89, 90 n. 2, 91
Metempsychosis. See Transmigration
Meteorology, at first confused with

astronomy, 27, 49, Z95
Milesian school, 39-79
Miletos, 39, 49, 52 n. 2, 330, 332
Milky Way, 191, 271
Milo of ICroton, 9X
Milton, on “ saving appearances,” 28

n. 2 ; on “ harmony of the spheres,”
307 n. X

Mixture, Anaximander, 56 ; Empedo-
kles, 233 sq,

Mochos of Sidon, 16 4
Monism, 9 n. 2, 180, Z97, 310
Monotheism, 128 sq.

Moon, Anaximander, 67 ; Anaximenes,
75 sq,

;

Xenophanes, 123 ; Empedo-
kles, 239 ; Anaxagoras, 271 sq,

;

Leukippos, 347; light of the, 177
n. I, 239, 272, 298 ; rotation of the,

297
Motion, eternal, 12, 61 ; premundane,

61 ; denied by Parmenides, 179, 181

;

explained by Empedokles, 227 sq.

;

and Anaxagoras, 267 ; criticised by
Zeno, 3x8 sqq, ; denied by Melissos,

327 ; rearmed by Leukippos,
340 5g,

Music, Pythagorean, 97
Mysteries, 84, 141

Nabonassar, era of, 22
Names, 176, 348 n, x

Navigation, Thales, 41, 47 ; Anaxi-
mander, 51 sq.

Necessity. Seedvdyicq

Neoplatonists, Sources § 5 (p, 32)

.

on Parmenides, 178 n. 3, 183
’

Neopythagoreans, 107
Nigidius Figulus, 95
Nikomachos of Oerasa, on Pythagoras,

87 2 ; on numerical symbolism!
loi n. I, 289 n. I

Nile, rise of the, 44 sq,, 270 n, 6
Noumenios, 16
Nous, in Anaxagoras, 267 sqq.
Numbers, Pythagorean doctrine of,

107 sq., 278, 285 sqq., 307 sqq,
;

relation to Atomism, 336 ; triangu-
lar, square, and oblong, 102 sq.

Numerical symbolism, xoo sqq.

Obliquity of the ecliptic (zodiac),
Anaximander, 51 ; Anaximenes, 77 ;

Leukippos, 347; Diogenes of Apol-
lonia, 357

Oblcmg numbers. See Numbers
Observation, 26
Octave, X06, 1X0, 296, 306
Odd and Even, 287 sq,

‘

Oinopides of Chios, 26 n. i, 103 n, i
Olympiodoros on the term

Xwj-tsi 93 n. 2
Onomalbritos, 97
Opposites (hot-cold, dry-wet), 8 sq.,

53 sq,, 57, 1 12, 143, 165, 185, X96,
201, 228, 231, 263, 356

Oriental influences, 15 sqq.
Origen, pCKotropo^fieyOit Sources I'a

(P-,36)
^

Orphicism, 5 7 3» 81 sqq,, 192, 200

Pain, 273, 326
Parmenides, 169-193 ; and Xeno-

phanes, 170 ; and Anaximander,
189 ; and Herakleitos, 130, 179,
183 sq,

;

and P3rthagoreanism and
Empedokles, 109, 170, 179, 184 sqq.,

192, 202, 293, 3x0 ; at Athens, 169,
172 n. I, 31X

Pausanias, 201 n. i
Pentagram^ 295
Pebbles. See xprjqtot

Perception, sense, Parmenides, 178

;

Alkmaion, 194; Empedokles, 246
sqq.

;

Anaxagoras, 273 sq, ; Leu-
kippos, 347 sq, ; Diogenes of
Aipollonia, 358

Perikles, and Zeno, X69, 3x1 n, i

;

and Anaxagoras, 251, 254 sqq,

;

and Melissos, 320
Petxon, 60, 109
Phaidros, Sources § X2 (p. 36)
Pherekydes of Syros, 3, 7 n, 2, 80, 94

n, I, 97
Philip of Opous, 305
Philistion, 20X nn, x and 4, 231 n. i, 249

n. 4
Philo of Byblos, 16 n, 4
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Philo Judaeus, 16; on Heraldeitos,
I43 » 164

Philodemos, de Soutces § 12
(P- 36) ; on “ accommodation,**
32 t

; on Anaximander, 60 ; on
Parmenides, 1912 i

Philolaos, 85, 100, 276, 277 sqq.^ 292,
297 S9. ; Spensippos and, 102 n, 2

Philosophy. See pCKotropla
Phleious, Pythagorean society of, 83

«. I, 98 n. 3, 277
Phoenician influence, 41. See Mochos
Physiological interest, 48, 232, 262,

368, 350
Physiology, Parmenides, 192 sq, ;

Alkmaion, 194 ; Empedokles, 244
sqq, ; Diogenes of Apollonia, 355

Pindar, on the Hyperboreans, 81

;

Orphic odes, 200
Piremus^ 19, 21 i
Placita, 26; of Aetios, Sources § 10

(p. 35) ; Vetusta (Poseidonian), ib. §
(P- 35) ; pseudo-Plutarch, ib. § 9

(P‘ 34)

Planets, names of, 23 n. i ; motion of,
21, 70, no, igs, 239; Pythagorean
system of, 277, 296 $qq.

Plants, Empedokles, 240 sq.
; Anaxa-

goras, 272 sqq.
Plato, Sources § i (p. 31) ; on Egyptian

science,' 15 n. 3, 19 nl i ; on oriental
astronomy, 23 n. 2, 24 n. 2 ; on
astrology, 24 i

; on Orphicism,
84 ; on KddafxriSf 98 n. i ; on
schools of philosophy, 29 sq. ; on
Seven Wise Men, 44 3 ; definition of
harmonic mean, 106 n. 2 ; on
stereometry, 283 ; on planetary
motions,, no n. 2, 195 ; on the
earth’s motion, 30z sq., 305 ; on
gravity, 343 ; on the doctrine of
the Mean, 112 2 ; on the Great
Year, 157 ; on dvTair6bo(nst 162
». I ; on “ air,” 187 n. i ; and Empe-
dokles, 248, 249 ; and Philistion,
201 n,. 4 ; and the Pythagoreans,
308 {see Er, myth of)

; on Thales,
46 n. 4, 4.7 n. x; on Pythagoras, 85,
89 ». 4 ; on Xenophanes, Z27, 170 ;

on Epicharmos, 127 n. 3 ; on
Herakleitos, 131 n. 5, 144, 146, 158,
159 1 on Herakleiteans, 29 n. i,

145 ij 150 n. 2, 166 n, 2 ; on
Parmenides, 169, 170, 18 1, 192, 198

2, 311 ; on the Eleatics, 29 n. 2,
127 ; on Empedokles, 144, 201 n . 2,

233» 237 3 ; OIL Anaxagoras, 252 n. 4,
254, 256 n. 3, 257, 267 ; on Anaxa-
goreans, 29 ». 3 ; on Philolaos, 276 ;

on Pythagoreans, 13, 61, 66 n. i,

83> 85, 89 n. 4, 98 nn. 2 and 3, 109,
277 n. 2, 279 sqq., 292 sqq., 301 sqq..

304 sg.

;

on Zeno, 169, 311, 312,
3i3> 314 ; on Melissos, 329 ». 2 ; on
Sokrates, 361

Pleasure and pain, Empedokles, 241,
246, 247 ; Anaxagoras, 274 ; Diogenes
of Apollonia, 358

Pliny, on Thales, 43, 44 2 ; on
Anaximander, 51 ; on Anaximenes,
51 ». 4 ; on Hermodoros, 131 n, x

;

on the meteoric stone of Aigospota-
mos, 252

Pluralism, 197, 310
Plutarch, on Thales, 46 ft. i ; on
Anaximenes, 75 ; on the Pytha-
goreans, 95 ft, 2 ; on Herakleitos,
160 ; on Parmenides, 171 n. 2,
186 n. 2, 311 ft. I ; on Zeno, 169 sq.,
3x1 ft. I ; on Melissos, 320 sq. ; on
Anaxagoras, 255 «- 6, ^56 ft. 5, 257
n. 5 ; on Demokritos, 336 ft. 5 ; on
Plato, 304 sq.

;

on the meteoric
stone of Aigospotamos, 252 ; on
Odd and Even, 289

[Plutarch] Placita, Sources § 9 (p. 34)
[Plutarch] Stromateis, Sources § 14

(P« 3^) ; on Parmenides, 187 ft. i

;

on Empedokles, 236, 238
Points, lines, and surfaces, 290, 315

Political activity of philosophers

:

Thales, 46 ; Anaximander, 52

;

Pythagoras, 90 sqq.

;

Parmenides,
171 1 Empedokles, 198 sqq. ; Zeno,
311

Polybios, on Pythagoreans, 92 ft. i
Polybos, on Melissos, 329
Polykrates, era of, 38, 88
Pores. See irbpot

Porphyry, Life of Pythagoras, 87, 95
Poseidonios, and Mochos of Sidon, 16

ft. 4 ; and astrology, 24 ft. z ; on the
tripartite soul, 296 ft. 2- See Placita,
Vetusta

Precession. See Equinoxes
Primary substance, 9-xi, 12 ft. x
ProdUs, Commentary on Euclid I., 26

ft. 1, 44 ft. 4, 45 ft. 4, 104 nn. 2 and
3, 188 ft. I ; on Parmenides and
Zeno, 170 ft. 3 ; on Philolaos, 281 ;

on Pythagoreans, 290 ft. i, 309 ft. 2 ;

on the “ theory of ideas,’* 309 ft. 2
Proportion, 106
Protagoras, and Herakleitos, 166 ; and

Zeno, 3x2 ; KarapdWovres, 329 ft. 2
Purification. See KadapfjLoi, xdBapeis
Pyramids, height of, 46, See wvpaidi
Pyrrho, 82 ft. 2
Pythagoras, 84-112 ; an Ionian, 3, 81

;

EmpedoMes on, 200
Pythagoreans, 276-309 ; in the Attrerol

\6yoh 29 ft. 3 ; on the premundane
motion, 61 ; on air or the void, 109,

24 A
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179^ 181, 231 ; Plato on, 13, 61,
66 n, I, 83, 85,-89 w. 4 ; comic poets
on, 94 n, 3

“ Pythagorean theorem*’ (EucL i. 47),
104 $q.

Pythian era, 44
Pythodoros, 31 1 n. 1

Rarefaction and condensation, 73 sqq,,

146, 179, 337, 356
Religion, Aegean, 3, 4, 80 ; Delian, 81.

See God, Monotheism, Orphicism,
Sacrifice

Respiration, 153, 3oi, 229, 245, 279
Rest. See Motion
Retrograde motion of planets, 21, 304

|

Revolution, diurnal, 13, 61, no
!

Rhegion, 109 n. 4, 191 n. 3, 276
Rhetoric, Empedokles and, 200
Rhind papyrus, 18 sqq.

Rhodes, 3
Roots (=aTOiX€ia), Empedokles, 228

sqq.

Sacrifice, mystic, 95 ; bloodless, 93,
224 n. 4

Salmoxis, 85, 90 n. 2
Sanchuniathon, z6 4
Sardeis, era of, 38, 44 n, 2, 51, 72. See

Lydia
Saros, 42 n. 2
Satyros, Sources § 19 (p. 38) ; on

Empedokles, 199 n. 5, 201 w. 2 ; on
Anaxagoras,255 sq. ; on Philolaos, 280

Schools of philosophy, 28 sqq.^ 50 n,

4, 79
Sea, Anaximander, 64. sq. ; Herakleitos,

149 ; Empedokles, 240 ; Anaxagoras,
270 ; Diogenes of Apollonia, 357

Seeds, Anaxagoras, 264 sq.

Seqt, 19, 46
Seven Wise Men, 41, 44, 50, 113
Sextus Empiricus, Sources § 4 (p. 32)

;

on Herakleitos, 152 ; on Anaxa-
goras, 264 n. I

Shakespeare, on the “ harmony of
the spheres,” 307 n. i

Sight, Alkmaion, 194, 195 n. i

;

Empedokles, 246 sq., 248 ; Anaxa-
goras, 273 sq.

Silloi, 1 16 ,

Simmias See Kebes
Sin4>licius, Sources § 5 (p. 32) ; on

Thales, 48 ; on Anaximander, 54
n. 2 ; on innumerable worlds,

59 ; on Xenophanes, 115 sq., 116 n.

I, 126 ; on Parmenides, 171, 174 n.

I, 178 n. 3, 183, 186, 189 sq., 190
n. 4; on Empedokles, 243 n. i ;

on Anaxagoras, 257, 263 ; on
P5dhagoreans, 288, 300 n, x

;

on
Zeno, 313 ; on Melissos, 321, 327

n. I ; on Diogenes of Apollonia, 353,
357

Sleep, Herakleitos, 137 n. 6, 138 n. 3,
152 sq. ; Empedokles, 245

Smell, Alkmaion, 195 n. i ; Empe-
dokles, 247, 248 ; Anaxagoras, 273
sq.

Sokrates, on the soul, 84 ; meeting
with Parmenides and Zeno, 169,
256 n. 3, 311 ; and the Pythagoreans,
277> ia78 n. 2 ; and Anaxagoras, 256,

267 ; and Archelaos, 358 sq. ; and
Damon, 296 2 ;

“ theory of
ideas,” 308 sq.

Solids, regular, 283 sqq,, 284 n. i,

293 sqq.
^

Solon and Croesus, 24 sq.

Solstices, 21, 42 n. i, 51. See rpowaL
Sosikrates, writer of Successions,

Sources § 17 (p. 37)
Sotion, Sources § 17 (p. 37) ; on

Parmenides, 170 ; on Anaxagoras,
255 n. 6

Soul, of the world ; Thales, 49

;

Anaximenes, 75 ;
of man, Orphic,

81 sq.

;

Anaximenes, 75 ;
-^kmaion,

1 195 ; a “ harmony,” 295 sqq. ;

tripartite, 296 n. 2 ; Sokrates on
the, 84

Space, 317
Speusippos, on Parmenides, 171 ; on

Pythagorean numbers, 102 n, 3,

278, 290 n. 1

Sphere, planetary spheres, 62 n. i ;

Parmenides, 181, 227, 231 ; Empe-
dokles, 227. See Earth, Eudoxos,
Harmony

Square numbers. See Nulmj>er
Stars, fixed, 77 4, 239» 271, 347
Stobaios, Sources § 9 (p. 34)
Stoics, Sources § 3 (p. 32) ; and

astrology, 24 n. i ; as interpreters of
Herakleitos, X31 n. 5, 132, 133 n, i

;

142, 148, 160 sq. ; on the Great
Year, 157

Strabo, on Mochos, 16 n. 4; on
Pythagoreans, go n. i ; on Her-
modoros, 131 n. i ; on Parmenides
and Zeno, 170, 171 n. 2, 311 ; on
Anaxagoras, 253 n. z

Strife. See Opposites, ^pis, vetKos

Sublimary region, 27 n. z

Successions, Sources § 17 (p. 37)
^ulvoLrsfUras, 20
Sun, Thales, 49 ; Anaximander, 67

sq. ; Anaximenes, 76 sq.

;

Xeno-
phanes, Z22

; Herakleitos, Z48, Z55 ;

Alkmaion, Z95 ; Empedokles, 238
sq., 298 n. z ; Anaxagoras, 27X

;

Pythagoreans, 2g8 n. x ; Leukippos,
347

Sybaris, 89 n. 3, 9Z
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Taras, 90 n. 1, 276
Taste, Alkmaion, 195 n. i ; Empe-

dokles, 247 ;
Anaxagoras, 273

Temperaments, 112
Temperature, 112
Tetraktys, 102
Thales, 39-50, 104 ; era of, 38
Theaitetos, 105, 284
Theano, 308
Thebes, ^CK6<T0<f>0L at, 91, 278 n. i;

Lysis at, 91, 276 sq. ; Philolaos at,

276
Theodoret, Sources § 10 (p. 35), § 16

(P- 37)
Theodoros of Kyrene, 105
Theogony, Hesiod, 6 sqq. ;

Rhapsodic,

7 3 '
"

Theologians, 7 sq.

Theologumena afiihmetica, 102 n. 2,

107 n. I, 290 n. I

Theology. See God
Theon of Smyrna, on oriental astro-

nomy, 24 n. 2 ; on planetary
motions, 304 n. i

Theophrastos, Sources § 7 (p. 33) ; on
abstinence, 95 ». 2 ; on astrology, 24

I ; on innumerable worlds, 58 sqq.\

on schools of philosophy, 28 sq., 50

4 ; on Prometheus, 40 n. 2 ; on
Thales, 40 n. 2 ; on Anaximander,
50 n. 4, 52 sqq., 54 «. 2 ; on Anaxi-
menes, 72 sqq. ; on Xenophanes,
1 14, 122, 123, 124; on Herakleitos,

132, 142, 146 ; on Parmenides, 178
n. I, 182 sq., 186, 190, 191 sq. ;

on Alkmaion, 194 ; on Empedokles,
198 n. 2, 202, 232, 235 n. I, 238 n. 4,

241, 246 sqq., 249 ; on Anaxagoras,

252, 253> 271, 273 sq^ ; on “ Philo-

laos,” 298 n. 1 ; on Hiketas and
Ekphantos, 300 ; on Leukippos, 330,

332 n. 2, 333* 338 sqq. ; on Diogenes
of ApoUonia, 352, 358; on Hippon
of Samos, 351 ; on Demokritos, 342 ;

on Plato, 304 sq.

Theoretic life, 25 n. i, 98, 252
Thought, Parmenides, 178 ; Empe-

dokles, 247
Thourioi, era of, 38, 91, 198, 203 n. 2

Thracian influences, 81

Thymaridas, 101 n. 2
Timaeus Locrus, the, 280
Timaios the Lokrian, 85, 195> 279

• Timaios of Tauromenion, on Pytha-

goras, 86, 89, 93; on Xenophanes,

113 ; on ParmenidesandZeno, 170 ». 3»

171 n. 2, 31 1 ; on Empedokles, 198,

199 n. 2, 200, 203 n. 2 ; on Pytha-
goreans, 276 n. I

Timon of Phleious, on Xenophanes,
115 n. 4, 1 16, 125 n. I ; on Hera-
kleitos, 132 2 ; on Plato, 280

Touch, Alkmaion, 195 n. 1 ; Empe-
dokles, 24;^ ; Anaxagoras, 273 sq.

Transmigration, 82 n. 2, 85, 88, 93,

250
Triangle, Pythagorean (3, 4» 5)» 20, 104
Triangular numbers. See Numbers

Unit, Pythagorean, 108, 316 sqq.

Void, Pythagorean, 109, i79> ^86, 289 ;

Parmenides on the, i79> ^86, 317

;

Alkmaion, 194 ; Anaxagoras, 270

;

Melissos, 326 ;
Leukippos, 332, 337

Vortex. See SLprf

Water, Thales, 47
Weight, 342 sq.

Wheel of birth, 97, 98
Wheels, Anaximander, 62 n. i, 68, no,

189 ;
Pythagoras, no, 189 ;

Par-

menides, 189
World. See oitparhs, K6<rp.os

Worlds, innumerable : Anaximander,

58 sqq., 69 ;
Anaximenes, 78

;

Pythagoras, 109 ;
Xenophanes, 124 ;

Anaxagoras, 269 sq. ;
Diogenes of

ApoUonia, 357 ;
Archelaos, 360

Xenophanes, 112-129 ;
and Anaxi-

mander, 114; on Homer and

Hesiod, 115, i24» 125 ;
on fossUs, 26 ;

on Thales, 42, 112 ;
on Pythagoras,

84, 108, 112, ii4> ^ 5

Parmenides, 170
XenophUos, 277
Xenophon on Sokrates and the Pytha-

goreans, 277 2

Xouthos, 289

Year. See Great Year

Zamolxis. See Salmoxis
Zankle, 114 5

Zeno, 310-320; at Athens, 169, 31^

n. I, 312 4 ; on Pythagoreans, 314

sqq.

;

and Empedokles, 202, 312

n. X, 314 4
Zero, 100 n. .3

Zodiac, Babylonian, 21 n. 2. See

Obliquity
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II. GREEK
iSiKla, 9, S4 n. i, 57, 6$, 144, 165, 196

See Air
&$dvttToz Kol dy^pcos^ 9 «. i, 10 3,

S«
aWifp, 219 n. 3, 228 «. 2, 229, 269 n. i

§ 21 (p. 38). See Apollo-
doros

dico{i(rfjjOLra^ 96
dKOV(rfMX.rLKoLi 94 2
dXK6rpLov 177 «. 1
^Aj/dyKTj, 187, 190, 191, 222 «. I, 233,

250
dyadvfila<rt.Sf 148 x^osgg'., 15 2,

iSS 163
dvripeicTif, 346
dvru^, 188 «. 5
dweipovy rhy Anaximander, 54 n. 2, 57

1 58 I ; P3rthagorean, 109
d-JTvovs, 200 «. 5
dv6Kpi(ri9y 61
dwoppoalt 202, 246, 248, 249 ;2. z, 348
diroTOfjuifj 339 ». I

dpidpTjriici^f dist. Xo^to-rtKiJ, 19
dpiaroKparLa, 90 1
dpfiovla^ no, 1 12, 143, 144, 163
dpvedovdwrai.^ 20
dpx4 Aristotelian term for the -material

cause, II, 47 ». 6, 54
adrb 8 308 n. 3
a^rb Ka9 * abrd, 308 «. 3

yaXeol, 70 2, 71 n, 2
yvdofuay^ 21 ». i, 26 «. i, 103 w. i.

Gnomon
ybTjres, 97
yvp6s, 65 «. I

datpav, ddlfAOves, 250
dtadoxfiC^ Sources § 16 (p. 37)
5Laffr^lJL(xr(L^ 60 «. 3

9 » 54 i4S» 165
dlvrjf 13 «. 3, 61 J7. , 66 2, 69, no,
in, 237 n, 3, 240, 269, 344 57.,
346 s^,

Biopl^w, 108 ». 4
8i(ifpurju>ivoyf 108 n. 4
dadeKdcTKvroi CipaZpac, 294 t?, 4

eZdos, of geometrical figures, 103 «. 2 ;

of atoms, 336 «. 5
0£Xot, 309 «. 2

efdctfXa, 348
rb 178 7/, 4 ; **true,” 133

«. I

iKTr^poftris 143, 157, 158
^fCCTacris, 81
fXXeiipce, 104 «. 3

r6, 126 ; Pythagorean, 108, 316

ivaprta, hayrtbrTjres, See Opposites
126 72 . 2

4vd\K7}\os, ZB7 n. 3
ifravaKvkXi^a'etSf 304 tz. i

iTrlrpavcTiSf 346
^pts, 143, 163
‘'EffTrepos and *E£i7cr06pos, regarded as

different, 23 n. 1, 69 ; identified by
Pythagoras or Parmenides, 23 «. i,

Z91 7*. 3
iaria, 190
i<rT<»j, 285 7*. 3
irepofJLi^Keis dpiOfjLot^ 103 «. 2
€dyp<i)fjL0(r^V7)y Sourced § 5 (p* 32)
^X€^ii;^£a, 95 n. i

^X^pp-nfiQcdPTi, 95 7». I

debs* See God
decopriTtKbs pLos, 25 tz. i, 98
decopiay 25, 98
dvfjibsy 140 7c, 2

Ibia (= orrotxeiop), 201 «. 5, 228 tz. 1 ;

of atoms, 336 «. 5
IboS^ 209 7Z, 1, 215 7Z. I, 216 7Z. I

tWopuiLy 302 57.

larovofilay 195, 196 7Z. 2
l<roppo7rlay 66 tz. i, 344 jgr.

IcropLa, 10 tz. 2, 25, 85, 97 n. i

KaOapfxoly Kd$ap<ris, 82, 97 tz. 4, 98 tz. x,

249 ^7.

KaKorexylVi ^34 2
KaTtLpdWcOy 329 TZ. 2
KeyxpirTfs \6yoSy 312 tz. 4
Kepeppareip, 123 tz. 2
K\€"pij8pa* See Klepsydra
KXrfpovxos OebSj 187, 190 tz. 3
Kbcrpos, 9, 10 TZ. 3, 134 TZ. 3, 162 TZ. 2,

190 TZ. I

KpCLdLSy 112
, 296

Kparetvy iii, 268 tz. x, 307

XoyLCTTLKiiy dist. dptSpKjrtK'fif 19
X67OS, 133 TZ. I, 135 «. 2, 138 TZ. I

139 TZ. 3, 143, 173 TZ. 2, 240
Xdvos rod etyaCj t^s oMaSi 30^ «• 3

puidrjfjLariKoiy 94 tz. 2
p>€crbT7)Sy fiecrbryfreSt 106, 112 tz. i

fiera^^y rb, Anaximander,55 ;z. 4, 56 tztz.

X and 2, 65
p€T€p\pbx<»3(TiSy 93 TZ. 2. See Trans-

migration
peTeva'wpdTLixrLSy 93 tz. 2
perbujpay rd, 27
peretopoXoylat 27 tz. i

p-^po. Measures
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jxovki dicTLV 290
fiopijyf) {^aroixeiov), 185, 228 n. 1

veiKos, Erapedokles» 231 sg^q.

1^6/405, opp. tpT^iais, 347

6yK0it 291 «. 3* 319 n, 4, 336 n, i

6Xic<£y, 294 I

bp^oLOfiepr!^ 264
bfxoLo^y bjuLOLbTrjs, 66 n. i

6pyci,ya, 265
6py(.a, 82, 97
6pos, terminnSy 104
oitpavbs* i.q. KbtrjULOS, 27, 56 i, 60 «. 2,

127 n. 4

Trd'yos, 236 w. 2
Traktyyeveffia, 93 «. 2. Trans-

migration

iraX^j'rovos bipfiopta, 136 4, 174 3
^oKlvrpoTos K^Xevdos, I74 «• 3i ^79
7ravcv€pfila, 265 2, 337
‘jrapajSoX')), 104 3
'jrapaiHiyp^ara, 47
irdpoSot, 302
TT^pas, Pythagorean, 109, 287
wepLayuyYi^j 59 «, i

TrepUx^t wepi^xop, 56 i, 58 «. i, 60,

152 w. 3
^epl^rroLcriSf 59 «. 1

Trl\rj(Tis, 73 ». 3
weGfia, Airetpopf 108
iroibTTfSf 263 «. I

^6pot, 153, 194, 201, 202, 233 sq,, 246
248, 332

TrpTjcHip, 68 w. 2, 148, 149 n, i

irp6^\7}/j,a (wpojSdXXw), 28 «. 2

TTpdraats (Trporefyw), 28 «, 2

'jrpox<«?pi)<rets, 304 72. i

iru^avopiffTa^, dist. JJvBaybpeiOit 94 «. 2

TTvpafds, etymology, 21 «. i

paypiabta, 115 «• i

^OTT*)}, 345

(rCjfja, 98, 278
crotpLa, 117 «. 2
(rotpLiTT^s, 85, 353 «. 4
.<rTtt(rtt3rat, 127 «. i

ari^apai^ 187 191 2
(TTOLxeiov, 12 ». 2, 52 «. 5, 201 n. 5,

228, 230 n. 3, 265, 336 n, 4
<rvP€X^5f 108 w. 4
(rvvoiKeiQ, accommodo. Sources § 3 (p.

32 «. 1), 142 n, s
o-^dj^SuXai, 1S8 n, 3
crxT^psira, 100

TerpaKTj^Sf 102 57.

roj(*eiJs, sector^ 2X n. 1

rpoiral, solstices, 62 2, 63 w. 2,

64 I, 67 n. 2, 76 3, 15s sq.,

271, 302, 304
rpoirLSf 294 «. 2
rpbxos, 62 «. 2, 77 ». 2

(?Xi7, 47 «• 6, SS, 294 », 3
dTrepjSoXiJ, 104 «. 3

28 ». 2, 313 7^. 6
^oJ*t6ptaTtt, 294 «. 3
^TrdXet^ts, iii i, 302 ». i

bwoT€lpov<ra^ 105

tpdtipbpeya, rd, 28 2

<pi\ocro(pLa, 25, 83, 278 n, 1

0tX6(ro0o?, 277, 278 ». I, 312 ». 2
^pcPrlSf T14 n, 1

9-1 1, 54, 205 «. 4, 228, 336 n. 3,

337 ;
IIspl 0i5<rc«f, 115 5 : opp,

vbfxoSi 347

Xdos, 7 «. I

XtTt^y, 224 «, I

Xpdfpjaraj 249 «. i, 263 «. i

Xt&pa, 104 72. 2, 108 «. 4
X(>9ploPt 104 ». 2

’(/njfpoL, 100, 102

il/vx^Khp irveOpta, 249 «. 4

THE END
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